Kennedy is making good
even better.
rhe 6170 Series 8" Winchester disK drives have always
::>rovided unmatched performance for the lowest unit price
in the'in9ustry.
Now, Kennedy engineering has made the product line even
better. And, it still. remains the lowest price unit available.
Models 6172 and 6173 have capacities of 24.5 and 40.9
megabytes respectively. They feature a linear voice coil
positioner and a brush less DC spindle motoclocated
outside of the sealed head/disk assembly'toavoid inducing
heat into the HDA, which yields high reliability and extends
component .life. Interface options allow the, OEM:J()v.~~lect
between SMD, ANSI, and our inexpensive Disk· Bus.

The 6170 Series has all the essentials: reliability, high.
performance, low cost, and immeoiate availability.
If you have never evaluated 9ne of the 6170 drives, we
suggest that you do so today, and if you have, we think the
product warrants another look. We believe you'll like what
you see. We know you'll like the price.

>

KENNEDV
An Allegheny International Company

'1600 Shamrock Ave .. Monrovia, CA. 91016
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If the printhead on any new M -200
or M -120 matrix printer fails or wears out,
Dataproducts will replace it free.
Three years from now or 30 years
from now.
We make this remarkable promise
because we make a remarkable printhead a major achievement of Dataproducts
Design Engineers.
These men and women are an elite
group charged with a singular objective:

To make Dataproducts printers the most
affordable you can own.
They designed this unique matrix
printhead to last. And to stay within specifications for life.
Reliability is engineered into the entire
printer. Quality is built in.
That's why the biggest OEMs put
their names on Dataproducts printers.
(Forty thousand are already proven
in the field.) It's why we back every one

with a full year warranty.
The M -200 prints up to 340 characters
per second. The M-120 prints 180 cps.
Learn how quality Dataproducts
printers can reduce your company's Cost
of Ownership. Write Dataproducts
Marketing Department, 6200 Canoga Ave.,
Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Or call
(714) 752-7411 (Western); (617) 237-4711
(Northeastern); (305) 788-2124 (Eastern/
Southeastern); (214) 231-2240 (Central) .

.JJI Dataproducts ~rinteIf§o
1Mtarm"d,

I Engineered for long-time 1UlIPtiimeo
Dataproducts M-200 and M-120 are registered trade marks of Dataproducts Corporation.
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Want to cut out costly
carbon paper in JOur computer forms!

Start here.

---------------------.
Moore Business Forms, Inc.
1205 Milwaukee Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

Please tell me more about the advantages of
Moore Clean Print.

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l
I
lL ______________________
Company____________________________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City

State

Zip, ______

Carbon interleaved forms are costing your company considerably more than their purchase price.
Added costs are hidden in higher freight bills and on
your storeroom shelves. That's because carbon paper
is excess baggage. Cartons of three-part carbon forms,
for example, take up 21% more storage space than an
equal number of cartons of carbonless forms.
There are also 21% fewer continuous carbon forms
in each carton, compared to carbonless. So with carbon
forms, someone is spending 21% more time threading
carbon forms into your computer printer.
Now think of the time and expense of decollating
and disposing of your suddenly useless carbon paper.
And of cleaning up after these messy, non-productive
chores.
Moore Clean Print Jl) carbonless forms produce
sharp, clear copies with no carbon mess. They'll also
improve the looks of your bottom line. To learn more,
please return the coupon,or call toll-free 1-800842-9000, ext. 20.

MOORE BUSINESS· FORMS
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Productivity. For years
businesses have tried to
define it, refine it, unleash
its incredible power. Then
in 1966, the SPSS® Infonnation Analysis System came
along. And suddenly, businesses could get their hands
on critical infonnation
faster, changing
the pace of productivity forever.
n5£\~ t::J
But if you
~
.\tliU ~ think SPSS Inc.
"
c::l'
has been quietly
"-__------ resting on its past
software successes all
these years, think again.
Because we've taken our
latest SPSS release and
revised it from top to bottom
to create something even
better. SPSSx-a new,
extended batch system that

A

brings you all the advantages of SPSS-including
report writing, statistics,
general data management,
color graphics option -'and
much more. To boost your
company's productivity like
never before.

AN EYE-OPENING
ARRAY OF NEW

AND IMPROVED
CAPABILITIES ...
Extended file management
facilities.
Among its many new
features, SPSSx lets you
handle complex files simply,
and simple files with greater
ease. You can match mountains of data from different
files. Combine, split, sort
and summarize with a few
simple commands. And

then convert your results
into high quality graphs and
reports - ,,:ithout any
programmIng expenence.
Extended R0rtability.
Like all SPSS Inc. products,
SPSSx is designed to run
on a wide variety of computers. So as you add or
change hardware over
the years, you won't
have to change software or retrain your
people.
Extended efficiency.
Since SPSSx
responds to simple English
language commands, your
people spend less time with
the computer, and more
time focusing on solutions.
Extended Rower.
With the power of SPSSx
behind you, multicolor pie

charts, bar charts and line
charts appear at your command. Ponderous summaries and reports automatically
tum out presentationperfect. And complex SMF
and RMF performance evaluations become routine.

YET IT'S AS SIMPLE
TO USE AS EVER.
For all its improvements
over earlier releases, SPSSx
is still every bit as convenient as ever. It's
remarkably easy
to use,
allowing
you to
perform over
50 powerful statistical procedures with little or
no programming. It's easy to
learn; in fact, present SPSS

us~rs
can start
uSIng SPSSx

.

~\ professional
us~r
groups, technIcal up-

~"q<:~ .;'i

within minutes. \\""'''/''''''~''''
And since SPSS x ,"'"
doesn't hog costly \'
CPU time, it's equally \
easy on your budget. \

BACKED BY THE
STRONGEST
SUPPORT IN THE
INDUSTRY.

,

Developed in collaboration
with McGraw-Hill, SPSS
Inc. manuals are considered
among the clearest and most
comprehensive around.
And, the most popular; since
1966, over a half million
copies have been sold. We
also strive to provide the
strongest ongoing support
program you could ask for,
through hands-on workshops,

\.

\
.&

dates and regular
seminars.

#

RAISE YOUR
PRODUCTIVITYTOTHE
HIGHEST POWER.
To learn what the SPSS x
Information Analysis System
can do for your organization,
call or write for our descriptive brochure today. You'll find
it very productive reading.
SPSS Inc.
444 No. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-2400
PRODUCilVIYV
RAISED TO
THE HIGHEST POWERTM
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high
thruput
DEC/IBM
interconnect

Twenty Years Ago/T en Years Ago

LOOKING·
BACK

_Your high volume
data transfers to IBM
or CDC centrals are
achieved quickly by the
COMBOARD 1231 because it supports transfer rates to 56,000 bps
over private or leased
networks.
_
Fast transfers between systems means
higher productivity in
all applications, and is
particularly important
in critical applications
such as computer aided
design. Effective system usage is increased
as job turn around time
is decreased.
_COM BOARD is a
16 bit CPU based single
board computer that
plugs into your DEC
UNIBUSTM. Then the
COMBOARD, not the
DEC host, handles all
the real-time interrupts
and protocol processing associated with
data communications.
_COMBOARD 1231
is the high speed model
in the series and the.
leader in low overhead/high thruput DEC
to IBM or CDC interconnects.
_For more details
dial

1-614-421-2094

SOFTWARE
RE'SULTS

~~
2887 Silver Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43211
TWX 810-482-1631
COMBOARD'· Software Results
Corporation
DEC UNIBUS'· Digital
Equipment Corporation

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY •••
January 1963: In an issue devoted to the
"people problem," DATAMATION offered a
"subjective" profile of the woman programmer. Here's how the distaff side
stacked up: even though dp managers were
generally believed to care more about education and experience than an applicant's
sex, some companies remained hesitant to
hire women programmers. Other shops,
however, actually preferred females, because their initial investment in training
paid a greater dividend in the end in low
turnover rates. Women were less ambitious
and more content to remain in the same
position, especially if they were married or
engaged.
The article pointed out that prejudice against women programmers was most
likely to occur at promotion time. Employers generally felt that most men and many
women resented women supervisors. In
some cases, the appointment of a woman
rather than a man to an assistant supervisor's job was preferable, since the woman
was less of a threat to a male supervisor.
However, many women turned down advancement to a supervisory position because they felt that prestige and a higher
salary weren't adequate compensation for
their increased responsibilities. DATAMATION noted ·that women preferred jobs with
"less strain," would rather not "stand off"
from their fellow workers, and considered
fringe benefits of more importance than
their male peers did.
The article conceded that women
did have greater patience and were better at
details than men, two alleged prerequisites
for the successful programmer, but was undecided whether women had logical,. analytical minds. It also dispelled the notion
that women programmers were dull, drab,
lipstickless creatures; to the contrary, they
even enhanced the decor of an office, mak-

ing working conditions more agreeable.
Incidentally, this article on women
programmers was written by a woman, Valerie RockmaeI. news editor at the time.

PUI PRESCIENCE
January 1973: Mulling the future of pLlI,
Angie Pantages, New York bureau manager, assessed the language as ". . . slow,
fat. hard to learn, not standardized, suported only by IBM, and known in all its glory
by an elite few. " Meanwhile, IBM was telling its European users that pLiI was making
great strides in the U.S., though an earlier
DATAMATION survey didn't provide much
backupJor their boasts. Out of 458 IBM 360
and 370 installations, less than 5% listed
pLil as a primary language, and most of
these listed three or more languages.
Even so, Pantages believed respectability was imminent for pLiI and that it
would not be dead by 1977, as predicted by
Fred Gruenberger, then at California State
University, Northridge.
She gave several reasons for her
grudging optimism: pL/ 1 was well down the
road to standardization, all major modifications to the language had been made, and by
year-end, the final drafts for three standards-the full language, a large subset,
and process control subset-were to be submitted to ANSI and the European Computer
Manufacturers Association.
Another good sign was the fact that
IBM'S competitors had begun to announce
their own versions of the language; first
Burroughs and then Honeywell had joined
the club, and CDC was looking to sign up
too. The final reason for hope was that
IBM'S pLil optimizer compiler had passed
through its "first year problems" and reportedly made great progress in execution
speed and efficiency over the pLil F (version 5) compiler.

-Lauren. D'Attilo
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Orchestrating all the details of a new
online application can be either a very trying task, or a richly rewarding one_
If you play it the traditional way, it's
adagio at best, and you spend most of
your time smoothing out sour notes from
your programmers_
On the other hand, if you use NATURAL
you can pick up the beat considerably
and get rave reviews from your entire
organization.
NATURAL is Software AG's comprehensive online, interactive programmer productivity system for IBM and plug-compatible
environments. NATURAL hqs everything
you'd ask for in the instrument of your
choice: powerful programming language,
screen map generator, report generator,
editor, librarian, ad hoc inquiry facility,
and more.

The result is a system that can speed up
applications development time by as much
as 90%, while working in complete harmony
with your existing operating system. And if
your environment changes, NATURAL will
still stay right with you - as will ADABAS '",
the adaptable data base management system that stands behind NATURAL.
To audition ADABAS and NATURAL,
send in the coupon today. It could mark a
breakthrough in the way you conduct your
business.

In Europe:
Software AG Worldwide
Software AG
Software AG
of North America, Inc.
Hilpertstrasse 20
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive D-6100 Darmstadt
Reston, Virginia 22091
West Germany
06151-8!~072
(70:~) 860-5050
Please send me information about
NATURAL.
I'd also like to hear ab()ut ADABAS.
Please send me information on your free
DBMS Seminars.

o
o
o

Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __
Zip Code
CPU
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Telephone (
Operating System _______
DM 0183
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No other General Ledger provides as much easy-to-use
reporting power. Some systems have as many as three different report writers. But with our powerful Variable Report
Writer and simple English instructions, users can generate
almost any report, any time, in the format best suited to meet
their needs.
Even better, users can have access to current, on-line
information at virtually any time and at virtually any summary level.
The Software International General Ledger can be
installed quickly. Many users report that within a few short
months, they are closing their books faster, producing reports
in hours instead of days, and generating more relevant information for business decisions.
Because no business operates solely from a General
Ledger, our system interfaces with our top-quality Accounts

Payable, Accounts Receivable, Fixed Asset, and Payrolll
Personnel packages to form a comprehensive financial
database.
Best of all, THE SOFlWARE gives you something extra:
Confidence. Confidence in first-class, thorough training and
documentation. Confidence in continual product enhancements and stringent quality control. And confidence in our
customer support because of the high caliber of our people.
As part of General Electric Information Services Company,
we are a member of a worldwide family of computer and business professionals.
More account-ability is the most important reason why
more than 4,000 users worldwide selected our General
Ledger over the competition.
Call or write today. You'll see that THE SOFlWARE
delivers confidence you can account on.

~

~j

One Tech Drive, Andover, MA 01810 (617) 685-1400

,-_ i,A.'lll!::' ;1):i:H i~:

{::

',~ ••',

.J

\

Atlanta (404) 955-3705 Boston (617) 685-1400 Chicago (312) 298-3500 Columbus, OH (614) 773-2167 Dallas (214) 960-0220 Denver (303) 696-8591 Houston (713) 444-3348
Los Angeles (213) 573-0402 New York (914) 253-8050 San Jose (408) 292-9700 Wilmington, DL (302) 478-8980 Montreal (514) 866-5728 Toronto (416) 924-1461 Vancouver (604) 669-6122

Australia, Brazil, Colombia, France, Guam, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom
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LOOK AHEAD
COMING FROM IBM

What may be the first two members of a new family
of 4300 computers are expected to be unveiled by
IBM next spring. The machines, known as the
Group 3 machines, will offer 2.5 and 4 MIPS of
power and probably, sources say, represent the
first of the so-called Glendale or GL series.
IBM's recent slashing of 4300 prices is thought
to have been the ,prelude ,to a new wave of midrange products scheduled to hit the market beginning this year. GL machines are slated to
offer double the price/performance of the original E Series of 4300s while another new line,
Olympia, will offer three times that price/performance., Olympia machines are expected to ex,tend downwards, towards the personal computer
market.

LAUTENBERG'S
FIRST MOVE

Some industry eyes are closely watching Frank
Lautenberg's entry into the u.S. Senate this
month. The former chief of Automatic Data Processing fought his way into office with some millions of his own money and backing by an elite
group of computing services executives including
Bernard Goldstein, who like Laut~nberg is a former head of the ADAPSO trade group. In a letter
to Goldstein, now partner at merger specialists
Broadview Associates in Fort Lee, N.J., Lautenberg has promised that one of his first proposals
in the Senate will be to start "an,inquiry into
the economic impact computer systems are having
on our society." La utenberg, a Democrat, is expected to push for a temporary national information committee, similar to the TNEC economic
panel set up during the Great Depression.

SOUL OF A NEWER
MACHINE

Steve Wallach, better remembered as a member of
the "Flying Upside Down" team in Tracy Kidder's
book Soul of a New Machine, has flown south to
take part in
Dallas startup, Parsec Computers.
No less ambitious than the Data General Eagle
project the book reported, Wallach and company's
plan is to build a superfast 32-bit scientific
processor.
Using gate array and other off-theshelf technologies, the 'Parsec machine is expected to outperform the VAX 11/780 by at least an
order of magnitude. Shipments are slated to
begin in late 1984.

a

FRETS OVER "NETS

Shifting specifications for broadband local networking standards at the IEEE's 802 committee are
giving Amdax Corp. of Bohemia, N.Y., enough of a
hard time that it may withdraw one of its Cablenet products from the market. Says Amdax chief
JANUARY 1983 13

LOOK AHEAD
Ivan Socher, "We just can't keep up with all the
changes the committee keeps making. It's become
a moving target." The affected product is the
switched Cablenet, which falls in the 802 committee's metropolitan area network category.
SOFTWARE ADD-ON

Look for Multiplications Inc., a Cambridge,
Mass., software house once known as Multisystems
Inc., to introduce next spring a menu-driven report writer designed to compete with naturallanguage report generators on IBM mainframes.
The firm is quietly telling potential customers
about Imagine, which was written with help from
the qompany's other major package, Accolade. The
latter is an on-line application development system for CICS environments. Multiplications,
freshly "backed with $2.75 million in venture capital, is also building up a nationwide sales
force to better market its products.

SEARCH GOES ON

According to one Cray Research executive, Japanese computer makers have been scouting around the
supercomputer market in the U.S., feeling out potential customers and hinting at machines to
come. The two most visible vendors are Fujitsu
and Hitachi, neither of which has apparently made
a firm commitment to market supercomputers here.
Cray and archcompetitor Control Data say they
aren't worried about the Japanese yet, especially
since only "paper tiger" machines have been discussed and "real" mixed scalar/vector benchmarks
haven't been demonstrated.

VIDEOTEX HICCUP

After its splashy birth announcement, Keycom
Electronic Publishing, a Chicago-based j'oint
videotex venture involving Honeywell, telephone·
company Centel Corp., and publishers Field Enterprises, seems to have run into some snags. After
choosing Honeywell DPS 6 computers and the PLP
videotex standard, the company apparently ran
into X.2S communications snags while trying to.
pump data through a public data network. Sources
say the project-s original third-quarter '83
startup date will probably be missed as a result.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

Watch for Data General to package new 32-bit
Eclipse microprocessors in office workstations
selling for less than $20,000 .... We hear that the
used computer market dealers are paying kickbacks
to dp managers who sell their firms' equipment
for less than book value: ... Three-year-o~d Data
Base Management Associates Inc., Troy, Mich., is
close to raising $2 million in venture capital to
bring new Hyperchannel-based software to market .
... We hear GM is buying some 1,000 IBM System/38s.
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Some interesting things happen when
you sit down at our CIT-161 Terminal.
like any office worker, video terminal
operators are bombarded by a tremendous spectrum of visual and audio
stimulae. Add to that their own thought
distractions and you begin to see
why a single-color display is at a severe
disadvantage competing for user
attention.
Our CIT-161 Color Alphanumeric
Terminal, on the other hand, makes
use of some very interesting color
phenomena. Which makes a much
more efficient terminal ... and makes
users a lot more productive.
Studies have shown, for instance,
that color can improve user response
time by 50% -which translates into
faster throughput and decreased time
to job completion. Data is made more
interesting and easy to follow with
the use of color, resulting in less error
in interpretation.
.
Color also has broad attention-getting
power, affording the added ability to
prioritize data by different hues and
® Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

How will our CIT-161 fit into your sys, tem? Perfectly! It's an ANSI-compatible
direct replacement for the DEC® Vf-100
Series with a full range of advanced
video features: 132/80-character
column display, single-width or doublewidth/double-height characters, the
unique Window Erase feature, split
screen, and more.
Sound interesting? Contact C. Itoh
Eectronics, Inc. today for more information: 5301 Beethoven Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90066, (213) 306-6700.
Or call ACRO Corp., exclusive representatives: Irvine, CA (714) 557-5118;
Houston, IX (713) 777-1640; Cherry
Hill, NJ (609) 667-4114; Chicago, IL
(312) 992-2346.

~C.ITOH
ELECTRONICS, INC.
One World of Quality
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GREAT SOF1WARE
ISN'T WRITIEN.
IT'S ENGINEERED
Software engineering means hardnosed
quality controL It means extensible architecture. It means strict specifications for reliability
and durability. '
Each provided through intensive research,
a disciplined development process and a commitment to excellence.
ENGINEERING FOR
THE INFORMATION CENTER.
, If backlog is jamming your responsivenesS' to end-users and you w~nt a strategic,
dependable ,solution you-can build upon, you
need advanced technology software engineering. And that's what you'll get from
Informatics® Answer Series software products.
The Answer Series satisfies just about every
infonnation need your end~user can come up
with. "Do-it-yourself' tools for them. Control
for you.
ENGINEERING FOR THE
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER.
Don't compromise your mainstream ,
applications with short tenn approaches. '
, Longevity, efficiency and reliability are cruciaL
Engineered software is even more important
here. Infonnatics Mark Series application
generators make your data processing efforts
more effective. They increase application pro- '
grammirigproductivity from two to five times'
, above current levels. Your entire staff can reach
~ew levels -of productivity. '
It takes the resources of acornpany like
Infonnatics to meet the infonnation challenges
6f the 80s~ We will continue to be a dominant
force in leading edge IBM installations throughout the world. After all, we've been decreasing
backlog, increasing productivity, and engineering great software for over 20 years.
,
Irifonnatics General Corporation~
Software Products Group, 21050 Vanowen St.,
Ganoga Park, CA 91304, (213) 716-1616.
lM

lM

'c'

THE SOfIWARE ENGINEERS

n

Visit us at Software Expo West, Booth 109

informatica

. . , ganaral corporation
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CALENDAR
JANUARY

Computer Expo '83.

Ada Conference.

Feb. 25-27, Orlando, Fla., contact: Tom Blayney, P.O. Box 1185,
Longwood, FL 32750, (305) 339-1731.

Jan. 11-13, Atlanta, Ga., contact: Morehouse Ada Tutorial, Box
131, Morehouse College, 830 Westview Dr., SW, Atlanta. GA
30314.

MARCH

Pacific Telecommunications Council.
Jan. 16-19, Honolulu, Hawaii. contact: PTC, 1110 University Ave.,
Suite 303, Honolulu, HI 96826.

Southconl83.
Jan. 18-20, Atlanta, Ga., contact: Southcon, 999 N. Sepulveda
Blvd., EI Segundo, CA 90245, (213) 772-2965.

Info*West '83.
Jan. 19-21, Pasadena, Calif., contact: Information Processing
Group, 350 S. Lake Ave., Suite 113-150, Pasadena. CA 91101,
(213) 791-8167.

FEBRUARY
Kuwait Info'83.
Feb. 1-5, Kuwait, contact: Clapp & Poliak International, P.O. Box
70007, Washington, DC 20088, (301) 657-3090.

Caribbean Expo '83.
Feb. 4-6, Paradise Island, Bahamas, contact: Ormand Vee Co.,
1430 Miner Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60016, (312) 397-9572.

EDP-USA '83.
Feb. 7-10, Milan, Italy, contact: Carol Ross, Milan Trade Center,
American Consulate General, PIazza Repubblica 32, 20124 Milano, Italy.

11th Annual Computer Science Conference and
SIGCSE Symposium.
Feb. 15-18, Orlando, Fla .• contact: ACM, 11 W. 42nd St., New
York, NY 10036.

COMPCON Spring '83.
March 1-3, San Francisco, Calif., contact: Harry Hayman, IEEE
Computer Society, P.O. Box 639, Silver Springs, MD 20901, (301)
589-3386.

ACM SIGCOMM '83, Symposium on Communica.tions Architectures and Protocols.
March 8-9, Austin, Texas, contact: Dr. David Wood, The Mitre
Corp., 1820 Dolly Madison Blvd., McLean, VA 22102, (703) 8276394.

8th West Coast Computer Faire.
March 18-20, San Francisco, Calif., contact: Computer Faire, 345
Swett Rd., Woodside, CA 94062, (415) 851-7077.

Interface '83.
March 21-24, Miami Beach, Fla., contact: The Interface Group,
160 Speen St., P.O. Box 927, Framingham, MA01701, (617) 8794502.

Office Automation Conference and Exposition.
March 22-23, Zurich-Regensdorf, Switzerland, contact: the Foreign Commercial Service, American Embassy, P.O. Box 1065, CH3001, Bern, Switzerland, 0311437011.

Future Office.
March 29-April 1, Milan, Italy, contact: U.S.I.M.C., Via Gattamelata 5, Milan, Italy, 39-2-469-6451 ,telex: 330208.

APRIL
Intergraphics '83.

Office Automation Conference.

April 11-14, Tokyo, Japan, contact: Japan Management Association, Kyoritsu Bldg., 3-1-22 Shiba Park, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 105,
.
Japan, telex: Japan 242-3369 Nitin~ J.

Feb. 21-23, Philadelphia, Pa., contact: AFIPS, 1815 N. Lynn St.,
Arlington. VA 22209, (703) 558-3624.

Hannover Fair '83.

Bias-Microelectronica '83. '
Feb. 22-26, Milan, Italy, contact: Segreteria della Mostra, Viale
Premuda, 2-20129, Milano. Italy. telex: CONSEL 334022.

International Solid-State Circuits Conference.
Feb. 23-25, New York, N.Y., contact: Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria, Coral Gables, FL 33134, (305) 446-8193.

Securicom '83.
Feb. 23-25, Cannes, France, contact: Peter Hazelzet, SEDEP, 8,
Rue De La Michodiere, 75002 Paris, France, tel. 073-94-66 or
742-41-00.
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April 13-20, Hannover, West Germany, contact: Hannover Fair
Information Center, P.O. Box 338, Whitehouse, NJ 08888, (800)
526-5978.

13th' International Symposium on Industrial
RobotslRobots 7.
ApriI18-22, Chicago, Ill., contact: Pat Van Doren, sMETechnical
Activities, One SMEDr., P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, MI48128, (313)
271-1500.

National Material Handling Show.
April 25-28, Chicago, Ill., contact: Material Handling Institute,
Inc., 1326 Freeport Rd., Pittsburgh, PA 15238, (412) 782-1624.

SCIBNCB/SCOPB

A compact liquid-crystal light valve is designed to serve as a real-time light
modulator for many optical data-processing and projection uses. The Hughes
Aircraft Company light valve uses liquid-crystal and thin-film technology to
combine high input-light sensitivity and high image resolution with low voltage
and power requirements~ Uses include: graphics projection systems for largescreen displays, high-resolution vision for industrial robots, radar and sonar
signal-processing, identification of moving objects, high-resolution spectral
analysis of wide-band signals, and hybrid optical-digital processing systems.
The electronic rocket engine is ready to be tested aboard a satellite to see how
well it functions in the company of other space hardware. Hughes has delivered
two engines, called mercury ion thrusters, for installation on a U.S. Air Force
research satellite. The goal of the flight test is to qualify the system in
space for performing such auxiliary propulsion functions as stationkeeping,
attitude control, and orbit maneuvering of spacecraft. The system is designed
to replace traditional chemical and gas propulsion systems, saving hundreds of
pounds of weight. In operation, the thrusters are powered by the satellite's
solar cells, which convert sunlight into electricity.
High efficiency solar cells now being developed could cut substantially the
weight and area of some satellite solar panels. These cells, made with gallium
arsenide by a special liquid-phase epitaxial growth process developed by Hughes
scientists, have shown efficiencies higher than 19% in converting sunlight int~
electricity. This compares with efficiencies between 15% and 16% for the,best
available silicon solar cells. In addition, the gallium arsenide cells can
operate at higher temperatures and can tolerate more high-energy proton
irradiation in space than silicon solar cells.
A series of pulsed injection-locked IMPATT amplifiers, in single-stage or
dual-stage configurations with two output power versions for each, has been
added to the Hughes line of solid-state millimeter-wave transmitter products.
The new amplifiers, designated the 4718xH series, are available in the 34-36 GHz
frequency range (Ka-band) in 5-watt and 10-watt versions, and in the 92-96 GHz
frequency range (W-band) in 3-watt and 5-watt versions.
Career growth opportunities exist at all levels at Hughes Support Systems for a
variety of engineers qualified by degree or extensive work experience. They
include systems engineers, applications engineers, software and hardware design
engineers for major simulation and test equipment programs, and automatic test
equipment engineers. Also, field engineering posts throughout the U.S. and the
world offer travel, autonomy, and responsibility. Call collect (213) 513-5238.
Or send your resume to Professional Employment, Dept. SE, Hughes Aircraft
Company, P.O. Box 9399, Long Beach, CA 90810-0463. Equal opportunity employer.

Creating a new world with electronics

r------------------,
: HUGHES 1
I

I

IL __________________ JI

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 90230

(213) 670-1515 EXTENSION 5964

ishesa Maxellfloppy disk?
ents greatand small,achieved
decade of innovation. We developed
ue uniform crystals to assure dense
e packing. Intensified the calendering,
process to minimize the need for
abrasive burnishing. Created an improved binder and lubricant. And a
new jacket design that leaves industry
standards in our wake.
It would require photomicrographs
to make some of these improvements
observable. On the job, the advantages, become obvious. Resolution
enhanced by 200/0 creates a
cleaner signal output.
of'tZrliii-i'inrc,

I,

maxe II

And gudranteesthe read/write
accuracy in, double~density appli~
cations. New jacket construction,
heat-resistantto 140°F i extends disk
use without risk of.mistracking;
In effect, durability is redefined.
And in accelerated tests against
the most respected, names in the
industry, Maxell sustained the
highest and most consistent
output over time.
We appla~d industry standards
that aspire to dropout-free,
reliable disk performance.
The Gold Standard. expresses'
a higher aim: perfection.
®

It's worth it.
Computer Products Division, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020
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AMAPS/3000: ON-LINE, INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING AND FINANCIAL SOFTWARE FOR HP 3000.
There's an urgent need today for efficient ways of running a manufacturing operation. AMAPS/3000 gives you
complete control by integrating manufacturing, order management and financial functions. Now decision-makers in
production, marketing and finance all work from the same
up-to-date, accurate information-to control and manage
their businesses with the precision that these economic
times demand.
The comprehensive, interactive system instantly
reflects any change-on the shop floor, in order entry or
finance. All information is automatically updated throughout
the system, and is always available on-line, in real-time.
Executives have access to relevant data at any time, without
putting an extra load on the DP department.
.
The AMAPS/3000 modules include Order Management,
Master Production Scheduling, Material Control, Bill of Material, Material Requirements Planning, Process and Routing,
Standard Costing, Capacity Requirements Planning, Shop
Floor Control, Purchasing Control, Lot Traceability, Cost
Management, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and

General Ledger. All in one easy-to-use system specifically
designed to take full advantage of the unique capabilities of
the popular HP 3000. This combination of flexible, functionally complete software and efficient, proven hardware
makes AMAPS/3000 the ideal manufacturing system.
Comserv, the acknowledged leader in manufacturing
software systems, will assist you in every aspect of implementing and maintaining a complete, integrated manufacturing control system. Our staff of professional consultants
have the experience, expertise and proven track record
to ensure your MRP success.
Comserv also provides the most comprehensive
education and documentation in the industry-seminars,
workshops and video-based courses, plus clear, complete,
easy-to-understand manuals for both end-users and dataprocessing staff.
Comserv software is consistently rated best by users.
Find out why by calling Lynnette Felter today. Toll free.
1-800-328-2030. Corporate Headquarters: 1385 Mendota
Heights Road, Mendota Heights, MN 55120

comserv~
CORPORATION
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LETTERS

OUT OF SiGHT
I am in total agreement with the major topic
of Mr. Kimmerly's article in the November
issue ("Restricted Vision"): that systems
analysts should employ more creativity and
imagistic thinking in their work. I must disagree, however, with his dismissal of structured methods. The creative effort, which is
absolutely necessary to provide a user with
a workable system, must be kept under control, and structured methods provide a
mechanism for managing the creative effort. If creative energy is unleashed at all
levels in the system development process,
the result is a mishmash of (doubtless) good
ideas, which serves no purpose except to
. showcase each of those ideas separately. If,
on the other hand, discipline intervenes
through the means of structured methods or
through other means, all of those good
ideas can still exist but they can also be
pulled together to form a functioning unit.
Structured methods in no way are
meant to limit the input of creative professionals; they are meant to provide coherency to the result. Without such discipline,
systems analysts and programmers never
reach their goals; often, they are never ultimately sure what the goal is. And without
structured methods, a manager of a software or system development project is left
helpless; he is often powerless to determine
progress and cost.
The foregoing is especially true in a
very large development project where no
single person is able to grasp all technical
details of all modules or units. In smaller
systems, with small teams of professionals
at work and where good communication exists, it is possible to produce a working system that meets the user's requirements and
is made aesthetically and socially sound by
simple coordination among people. When
the number of workers grows larger, however, the interpersonal web becomes overburdening, so that if no structure is superimposed, each person spends all his time

communiCating with the other group members. Even in cases where a small group is
working on a large project, it becomes necessary to break each task into smaller tasks,
tackle one or more of these at a time (whether by an individual or a group), then recombine the results at the end of the development effort.
While it is possible to lose track of
the goal by becoming tied up in the structured process, it is the persons involved in
the project who are at fault, not the structured methods chosen. These methodologies are not meant to replace insight, creativity, imagistic thinking, or global viewing. They are only meant to provide a
means of implementing this collection of
good ideas.
PAT S. BLANKENSHIP
Annapolis, Maryland

SEXUAL INNUENDOS?
I was very offended by Oxford Software
Corp. 's advertisement for its UFO software
in the October DATAMATION. CICS positions
are scarce and in great demand, yet Oxford
Software indicates that women put their sex
lives above their hard-won jobs. Worse,
Oxford asserts that women are willing to
trade sexual favors for advancement on the
job. The company apparently thinks that's a
fair trade. I don't think anyone should be
coerced into making that choice, and neither does the U.S. government; that's why
laws against sexual harassment are finally
being enacted and enforced.
I don't read dp literature for sexual
innuendos and sexist stereotyping. I'll remember though that Oxford Software tried
to exploit anachronistic and unproductive
attitudes to sell its software. And I hope that
DATAMATION will screen its ads more carefully in this regard.
K.RAUCH
Brooklyn, New York
I am writing to express my strongly nega-

tive feelings towards the advertisement run
by Oxford Software Corp. in your October
issue. I found the ad insulting to women in
the data processing industry (i.e., the sexual innuendo in the last panel of the cartoon, as well as the general image of the
"helpless woman"), as well as to my own
intelligence. I would certainly not purchase
an Oxford Software product on the basis of
this advertisement.
DATAMATION, as one of the industry's best-known publications, should be
more conscious of the image projected by
the advertising it accepts. I would hope that
your advertising department points out potentially offensive copy to prospective advertisers!
Ultimately, however, the vendor
must be held responsible for the image it
projects through the type of advertising it
chooses. I hope that all vendors will advertise in an informative, intelligent, and nonsexist fashion, and that potential customers
. will show their approval or disapproval
with their patronage.
MICHAEL E. DUFFY
Allston, Massachusetts

MORE NOISE ON "NOISE"
Willie Schatz's article, "Making Noise on
the Hill" (November), was right on target.
But how to deal with the Washington establishment has been one conundrum the computer industry has not been able to solve. In
fact, most computer publications, including
DATAMATION, give short shrift to the importance of what goes on and appears to go
on in Washington.
A second thought: while various
segments of the computer industry are represented in the nation's capital in some
fashion, who is to represent the home user
of computer products? If the industry itself
is not wise enough to make some sort of
move in this direction, I suspect that within
a few years we may hear a clamor for an
FDA- or EPA-like bureaucracy to protect the
JANUARY 1983 23

YOU WANT YOUR
COMPANY TO GROW.
.SHOULDN'T YOUR LOCAL
COMMUNICATION NETWORK
GROW WITH IT?

Most managers want their companies to grow. But
a local communication network that can't grow with
the company can become a millstone that holds
the company back. That's why we designed the
IOX-3000 Local Communication Network to have
a future.

Start today

and multiplexers. At full capacity, the IOX-3000 provides non-blocking, full-duplex asynchronous communication for up to 3072 lines, all at data rates of up
to 19.2 kilobaud. Only two twisted pairs of wires are
needed to connect each group of 24 users through
distributed multiplexers to the.Network Exchange,
which can be located up to 1.2 miles away.

The IOX-3000 is a third-generation digital data switch
with distributed architecture. You can start with a
small system-a Network Exchange and enough
multiplexers to support a few hundred lines. To grow,
just add additional Network Exchange circuit boards

When your facilities become more distributed, the
IOX-3000 internal 08-1 data format will interface directly with the Bell North American communications
system or with microwave radios so you can extend

And keep growing tomorrow

.

your network as far asyou want. If you need more
than 3072 lines, we are planning a tandem networking capability to give you the number of lines you
need. A synchronous capability at data rates of up to
56·KBPS per line is alsq planned.
For the office of now.
Simple installation, distributed architecture, and
practical, fault-tolerant design keep costs down.
Op,tional redundancy features protect you from
costly down time. The IDX-3000 isn't one of those
products of the future. It's here now-proven, in use,
and backed by MIA-COM, one oHhe nation's largest

and most experienced communication equipment
companies.
If you have or need more than 200 terminals, call or
write and tell us about your communication needs.
We'll give you the full story about the network that will
grow with you.

THE NO-RISK NETWORK

-I-M/A-COM LlNKABIT, INC.
Attn: Ruth Stoffel
3033 Science Park Road
San Diego, CA 92121
Toll Free (800) 626-6640
(619) 457-2340
.
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LETTERS
. computer consumer. Either that or existing
agencies will get more into the act themselves.
ALAN DRATIELL
Wheaton, Maryland

DAMNATION, DATAMATION!
I've let my subscription run out after three
years, but I still want to blow off steam.
You've become a manager's magazine. As
one who still cuts and curses code, I consider myself rank and file. Management theory
sticks in my craw. I've never seen Pert used
on a successful project, and I never expect

to. Managers I've admired spend their time
and energy on the front line and make up the
theory as they go along.
Furthermore, your articles are boring. If you have to tum to professionals to
get a little sparkle into the text, then bums
away! Everybody who writes your articles
should be required to memorize all the definitions of "pompous" before publishing.
Next, you're petrified. You deigned
to recognize the micro avalanche at least six
months after it was the hottest thing on Wall
Street. You've grown up with a protected
mainframe market, and you're growing out

with it.
The final straw was when I landed
that dream project that needed in-depth research into comparative system performance. I thought gloatingly of all those
stacks of DATAMATIONS I had saved up in
the basement. -They must have tons of information (though I could never wade through
the prose). Wrong. Boar mammaries.
Please let me know if your relevance or readability picks up (since your
competition is worse).
TOM FARRIS
Seattle, Washington

OF WORDS ABSURD
A group of us read your article "Battle of
the Buildings" (July Special Report) and,
after many calls to libraries and university
English and architecture departments, we
give up. What's "obicular"? Orbicular
misspelled? In either case, what's the
meaning? And what's the (definitely obscure) joke? I await your enlightenment.
JOAN SAVORY
Berkeley, California

DON'T AUDW JAPAN TO DECIMATE

THE COlVlPUTER INDUSTRY ••.
••• As they seem to have done to the automotive and

consumer electronics Industries

HUGE APPLICATION DEVElOPMENT BACKLOGS are
occurring throughout North America. There is a SEVERE
SHORTAGE of experienced programmers already being felt
by business, industry, and government DP shops. PROGRAMMERS, YOU ARE A CRITICAL NATIONAL RESOURCE
- THE ONLY GROUP THAT CAN BOOST PRODUCTIVITY
by any measurable degree. But, to do this you MUST apply
the latest techniques available (COBOL won't do). You
must start using Application Generators and other fourth
generation methodologies.

Two case studies of end users who are
achieving spectacular productivity gains
1. A government department put together a team of end
users to develop a forestry management system using an
application system generator called liNe. The team consisted of four end users who completed the design, testing.
and implementation in three months. The government
department had been waiting for eight years for the conventional data processing department to do exactly the
same job.
•

2. A diversified trading company, who has interests in
merchandiSing. insurance, automobiles, and liquor, installed a mini-computer for the fi~st time. They installed 21
separate applicatio/1s in 18 months using fourth generation
languages. Many of these applications were implemented
by end users. Others were implemented by the DP Department, which consisted of one DP manager, one programmer, and one operator.

.

It is your responsibility to learn, introduce, and use these
new tools in your organization. Without them we have
little chance of surviving the rampaging foreign
competition.
APPLICATION DEVElOPMENT TECHNIQUES are now
changing beyond recognition. You cannot achieve the
results your top management needs with so-called
structured variants of old techniques. You must make
yourself more powerful in achieving results.

Learn the newest techniques which are
taught at ••• The James Martin Seminar

I enjoyed your Editor's Readout in the Novemberissue. But it's "ichthyologist," not
"icthyologist. "
WALTER PENNEY
Greenbelt, Maryland

Fourth Generation Methodologies:
The Productivity Seminar

It's one we should have caught, but it got
away.-Ed.

It's not just an idle phrase ... it's happening. DP
departments around the world are applying
Martin's techniques.

A WORD'S WORTH 1,000
PICTURES

Please send me more information on

DA 1·83

The James Martin Seminar
NAME

A 5·DAY SEMINAR

AT&T described the controversial concave
peak of its new headquarters building as
, 'obicular" in an official press release. We
thought it amusing that a communications
company would invent such. a word (we
couldn't find it either), so we put it in
quotes, hoping readers would know we
knew better.
As for the joke mentioned in the article, we suggest you read Tom Wolfe's 1981
book From Bauhaus to Our House.-Ed.

The article "Visual Programming" (October) by Alan McDonald was difficult to understand because it had no visuals.
FRED L. FORMAN
Arlington, Virginia

Perhaps that illustrates a point.-Ed.

COMPANY NAME

WISH WE'D THOUGHT OF IT
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
TELEPHONE

·--·IP'~I!!I-III'I!!I~!!I!!Y

Call or write for further information

(213) 394·8305
26 DATAMATION
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74110th ST., SANTA MONICA, CA 90402, (213) 394·8305
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In your 25th Anniversary Issue (September)
I was sorry to see that you did not include
any of the amusing articles you have printed
over the years. I have been a subscriber to
DATAMATION from its beginning and have
read many funny stories and articles in your
magazine. The funniest and' probably the
best close-to-the-truth, tongue-in-cheek article I have ever read appeared in your April
1968 issue ("The End of os"). I made a

I

"We've got
what makes the difference
in Local Area Networking ..."
Ir ~ "ACCES"~
~
~ '~-e:~

L

\

~

The ACC Exchange System (ACCES) is
a product umbrella that incorporates a
comprehensive approach for truly distributed
networks.
ACC Knows Networking. For
over a decade, ACC personnel have set the
pace in network product development.
Beginning with the ARPANET, ACC has
designed and developed a broad range
of high performance network access
equipment for packet switched and local
area networks.
It is this experience that makes the
difference in our approach ..
Everyone agrees that Local Area
Networking is good .. But no one seems to
agree on much else. Coax versus twisted

pair. Baseband versus broadband. Token
ring versus random access. The list goes
on and on. Our experience, however, has
taught us that low level features are only a
small part of a functioning network.
The ACCES Approach. Most
Local Area Network products today are
hardware solutions at the lowest networking levels. Before LANs can become
truly useful, network users need to have
higher level functions at their fingertips.
The ACCES approach provides network
services through the upper layers of the
OSI model. By following the layered
model, the ACCES product line does not
rely on specific low level implementation
(baseband, broadband, etc).
The ACCES Product Line. Some
of the products under the ACCES
umbrella:'
• Intelligent Ethernet front ends (UNIBUS
and VERSAbus)
• X. 25/Ethernet Bridge
• IBM Channel/Ethernet interface
• Baseband/Broadband Converter
• Xerox Network Systems (NS)
communications protocol package
• LAN industry news, over your terminal
and modem, dial up On-Line Information
at (408) 475-7940. And it's free.
If you'd like more information on
the ACCES approach and product
line, call us. Today. (408) 425-0937.

------LOCAL
AREA
..............,.NETWORK
CENTER
ACCES is a trademark of Associated Computer
Consultants.
UNIBUS is a registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation.
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Associated Computer Consultants
Local Area Network Center
2901 Park Avenue
Soquel, CA 95073
TWX 910 334-4907
(408) 425-0937
©ACC1982

LEITERS
batch of copies at the time because I felt the
article would prove timeless. And it has!
Any time a programmer tells me about a
new operating system or about problems
encountered with an old one, I hand him a
copy of the article and watch the incredulous look on his face as he wonders if the
article is true and, if so, why he's not familiar with its acronyms. As for me, I read it
along with them and inevitably laugh each
time.
MARVIN GOLDSTEIN

Astradyne Computer Industries Inc.
Garden City, New York

If you missed that article and would like to
laugh along with Marv, drop us a line and
we'll send you a copy of the piece .-Ed.

OMISSIONS AND COMMISSIONS
I was a little dismayed after reading Mark
Quill's article, "A Spin Through Disk
Country" (November, Oem Edition). He
neglected to mention two very prominent
entities in the 5Y4-inch Winchester marketplace-Computer Memories Inc. and DMA
Systems.
Computer Memories is the leading
supplier of 5Y4-inch drives with capacities
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FRANKLIN ... THE ONLY UPS WITH A
WRITIEN GUARANTEE AND A PENALTY CLAUSE
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Franklin guarantees Uninterruptible Power System efficiency ratings down to 25% of full load ... in writing.
And backs it up ... with cash.
Figuring efficiency at full-rated load doesn't square
with the real world. Most UPS operate in the 30-65%
range of full-rated load.
Franklin UPS will hold their efficiency ratings at 75%,
50% and as low as 25% of full-rated load. We guarantee it.
It takes superb design and outstanding quality to maintain high-efficiencies at these crucial levels.
We've always produced the highest efficiency UPS
available. And we'll continue to do so.
That's why we'll give you a cash reimbursement for
five years of power if your Franklin UPS doesn't achieve
written guaranteed efficiency ratings.
I

Call or write us today for complete information.
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CALL TOLL·FREE

800·538·1770

'

IN CALIFORNIA (408) 245-8900

~~81D'il~~OOD'il r=OSCC'lG(l"lOC
Programmed Power Division

995 Benicia Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, Telex: 357·405

ANTHONY DALY

Jansen Associates Inc.
Irvine, California

We apologize for the oversight. And, in one
fell swoop, we ask forgiveness for all the
following sins as well:
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of more than 12 megabytes, having a 65%
share of that market. DMA is the leading
manufacturer of removable and fixed/removable Winchesters. While we understand this was probably an inadvertent
omission, Mr. Quill should have done a
little more homework.

• In "Comdex New Product Roundup"
(September, Oem Edition), we erred in describing the Teleram 3000 portable computer from Teleram Communications Corp.
The features listed as standard should have
been labeled optional; the starting system
includes CP/M and communications, and the
cost is $2,995.

• Contrary to a listing in "Startup Fever Is
Spreading" (September), Charlton Associates Inc., Irvine, Calif., does not make disk
. drives. It manufactures disk media.
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• Due to a printing error, the color coding
of charts that accompany the "1982 MiniMicro Survey" (November, In Focus)
raises more questions than it answers. In
Fig. 2 (p. 35), the percent of sites planning
to implement local area networks should
indicate 3% from the 1981 IBM Mainframe
Survey, 5% from the 1982 IBM Mainframe
Survey, and 8% from the 1982 Mini-Micro
Survey.
In Fig. 4 (p. 38), the answers to the
question •'Who primarily develops the applications software for your organization?" are as follows:
Personal
Source
Minis Computers
Central Dp Group
User Department
Individually In-House
Systems Vendor
Other Outside Source

51.9%
12.0
14.5
8.3

19.4%
28.4

13.3

13.9

24.2
14.1

In Fig.
(p. 38), the percent of
n
for vendors supplying microproU mentions
cessor chips are as follows:
n
U
5

Vendor

Intel
Motorola
Zilog

1/81-6/82

U

RCA

44.6%
21.7
18.0
2.9

U

Rockwell
Other

1.4
1.4
10.0

n

n National
Semiconductor

n

U

0
n

7/82-12/83
41.3%
24.1
18.2
3.3
2.2
1.9
9.0

In Fig. 6 (p. 40), the unidentified
white section labeled 12% should be colored royal blue, indicating Tandy. And in
Fig. 7, the white sections again should have
been colored royal blue, in this case indicating DEC .-A Penitent Ed.
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Thaumaturg~*
Graphics miracles right on your desk.
Our latest Whizzard~ The 1650 desk top design
terminal. Now, anyone can afford the power
and performance of our more expensive
Megatek Whizzards. Your own design station
right at your fingertips. Another product of
Megateknology.TM
Finally. Everything an engineer or
designer could want in desk top computer
graphics. Convenience. High quality and
powerful performance. VT-100 compatibility.

Functionality. Greatly increased productivity. Shouldn't every desk top design terminal
offer this?
Tomorrow's graphics technology on your
desk top today ... thanks to Megateknology.
Making History out of
State-of-the-Art.
*Thaumaturgy
(tho'ma tur je), n.,
the performance
of miracles.

•••

• • • MEGATEK
• • • . CORPORATION
UNITED TElECOM COMPUTER GROUP

World Headquarters· 3985 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121· 619/455-5590 Telex: 910-337-1270
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lOO,OOp*users have a distinct
graphIc software advantage.
They also have ISSCO support.
.~~-~.:• .

.

--

:=

We satis~ the

broadest range
of gr~phic
requlretnents.
ISSCO software has proven to be a key
element in the daily lives of decision makers from finance to R&D in all types of
companies. TEIL-A-GRAF® is our Englishlanguage system for end users. DISSPLA® is
the industry standard in graphics for your
programmers. Together they comprise the
most complete and sophisticated family of
graphic software solutions available today.
r----------------------------------,

Provide inhouse trainiilg
and pn-going
Setnlnars.

For additional information, call or write:
ISSCO, 4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd.,
San Diego, CA 92121,714-452-0170;
ISSCO Deutschland, 0261-38674;
ISSCO u.K. Ltd., 01-624-6627.
Name ________________
Address --------------1City
State_ Zip ___
f,;,-,-!,,-·,-j·:::"<~'::,~ !Phone ________________
\-.... c .. -..~"_.c ....,"-·-,-..;!O Send me the book"Choosing
-=~l-;., _;"_::';~
the Right Chart." Check or money
. order for $8.50 enclosed.
~"....,..,.,,_'f!P'_, 0 Please send additional
information about ISSCO
graphics software.
DM-l
CHOOS1NQntE

.

RlCHT CIWlT

......

. : .."

;

a ''ltCf

'Offer provet
docutnentatiot
and continua
enhancetnents

Q

The critical ~ to
better unders ding.
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* ISSCO has over 100,000 individual users in OV(
1000 installations worldwide, running on a variel
of hardware from IBM,DEC,CDC,Cray,Burrough
Honeywell, Perkin-Elmer and Univac to Prime

John L. Kirkley, Editor
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When the 88-year-old" photographer
Jacques-Henri Lartigue was asked how
he had developed his own distinctive
artistic style, he replied, "It is simple. I
have done only what amuses me and I
like only those things thaf are new . You
must welcome all" changes with joy."
Like LartigQe, the computer industry certainly has its own style, it can
be quite amusing, and its byword is
change. But we must admit that we
welcome some industry changes with
significantly more joy than others.
DATAMATION's advisors, those 12 redoubtable repositories of wit and wisdom, feel the same way. We "asked
them what changes they would welcome in 1983, and here is their wish list
for the new year.
Standards, especially data communications standards, are high on the
list. The advisors would like to see specific, well-documented data communications standards that allow most existing equipment to be used without the
need for special black boxes, complex
conversions, or other legerdemain. The
ISO seven-layer model was mentioned
more than once. One advisor hoped
that, should we fail to reach ISO's "seventh heaven," at least Xerox would
complete the publication of its interchange standards documentation this
year. Xerox leads the industry in this
kind of work, having documented five
levels based on the ISO model.
Other wishes involving standards were a trifle more modest but
perhaps just as difficult to obtain. For
,example, a request for a standard re-

cording format for floppies, and a universal terminal that uses regular telephone facilities, operates at a minimum
of 9600 baud, and eliminates the need
for 3270s.
Hope springs eternal, even
when it comes to software. That same
advisor wants a replacement for MVS
that causes no conversion problems and
can be run by someone who costs less
than $45,000 year. Another editorial
board member" wistfully asked for a
hook by which he could drag all the
obsolete software into the modem
world, complete with data independence, data integrity, and real maintainability. The inefficiency of much of
this existing software also hampers efforts to boost programmer productivity, and makes a wish that we live to
see James Martin's 1,000% increase in
programmer productivity a tough one
to realize.
We would like to" see a single
operating system for personal computers and hope to heaven that we avoid
the mistakes we made in allowing OS to
become the dinosaur of the mainframe
world. One advisor commented that a

a

lack of user education and user friendliness on the part of micro hardware and
software is holding back what could be
a torrent of micros for the masses. "We
need to bring computers to the common
man," he said, and he hopes to see
touch screens and voice prompting become standard features on the little machines this year.
On the more fanciful side, we
received a request for machines that
have telepathic input-they do what
you intend to do rather than what you
actually instruct them to do. Also in the
realm of blue sky were hopes for teleconferencing facilities that are actually
good enough to replace airplane travel,
and for a display that looks as good as
the printed page.
Hopefully, growled one member of the board, the American educational system will stop training so
many lawyers to muddle our lives and
train more information people.
'
On a more technical note, one
wish was for a series of low-cost, wellattended conferences sponsored by the
IEEE, ACM, and DPMA that would permit hardware and especially software
designers to meet face to face with users from various industry segments .
Several advisors expressed
their hope that IBM and AT&T do not
trample everyone else in their rush to
do battle with each other and Japan.
And while we're thinking about the industry, it would be nice if everyone in
Silicon" Valley stayed in the same job
for one year.
OUf' advisors join us in wishing
you, our readers, a healthy and prosperous new year and in hoping that you
welcome all changes with joy. We
might take note of an additional
thought offered by Monsieur Lartigue:
"There is one other thing that is very
important," he said. "You must
breathe correctly and let God take you
by the hand."
#
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Whether IOU
realized itor nat,tIii~ is the PC
local ne~orkyouve been
holdmg outmt: .
Let's fac'eit. If you manage the
information systems in your company, you're one of the few to ask
the really tough questions about
shiny new PC enhancements and
capabilities.
So when your personal computer users started clamoring fora
local network, we know just what
you said.
"What about data integrity?
Why do we have to comm it to so
much at once? Is it easy to expand
the network?"
You probably even asked about
multi-vendor compatibility"and, as
far as your PC users are concerned,
a lot of other silly questions.

,The sensible
solution has arrived.
Considering the slow, proprietary networks put out for PCs, it's
no wonder you held out for a more
sensible solution.
And now it's here. EtherSeries:
a family of integrated hardware
and software local networking
products specifically designed for
personal computers. It's available
right now for the IBM PC, with
Apple and other popular personal
computers not far behind.
The key to EtherSeries as an
integrated solution for your networki ng concerns Iies at its very
core. Ethernet.
That's right, Ethernet. The network adopted worldwide by more
than thirty of thecomputer industry's biggest companies. And the
network 'that can give you undreamed-ofproductivityfrom your

people, equipment, and best of all,
your money.

, The hot capabilities
they need, the contml'you need.

sources over the network, so your
expensiveequipmentcan be shared
by more people, more productively.
With add -on softwa re packages, an unlimited number of users
can share letter-quality printers.
There's even a comprehensive electronic mail system that will bring
your internal communications out
of the dark ages of pen and paper.
Remember, every ounce of this
is Ethernet-based, and Ethernetcompatible. So you won't be left
out in the cold when it comes to
compatibility with shiny newequipment your users will want later on.
Send us the coupon below, or
give us a call. We bet you have a
few more tough questions. And
you can bet we have a lot of sensible answers.

EtherSeries makes your users
insta ntly more prod uctive by a IIowingthe electronic exchange of files
at an amazing 10 Mbps transfer
rate~ All without ever leavi ng thei r
workstations, usi ng just sta nda rd
IBM DOS commands.
Or, they can direct the output
from one PC to another PC's
printer just as quickly, just as
easily, so you won't be faced with - - - - - - - - - - - buying a printer for each.
What's more, your users can r-----------------------,
start a local network with just t w o " .
..
personal computers. Install it themI m holding out for more information.
selves using only a screwdriver to
0 Send me the EtherSeries Book.
keep your costs down. Then add
0 Have a salesperson call.
more PCsoneatatime-upto hunName _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
dreds- all on the same Ethernet.
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
You get password control, data
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ __
integrity and easy expandability. All
for just $950 a PC. So you never
Division _ _ _ _ _ _ __
have to pay for more networking
Address
capability than you need.
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
You can expand network capaMail to 3Com Corporation
bilities even further by adding our
1390 Shorebird Way,
microprocessor-based network
Mountain View, CA 94043
server. It gives users common ac(415) 961-9602
D/183
cess to hard disks and other re-----------------------

3Com
'
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HAVING
YOUR HEAD
HUNTED
Executive search firms stalk
their high-priced game
in the corporate
jungles.
by Merrill Cher1in
Ring ... Ring.
"Hello?"
"Hello. Is this John Doe?"
"Yes. "
"This is Joe Blow at Execusearch
Associates. Are you familiar with our
firm?"
"No."
"Well, we're executive recruiting
consultants. Your name was given to me
during the course o( an assignment we're
working on for a client company. We've
been retained by them to find a new vice
president of management information services. Do you have a minute to talk about
it? I'd like to learn more about you."
. This is how it begins. John Doe is
having his head hunted.
It's a common scene these days, as
more and more of the higher dp positions in
the private sector are being filled by executive search firms. According to James E.
Hunt, a vice president of Russell Reynolds
.Associates , New York City, "There's been
a dramatic shift toward MIS directors who
can get along with top board executives.
They. must know the business and its problems, not just technology. There's pressure
on them to solve short-term problems and,
in addition, develop a long-term master
plan when they first arrive.
"The guy who's the pure technician
who wants to put in a better box every day
isn't the guy who's going to rise. He could
get to be operations manager or applications
manager but not the person who directs
overall strategy. There's no 'Hey, this
guy's our best night-shift supervisor; let's
make him vp of MIS.' I mean, he could be,
but it takes more than that today."
Herb Greenberg, managing vp of
.high technology at KomlFerry Intemation-:
aI, New York City, says, "Now data processing is seen as important. The person
who occupies the vp of MIS position is a
more sophisticated and astute businessperson who reports directly to the ceo. If there
were enough qualified people out there, the
companies wouldn't need us. They'd run an
ad and be able to select people themselves.
There are placement houses (not search
firms) that specialize in MIS and place lower

middle management and techniCal people.
As you move up the ladder, the positions
are being filled through search firms, partially because there's such a heavy demand
that the individuals to fill the jobs are not
normally looking for jobs. They are usually
happily employed, and the only reason
they'd look elsewhere is because of a personality clash or because they had no opportunity for advaricement because they
had capable supervisors. Other than that,
they're usually engrossed in their work,
motivated, and so involved that they're not
of a mind to respond to an advertisement.
"But if someone should happen to
call them theY're;verylikeIytowantto leam
a little more about the situation.
"If the job would represent a challenge and a career move upward .for a person, in terms of responsibility,· numbers of
people, or budgets, etc., you can usually
attract him.
"We are not trying to sell people on
a situation. If it's a genuine opportunity for
the individual to advance his career, then
fine. But if it won't take him where he
wants to go, we'll tell him that. The marriage has to be right on both sides."
The word "marriage" is mentioned
over and over again by different recruiters.
Making sure the chemistry is right between
candidate and hiring company is a large part
ofthe recruiter's job. That's why they stress
the importance of personal contact.
The very first step in the process is a
meeting between client and search f~ to
determine exactly what the client requires
in his new MIS director, applications manager, or whatever.
Hunt says, "The· most important
thing is understanding what their particular
problems are and what kind of focus the
new person has to bring to help them. Some
places may be in need of immediate improvement. Others may have a person cur-

"The most importa~ thing is
understanding· what the
client's problems are and how
the ~ew person will help."
rently in the job who is limited in his ability
to go beyond where he is today. The client
may require certain educational credentials,
or 10 years' experience as manager of applications development combined with
operational experience, at some point running a data center that included large-scale
IBM systems with communications.· Each
requirement mayor may not be absolute.
"For an MIS director, most clients
want someone who's had a minimum of
eight or 10 years' experience, half of which
should be in management. This person
should have managed not 22 but at least 100
or 150 people. Thirty-five to 45 years old
seems to be the magic age they're looking
for.
.
"It's an energy-level thing, too.
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IN FOCUS
Someone who's further along in his career
has probably gone into two or three distressed situations and turned them around
and made them run efficiently. By that time
they say, 'Gee, do I want to do this again?'
because that really is a backbreaker."
Herb Greenberg says, "For one position we needed to find someone who'd
worked with pharmaceuticals before, in another case we had to find someone with
experience with a major. conversion and
who also had broad managerial skills."
Herbert Halbrecht, president of Hal. brecht Associates, Stamford, Conn., explains that there are often subtle, unarticulated specifications. "I have a company down
in Texas who really seems to prefer a 'good
old boy' type. If the candidate is from New
York, he's just not going to fit. When push
comes to shove, it's not difficult to find people with the technical credentials for these
jobs. It becomes a question of style and Of
fitting the organization's atmosphere."
Halbrecht uses specific guidelines
to help client companies determine exactly
what their needs are. "There is some advice
I'd give to any company whether they were
thinking of using an outside search firm or
not. They should do it for internal searches,
also. First, what is the scope of the job?
Second, what do you consider to be the
'must' requirements? And third, what are
the 'desirable' attributes? They should
weight those from one to nine, 10 being a
must. It forces them to think about the importance of different desirable traits. They
should throw out everything under five as
meaningless.
"Two other issues are critical: what
are the priority problems this person will
have to deal with, since he will not have
time to learn about them on the job? And

"Over the years we find
people who are better
than average and we keep
track of them."
trickiest of all: what are the criteria by
which you are going to evaluate this person
for the job?
"The client should fill out these
forms with all the decision-makers present.
I make them justify it in person. Invariably,
some of the items that are musts will migrate to desirable, and one or two desirables
either migrate to the musts or get thrown out
altogether.
"If a company is looking for a chief
MIS executive," Halbrecht adds, "we also
want to talk to one or two of the largest,
most disaffected users within the corporation. I want to find out what things they're
bitching about. It's the most politic thing
for the company to do, too. "Also, we want
the candidate's references to come from the
major users in his old company, not just his
boss. The major user is going to be the most
honest person in the world. He may say,
36 DATAMATION

'I'm glad that miserable SOB is leaving.' I
like the letters to show tearstains-to show
they're crying at the thought of losing their
guy.
"We insist that the client company's major users be part of the interview
process. They have to get across to the candidate what their perceptions of their problems and needs are, so the.candidate knows
what he's getting into."
After the headhunter knows just
what he's looking for, he goes to his
sources to get leads and recommendations
about possible candidates. Jim Hunt says,
"I can ask everyone in this firm, 'Who do
you know?' Because they all have backgrounds in the business world, not in personnel, they may say, 'We had a terrific
guy back there at information services.' So
I'll call him up and get ideas from him.
Over the years we find people who are
much better than average and we keep track
of them. We contact them. We solicit ideas
from organizations and from senior financial people. We ask, 'Whom have you
worked within the last few years whom you
have a lot of respect for? A person who can
get things done in the data processing area?
Who's really impressed you in the last six
months?' They could say, 'I heard this guy
on a panel and he was terrific.' He may be
great on a panel and may not be able to run a
business, but at least you go in that direction and find out more about him. We build
a whole network of names and sift through
to see if these people have the qualifications
we're looking for.
"There's an awful lot of telephone
work. 'In certain circumstances we might
write letters describing the position. We·
may write to chief financial officers and MIS
directors and ask for their ideas. We describe the company but not by name. We
describe the responsibilities and area of
compensation. We do not place newspaper
ads; it's all personal contact. We develop
new material on every search.
"There are also some people who
keep in contact with recruiting firms. The
other day I asked one why. He said, 'Very
simple, they get the best jobs. ' I'm making
the distinction between recruiting firms and
those that just place people at a lower level
for x dollars from the individual."
Search firms also look at the kinds
of companies that might house people who
would be a good match. For instance, if an
insurance company is hiring, they know it's
a firm handling lots of transactions. They
figure out who would have had experience
with transactions, though it may not have
been in an insurance company. Or if a client
has a number of substations that would have
to tie on-line to either a regional or a central
computer, a rental car company, with its
myriad stations nationwide, might be a
good source of candidates.
Various sales reps selling to the
companies may also come up with good

recommendations. University professors,
too, often keep track of outstanding people
in the field.
Jim Hunt continues, "We may talk
to one hundred or two hundred people at
first by telephone and internal resourcing.
Of course if I did a search last week and
happen to have another identical to it this
week, and I have five great candidates, one
of whom might be a good fit, then we'll
capitalize on our previous work. There's
always some of that. But you always try to
develop new candidates for each search.
"If the person expresses interest
you say, 'If it's convenient now, I'd like to
learn more about you on the phone.' You
get his background, what he's accom-

"GeHing yourseH known is
important in being hired for a
top position."
plished and whether he's accomplished it in
an area that would be compatible. If we
determine that he has the qualifications and
he sounds articulate and intelligent, we get
together, preferably at our offices. But if
someone's very busy we'll go meet him
there, anywhere in the country he happens
to be. We spend a few hours with him, find
out who and what he is and what makes him
tick. At that point we tell him more about
the company and· can identify it, in most
cases.
"Out of the 200, we meet face-toface with 10 or 20 people. Out of that we'll
introduce three to six people to the client.
First we give the client a letter with the
background information, chronological resumes, and our observations of the people.
Then we arrange for them to get together.
We will educate the candidate as to what the
client's looking for, but I don't like to coach
the candidate. He's got to be himself and be
right or not right. "
Sometimes, when the client meets
the final candidates, he decides they're not
quite what he had in mind, and alters his
specifications. That's why the recruiting
firm tries to send in a likely candidate during the early part of the search-as a sort of
benchmark-to make sure everyone's
thinking along the same lines.
The recruiter also serves as a middleman so the candidate can tell him things
he might be reluctant to haggle over· with
the client. Perks, salary, and small areas of
interest he would like to oversee might fall
in this category. Once the candidate is
hired, the recruiter usually stays in touch
for a year or so to make sure the new person's performing the way the recruiter
thought he would and the company is living
up to its promises to him.
Sixty to 90 days is the usual length
of time it takes to fill the position, with a
few taking much less time, a few taking
more.
The firms charge the hiring com-

The VISUAL 100 video display
terminal is 100% compatible with
the DEC VT 100 terminal from
identical software right down to the
layout of the keys and the sculpturing
of the keyboard.
But When it comes to ergonomics, the VISUAL 100 is something
else! For example, the VISUAL 100
is designed in lightweight plastic
that can easily be swiveled and tilted
for maximum operator comfort. A
detached, low profile keyboard, and
12" or 14" non-glare screen are just
a few of the other human engineering advantages of the VISUAL 100.

The Advanced Video package
and current loop interface that are
optional with the DEC terminal are
standard with the VISUAL 100. Plus
we've added an optional Buffered
Printer Interface with independent
baud rate, independent parity and
printer busy via "XON-XOFF" protocol. And although the VISUAL 100 is
a step up from the DEC VT 100, it is
priced a step below. Only $1 ,345 list.
Call or write for full details.
Service available in principal
cities through Sorbus Service, Division of Management Assistance, Inc.
Swivel: 270 0

$1,345 list
fA

~lfV~\rt

_/ L~~__~_r)____ , See for yourself
Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851·5000. Telex 951·539
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pany from 30% to 3311J% of the person's
first-year cash compensation, which includes salary and bonus, as their fee. If the
cash compensation doesn't adequately reflect what the position is worth, as in a
startup company that would pay less in salary but lots in stock, other arrangements are
made. Salaries range from $50,000 for a
director of systems and programming for a
small company to above $90,000 for the
same job at a major institution. A vp of MIS
at asmall company might earn $60,000 to
$70,000, while the same title at a major
company could earn up to $200,000.
The fee is usually paid as a retainer
. over the first three months of the search,
and the search firm is paid whether or not
the client hires anyone (as long as qualified,
interested candidates are provided).
Being wooed by a search firm is a
sign that you're pretty hot stuff, and after
you reach a certain level, you can expect to
be contacted more than once. The search
firms are expert at figuring out who will
take the bait, too. Herb Halbrecht says,
"We know how to fish in troubled waters.
A company may go through a major change
in direction of its use of inforniation services. They're going from centralized to
decentralized or the other way around. The
head of MIS is going to be uncomfortable
doing the things he was opposed to doing
for some time. We know he's going to be
more accessible than other people. If you're
in continual contact with these types of people you know where these things are going
on. Also, you know at every moment in
which industry a person is going to feel
insecure and will be looking for a safer haven. Right now it's the airlines."
Herb Greenberg adds, "We find that
as we contact people in the field we develop a
relationship with them. Maybe something
we're working on today won't be particularly attractive to them but we certainly go back
to them if we find something that would fit
·them. Most aren't really looking, but they

"Most people aren't really
looking, but they indicate the
type of situation they would
find sufficiently attractive to
consider. "
indicate the type of situation they would find
sufficiently attractive to consider."
That's exactly what happened to
Jean A. Fowler, now director of MIS for
Becton-Dickinson, a Rutherford, N.J.,
. manufacturer of hospital supplies. Fowler
says, "In recent years I've accepted the
calls from search firms as something that
happens once you reach this level. It's
good. It means you're known, and that the
opportunities are out there. About three
years ago, Jim Hunt from Russell Reynolds
called me about a different job. I told him I
wasn't interested in it. He then asked me
what it would take to get me to move to
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another job. I said a position reporting to
the president, with international as well as
domestic responsibilities and specific involvement in the operation and strategic
planning ofthe business. Not strictly another MIS function and very definitely an increase in power.
"When Jim called me and recruited
me for this job he said, 'I'm calling you to

It is to your advantage to be
specific in describing your
dream job when a headhunter
calls. This is no time to be
coy.
tell you that I have the job you said you
wanted several years ago.' "
Though Jean is completely happy in
her new job, she can be sure she won't be
left in peace. As Herb Greenberg reminds
us, "If I'm doing a search for XYZ company, then one or more search firms are
trying to relieve XYZ company of some of
their executives. In our business, one
search firm's client is another search firm's
hunting ground."
Jean Fowler also mentioned two
points she feels are important. First, it is to
your advantage to be specific in describing
your dream job when a headhunter calls.
This is no time to be coy. Second, if an
executive recruiter contacts you to ask for
your recommendations, and you are interested in the job yourself, he expects you to
say so.
Not all the top positions are filled by
executive recruiters, though. Greenberg
says, "A good number of positions will be
filled from within the company ,but they
can't when the client hasn't developed the
second-line managerial staff sufficiently to
have someone takeover the number one
spot.
"And a company can use informal
word of mouth. They might ask their bankers, their lawyers, and their CPA firm if they
know anyone. They may have contacts in
the field they can pursue themselves. But
the more sophisticated the client, the more
worthwhile they'll feel it is to go to a full
search so they know they have truly looked
at the whole marketplace. Then. when
they've made their selection, they haven't
just found someone who's capable of doing
the job, but they've found the most capable
someone."
And there are the mavericks who
feel that they can do it best all by themselves. Edward K. Zimmerman, an independent information handling consultant
based in Falls Chl.lfch, Va., says, "I've had
a wide and interesting variety of jobs, none
of which were obtained through search
firms.
"I've found no substitute for personal initiative in my own career. The
things that help make a person valuable to a

company are the same things that help him
to be successful in finding employment for
himself. A lot is who you know, whether
you have your ears up and are putting your
best foot forward.
"A career-long impression of mine
is that lots of people in dp are not effective
communicators. They don't listen well, and
don't notice opportunities when they come
up and kick them in the shins. Nor do they
present themselves very well either orally
or in writing.
"You need to know what's going on
in other companies. Study them and keep
your finger on the financial, product, and
pers-onriel'pulse. I've found my best jobs
through consulting activities."
Zimmerman's previous employment does indeed include several diversified positions. For example, he was executive director of the National Computer
Graphics Association, he participated in the
design of computer and office automation
systems for the White House, and he was a
deputy assistant secretary of commerce.

''You have to be part of the
information management
network. If you have any
brains, you'll make it your
business to know what's going
on."
Pretty good, especially for someone who
has always operated as his own search firm.
Obviously, getting yourself known
is important in being hired for a top position, whether it's through a search firm or
not.
Herb Halbrecht offers these guidelines for getting your head hunted:
1. Get your credentials into the
hands of headhunters who do work in your
field.
2. Write interesting papers and get
them published.
3. Give talks.
4. Become active in the professional
societies.
"These are the ways people get to
be seen and known, not just by headhunters, but by other companies. You have to be
part of the information management network. If you have any brains, you'll make it
your business to know what's going on.'~

Merrill Cherlin is a freelance writer
who lives in Baltimore, Md.
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Can the two warring
architectures of. the Systeml38
and the 4300 family be
reconciled?

Z

-
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IBM'S once "clean" 360/370 environment
has now yielded to a confusing melee of
incompatible products as the company
pushes into distributed processIng .. In the
small systems area alone (systems priced
below $300,000), users have' identified a
dozen conflicting offerings, including Series/I, Systems 23, 34, and 38, the 8100,
the low-end 4300 family, and the Personal
Computer. Following IBM'S recent reorganization they are all warring with each other
inside IBM'S newly created Information
Systems & Communications Group
(Is&ca). Users are beginning to refer to the
struggle as the "architecture wars."
"IBM has always been willing [on
non-360 compatible processors] to create
generations of mutants that live or die as it
sees fit," says George McQuilken, a former IBMer and now president of the IBM pcm
systems competitor, Spartacus Computers,
Burlington, Mass. As a result, of course,
the old incompatibilities of pre-360 days
have returned-this time in the distributed
processing arena-and IBM seems to have
come full circle.
Now, once again,' IBM'S ability to
produce the right kind of software, peripherals, and support has been called into
question. As the confusion in IBM'S operating environment grows, user application
backlogs are stretching into years. Now, as
with the 360 harmonization efforts of 20
years earlier, it seems that IBM needs another conjuring trick.
IBM has openly admitted. that its current distributed systems provide less than
the optimum conditions for applications development. In an uncharacteristic plea for
help to. the independent software industry,
IBM has said that it will simplify its operating environment so that these outsiders can
furnish much needed applications software.
IBM says it is departing from its traditional
pattern of complex, fluid, and changeable
operating systems to hunt for the perfect
"application machine."
As a start, IBM offered the independents a new user-friendly operating system,
SSXIVSE, coupled with its 360 hardware descendant, the 4300, as a stable base for applications development. Other inducements
such as software/hardware discounts, ex-

changes of confidential information, and
cooperative marketing, to name a few, were
also offered by'IBM.
Sources claim that a virtual machine
(VM) version of the new operating system
coupled with IBM'S query and file system
language, SQL, will also be offered-probably within the next four months-to ensure
even more user friendliness to managers
and end users. IBM declined to comment.
Does all this suggest that a vMl4300
is the basis for the perfect "application machine' '? Is this the white rabbit waiting to
be pulled out of president John Opel's hat?
"Well, it has much to recommend
it," says Bostoll':':based Yankee Group re~
searcher Frank Gens. "The vM/4300/SQL
combination is the natural heir to the whole
os/360-compatible line-and to the estimated $300 billion base of user software
that surrounds it-and so is a right and
proper choice for many of IBM'S users.
"But in actual fact," says Gens,
"there appear to be two rabbits in the hat. ' ,
The second rabbit that Gens was referring to involves the Systernl38, which
was released in the summer of 1980. While
the 4300's parentage is out in the open. so
to speak, the 38 has more of an aura of
illegitimacy. As DATAMATION revealed earlier (January 1982, p. 50), the System 38
descended from IBM'S ambitious attempt to
build a revolutionary new virtual machine
architecture in the early 1970s known as FS
(Future System). The project was ill-timed
for two main reasons, say IBM sources who
worked on it. "First of all, IBM didn't have
the right level of systems. expertise at the
time. And second, there were too many
product lines that weren't ready to migrate," one source contended.
When the project was scrapped in
early 1976, a large number of the estimated
2,750 FS work force was transferred over to
Rochester, Minn., the birthplace of one of
IBM'S most successful mutants ever-the
System 3. Ostensibly, the FS boys were
asked to create a replacement for System 3,

IBM gave the red carpet
treatment to software·
independents for work on the
,4300, but offered no such
inducements for work on the
System/38.
which according to IBM internal figures had
racked up an immense 25,000 installations
worldwide. What emerged was the 38,
whose database architecture and other novel features are an unusually sharp break
with 360-like hardware and compatibility.
For this reason, user responses to
the system are being watched very carefully
by the industry at large, and new information about the machine is becoming a precious commodity. Says John Pfeiffer, who
heads a Systernl38 hot line for Common, an
IBM user group, "The machine has proved

to be exceptionally user friendly, has tremendous latent power, and has been universally well received by users."
According to Gens, the 38 is already
shaping up to be the same kind of phenomenon as its previous Rochester stablemate.
"In its first full year [1981], we estimate
that IBM shipped 3,000 systems worldwide.
In 1982 IBM did even better by more than
doubling its base to upwards of 7 ,000 users," said Gens. When queried about the
figures, IBM declined official comment.
Noting that the 38s typically sell at
from $135,000 to $360,000 each, Gens
commented, "They now overlap and compete with around one third to one half the
members of the 4300 family. " Representatives of several software companies who
have attended IBM'S 4300 applications conference in White Plains, N. Y., have remarked in confidence that IBM is very worried about this overlap. Said the head of one
independent software company: "They
don't relish the prospect of juggling two
parallel and incompatible contenders for the
applications machine. One minute they
have to hit the gas pedal with one and brake
with the other. The next minute they'll have
to do the reverse."
.
Added the executive, "One senior
IBMer told me that he would much rather put
the Systeml38-and related products such
as the Systeml34--0nto a boat, set fire to it,
and shove it out to sea, or sell off the development division."
As McQuilken has stressed, IBM
would normally just kill off the mutants by
pulling support or announcing incompatible
successors so that user application programs become obsolete. McQuilken says
that independents who develop applications
for such machines "should bear in mind
that they might last only for the life of one
machine generation."
IBM so far has offered no inducements
to those software companies that aspire to
work on the Systeml38, or the lO-year-old
Systeml34, similar to the red carpet treatment offered to independents who want to
work on the 4300.
"We have plenty of inducements of
our own," says Brian Sullivan, marketing
manager at RTC Systems, North Attleboro,
Mass., "and besides, the 38 te9hnology is
too good to pass up. " RTC Systems is one of
a select but growing band of software companies that have emerged to write applications solely for the 38-which, as Gens
points out, is mostly used in manufacturing
and production environments in these early
stages. Sullivan says that many of the customers are new to the computer business or
have undergone just one conversion.
"They are mostly concerned about whether
the machine will handle their application
and whether it will be easy to use. They care
much less about its compatibility with IBM'S
mainframes and the 4300s."
Harold Fields, a technical specialist

at one Systeml38 customer site, Frontier
Airlines, Colorado, points out that the product doesn't have to be compatible with the
IBM mainstream for a user to build networks. "The 38 now has added features
that allow you to build networks with the
Series/1 minicomputer, which is exactly
what we're doing," he said.
Pfeiffer added that the networking
capability has lured several big users, such
as OM, Bechtel Corp., and Shearing Plow,
into the ranks of Systeml38 customers.
"The main difference with larger multinational users is that their Systeml38 networks
will be worldwide."
Gens said that the interest of large
and powerful users could be a significant
factor in improving the performance of the
machine quickly. "In the past, the typical
OSD customer has been a small company
and has had little influence on IBM's general
strategic direction. He has tended to take
what IBM wanted to give him. To an extent
this has been reflected in the System 38's

''There is no telling what may
happen if large· System/3S
users start putting some
pressure on IBM."
power when compared to the 4300. The
MIPS level of the four Systeml38 models
ranges from .11 MIPS to .45 MIPS, whereas
the Group Two 4300 ranges up close to 2
MIPS.
"In the past," Gens continued,
"IBM has shown us MIPS curve graphs that
suggest that there will be no dramatic surge
in performance levels on upcoming models
for some time." Sources confirm this by
saying that the next Systeml38, the model
9, will have twice the modelTs main memory, eight megabytes instead of four, and
the MIPS level will climb gently to around
.75 MIPS. They predict that the machine will
arrive late this year.
"There is no telling what might
. happen if large Systeml38 users start putting some pressure on IBM, " Gens concluded.
This theme was also taken up by
Robert Fertig, founder and head of Enterprise Information Systems, Greenwich,
Conn., which has just completed a 120page report entitled "Systeml38 Past, Present, and Future." Fertig expects OM to
push for, and get, whatever it wants, including new high-level languages.
New source information just received by DATAMATION goes even further
by pinpointing these languages. Over the
next two years, says the source, IBM will
announce three high-level languages in succession for the 38-BASIC, FORTRAN, and
pUl. Adds the source: "There's been a hot
debate within IBM about pU1. Many marketeers preferred Pascal. But pU1 won out."
When asked about the claims, IBM said it
didn't care to speculate on future offerings.

In addition to the software, sources
pointed to a host of other new features that
the Rochester team is preparing. They include color graphics, a new scientific language, tightly coupled data sharing, more
DBMS, and a new SNA-like networking innovation. For the latter, the IBM design team
has built a network controller, believed to
be similar to a Series/ 1 machine, for the 38.
Pfeiffer declined to comment on this
information on behalf of Common.
"Speaking as a user of the 38 [Southwestern Publishing, Ohio], I can just reiterate
what I said about the machine's tremendous
latent power. Clearly it can accommodate
many new and advanced functions."
Just how many of these features hit
the streets over the next couple of years will
probably depend on how much pressure
IBM'S large 38 users bring to bear, as Fertig
intimated. A power surge on the 38 will
clearly affect the 4300 applications machine plan and make IBM appear more divided than ever. Can the two warring architectures be reconciled? The answer, according to Yankee Group research director Dale
Kutnick, is "yes, but not by hardware
bridging.
"IBM will look for commonality in
software and cross-compilers," he says.
"But the most critical software interface
that the user addresses is the database.
There is already some similarity between
the file structures on 4300/SQL and the 38
database structure. In addition, IBM'S VMI
MVS hybrid operating system, which hosts
the 4300, is beginning to look like the 38that is, like a virtual vo machine.
"My guess· is that the full flowering
of SQL, and its relational parent, System R.
will provide the common ground for an
Mvs-Systeml38 marriage in the late
1980s," he predicted.
As sources earlier revealed (August, p. 40), IBM is in the last stages of
developing an MVSISQL offering as a first
step in this direction, and that software is
due this year.
Fertig, in his new study. predicts
that both 4300 and Systeml38 engines will
coexist under the hood of the same system
by late' 1984 or early 1985. He expects what
he calls a multimachine version of the Systeml38 (the model 11 ?) to be released at this
time. "The user's two engines will share
the same disk and communications, and he
will be able to switch modes. One minute
370, the next, 38."
Fertig claims that IBM'S upcoming
new chip technology will allow it to offer
two engines for the price of one.·It must be
said that there are many who doubt this will
happen. Said one observer, "So much of
the system soft~are would be chewed up in
providing a resident 370 engine that little
would be left for the user's programs."
Whatever the outcome, the immediate trend is set. Applications from independents will flow on both machines. Whether
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IBM will extend the red carpet treatment to
those software companies choosing the 38
over the 4300 is uncertain at this time.
"There are information exchanges, and
we'll look at their products to see if we want
to buy them, but that's all at this time," said
an IBM spokesman.
As RTC Systems' Sullivan said earlier, the company can live without such overtures and has inducements of its own. One
of these has been the awesome (if little publicized) response to another mutant in the

Systeml34 to 38 conversions
. have begun in earnest,
especially in Europe.
tradition of the System/3, namely, the System/34. This lO-year-old system has racked
up "at least" 60,000 installations worldwide, and is the top-selling general purpose
computer in the U.S. (An estimate from
Computer Intelligence Corp. put its U.S.
installations figure at 48,650 in mid-1981.)
"It's important to realize," says
Sullivan, "that both SystemJ3 and System/
34 are largely programmed in the RPG language. The System/38 is programmed in
the more modem RPG 3 and offers a tricky
but consistent migration path from the other
two machines."
Sullivan claimed that a "conservative" guesstimate is that some 40% to 50%

of the older RPG machines will migrate to
the System/38. That is upwards of half of
about 90,000 installed machines.
Fertig added that System/34 to 38
conversions were beginning in earnest, especially in Europe. "That is what really
opened my eyes to the 38 phenomenon."
Full circle indeed. Back in 1975 the
prospect of migrating several OS/360 and
370 lines to a "paper" RPG/Future System
didn't seem very appealing to IBM'S management. The System/34 existed, as did
some System/3 models-but that was all.
Now, as the 38/Future System
emerges, .. with. its tantalizing .. promise .of_
greater programmer productivity and user
friendliness, the picture looks different.
Maybe now the migrations can begin?
"They won't be widespread until
1986," predicts Kutnick. "IBM must first
harmonize its four mainframe operating
systems-DOs, VS, VM, and Mvs-into one
VM/MVS hybrid so that there aren't too many
migrating streams.
"But by 1986, when maybe half of
IBM'S mainframe base has adopted the extended MVS operating system, MVS/XA, it
will look very much like the future System/
38," he claimed.
Or, as McQuilken would put it: the
mutant will have gone legitimate, and there
will be but one rabbit in the hat.

-Ralph Emmett

THE INDUSTRY

LOOKING
INTO
1983
The computer industry has
been through one of its worst
years.ever,and.thereJs.stili. __
little light at the end of the
tunnel.
Never again will the computer industry live
up to its long-standing designation as "recession-proof." Despite being one' of the
few thriving sectors of the U. S. and world
economies, the industry has in some ways
been through one of its worst years ever.
Week after week the headlines gave
gloomy notice to massive layoffs, cutbacks
in the work week, forced "vacations," and
plant closings. Whether it was bad planning, too much trust in the Reagan Administration's predictions of economic recovery, or just plain bad luck, many companies
in the industry found themselves geared up
for orders that never materialized.

Size up your data
With General Electric Professional
Large Screen TV Projection.
Big meetings need big data display, to aid
information sharing, planning and problemsolving. General Electric Professional Large
Screen TV Projectors present data in image sizes
up to 25 feet wide. Yourwholegroupseesa bright,
clear picture, in either monochrome or color.
And, whether used in front or rear screen
projection, General Electric's exclusive single
gun light valve delivers every color image with
inherent registration.
Above left, big display of graphs and other
data helps generate big ideas in board room of
Mellon Bank, N.A., Pittsburgh. At a meeting of
the Engineering Society of Detroit (above
right), General Electric projector is used to
explain computer-assisted design.

For more 'productive meetings, size up your
data with General Electric Professional Large
Screen TV Projection. For more information, call
J.P. Gundersen, (315) 456-2152 or write:
General Electric Company, Video Display
Equipment Operation, Electronics Park 6-206,
P.O. Box 4840, Syracuse, N.Y. 13221.
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BRILLIANT COLOR AND BUSINESS
GRAPHICS FOR THE 3270 USER.

Color is defined as that visual perception that lets you distinguish between seemingly identical shapes.
When those shapes appear as data on a CRT, colorcanhelpiden~ organize, emphasize and format.
How you differentiate between today's color terminals, however, goes beyond visual perception to a
weighing of other practical business benefits. Compatibility. Comfort. Cost Operational ease. Versatility.
The quality of the color and ofthe overall product. All benefits av~abl~ now~d detailed below.
Product Set MemoreX® 2079 Display Stations; Models S2.A"S2B, S3G,2X and 3X;
System Interfaces: IBM 360, 370, 303X, 308X, 43XX and 8100.
Compatibility: IBM 327X plug compatible; BisyIlchronous; SNAlSDLC.
Product Specifi.cs: On 2079 Color, Convenience And Comfort.Al12079 models deliver bright, crisp
color~color that can be brought up quickly, normally with no special software or controller modifications.
Pre-converged color eliminates time consuming manual color alignmentAnd a host of features further
contribute to operator-convenience and comfort-like a tilting and removable monitor, a detachable, lowprofile keyboard, a recessed sun-flex screen and non-glare keytops anc:f surfaces to reduce eye strain.
On 2079 Versatility And Powerfol2079'Grapmcs. Five ,'2079 models, three. in ,standard off-the-shelf configurations and two that can be user-configured" give you maximum versatility and cost efficiency; And
with graphics available on both a standard and a configurable modeli you can putcolor to work in dozens
of business graphics formats.
','
On Top-Of-The-Line 2079 Quality And Bottom-Line 2079 Cost Efliciency.The 2079s are designed for
economy. They needless power and generate less heat than the IBM counterparts. And thanks to their
compact design, they take upless space. But basic Memorexqualityis really the best economyeconomy that results in more productive and longerlasting operation.
.Memorex. The Communications Group. For more information, contact,Laurie Schuler at 18922 Forge
Drive, Cupertino, CA9S014-D784. Or call toll free to (800) 538:9303,InCalifornia, call (408)996-9000, Ext. 222.

MEM()REX
A Burroughs Company
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INTRODUCING
TBE SOLUTION TO YOUR
APPLICATION BACKLOG
·llVD INFO
OlVCENTERlVEEDS.
Data processing executives
are finally seeing a
. solution to the twin
dilemmas of a growing
application backlog and
the need to establish an information center concept to
support end users. The solution
is Cullinane Three-Level Integration'
of Decision Support Systems, Applications and Database Software.

INFO~TIONCENTEB
In any organization, there are
many decision-makers and/or individuals with a need to access data from the key
applications that are used to run the business.
Cullinane Decision Support Systems make this
possible.
For the first time, decision-makers, including
'. top management, can now access and analyze
current information about a company's operations
in time to take corrective action, if appropriate.
While this has always been the promise of computers, until now it has never been fulfilled.
This is accomplished via Cullinane's powerful
color-graphic business information system that
brings database access right into the boardroom.

Executives can produce
any graph or chart
they need from the database by selectively touching
a touch-sensitive screen.
Our Online English
package lets managers and
professionals with no computer
background use simple Englishlanguage statements to request
information from the database. Our
financial modeling capability facilitates financial and statistical forecasting and offers"what-if" and impact
analysis. In addition, EDP/AUDITOR
1983, a special language designed for
. auditors is also available for use in auditing
the database to insure its integrity and its
compliance with accounting control standards.

APPLICATIONS
Cullinane's complete applications product line
addresses your applications backlog problem. All
applications from Cullinane are fully integrated with
our IDMS Database and. Decision Support Systems. Applications include, but are not limited to,
Manufacturing, Financial, Human Resources, Distribution, Customer Service, Production Control,
Purchasing, Cost Analysis and many more.

DATABASE

I

Cullinane's Integrated Database Management
System (IDMS) is the most comprehensive set of
database tools ever developed using the most advanced technology. More importantly, these tools
are designed to work together under the control of
an "active" Data Dictionary; These tools include
Application Development Systems, Online Query,
Report Writer, Distributed Database, Text-Editing
and other facilities. All supported by IDMS-the
most advanced database management system,
a sophisticated combination of network and
relational architecture. The superior backup and
recovery facilities of IDMS provide unparalleled
reliability and integrity for online operations. Applications are designed and developed much faster
with the ADS/Online System. The newest, most
powerful and easiest-to-use application development system available. IDMS's unique distributed
database capability makes it possible to distribute
database aCCess, applications, and decisionsupport throughout the organization.
The reliability of IDMS is legendary, and its
unsurpassed ease of use makes it the ideal foundation for improved data contra/' data access,
and the development and execution of future
applications,'

LEARN HOW THUE-LEVEL
INTEGRATION CAN SOLVE YOUR
APPLICATIONBACnOG AND
INFORIllTIONCENTER

NEEDS NOw.
ATTEND AFREE CULLINANE

SEMINAR.
City
Albany. NY
Albuquerque. NM
Allentavvn. PA
Atlanta. GA.
Atlanta. GA.
Augusta. GA.
Baltimore. MD
Binghamton. NY
Birmingham. AL
Boston. MA-Davvntavvn
Boston-Westwood. MA
Boston-Danvers. MA
Bridgeport. CT
Buffalo. NY
Burlington. VT
Calgary. ALT
Charleston. VW
Charlotte. NC
Charlotte. NC
Chicago-Rosemont.IL
Chicago. IL-Davvntavvn
Cincinnati. OH
Cincinnati. OH

Date
February 8
January 6
February 15
January 11
March 15
. January 13
January 18
March 16
January 20
January 18
March 1
March 15
February 8
March 9
March 23
March 16
March 3
January 12
March 17
January 26
February 22
January 27
March 24

City

Date
January 27
January 27
February 16
January 13
January 18
March 15
January 20
February 22
January 20
March 17
January 11
March 24
January 13
January 13
February 9
January 18
March 29
February 1
January 12
January 13
March 15
March 8
February 16
January 18
February 24
March 24
January 25
March 8
January 5
March 23
February 24
January 27
March 18
February 3
January 26
February 22
March 8
March 15
February 23

Las Vegas. NV
Lexington. KY
Lincoln. NE
Little Rock. AR
Los Angeles. CA
Los Angeles. CA
Louisville. KY
Macon. GA.
Madison. WI
Madison. WI
Meadavvlands. NJ
Memphis. TN
Merrimack. NH
Miami. FL
Milwaukee. WI
Minneapolis. MN
Mobile.AL
Montgomery. AL
Montreal. QUE (French)
Montreal. QUE (English)
New Hav'8n. CT
New Orleans. LA
Newport Beach. CA
New York. NY
New York. NY
New York. NY
Norfolk. VA
Oklahoma City. OK
Omaha. NE
Omaha.NE
Orlando. FL
OttaNa.ONT
Parsippany. NJ
Philadelphia. PA
Phoenix. AI.
Pittsburgh. PA
Portland. ME
Portland. OR
Portsmouth. NH

City
Providence. RI
Quebec City. QUE
Raleigh. NC
Regina. SASK
Richmond. VA
Roanoke. VA
Rochester. NY
RJ€. NY
Sacramento. CA
St. John. NB
St. Louis. MO
St. Paul. MN
Salt Lake City. UT
San. Antonio. TX
San Diego. CA
San Francisco. CA
San Jose. CA
Savannah. GA
Seattle. WA
Shreveport. LA
Somerset. NJ '
South Bend. IN
Springfield. MA
Springfield. MO
Stamford. CT
Syracuse. NY
Tallahassee. FL
Toronto. ONT
Toronto. ONT
Troy. MI
Tucson. AI.
Tulsa. OK
VancoLNer. Be
Washington. DC
Washington. DC
Westbury. NY
Wichita. KS
Wilmington. DE
Worcester. MA

Date
March 22
March 22
February 9
February 16
January 19
February 23
March 8
February 24
February 1
February 16
February 24
March 2
March 17
February 22
February 23
January 18
March 1
February 8
January 25
March 10'
February 15
January 27
March 1
March 30
March 9
February 9
March 1
January 20
March 29
March 30
March 9
February 8
January 19
) February8
March 17
January 20
January 13
March 15
February 16

1---------------------, .

I

SEMINAR REGISTRATION.

, Call Harry Merkin at (617) 329-7700. or mail coupon to
Cullinane Database Systems. Inc .• 400 Blue Hill Drive.
WestwocxJ. MA 02090.
There is no charge for Cullinane' seminars.
I plan to attend your seminar in: .

on

City

I

I
I
I
I

Date

Name and titles

Organization
Address
State

City I

Zip

i "Phone
City
Cleveland. OH
Cleveland. OH
Columbia. SC
Columbus. GA.
Columbus. OH
Columbus. OH
Dallas. TX
Dearborn. MI
Denver. CO
Des Moines. IA
EI Paso. TX
Ft. Wayne. IN
Ft.Worth. TX
Grand Rapids. MI
Greensboro. NC
Hartford.CT
Houston. TX
Indianapolis. IN
Jackson. MS
Jacksonville. FL
Kalamazoo. MI
Kansas City. MO
Lansing. MI

Date i'
January 20
March 22
February 10
Februa/Y 15 ~
JanuarY 13
March 16
February 17
February 2
February 16
March 22
January 25
. March8
March 22
March 15
January 27
January 11
January 20
February 23
March 31
March 22
February 2
March 17
January 11

Computer and operating system
Send confirmation(s) to: name(s)

Cullinane software delivers results on all IBM 360. 370. 30XX and 43XX
computers or plug-compatible equivalent.

L ______

01-3

~

______________

~

CULLINANE
Database $ystems, Inc.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
Few companies actually failed; as
happened in the last bad slump in the early
'70s, but a nervousness was present even in
those companies maintaining adequate
growth. The length and severity of the recession went beyond most predictibns.
In previous recessions, orders may
have softened but, in general, manufacturing chugged along. The reason was that users, also affected by the recession, would'
continue to buy cost-saving corriputer
, equipment as a means of keeping their own
heads above water: The computer, after all ,
helped improve productivity; eliminated
overhead jobs, and brought new efficien-cies to producers of goods and services; --,
That clearly'hasn't been the case in
the last year or so. Several large semiconductor and' systems manufacturers have

Layoffs hit hard at HoneyWell,
Texas Instruments, ,and
National Semiconductor,

among Others.
been forced to layoff thousands of workers
at time. Honeywell, for instance, has laid
off 3,700. workers since the summer of
1981. 'Texas Instruments gave notice to
more than 10,000 workers worldwide in the
past two years. National Semiconductor,
negating a long-standing "no layoff" policy, cut back its workforce by 1,000 persons
in August. Intel, seeing profits plunge in its
semiconductor business, imposed in November salaiy cuts and a wage freeze across
the board for its 20,000 worldwide employ.:.
ees. Even Atari, flush in its video game
business, found need in August to put 140
workers on a four-day work week.
A Nov. 27 story in the San Jose
Mercury reported that in Santa Clara County alone, 65,900 people were out of work, a
large portion of whom came from the electronics industry. Some 2,200 people in the
county's electronics industry; known to the
rest of the country as Silicon Valley, lost
their jobs in September and October, the
story said.
The main reason for the freezes,
layoffs, and plant closings is a growing vulnerability the semiconductor and computer
industries are showing to cyclic economic
trends. The recession-:proof days gone by
were ones when, in general, computer projects were centered around large mainframes. Those projects, centrally organized
by corporate management, often took longer to complete than it took for an economic
recession to come and go.
Now, however, computers are
smaller, cheaper, and used in a wider variety of organizations and are therefore subject to more short-term purchase decisions.
"What we're seeing is partly' the
level of saturation in large systems implementation, " says Oscar Rothenbuecher,
senior staff member at Arthur D. Little in
Cambridge, Mass. "Today computers and

a
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terminals and small business systems are
being used by a broader population of users. Often those users make their purchases
on a short-term basis. They make immediate plans to buy or not to buy."
The,analyst also pointed out that the
length and world scope of the recession
have cause~ a deeper gouge than usual from
computer industry profits. Many companies in the business depend on foreign operations for a .large portion of their earnings
but since the recession has hit so hard in
Europe and elsewhere, those earnings have
not come through. What's more, foreign
currency valuations have been such that in
analyzing growth in terms of U. S. dollars,_
many companies have not achieved the traditional spurt from overseas.
"The computer market is an international one," Rothenbuecher states. "The
French franc lost 28% of its value from Jan.
1, 1982, to early November. The Japanese
yen lost about 20% of its value."
Echoing Rothenbuecher's sentiments, Robert Fertig, head of Enterprise
Inforination Systems Inc., Greenwich,
Conn., stated: "It's pretty scary out there.
Companies with much business in Europe,
like [Sperry] Univac and Honeywell, are
being forced to layoff people. It's difficult
to make layoffs in Europe because of strict
national laws regarding, corporate benefits,
so these are drastic moves."
According to Peter Cunningham,
president of Input, a Mountain View,' Calif:, market research company, many U.S.
data' processing budgets for 1983 will be ,
flat or even smaller than those recorded in
1982. Due primarily to general economic
conditions, the leveling of budgets will
probably affect order rates for computers,
peripherals, and computing services.
"Usually we find companies spending for the future, but now more companies
are planning for the short term. Some users
can afford to invest now in information systems. Banks, for instance, are spending
much more on computing because it helps
them reduce staff. Some users are preparing
two budgets for the year. In the past,
they've usually submitted the positive budget and kept the negative one as a contingency plan. This year it's the opposite. The
negative budgets are presented first," Cunningham says. His information,he adds,
comes from a limited informal survey of
several dozen large corporations.
The major force in the market, IBM,
has come through the year relatively unscathed. While the company doesn't publicly predict its expected earnings, in a recent presentation to security analysts in San
Francisco, IBM vice president of planning
and chief financial officer Allen J. Krowe
said the company is "confident" it can
"bring 1982 in at a substantially improved
performance over 1981." IBM' expects to
report its year-end earnings in late January, '
delayed by a week due to a change in its

accounting methods made to more profitably show foreign-currency translations.
The change, under what is known by accountants as FASB Rule 52, is expected to
increase fourth-quarter and full-year earnings roughly 10%.
.
The industry leader. did show depressed growth rates for its second and third
quarters of 1982, but Krowe told analysts in
mid-November that IBM'S "order and shipment rates have been very satisfactory yearto-date in 1982," particularly against what
he termed "the backdrop of a very difficult
economic climate both here in the U. S. and
around the world. " The world economy, he
_noted, shows _some signs _of recoye.iy _her~
and there-the British economy's inflation
rate is down by one half from two years ago;
Japan's inflation rate is even lower-but "it
is premature to talk about an upturn outside
the U.S."
Calling any recovery in the near future "painfully slow," the IBM executive
said, "We look forWard in 1983 to a real
GNP growth in the range of 3 Y2% and we
look for the fragile growth [,:"e 've] seen in
the second and third quarters of this year to
continue in the fourth quarter."
He added, "We will continueas.we
have throughout 1982 to examine investment and resource decisions carefully in an
attempt to be prudent in our investments
against the economic climate .... We will
. not compromise our future growth prospects by employing heavy-handed cutbacks
in our investment programs."
IBM'S growth has come largely from
heavy shipments of large-scale mainframes, the 308X senes, and from shipments of the 3380 disk drive. Krowe noted

A changing mix of products
and markets, has made the
.industry more vulnerable to
economic cycles.
to analysts that "in excess of 4,000" of the
3380 drives had been shipped from the San
Jose, Calif., plant since the fall of 1981.
IBM also makes the disk drives in Mainz,
Germany.
As for mainframes, Krowe said that
"in 1982 we will ship every 308X system
we can build and we are planning to ship
appreciably more high-end processor products-in terms of both capacity and unitsin 1983." Personal computer shipments,
too, he said, promise "excellent" growth
in 1983.
IBM is thought by industry analysts
now to be in one of its strongest positions
vis-a-vis other mainframers and small computer makers. The company clearly has the
lead in large-scale mainframes and disk
drives and is making a large dent in the
personal computer market. Its office systems have taken off dramatically and, according to the DATAMATION/Cowen & Co.
survey (November, p. 34), the firm's Se-
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This up-to-date Second Edition contains: '
•
•
•
•

Over 1,670 pages of revised, expanded, and updated text
550 articles on virtually every aspect of the computer sciences
Written by 301 distinguished authorities,
"
Profusely illustrated with over 500 photos, and over 250
diagrams, graphs and charts
.

J.

VALUE

4 Good Reasons to Join

1. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of: books sub, , mitted to us each year,' only the very finest are
, ,selected and offered.' Moreover, our books are
" always of equaL quality to publishers' editions,
. never economy editions:
2. Big Savings. In addition to getting the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
for $2.95 .when you join, you ,keep saving
.
substantially-up ,to 30% and occasionally even
references to sub-cat~gories, 'doubles as a more.,'(For example,your total savings asa trial
'computer science dictionarY, and, isa'n 'member....:.including, ,this introductory offer-can
invaluable tool fO'r locating specific .in- easily be over 50%: T!lat's like getting every oHler
book free!).
formation.
3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become
Praise For the First Edition:
Called" Impressive ..• comprehensive ..• eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with
well done" by Datamation, and" ... a real savings up to 70% off the publishers' prices .
treasure cache'~ by Business Management, 4; Convenient Service. Ai 3-4 week iotervals (16 times
the new Second Edition promises to per year) ypu, will receive the Book Club News,
describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selececlipse Computer Managelnent's statement tions, together with a dated reply card. If you want
on the original of "There isn't another book the Main Selection do nothing and it will be sent to
like it." Send for your free 10-day trial. you au.tomatically.1f you prefer another selection, or
Th~ Library of Computer and Information no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the
Sciences is the oldest ·and largest book card, and return it by the date specified: You will
club especially designed for the computer have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late
delivery of the News, you should receive a book
professional. In the incredibly fast-moving mail
you do not want, we guarantee return postage.
, world of data processing, where up-to-date
knowledge is essential, we make it easy for If the reply cardhas been removed, please write to:
you to keep totally informed on all areas of
the information sciences. In addition, The Library of Computer
books are offered atdiscounts upt030% off and Information Sciences
publishers' price's. Begin enjoying the Dept 7BN4 Riverside, N.J. 08075 to obtain
club's benefits todayl
membership information and an application.

.

ust p. ublished, the ENCYCL.O.P. EDIA
OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. Indispensable to consultants, business people; data processing
professionals, and enthusiasts, it is a veritable data base of information on:
.. Hardware
• Software
• Programming languages
• Artificial intelligence
.' Computer applications
• Personal computing
and much more!
The Encyclopedia is organized to make
finding and using its wealth of information
an ease. Articles are alphabetically arranged and are cross-referenced to related
articles and to specific subject matter: The
clear. and expanded appendices include
abbreviations, acronyms, special notation
and terminology, as well as numerical
tables, the mainstay of applied technologies. A complete S,ooO-term index contains
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ries/! minicomputer is selling second only
to Digital Equipment's VAX and POP-ll
lines. In 1983 IBM is expected to introduce a
wave of products that will set new price/
performance curves and help stave off competition In the increasingly important, at
least to IBM, small.computer arena.
Judging by IBM'S record in 1982, a
year when it cut prices dramatically, introduced a series of new fixed-rate leasing options, and entered several new businesses,
the company intends to increase its drive for
control of traditional and emerging markets. The company has spent hundreds of
millions of dollars in' new manufacturing
machinery and facilities and is ready to ship
product at high volume. Moreover, IBM has

IBM has come through the
past year relatively unscathed,
thanks to a variety of
marketing moves and previous
investments.
shown that it will go wherever it needs to in
order to have the products its markets demand, as indicated by the use of outside
software for its Personal Computer, its deal
to gain 64K RAM know-how from Intel, and
its joint development deals with Texas Instruments and Mitel Corp.
As for the rest of the industry, the
outlook for 1983 is brightest in the areas of

small computers and office systems. Although both Honeywell and Sperry introduced large-scale computer families in
1982, sales of those machines are expected
to be primarily to current customers, Sperry
has also entered the office systems arena,
but again, it is not clear how well it can do
with products outside its traditional mainframe base.
Those companies such as Data General, Control Data, and Texas Instruments
that are heavily dependent on sales of small
machines and peripherals to oems and systems houses have felt the impact in 1982 of
high interest rates .. Resellershave_beeIl_
forced by the high cost of money to cut back
on inventories and, as a result, sales have
been slow for manufacturers. Profits have
been even worse.
At press time, fourth-quarter financial results were not yet available for scrutiny, leaving open the possibility that delayed
orders could come in during the final days
of the year. in any case, 1982 will be' a year
remembered by the industry as putting the
lie to recession-resistant growth. Withcom-:
puters becoming more consumer-oriented,
hardware margins shrinking, and software
gaining importance, the dynamics of the
market is changing. Only those 'with the
right numbers plugged into their VisiCa1c
models can.hope to survive.
.

-John W. Verity

MICROCOMPUTERS

BIG PUSH

IN MICRO

SOFTWARE
Users are starting to' demand
integrated software packages
-fof-micros, -and . that's great
neWS for Micro Data Base SysteO'ms

Inc'.

If 1982 marked the year the micro matured
into a serious machine, then 1983 is likely
to be the year micro software comes ofage.
For Micro Data Base Systems Inc., that's
great news. 'But then, MOBS has been taking
micros seriously since 1979.
.
In that year the little Lafay~tte, Ind.,
company introduced its namesake, MOBS,
the industry's first database manager for
micros. Problem was, the product was an
anomaly in the microcomputer world,. and
few seemed to know what to do with it.
roo complicated to be sold over the
counter to end users and so powerful that·
micro software de~elopers weren't yet so-

Carry-in Service.
Carry in your terminal or
small system to the new Digital
Servkenter near you and getthe same
high quality service and parts you
expect from Digital---:at substantially
less than the cost of traditional on-site
service.
LA34, LA12, VT100-we'll fix
whatever Digital terminal or small
system you carry in for a flat rate plus
parts. And you can usually pick your
system up the next day. For even more
convenience, we offer an exchange

service on many of o'ur popular
modules. Just bring in your faulty
module and we'll exchange it on the
spot. All Digital Servicenter parts and
service carry a 6O-day warranty.
So, carry in your terminal or
small system to a Digital Servicenter.
You'll get genuine Digital service and
you'll save money.
There are 110 Digital Servicenters
nationwide. For the Digital Servicenter
nearest you, send the coupon below.

---------------------------

~=~

Digital Servicenter Locations Listing Request
Name _________________________________________
~~~~II!It·~·Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company Name ________________________________
Ad&ess ____ _________________________________
~

Please list your currerit -----------------------.,--Digital equipment.
Digital servicenter
Digital Equipment Corporation
129 Parker Street
Maynard, MA 01754
PK3-2 I K65
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LocalNefMnetwork.
Because at National Public Radio,
beauty is as important as binary.
From its Washington, D.C. headquarters, National
Public Radio (NPR) produces and distributes more
cultural and informational programming than any radio
network in the country.
So it's not surprising that many staff members
consider Bach and Beethoven far more interesting
than bits and bytes.
Or that the beauty of music and the power
of science share the same cable in NPR's LocalNet
system.
With LocalNet, computer programmers have
access to NPR's computers from any of 35 workstations.
And radio programmers can listen to any of NPR's
eight satellite uplink channels on ordinary FM radios.
It helps them keep an ear on the latest classical

music, drama, and news. And gives them a source of
new programming ideas for their five million listeners.
It takes experience to design local area networks with this kind of versatility. Ours comes from
more than 12,000 connections to over 200 LocalNet
networks worldwide. More than any other open network supplier.
And we transmit this experience to LocalN et users
in government, industry, finance, and academia.
If you need sound advice on designing a local
area network, contact us at Sytek, Inc., 1225 Charleston
Road, Mountain View, California 94043. Telephone
(415) 966-7333.
. ~ou'll find we're worth IT .,
IIstenmg to.
~

n S¥tek

© 1982 Sytek, Inc

Photo from San Francisco Opera's production of Samson et Dalila heard nationwide on NPR stations.
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phisticated enough to have use for it, the
University professors-Andrew Whinston,
MOBS product fell into a marketing limbo.
who continues to teach in addition to servMeanwhile, it remained the smartest kid on
ing as chairman, and Gary Koehler, who
the block, competing against more simplehas taken the more active role of the two by
minded ISAM-type file managers such as
serving as company president-took on the
dBase II from Ashton-Tate and Condor
task of covering that Achilles' heel last
from Condor Computer Corp.
April.
Users say MOBS rivals or surpasses
The company set up a separate subproducts like Intel's System 2000, Cinsidiary, ISE-International, to handle all docom's Total, or IBM'S IMS. Mainframe
mestic and international sales and marketchauvinists are amazed to find such features
ing. When asked if ISE would be marketing
as real-time transaction logging, interactive , other types of applications developed either
. data manipulation language, and recovery
in-house or outside, Koehler indicated that
capabilities in a micro-based database manwas not in the plan.
ager. What's more, the system is designed
"ISE, in our mind," said Koehler,
around an extended network structure.
"is not the right channel, at least not right
"The extended network structure is
now. That would take a different type of
considered to be the most sophisticated
marketing approach. ISE, like MOBS, is
method computer scientists have come up
dedicated, primarily, to database managers
with for accessing records in a sorted or
and related software. We certainly recogcommented Bill
organized fashion,"
nize the importance of the mass market for
Macbrone, a vice president at Sales Producend-user oriented software and turnkey custivity Systems Inc., a White Plains, N.Y.,
tomer software. We will be pushing hard in
software house that specializes in writing
all three areas, although the number one
push will continue to be on the database
applications for microcomputers.
"Put MOBS in the hands of an amamanager from MOBS. "
teur and it could be a real disaster," agreed
Recently, ISE-USA, the marketing
Diane Haelsig, president of Peopleware
arm for the U.S., relocated from Lafayette
Inc., a Bellevue, Wash., company that is
to Chicago. One of the prime reasons behind that move was to be in an area· with
Too complicated for over-thebetter phone service. "A big part of our
counter sales and so powerful
marketing effort is the telemarketing
that micro software developers group," explained Koehler. "Their main
weren't ready for it, the MDBS job is to qualify leads to the point where it is
worth an account rep's time to visit and give
product fell into a marketing
a demo. Or, if they can, they close the deal
limbo.
over the phone."
deslgnmg an integrated conference registraThe foreign affiliates, most of
tion and accounting system around MOBS.
which are joint ventures with established
"Frankly, though, I can't think of anything
Cullinane Database Systems distributors,
I need that [MOBS] doesn't have."
are collectively referred to as ISE-X, the x
Haelsig, a 20-year veteran of an IBM
being the name of the foreign partner. "The
794 and COC 7600 shop, knows her way
arrangement gives [the foreign affiliate] an
around MOBS' mainframe counterparts,
entry into the micro market and opens the
products like System 2000, IDMS, and Adadoor to the data processing market for us,"
bas. Like most MOBS users, Haelsig wasn't
said Koehler. With the ISE-X program in
willing to settle for less when she entered
place, MOBS Inc. is actually better posithe micro world. "I wanted to develop mitioned to penetrate the dp market in Europe
crocomputer software, but I refused to use
than it is to penetrate that market in the U .S.
anything but professional tools," she said.
There are indications, though, that the comMOBS fit the bill.
pany has yet to develop a sharply focused
Ultimately, though, the person who
marketing strategy.
benefits most from MOBS is the end user of
Koehler claims that sales to Fortune
an application. When an application with 500 companies account for 50% of MOBS'
multiple programs is integrated around
total sales, while oem sales are somewhere
MOBS, information is entered only once.
in the 7% range. When a user list was reFinally, software developers everyquested, however, all the names supplied
where seemed to discover the joys of intewere oem software houses, folks who buy
grated applications-after end users disthe MOBS product and build an application
covered what a hassle it was to change mularound it. According to an executive with
tiple floppies to update multiple records.
one of those software houses, it is not unAnd with that discovery, the market for common for an oem to sell direct to its
MOBS has busted wide open, but ... so has clients, often small- to medium-size busicompetition.
nesses.
When Koehler was questioned
MOBS Inc. is a classic case of a company with a leading-edge idea but trailing
about the importance of oems to his commarketing know-how, a fault with deadly
pany, he said: "They are important; I'm not
consequences in the face of increasing comgoing -to hide that at all. But we still like to
petition. The MOBS founders, two Purdue think of the product as being directed at
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cern in user camps: MOBS bogs down in a CONFERENCES,
multi-user environment. "For 8-bit machines, the product is fast. But the multiuser version is noticeably slower, and I find
that scary," observed Machrone.
"What they are seeing is the spe~d
of the 8-bit multi-user operating system,"
countered MOBS president Koehler. ' , We do
all oUf accounting using MOBS in a, Z80
multi-user environment. One time it took
24 hours to run. So we dumped to tape,
erased the disk, and reloaded. With a
In ,the four years ,since its
cleared-up directory, the same application
inception, the show ' has
ran in just two hours."
Koehler and company also turned exploded ,to the point where it
up other notic~able run-time discrepancies.
has ~ice as many exhibitors
"We found a 20-to-one run-time difference
the 'NCC~ What's more, it's
between two very popular 8-bit-based operating systems running on the same piece of still growing.
If anything at all will be remembered about
h¥dware. Even more dramatic, wl).en we
ran the same application and operating sys- ' the recent Comdex/Fall show in Las Vegas,
it will be that the ,. upstart conference has
tern on two different process,ors we got a
finnly establ~shed itself as a premier show50:-to;-one difference, ~' Claims Koehler.
Complaints aside, .MOBS supports " case of manufacturers' wares, rivaling even
the National Computer Conference as the
what the market demands;, This includes
most glamorous of occasions at which to
inteffaces to Pascal, PLll; COBOL, 'FORmake a big splash or a product announceTRAN, C, BASIC and Compiled BASIC, and
assembler. As for ,operating systems, the
ment.
The show's numbers stretch the limlist includes Oasis, RSX, TRSOOS, CP/M, CPt
its of true comprehension. More than 1,100
M86, MP/M, MSIDOS, PCIDOS, and, most revendors exhibited at the show , far outnumcently, several verSIons of Unix. Not to be
bering the most expansive of NCCS. The
forgotten is the hardware. Here the scope
includes the Z80, the Z8000, the 8080, the
320,090 square feet of booth space ex8085, the 8086, and the 68000.
tended farther than the eye could see, even
from the tops of the two-level Honeywell
What's more, MOBS Inc'. appears to
be in the business' for the long haul. The , and Texas Instruments booths. And the
hundreds (or was it thousands?) of new
fonnation of ISE-Internatiolllll attests to
products seemed, in the end, almost indisthat. The company's commitment to intertinguishable from pne another: with few exnal growth stands as another ~ilepost. Here
ceptions, a product introduced in the mornin the States, the company has grown from
ing seemed to have five competitors by
one, full-time employee and 1,209 square
feet in facility space in 1979 to today's 120 rriidafternoon ..
employees and about 30,000 square' feet
The show has changed dramatically
in the four years since the Interface Group
spread across five facilities, including locaUs~rs claim that MOBS bogs
tions in Chicago 'and Dallas.
first sponsored an ~xhibition intended to introducesmall, emerging vendors to dealers
Keeping ontop of the latest industry
down in an 8-bit multi-user
and distributors. The changes in the show
developments and trends has also been one
environmem.
have been a barometer for the industry, as
of the company's strong points. For examcompanies have begun to concentrate as
into the operating system. Several users beple, MOBS was right in step with IBM'S P,C.
much on marketing their wares as on manulieve this trend will force MOBS prices
announcement, 'as weil as with the emerfacturing them, as corporate dp managers
down. A little more to the point, MachroI\e
gence of Unix and the 16-bit microproceshave in some senses becoine more like insaid: "We hope they [the competition] will
sor, say users.
ternal systems integrators or dealers to end
knock ahole in MOBS' prices."
Continuing that tradition, one of the
.
Also rolling in over the horizon is current products in development is a netusers, and as the inicrocomputer revolution
has exploded beyond all bounds. Today,
work-oriented database manager. Called
software created for the mini world. Industhe show attracts dp managers and end users
try watchers expect a number of database OBnet, it is slated for release "sometime
managers that presently run on minis to be soon," confinued Koehler. While the re- , in almost the same numbers as it attracts
independent sales organizations.
migrated dow~ to micros within the year. , lease date has slipped a bit, he insisted it
"I need to know what's new in miTwo new products that Ferris has his eye on was not because of technical problems, but
cros because so many people in my organiare Ingres from Relational Technology,
rather because of corporate reshuffling and
zation are bringing. them into the comBerkeley, and Oracle from Relational Soft- the arrival of a new head of R&D.
Linking micros to mainframes is yet
pany," said one MIS director, who was worware, Menlo Park. Ferris believes these.
ried about how to handle micros in his shop.
will give MOBS a run for its money. Koehler , another industry interest that MOBS says it is
turning into a product. "We will probably
He wasn't alone. While the show's attenagreed, saying that' 'Ingres and Oracle and
pick one or two mainframe database sysdance was not analyzed by its producers, a
things like that cause us to give some conterns," said Koehler, "and make it so a guy
quiek sampling indicated that the show presideration in product line and pricing."
on a micro can access data from that mainsented a crowd similar to that found at NCC.
While pricing issues unquestionably
frame and put it in his local database."
rank as the chief bitch among oem users,
There were many dp managers there and
-Jan Johnson some end users; there were the dealers who
there was one technical issue causing con-

software developers within Fortune 500
companies." The company's pricing policy--or, as customers say, its lack of a wellthought-out policy-is a particularly sore
spot with the oem crowd. Prices can range
any\Vhere from $3,400 to upwards of
$70,000. The bargain rate of $3,400, a system that runs on the Z80, includes a data
definition language, a data manipulation
system, the compa~y's QRS query reporting
system, and service and maintenance for
one year.
. If a buyer is looking for the "full
boat," as Koehler puts it, the price jumps to
$13',000. That package includes the basics'
plus a multi-user version of MOBS, recovery
transaction logging, an interactive data manipulation language; 'a design modification
utility, a screen. manager, and training. A
VAX/VMS version, which, Koehler conced, ed, should be out "soon," will cost at least
$70,000.
'
"On top of the purchase price,' we
ha,ve to pay a 15% royalty," grumbled John
MacGuffie, president, of Sales Productivity
Systems. "We can't live with that pricing.
Besides, with some of the new competitor~
coining out, if the MOBS folks don't get
more price competitive, they are going to
price themselves out of the market," MacGuffie predicted. Koehler said the company
h~s just amended its royalty requirement.
Royalties will now range from 15% to 0.3%
of the list price, depending on volume.
"Right now MOBS is the only kiq on
the' block, and and that affords it certain
liberties in pricing," observed Machrone of
Sales ProduGtivitySystems. "That is going
to change within the next six months, " said
David' Ferris, a San Francisco-based software industry consultant. On~ of the clouds
of competition blowing over the horizon is
the ernergence of database managers built
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" ... the only commercialized natural-language program worthy of
-Fortune Magazine
the name is Intellect:
M
••"

" ...

~IC

is the rust. company to sell programs that enable computers to understand and answer questions in English."
-Business Week

" ...

~ntellect T: ••. the only English language query system to be
found on the market."
-Datamation

" ... the real champion of commercial natural-language pro-The Economist
grams is Intellect:~."
"Programs ... for the understanding of ordinary English are
becoming a commercial success. The leading example is
Intellect:~."

-Fortune

"The',user can converse with Intellect™as easily as with another
-person."
-Infosystems
"(AIC's) list of clients reads like a who's who of A~erican
business .... AVCO, Du Pont, Boeing,. Xerox, .Reynolds Metals,
-Technology Week
General Motors and Honeywell."
Intellect hasgenerated widespread excitement in the worlds of data-processing and business.
These quotes from leading publications are representative of the opinions of experts and users
from allover the u.s. and Europe.
Intellect is an on-line query system designed for IBM mainframes and uses the technology of
Artificial Intelligence to understand everyday, conversational English. Users don't need to learn
any codes, query sequences, or special syntax in order to access data. Intellect is the first and
only natural language query system, and is already hard at work in more than 100 installations. ,
See for yourself how easy it is to use your Intellect. For a demonstration, or more information, call or write. Today.

a
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INTELLIG~NCE CORPORATION

200 FIFTH AVENUE WALTHAM, MASS. 02254 (617) 890-8400
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Whisper Writer 1000 communicates via phone lines at 300 baud, TWX ilt 110 baud, and Telex at a proprietary 110-baud/66-wpm rate.

The remarkable new
Whisper Wri~er, from 3M.
Oata communications, TWX, and Telex. All in one
compact machine, at an astonishingly low price.
Make a modest investment in
3M's new Whisper Writer
1000, and you'll be able to
communicate with your own
mainframe computer, a DDP
network, or a time-sharing
service. You'll also have the
ability to send and receive
messages by TWX, Telex,
phone lines, or electronic
message center, along with
transmission to 3M's 9600
Facsimile Transceiver. In short,
you'll be getting both a
desktop communications
terminal and a portable DP
terminal for less than the cost
of most single-purpose
machines.
In its standard configuration,
the Whisper Writer comes with
an internal modem, telephone
jack, and programmable

automatic answering feature.
Editing memory lets you
Options include a carrying
prepare text off-line.
case with acoustic coupler and Whisper Writer's four-page
an automatic line selector that dynamic memory and editing
lets you leave your Whisper
featu res allow you to get
Writer connected to both a
messages and data lettertelephone and a TWX line. A
perfect before you dial. The
special version is available with result: lower phone, TWX, and
. an RS-232 interface in place of Telex charges, along with less
.
f
. t'
the standard modem for direct t ylng
Up 0 communlca Ions
hoo"kup to a computer, external lines.
. I
modem, or CRT terminal.
Easy to learn, simp e to use.
When ordering any Whisper
separate keyboard module
Writer, you can specify either a The
in the Whisper Writer 1000 has
40-column or 80-column
a conventional typewriter
printer. The unusually quiet
layout. Additional function keys
thermal printing mechanism
reduce the need for memorizprints sharp, black-on-white
ing special control codes.
characters at 40 cps and is
. Also available as a low-cost
able to produce graphics
RO teleprinter.
under the control of a
Whisper Writer can be ordered
compatible computer.
without a keyboard as a

Business Communication Products Division
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modem-equipped or RS-232compatible, 40-column or
80-column printer. To add a
keyboard later, merely buy the
separate module and plug it in.

Reliability backed by 3M's
national service network.
Whisper Writer's' dot-matrix
printer has already demonstrated its durability in
more than 55,000 home and
small business computer
systems. Whenever
maintenance is required, it's
available from the same people
who market and service 3M
business products nationwide.
Phone 800-328-1684 toll-free or
mail the coupon for literature or a
demonstration. (In Minnesota, call
800-792-1072.)

.--------------------------,
Mail to:
DTM1/008
3M Business Communication
Products Division
3M Center - Building 220-9W
St. Paul, MN 55144
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were the show's original intended audience;
and there were the large oems, which many
new companies on the exhibit floor wanted
to attract as their entree to the big time.
Indeed, a majority of the exhibitors
were young companies, reminiscent of the
early days of the NCC'S predecessors, the
joint computer conferences. Some observers reckoned the average age of exhibiting
companies to be about three years.
These young companies were almost exclusively the products of the microcomputer industry's tremendous growth.
More than 50 microcomputer systems were
announced or shown for the first time at the
show ,-and even more vendors supplied disk
drives, networking products, graphics ca-

A majority' of the exhibitors
were young companies, the
products of the microcomputer
industry's trem'endous growth.
pabilities, other peripherals, and software
for these microcomputers.
And if you think that this Comdex
was big, wait until next year, boast the
show's producers. The Interface Group,
based in Framingham, Mass.,' already has
firm Comdex/Fall contracts for 4,600
booths in 1983-compared to 3,200 this
time around. The Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas Hilton, and Riviera Hotels have already sold out their entire exhibit facilities, and the Sahara was half booked
by the end of the show. "We're looking for
a total of more than 5,500 booth units;"
said an Interface Group spokesman. The
show is scheduled to run from' Nov: 29 to
Dec. 2, but "we're hoping for more time,
since nobody can cover this big a show in
four days."
Is this good or bad? For the producers, "it's a problem we love to deal with."
For exhibitors, the answer is not so simple.
Said one, "The people who come by are
qualified and serious. There are no' kids
dripping ice cream on our keyboards."
Others felt .that Comdex, much like NCC,
has surpassed its optirimm size and needs to
be smaller. "There were lots of kids on the
last day and there are gimmicks-magicians and dancing girls-showing, up in
booths. A gimmick is needed in a show this
big, and that's too bad."
One industry observer who has been
watching trade shows for more than 10
years commented, "They're doing it to
themselves just like the NCC did." He gestured to a large, elabqrate booth. "That's 'a
startup company. Is that what's needed to
get into the business?"
,
Perhaps it is; perhaps it is the sign of
an industry that has grown too quickly and
has spawned too many comp~ting companies. "Everyone knows there's going to be
a 'shakeout," said MarkGaretz, president
of CompuPro, Oakland, Calif. His company introduced a cpu board running the
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10MHZ Motorola 68000 processor at the
chairman ofVisiCorp and one of the associshow. "We've got the highest performance
ation's organizers, "I attended an ADAPSO
in the low end of the market and that will
meeting two years ago thinki~g the mainkeep us in it," he added.
frame and micro markets were worlds
apart. I soon learned we have the same baBill Godbout, president of Compusic issues to deal with."
Pro's parent company, Godbout ElectronThe software was as visible as hardics, was even more optimistic about CompuPro's success. "We're the first to be
ware at the show. The most popular softcommitted to Unix with a32-bit machine.
ware, perhaps, were the packages that integrated several functions into' a single proWe think we have a winner." (Never mind
that CIE systems, Digilog, Altos, Codata,
gram and, again, there were several. These
Convergent Technologies, Pixel, TeleViincluded the 1-2-3 package from startup Lodeo, Victory, and possibly others antus Development Corp., in Cambridge,
Mass., which delivers spreadsheet, graphnounced microcomputers running Unix under a 32-bit processor-several also using
ics, .and database management on a single
the 68000. It's hard to bealoIie irithis in-' -disk; .and' the-- MBA package from' Context
dustry.)
Management Systems in Torrance, Calif.,
which. enables users to use spreadsheets,
Nowhere is it more difficult to be
graphics, and word processing simultaalone than in the IBM marketplace. While
neously in different windows on the same
the company itself wasn't exhibiting products at the show, its presence was still felt;
screen and which was enhanced with teleits Personal Computer was shown in some
communications capabilities at the show.
, There was also Jack, a program
booths running a vendor's latest software,
from Business Solutions, Inc., gf Kings
in other booths attached to the latest peripheral, and in still other booths connected to a
Park, N. Y., which integrates a personal
network or a mainframe. Because IBM'S
filer, so~e spreadsheet capability, word
shadow is so big, even in the microcomprocessing, and a mailing list management
puter world, there is, at least for now,
package; and the Medallion Collection
enough room for these companies to sell
from Timberline Systems, Inc., in Beaverinto the plug-compatible marketplace.
ton, Ore., which includes five accounting
packages and two personal productivity
There were computers claiming to
programs. Then there was the Sumicom
be IBM P.c.-compatible ranging from the
830 personal business computer, ,whose
Compaq, Corona, and Eagle systems,
software integrates word processing, generwhich run all diskettes written for the IBM
al business applications, database managemachine, to the Computer Devices Dot sysment, financial planning, information re~em, which will run IBM software only if it is
trieval, communications, and graphics.
reformatted onto. 3 Y2- inch diskettes.
The software causing .the biggest
'. Other companies were pushing
stir at the show, however, was the VisiON
communications vehicles for the P.c. and its
package from VisiCorp. VisiON integrates
look-alikes: Protocol Computers, of Woodseveral applications into a si~gle program,
land Hills, Calif., showed a package that
permits the transfer of files between a P.C.
"The people w~o come by are
diskette and an SNAlSDLC mainframe host;
International Anasazi, of Phoenix, Ariz.,
qualified' and serious. There
has a local area network based on SNA; and
are no kids' dripping ice' cream
Technical Analysis Corp., 'Atlanta, has a
on' ~ur 'keyboards~ n'
'
printed circuit board that allows the P.c. to
emulate a 3278 terminal while haridling 10"- ana emplOYS a mouse instead·of a keyboard
cal processing.'"
,
as the user interface. The initial offering of
Other microcomputer products of the machine-independent operating environment includes spreadsheet, database
note included a local area network for Vecmanagement, word processing, and graphtor Graphics' computer, which uses teleics applications. Both the mouse and the
phone wire and modular jacks; a local area
ease with which users can move informanetwork, diskles's network workstation, and
tion from one application to another were
15MB Winchester drive froni North Star for
lauded by visitors to the San Jose, Calif.,
its Advaptage series; Nestar's Plan 4000
vendor's booth.
"
system, which allows IBM Personal ComNaturally, the package did not apputersand Apples to be connected to· the
pear to faie VisiCorp's competition, parsame network concurrently; and Shugart's
ticularly since the package will not be ready
lYs-inch tall, 3Y2-inch microfloppy disk
drive and half-height 5Y4-inch Winchester for delivery until this summer'. Said an insider at one competitor, "It's a defensive
drives.
maneuver; the' delivery date is a long time
The emphasis was so heavy on mioff, and it's no secret that others in the
crocomputers durIng Comdex that the Asindustry have been working on integrated
sociation of Data ~rocessing Services Orgasoftware 'as well. We will be announ~ing
niiations (ADAPSO) chose the occasion to
something' in the first half of the year, ibe_
announce its newest subassociation, the
fore their delivery date."
Microcomputer . Software Association
As at any show, there were also
(MCSA). Said Dan Fylstra, founder and

Here's Why
Is Now The Leader In
Graphics Software Tools!
WI T

One Program

Rich capabl11Hes Mean
Limitless Applications

Drives Many Devices
This single advantage can save you
hundreds of hours of programming time.
It enables you to use your hardware (both
host computer and graphics devices) to its
fullest. It protects your software
investment against obsolescence and frees
you from exclusive ties to hardware
vendors.
Precision Visuals currently offers
tailored interfaces for over 30 graphics
devices from these companies: AED 0
Applicon 0 Calcomp 0 Calcomp
lookalikes 0 Chromatics 0 DEC 0 Digital
Engineering 0 HP 0 Houston
Instruments 0 IBM 0 Imlac 0 III 0
KMW 0 Megatek 0 Printronix 0 Ramtek
o Raster Technologies 0 Sanders 0 Selanar
o Servogor 0 Tektronix 0 Tektronix
lookalikes 0 TID Trilog 0 Versatec 0
Visual Technology 0 Zeta.
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Make better decisions, faster, using
GRAFMAKER's specially-placed
annotation and color.

Precision Visuals software tools are
proven in applications such as computeraided design, business graphics, process
control, mapping, geological data analysis,
document layout, plus many specialized
applications. System integrators (OEMs)
use them as the graphics nucleus in
turnkey systems and as the graphics
component of database management and
financial modeling systems.

$12,000 For Our
Most Popular System

DI-3000TIiI , the core system, starts at
$8,000 and goes to $12,000 for our most
powerful and best-selling level. Add
$6,000 for GRAFMAKERTIiI, the business
presentation specialty system, and you'll
have one of the most versatile graphics
Build highly interactive computersystems available at any price. Other
aided design applications with
popular options include the METAFILE
the
DI-3000
core
system.
They Run On Most
SYSTEM for a device-independent
Popular Computers
picture library, and our new CONTOURING SYSTEM
for advanced surface graphics.
Including IBM, VAX, PRIME, Hewlett-Packard,
These are single-CPU, end-user, U.S. list prices.
CDC, Honeywell, Data General, DEC 10/20, Harris,
Multiple CPU and OEM discounts are also available.
Univac, Cray, and DEC PDP-11.
Find out how Precision Visuals graphics software
Precision Visuals software tools require a surprisingly
tools can open a new world of flexibility, economy, and
small amount of computer resources. Even on smaller
standardization for your graphics applications. Call us
machines they provide access to the full capabilities of
at 303/530-9000.
the CORE graphics standard.
i·
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"At Martin Marietta, DI-3000 serves as a
common interface between our numerous
graphics devices and software applications.
We use DI-3000 for applications including
structural analysis, business charts, graphs,
animation, 3D modeling, and generalpurpose graphics."
Karin Bruce
Senior Graphics Software Engineer
Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace

PrecisionVISUaIs
. 6260 Lookout Road
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA
303/530-9000
TELEX 45-0364/TWX 910-940-2500
Amsterdam: Ponder Associates
Phone 030445352 1 TELEX 70634
Sydney: Techway
Phone 02920858 1 TELEX 27987
Tokyo: Nichimen Company Ltd.
Phone 032775017 1 TELEX 22329
Zurich: Computer Graphix AG
Phone 0193234821 TELEX 875447
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· Why put off sharing in the bene- -leasing charges are deductible
fits of color graphics? Leasing.can and you get an automatic hedge
bring the highly-rated Ramtek
against equipment obsolescence
6211 Colorgraphic Terminal into -while freeing up your working
your office or plant without the
capital for other needs. You
delay and constraints of capital
couldn't ask for a better buy
expenditure budgeting and
than that!
approval cycles. Not only do you
The Ramtek 6211 Colorgraphic
avoid the heavy out-of-pocket
Terminal is a compact, easy to
expenditures of purchase, the
use unit, ideally suited for desk-

top environments. Its high resolution images, powerful color
manipulation capabilities and
ability to use a wide variety of
third-party software make it ideal
for an extremely broad range of
applications. Put these features
together with its low price and
you'll know why the Ramtek 6211
Colorgraphic Terminal is the

LEASE
THE BRILLIANT
RAMTEK4100

MULTI-COLOR
PRINTER.

I

'

LEASE THE
HIGH'-PERFORMANCE
RAMTEK6211

COLORGRAPHIC
TERMINAL.,

I

ideal choice.
For hard copies, there's the
Ramtek 4100 Colorgraphic
Printer. This sophisticated unit
delivers crisp, multi-color paper
copies with such economy that
color hardcopies need no longer
be a luxury. You can put it to
work every day for reports, plans,
and meetings.

I Ramtek

Let Ramtek bring some color
into your business. To see exactly
how leasing the 6211 Colorgraphic Terminal or the 4100
Printer can be a "best buy" for
...O-U-R-E-X-P-E-R-IE-N-C-E......
S-H-O-W..
S
your company, call the Ramtek
office nearest you. Or contact
World Headquarten-Santa Clara, CA
European Headquarten-:-Ramtek Europe BV,
us at 2211 Lawson Lane,
Meidoomweg 2,1171 JW Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands.
Regional offices-Dallas, TX; Santa Ana, CA; Seattle, WA;
Schaumburg, IL; Houston, TX; Mclean, VA; Denver, CO;
Santa Clara, California 95050.
Cleveland, OH; Rochester, NY; Maitland, FL; East Brunswick,
NJ; Boston, MA
(408) 988-1044.
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Digital's portable tenninal.
The only thing plain about it
is the paper it prints 00.
Introducing the,Correspondent
The plain paper portable.
Now there's a portable DECwriter
terminal from Digital that doesn't
depend on thermal paper to
do business.
Virtually @Y paper will do,
so the Correspondent is always
ready to go.
Plain paper is inexpensive, available everywhere, usable for multipart forms, and won't fade.
But there's nothing else plain about
the Correspondent.
You can't buy a faster portable. It can translate
standard-size computer text and graphics onto
ordinary 81/2" x 11" paper, all in clear, crisp dotmatrix printing. Arid do it in any of 10 languages.

Including yours.
A built-in acoustic coupler or modem
(or both) puts you in touch with your ,computer over any telephone line. Another
built-in: the Digital reputation for
reliability and service, backed by
200 carry-in service centers
worldwide.
Is the Correspondent the
best portable you can buy?
That should be plain.
As plain as the paper it
prints on.
See your Digital distributor
today or call1-800-DIGITAL,
extension 700. In Canada, call 1-800267-5250. Or write Digital Equipment Corporation,
Terminals Product Group, 2 Mt. Royal Avenue,
UPl-5, Marlboro, MA 01752.
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products that could most accurately be
called gimmicky. Yet even these products,
in areas where the competition 'is less
fierce, provide users and dealers with useful
tools-they're just not very conventional.
For instance, Peachtree Softw'are introduced a microcomputer-based speech system called Speachware.The Atlanta'vendor
hopes to sell Speachware to its dealers and
distributors to enhance and simplify the presentation, sale, and understanding of existing Peachtree software. The interactive system can store about eight hours of speech on
a ,20MB disk through speech compression
techniques. The speech digitizer, the heart
of the system's hardware, is supplied by
Centrigram Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif.
Finally, there were two new handwriting recognition terminals. Both makers, Pencept Inc., Waltham, Mass.,' and
Cadre Systems, Downsview, Ontario., of
course claim to be the first. Each is a digitizing tablet that has been programmed to
recognize the basic orthographic characteristics of each letter or numeral and many
examples of the way they are written. For
example, the letter B is recognized if the
user writes a vertical downstroke, followed
by a lighter upstroke (or none at all) and two
semicircles closed on the right. A pressures'ensitive pen is used with terminals that are
designed to work with most mainframe,
mini, and microcomputers.
.

kettes. Most of the major vendors, including Digital Research, VisiCorp, Microsoft,
and Peachtree Software, and several of the
names newer to the game, such as Lotus
Development and Context Management
Systems, are capitalizing on that concept.
Support, however, has received noticeably less attention. One MIS director
tells a good story about Apple and its inability to provide operating system level support. At a subsidiary company, he said, the
staff "had entered three days' worth of
data, then turned their machine off instead
of going to end-of-job. So the VToe never
got updated," recalled Wayne McCoJlum,
MIS director for Seligman & Latz Corp.,
New York. "I ended up going all the way to
California because it was one of those
things where we either get it fixed by 3 p.m.
or call in a crew to' reenter the data all night.
The report had to go out the next morning. I
called Apple and they said they would get
back to me.
"In the meantime, I looked in the
book and figured out what needed to be
done to reconstruct the VToe. I got back
everythiiig but three records. The next day
Apple called and said, 'We're very sorry
but it can't be done.' I said, 'wrong.' "
Mainframe veterans like McCollum know
the value of a well-supported product.
For the most part, support is not a
concept close to the hearts of micro ven-

dors. Their roots are in the "one guy at a
retail store buying one application," observed Ken Parker, president of Executec,
Dallas. It's a "status of mind" thing, he
continued. "Micro software was written as
if there were one user buying it for use on
one machine that he would never outgrow. "
Parker thinks he has a better idea.
His company markets a product called the
Software Bus. (If that conjures up images
of a hardware bus, it should. But more on
that later.) Like other companies, Executec
talks about "ease of use" when it talks
about its applications packages. But unlike
other companies, Executec devotes a lot of
time to "ease of support" in coping with
rapid growth and change in micros.
Executec was founded in October
1981 by Parker, Larry Moyer, its vice
president of technology, and David Caplan,
who serves as Executec' s chairman and is
president of Aristadata, a New York-based
market research firm specializing in the
computer software and services industry.
Between 1974 and 1978, Parker and Moyer
played similar roles in a company called
Insyte, which specialized in database and
data communications systems. Insyte was
sold to Applied Data Research of Princeton,
N.J., in 1978. Parker's background also includes seven years with IBM and a stint at a
startup venture called Information Management Associates, which was involved in

. -Michael Tyler 'and Edith Myers

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE
BUS PICKS
UP SPEED

Executec is tackling the micro
software ~orld with' ... ot only
ease-of-use criteria, but ease~of
support as well.
After IBM stepped out with its 16-bh p.e.last
year, sanity seemed to step into the world of
manic micro gro~th at large corporations.
~Is directots who had worried or waffled
about how to handle "this micro thing"
today are talking' about volume buying
strategies, networking, micro/mainframe
links, and corporate standards. But with
control comes responsibility for such things
as training and support. Anew flock 'of
probl~ms has come to roost on the shoulders of MIS.
Software integration addresses part
of the problem, in that an integrated software application is easier to, learn to use
than an application in which data have to be
reep!ered multiple times on multiple dis-

omputers, business machines, electronic systems ... whatever your field,

C we have the tool kits your service personnel need for installation and

repair, of virtually any electronic equip'ment, including the newest state-of-the-art
hardware. Our kits are designed from a wide variety of manufacturers and our
own 15, 000 item inventory, so that you get only the tools that are specifically
tailored to your unique application. We can even custom-design a kit for you at a
qJst that's lower than if you did it yourself, and:an enormous savings in time.
Contact us for a copy of our new catalog and discover our high quality products,
competitive prices, and timely service. At Specialized Products, the "special"
is,you..
'
.

SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS COMPANY

2324 Shorecrest Drive Dallas, TX 75235

'

Toll Free: 800/527-5018
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minicomputer applications. IMA was eventually sold to Singer Co.
.
Executec, which is privately held,
completed its· second round of private
placement last summer. Although Parker
won't talk about revenues, he did say the
compariy sold about70 evaluation copies of
the Software Bus during last November. By
this March,he expects to have 28 people on
board.
And Executec' s target market? The
micro mavens within the MIS environment.
The company is not going after the small
business marketplace.
. Executec' s approach to software de-

s(gn-appears-io be-uniqueto-ihe-illicro ·in=dustry, at least at present. Think of the Soft-

The company's target market
is the micro ma·vens within the
MIS environment; it's not
going after the small business
marketplace.
ware Bus as a strip of programming that sits
between the operating system and application programs, so that all applications interface to the bus and the bus interfaces to the
operating system and to all outside devices.
At present, the company supports the 8086,
8088, and Z8000; operating systems include CP/M, CP/M86, MSIDOS, DEC'S POS, and
will probably be adding Olivetti's PI~S, said
~arker. Unix support is slated to begin this
spring.
To accommodate new operating
systems, Executec pulls out a specific section in the bus that talks to the operating
system and replaces it with a new section.
Changing the interface is not a "trivial"
task, said Parker, "but from a user perspective, if he wants to move to a new machine
or change operating systems, it's a lot easier than changing 100 programs."
There is a section of programming
in the bus that contains the tables that handle peripherals, such as screens and keyboards. To accommodate new peripherals,
Executec simply changes or adds new tables. Yet another section of the bus handles
the interface to the application program.
Later this month, the company will
announce tools that will allow users to develop their own applications under the Software Bus. As for old programs, Parker says
they. can coexist on the bus but not as fully
integrated applications able to pass information back and forth among themselves.
Many of the applications presently
offered are standard fare, such as a spreadsheet, a word processor, a personal records
manager, and a communications package.
That latter package, which supports 3270/
3780 emulation, is more than meets the
eye.
When the communications package
is combined with several others, the following can be done. Using a toggle switch
function, to be announced late this month, a
64 DATAMATION

user can compare data developed in the
spreadsheet application with data on the
mainframe. To copy data from the mainframe down to the micro, the user employs
the "Import" function and the data are sent
to the micro. With the aid of a feature called
the interprocess file descriptor, the imported data are formatted into a usable form. As
for SNA, the company is keeping an eye on
IBM to see what it does on the P.e.
Another advantage to the bus structure is that the consistent user interface, the
screen formats, menus, .basic command
functions, and help functions are all the
same across the different application pro--grams ~ (,We' ve- iniegrate-d all-lhe-user-pre':-sentation service;" said ·Parker.
Executec's second level of integration is data integration. "A user enters his
data once and they flow through to the other
-applications," commented Parker. He described his file handler as "relationallike. "
"It is relational in that it is described by tables with relational-like operations. MDBS [Micro Data Base Systems,
Lafayette, Ind.]is a different order of magnitude. It is something to write over. We are
not writing accounting systems. What we
are doing here is giving the user personal
productivity tools."
Executec offers two packages at
present--one aimed at the data processing
professional,. the other at the banking industry. The banking series includes an investment analysis, fixed asset accounting, safe
deposit accounting, loan organization, and
asset/liability management.
The dp package offers all the standard tools mentioned-word processing,
spreadsheet, and the like-plus an automated version of Prompt Doc, the software documentation methodology that's been
around for years but only in written form.

Later this month, Executec will
announce tools to allow users
to develop their own
applications under the
Software Bus.
Parker admits that the company hasn't sold
as many PromptDoc applications as it
would have liked, but he attributes the sluggish reaction to the fact that the product
takes a lot of explaining. The automated
PromptDoc "is such a new concept," he
added.
User reaction to PromptDoc was
mixed. "PromptDoc interested me .when I
first heard about it. Their manuals, however, which were written using PromptDoc,
were a little hard to follow, and there is no
index," said Phil Chamberlain, manager,
Kodak processing lab, Eas·tman Kodak,
Dallas. Chamberlain did emphasize, however, that he had not had much hands-on
experience with the product yet.
Chamberlain also commented that
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United States:

Arizona
Phoenix
California
(Northern) Mountain View
San Francisco
Walnut Creek
(Southern) Century City
Fullerton
Los Angeles
Newport Beach
San Diego
Torrance
Van Nuys
Colorado
Denver
Englewood
Connecticut
Hartford
Stratford
District of Columbia

602/279-1010

415/969-4910
415/434-2410
415/945-191 0
213/203-8111
714/871-6500

213/688-0041
714/833-173')

619/231-1900
213/540-7500

213/781-4800

303/571-4450
303/773-3700

203/522-6590
203/375-7240
202/466-5890

305/624-3536

.

-.-

Georgia
Atlanta (Downtown)
Atlanta (North)
Atlanta (Northeast)
Illinois
Chicago (East Loop)
Chicago (West Loop)
OakBrook
Rolling Meadows
Indiana·
Indianapolis
Kansas
Overland Park
Kentucky
Louisville
Louisiana
New Orleans
Maryland
Baltimore
Towson
Massachusetts
Boston
Burlington
Wellesley
Michigan
Detroit
Southfield
Troy
Minnesota
Minneapolis (Downtown)
Minneapolis (West)
Missouri
ClaYton
Kansas City
New Hainpshire
Nashua
New Jersey
Cherry Hill
Edison
Morristown
Paramus
Princeton
New York
New York City
(Grand Central)
(Penn Station)
(Wall Street)
Rochester
Syosset,LI.
White Plains
Ohio
Akron
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
DaYton
Oklahoma
Tulsa
Oregon
Portland
Pennsylvania
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Wilkins Township
Texas
.
Dallas (Central)
Dallas (North)
Fort Worth
Houston (Downtown)
Houston (N. Loop West)
Houston (SW. Freeway)
San Antonio
Virginia
McLean
Washington
Bellevue
Wisconsin
Milwaukee

404/588-9350
404/953-0200
404/325-8370

312/938-4400
312/782-0857
312/986-0422
312/392-0244

317/631-2900

913/888-8885
502/581-9900

504/561-6000
301/727-4050

301/321-7044

617/482-7613

617/273-5160
617/237-3120

313/259-7607
313/352-6520
313/362-0070

612/332-6460
612/544-3600
314/862-3800
816/474-3393
603/880-4047

609/482-2600

201/494-2800

201/267 -3222
201/845-3900
609/452-7277

212/557-8611

212/736-7445

212/962-8000
716/263-2670
516/364-0900
914/683-9300
216/535-1150
513/769-5080
216/771-2070

614/224-0660

513/461-4660

918/599-7700
503/223-6160

215/265-7250
215/665-1717
412/261-6540

412/247-4400
214/954-1100

214/387 -1600
817/338-9300
713/751-0100

713/957-8555
713/626-8705
512/342-9898
703/790-5610

206/454-6400
414/277 -0345

Canada:

Ontario
Don Mills
Mississauga
Toronto
Quebec
Montreal

416/425-5730
416/272-3333

416/865-1125

-- -.--

514/849-7043
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New, Free Computer
Salary Survey! ..
Learn about compensation in the computer
field, including the effects of infla~ion and
recession, and which career paths offer the greatest
compensation from a 28-page report prepared by Source Edp.Despite past inflation and
recession, demand for
computer systems and the
people needed to support
them continues to grow.
But which professionals,
with what specialized·
experience and skills, are
really in the best positions
for long term career and
salary growth? And is your
salary really keeping pace?
In oar new Survey, you'll
get answers to these
quest10ns and much more.

Compare your salary
with many others.
The new Survey not only
provides salary medians for
48· position categories, but
it also shows "highs" and
"lows" for each one as well.
Figures are organized by
types of professionals, .
including those ranging
from commercial pro-

grammers to management
and marketing positions; by
experience level and by
size of computer installation
site. So you'll be able to
compare your salary with
those computer professionals who have similar
responsibilities and skills
and to learn who in computing, in what kinds of
specialized disciplines, are
earning the most.
No other Survey we
know of is more comprehensive. It's based on
contacts with more than
50,000 professionals and
25,000 organizations.

Learn about new
growth areas.
Most significantly, you'll
also read about which
specific areas of specialization are forecasted for
unusual growth in this
decade and beyond. The
past year saw many

changes in the economy
and has altered career
prospects for some profes~
sionals who were not
properly prepared, so the
need to stay abreast of
current trends and·career
planning has never been
so critical.
Whatever com puter
specialty you're in, or plan
to explore-programming,
software, systems design,
data communications,
mini/micro systems, data
base, computer marketing,
sales, management or
others-our Survey can
help you make the most of
your career. You'll be able
to keep up with changes in
the profession, establish
career goals, develop
action plans, evaluate your
progress, spot potential
dangers, take corrective
action when needed, and
in general, keep your
career on the best possible
course for growth.

Call for your free copy.
The new 1983 Computer
Salary Survey and Career·
Planning Guide is available
without charge. You owe it
to yourself to get a copy of
the report-especially if
most of your career lies
ahead of you.
Call today and our free
28-page Survey will be
mailed to you in strict
confidence, without
obligation.

~~,<::edp

The world's largest recruitment firm that
specializes exclusively in the computer
profession.
Client companies assume our charges.
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Call the office nearest
you that is listed to the
left. If you're unable
to call, write:

Source Edp
Department 01
P.O. Box 7100
Mountain View, CA 94039

I! ---(When writing, be sure to
include your title.)
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THIS NICE MAN CAN GIVE YOU·
A 277 MB DISC DRIVE
FOR 75% LESS THAN ONE COSTS.
Yqur friendly Data General Field Service·
Engineer is now aut~orized to do an upgrade
you may find very interesting.
. If you have one of our 96 or 190 MB disc
drives~ he can convert it to a 277 MB disc
drive for considerably less than the cost of a new
277 MB subsystem.
'. He can qo that upgrade at your site, with
very little down time.
Doing so will not only increase your memory by as much as 180%, it will also increase
your data transfef rate by approximately 50%.
Which can't help but improve your productivity.
Anq the fact that you can get that upgrade

for as little as 25% of the list price of a new
277 MB disc drive can't help but improve your
profitability.
..
Of course, should you want to upgrade
any of our other systems or periph~rals, we'll be
happy to talk with you about that, too.
.'
For more information, call your Data·
General representative. Or the Data General
toll free number'1-800-3437"8842~ Or write
Director of Marketing, Field Engineering
Division, Data General Corporation, 50 Maple
.
Street, Milford, MA·01757.
Just because you ne~d a 277 MB disc
drive doesn't me~nyou hav~ to pay for one.

t. DataGeneral
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the Executec software' 'takes up more disk
space than it needs to." He was running on
an IBM P.C. with two 320K drives and 128K
memory. "There is a lot of disk switching.
For example, the system will not hold the
software bus program and the utility program required to do file handling and file
directories. They [Executec] did tell me
over the phone they plan 011 reducing the
,size of one or both of the programs so they
would fit on one 320K disk."
Another user, Joel White, principle
designer of business systems for Martin
Marietta Aerospace, Michoud Operations,
New Orleans, said he liked Executec's approach with PromptDoc. "The manual has
been around for years and the concept is
well founded. I like the idea of establishing'
standards for documentation and being able
to automatically call up section templates
that you can put into a section of your own
documentation." Overall, White said he
gave the product high marks in the ease-ofuse category.
Other products in the pipeline are
applications for producing proposals, business and marketing plans, office procedures, guides, and laboratory abstracts. By
the end of next month; the company intends
to announce at least two general business
applications, then continue announcing additional applications at the rate of one every
two months for the balance of '83. Two

applications definitely planned before yearend are a graphics package and a report
generator.
Another specialized series the company hopes to expand into is applications
for the CPA; "We are working with specialists in the CPA industry now," said Parker.
"They will provide the specialized software and market it to the CPA industry. We
are looking for other partners who have spe.
cific expertise in a vertical industry."

-Jan Johnson

TERMINALS

ROMAN
MEETS
FARSI

A new company thinks it has
the answer to bilingual
communications in the world
of Arabic.

Electronic communications is hardly considered a problem in the day-to-day job of
an employee, especially here in the United
States where only one alphabet is used. In

FREE
FOR ONE
HOUR!

the 32 countries where Farsi, the alphabet
used by Arabs, Iranians, and many other
Islamic societies, predominates, however,
it's a majorproblem.
It all has to do with entering Arabic
text into a telex or computer terminal. Farsi
characters not only run from right to left,
but, depending on their location within a
particular word (i.e., at the beginning, in
the middle, or at the end), they take on
different shapes. Obviously, the alphabet
was not "designed" for computers. It
evolved over the centuries for moving
hands that, having writ, move on.
The modem day trouble comes,'
though, when Farsi and Roman characters,
mixed in the same text, are entered into an
electronic system; which way is the terminal's cursor to move as it switches back and
forth from alphabet to alphabet?
A startup company in Elmsford,
N. Y., says it has come out with a telex
terminal designed to solve just that problem. It is, the company claims, the first
Farsi-Roman terminal able to make the
transition on the fly, so that a bilingual operator need only hit one key to change character sets. The machine, based on a microprocessor, takes care of which characters go
where and in what direction.
Founded in 1979, International
Digital Electronics Associates took its
name from its acronym. The company is

c::~
U
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As a professional banker, see how you can use this low-cost,
computer-based service to:
• Bid for funds
• Evaluate portfolio performance
• Prospect for new corporate customers
• Ensure accurate loan participation billing
• Analyze your competition
• Communicate instantly with bankers throughout
the world
• And more.
Call Innerline toll-free 1-800/323-1321 (In Illinois call 1-800/942-8861) or
write: Innerline, 60 Gould Centelj Rolling Meadows, IL 60008.

ImJERLINE.
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PerpetualProcessing™ Reliability - Computer Consoles' PowersTM family of systems
can withstand multiple failures because each subsystem operates Independently with its
own copy of the operating system. This contrasts with other "fail-safe" systems which
depend upon synchronized pairs or multiple processors around a single shared memory.
Designed with high volume transaction processing In mind, CCI's fault tolerant architecture
has been a staple of -critical telephone Industry applications since 1973.

A Highly Flexible Operating System - PERPOS™, CCI's proprietary operating system,
Is designed to support high volume, high availability transaction-oriented environments.
PERPOS, fully compatible with UNIX'll, Is easy to use, and supports program development.
It also supports a full complement of languages, such as FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC and
"C" as well as database management.

Complete Networking Facilities - CCI's Data HlghwayTM can be used as the Interconnect
vehicle for many types of local communications. It also functions as the vehicle to link
independent subsystems in PerpetualProcessing. A Distributed Communications Applications Processor (DCAP) can be used, in conjunction with stal'ldard carrier facilities, to
provide remote communications with other CCI or other vendors' systems.

A Fully Compatible and Expandable Family of Systems - Because CCI's operating
system is used throughout the Powers family, you can start with the PowerS/20TM, a selfcontained single processor system. This can later be integrated into a multiprocessor
system with thousands of terminals, configured to your requirements without unnecessary
duplication of hardware.

Established Support - Computer Consoles has a fully trained Field Service force at over
7S sites throughout the United States and Canada. Installation and maintenance of every
CCI system is coordinated. by a network of system software and hardware support
specialists.
.
The Powers family, combined with OFFICEPOWER™, CCI's integrated office
automation system, provides full office and data processing functionality.
Take advantage of the newest development in fault tolerant computing - the PowerS
family from CCI.
·UNIX Is a trademark of Bell laboratories •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Director of Marketing o I am interested in the PowerS/20.
Computer Systems
o Please send more Information on PerpetualProcessing.
MAIL TO: Computer Consoles, Inc.
o Send me further Information on CCI's OFFICEPOWER system.
1212 Pittsford-Victor Road
o Please tell me about your OEM Program.

Name ________________________

~

____

~

Pittsford, New York 14534
(716) 248-8200
_________________________________
~~

Title ______---..;._______________________________________________________
Company ________________________________________________

~----------

sC~ltyreet_________________________________________
-------------------State
_-______
Zip ______
_ COMPUTER
D

Phone (
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While new printers with impressive specificationsare introducedon an almost daily basis, only
time will tell the true quality of the product. Over the past 2 years our customers have continued
to buy the OS180 printer, not only because of its impressive performance and competitive price,
but also because of our outstanding track record for product reliability and customer support.
We have continually improved on the performance of the 08180 by incorporating such
enhancements as dot addressable graphics, 6 user-selectable print sizes and a 2000 character
buffer. These features coupled with 180 cps printing, parallel and serial interfaces, adjustable
tractor feed and over 40 other programmable features, make the OS 180 one of the most versatile matrix printers available today.
Before you select your next printer, why not take a look at a time-proven performer-the
Oatasouth OS180.
The OS180 printer is available nationwide through our network of sales/service distributors.

data@@(1[]~[ru computer corporation
P.o. Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 • 704/523-8500
Telex: 6843018 DASOU UW
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operated by a group of partners who all at
one time or another worked in the field of
computing in Iran. Most left in a hurry during the revolution of 1979. Hooshang Kaen
is executive vice president and the lead
founder of the firm. He remembers telex
services as the only reliable means of communicating within Tehran, no less in the
country of Iran itself.
"Telephones were so scarce they
were being sold on the black market," he
recalls. "The Tehran phone itself was total-

The . founders of Idea all
worked in Iran at one time or
an~her, but left because of
the revolution.
ly saturated. You couldn't dial two digits
before the system went dead."
,
Kaen at the time was heading Iran
Digital Computers, the official distributor
of Digital Equipment computers in the
country. Business was good, until the Ayatollah arrived, but "sitting behind those
damn telex machines for so long gave us
hands-on experience. It was then that the
idea for a bilingual telex system came to our
minds."
The market for such a terminal
would seem to be vast. Think of it: 32 countries, some of them the richest in the world
on a per-capita basis, moving all those telex

messages back and forth. The first iteration
of Kaen's bilingual algorithm, which handles the cursor movement and character formation, was put on an Ontel intelligent terminal. Now the company has introduced a
terminal it designed itself, which features
an Intel 8085 microprocessor, floppy disk
drives, and a variety of add-on features.
The terminal, designated Bitelex-l ,
will sell for between $3,500 and $4,900,
depending on features ordered, according
to William J. Frankhuizen, vice president
of Idea. He noted that the machine has been
designed around a direct memory access
(DMA) architecture so that 110 is not a problem. Four ports in the system can be used to
attach printers, communications lines, crt
terminals, and disk drives. The system has
64K bytes of RAM, 32K bytes of erasable
ROM, and up to 2K bytes of EPROM, which
handles telex answer-back protocols and

The Bitelex is based on an
Intel 8085 microprocessor,
which· helps format messages
and handle communications
functions.
configures the system when it is turned on.
Floppy disk storage is configured to resemble logically the traditional paper tape used
in telex machines, Fninkhuizen notes.
The company said initial customer

shipments of the terminal are set for the first
quarter of this year. Financing has come
from "multinational sources," . Kaen
claims, but he declines to provide specifics.
The terminal's design also lends itself to

The company expects most of
its sales to come from the
U.S. and Middle East, but
Japan is a potential mark~
as well.
handling Japanese characters, so that market will be approached as well. The company expects to sell at least 2,000 units this
year, primarily to U.S. and Middle Eastern
customers.
Heading sales will be vice president
of market development Walter C. Terbrusch, who joined the firm from Western
Union, where he was manager of national
systems sales. Also on board is Charles
Reilly, who was a manager of Informatics
General's former Iranian operations and
serves Idea as vice president.
The closest competition for the
Bitelex terminal, says one official, is a
Siemens device that sells for more than
double the price. Idea hopes to gain most of
its sales through distributors and common
carriers and has already signed up several of
the latter in the Middle East.
~John

W. Verity
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS

C. Eggebrecht, Peter J. Steams, and William W. Erdman-had conspired to misuse
trade secrets. In late November, IBM won a
tough injunction against two of the men,
forbidding them to use any proprietary
knowledge of IBM business information.
Observers pointed to one phrase of the injunction's definition of trade secret as
showing the wide scope of the order: "all
ideas .. .- related to ... actual or anticipated business or research and development of
IBM." As for Erdman, IBM settled tradesecret-theft charges against him when he
agreed to repay a portion of his past IBM
~_ salary and to testify~when the other two men
come to trial.

REVERBERATIONS: Itel Corp.'s computer business fell to its knees in 1979 after
IBM pulled the rug out from under it with the
4300 Series of mainframes. Lawsuits from
shareholders were filed swiftly. A recently
released report by a court-appointed examiner says the collapse of the leasing company was caused by decisions of its top
manage!llent and failure to act by outside
auditors. The report stated that Itel should
consider suing its former top management
and the auditors, as well as a former law
~firm; _foLbreach oL contract, negligence ,~_
and breach of fiduciary duty. "Significant
facts and developments" were hidden from
auditors Peat Marwick, Mitchell & Coo. by
BAIL-OUT: A group of private investors
management and the law firm Brobeck,
came to the rescue of Magnuson Computer
Phleger & Harrison of San Francisco, the
Systems by buying $21 million in secured
report said. Peter S. Redfield, cofounder,
debt from Bank of America for $4.59 milpresident, and chief executive of Itel, was
lion in cash and warrants. Magnuson has
noted in particular for his "dominating"
been fighting since early 1982 to stay in
management style. Adequate financial conbusiness after financial results slipped badtrols, the report said, were precluded by
ly and its loans became due. The group of
Redfield, who thought they would "stifle
investors was led by William R. Hamentrepreneurship" and threaten Itel's highbrecht, partner in venture capital company
flying "ambience." A few days after the
Hambrecht & Quist, of San Francisco.
Hambrecht is a: director of Magnuson's
report was released, Itel disclosed that it
had agreed in principle, along with Peat
board. Reportedly, Magnuson is still not
Marwick, two underwriters, and 22 indiout of the forest. It must come up with more
viduals, to pay $40 million to settle 13
money to finance future growth since cur-class-action lawsuits that had charged Itel
rent investors have merely given it enough
and others with defrauding shareholders.
to keep it afloat. The firm's business, selling mid-range IBM-compatible computers,
TOP DOG: Frederick R. Adler, the entre- has come under severe pricing attack by IBM
preneur who helped get Data General off in recent months.
the ground and who has since been involved
IT'S A FACT: IBM has entered the facsimin many startups, has been elected chairman
ile market with Scarimaster, a device deof Micropro International Corp., a San Ra~
signed to digitize images and communicate
fael, Calif.-based software supplier. Adler
them to mainframes and other similar fax
had been a director of the company, which
machines. The introduction marks IBM'S
specializes in personal computer software,
entry into a market that has long had promand now succeeds Seymour I. Rubinstein,
ise but only recently taken off. Japanese
who continues as president and chief execucompanies, Xerox, and Burroughs currenttive. Micropro laid off 10% of its employly control much of the world market that is
ees in an attempt to reduce overhead and
achieve its first profits. It is not clear if gradually making a transition from analog
to digital technology. IBM'S unit works with
Adler's chairmanship is related to those
moves, but it would seem he brings a large the firm's 8100 distributed processor, the
Displaywriter word processor, and the 5520
reserve of entrepreneurial savvy to the company. He is understood to have a 19% stake administrative system through new software introduced with the Scanmaster. The
in Micropro, which sells the popular Wordnew machine uses an electrostatic printer
star word processing package. Reportedly,
Micropro is shipping $3 million of software with resolution of 200 dots per inch and is
a month, with annual revenues for the year priced from $11,880 to $14,880. The machine scans and prints pages at a rate of
ended Aug. 31, 1982 of about $25 million.
about one per minute, the company said.
The company is expected to post its first
Print and scanning assemblies are supplied
profit in the current fiscal year.
to IBM by Toshiba in Japan. IBM said initial
PC SECRETS: IBM last September production shipments are slated for March
1983. Leasing for the Scanmaster will be
charged three employees with forming a
supplied through IBM Credit Corp.
company to market add-on devices for the
IBM Personal Computer while the three
were employed by the company. The prod- SUSPENSION: Industry leader IBM and
ucts the men proposed to market were based National Advanced Systems said they
on proprietary knowledge of future IBM deagreed to suspend proceedings and seek an
velopments, IBM claimed. The company out-of-court settlement of civil racketeering
said it had evidence that the three-Lewis
and unfair competition charges brought by
72 DATAMATION

IBM against NAS. IBM had filed suit against
NAS as part of its crackdown on allegedly
stolen trade secrets. NAS agreed to hand
over several IBM documents detailing product plans and to supply information to IBM
about each and every person at NAS who had
had access to the documents. In return, IBM
said it would work out of court to find a
settiement and said it would not pursue any
court action in the civil matter until 20 days
after completion of a criminal case against
Hitachi on similar charges. Hitachi supplies
NAS with several models of IBM-compatible
mainframes and was charged with criminal
_po~~s~s.:sjOI1()L !BM documents in a widely
publicized. "sting;' -ope-iation--early -last
summer.

ON-LINE:

One of the first users of Xerox's model 1050 digital scanning equipment is Landart Systems, Inc., New York,
which has set up a time shared laser printing
service with nationwide access. The company's LaserLink servIce is designed for
fast-turnaround jobs like reports, manuals,
newsletters, direct mail, and books. Users
compose text on terminals and, depending
on the type of job, can have printed copies
ready in 24 hours, according to John Gilmour, president. Photographs and other
graphics can be used by digitizing them
through the 1050 system, which Xerox introduced last spring as an add-on to its electronic printing offerings. Copy is stored in a
DEC-20 mainframe until the time of printing, when it is transmitted to a Xerox 9700
for output, Gilmour explains. The cost per
page is said to be less than half that for
standard offset printing and is charged for
on a per-unit basis. Gilmour said the system
produces up to 7,000 pages per hour and
gives users the ability to print only as many
copies of a ,document as they require.

DISK DRIVES: Storage Technology was
the worldwide leader in 1981 among pcms
in shipments of rigid disk drives with revenues of $320 million, or 60% of the total,
and Control Data led the oems with 51 % of
the total, or $568 million. According to the
1982 Disk/Trend Report, shipments last
year of IBM 3380 drives, featuring thin film
heads, reached 11,000 spindles, and will
grow to 28,000 in '83. Worldwide revenues
for rigid disk drives in '81 and '82, of
course, were affected by the poor economy,
but they were expected to increase last year
by 24%, reaching almost $8 billion, and
grow to $15.4 billion in '85. James N. Porter, publisher of the annual study, observes
that removable-media drives are declining
in popUlarity and should account for only
15 % of the total in ' 85. But the best growth
rate is being shown by 5Y4-inch fixed Winchesters of less than 30MB, shipments of
which are forecasted to grow from 269,000
units in '82 to a whopping 1 million in '85.
Credited for this popularity is the upgrading
of desktop computer capabilities.
:\\=

765 reasons why you should register now for the largest
total office systems conference and exp,osition in America.
REASONS 1-61.

REASONS 762-765.

REASONS 62-761.

Four full days

Conferences Exhibits
FOSE '83 is sixty-one mindexpanding sessions exploring in depth
this year's timely theme "Office
Systems Integration: Myth or Reality"
Sessions cover everything from
microcomputers to telecommunications,from word processing and
micrographics to local area networks.
If it impacts on the office of
the '80's, government or private
sector, learn about it at FOSE '83.
Featured
speaker:
James Martin.

No one in the
computer industry
is more respected.
•. . . .' James Martin has
liliiii written over 25
books on computer technology and
data processing, and is recognized
as the foremost authority on DP in
our society.
Keynote speaker: Joseph L.
Laferrera, Jr. Executive Director

of Bell Laboratories, Mr. Laferrera is
an MIS expert. His work includes the
,
deSign, development and implementation of
advanced decision
support systems.

Seven hundred exhibits from
over 150 companies make FOSE '83
the largest, most complete total
office systems exposition in America.
From the giants of the industry to
the geniuses introducing their latest
products, you'll see everything in
state-of-the-art technology for the
office of the '80's. All in three days of
exposition at the new Washington,
D.C., Convention Center.

Four full days of conferences
including all-day intensives on March
14; three days of the biggest e~posi
tion in our seven year history; and
the presentation of the FOSE Achievement Awards on March 17.
FOSE '83. It's the largest, most
complete total office systems conference and exposition in America.
Call or write today to register: 800638-8510 or 301-459-8383.

-----~-----~---------------FOSE '83 National 'frade Productions, Inc. 9418 Annapolis Road, Suite 206
Lanham, Maryland 20706 '
H
D I don't want to miss the Big One. Send me information including how I can
save 10% by registering early.
D My company is interested in exhibiting.
Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Organiza{ion~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP_ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ __

To register or for
more information,
write or call:

800-638-8510.

TM

Federal Office Systems Expo
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SELECT THE ONE BEST ANSWER.

PLEASE READ DIRECTIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE.

BACKBROUNDINFDRMATION
.. What is your relationship with Digital?

(al customer

.. What is your primary job area?
!a) hardware !bj software Ie) management

(b} omo!oyee

ld} education

(cl other

tel other

• How many years of experience have you had With computers?
(al less than 1 (b) 1-3 (c) 4-6 (dl 7··9 (0) 10 or more
• Did you meet aU the stated prerequisites?

tal Yes

(bi No

.. Why did you take this course? tal general interest (hI reqUired for current job
(c) required for new job kj) to help get np.w position
• What is your native language? (a) English {h) Spanish (c) French
(d) German
(el Italian (f) Japanese (g) Chinese {h) Dutch hl Swedish mOther

EVALUATiON OF COURSE
SA=StrDngly Agree ~=Agree, u==,Uncert~.in .•••• ~=DiSagree
1. t learned a lot of valuableskHlsand information.
The course content met my expectations.

The course

was well organized,

The course materials wete easy to understand.

I

needed all the information cootained.infhecoursematerlals.

The course emphasized the real job,

My test, scores, accurately' reftected what 1 learned.
The lab exercises were useful for learning,

<9. The instructor was veryknowfeclgeablelfl.,thesubject;
10, The instructor answered difficult questions easily.
~

11. TMiristructoi's presentations were.' easy touoderstaoo,
The instructor made the course interesting.
a:: 13. TheinstructoimanagedClassdlsctlssiooswelL

t::;:)

12.

t;
!:

14,

The classroom was well laid out

TheJabyvas<.fun~l~ahYlaid' 001,
The lab time was adequ,ate for this course,

tv1Yi~~d~jn~w~S,. satisfact6ry<
24.

Please indicate your overall impression of this training experience.
E=Excelient
VG=Very Good
G=Good
F=Fair
P=POOf
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· The toug!test test .
in acomputer course
at Digital
is the one we use to
test ourselves.
At Digital's Educational Services, quality is something we never take for granted.
That's why we use a tough test to fielp us track how we're doing week
after week.
And judging from recent results, we're doing very well.
You see, everyone who comes to our 27 worldwide training centers,
whether they're studying basic programming or VAXNMS system management,
is asked to fill out a Student Opinion Form.
Course material, instructor performance, the overall educational experience,
everything is covered.
And so far this year, 93% of the 55,000 people who've come to our training
centers have given our instructors the highest ratings on the form.
Results for course content and computer resources are equally as impressive.
Most important, our ongoing effort to create and preserve quality
doesn't end in our classrooms. At Digital, it extends to every educational product'
we make. Our AN and self-paced courses. Customer seminars.
Computer-based instruction. And our Professional Educational Series,
designed for anyone who wants to learn more about computers, even if they're
not using Digital's computers.
.
So, whether
come to Digital for education, or our materials and courses
come to you, you 11 be getting a product that's proven successful.
A product prepared by experts who not only know computer technology,
but also the best ways to teach it.

xou

For more information on the more than 550 computer courses we offer
and our wide variety of educational formats, write to:
Digital Equipment Corporation, Educational Services, Box M-BUO/E55,
12 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA ffi730.

Early birds thought full-motion video was the
niftiest thing since, corporate jets, but simpler
systems seem to have the edge for now.

TELECONFERENCING
COMESDOWN
-TO-EARTH
by Laton McCartney
Your company's ceo puts down his copy of
the Harvard Business Review and starts to
compose a memo. He has just discovered
teleconferencing. The benefits look impressive: greatly reduced corporate travel costs,
more productive managers, and a competitive edge that could boost company sales. No
more 7 a.m. shuttles to Boston or "red-eyes"
back from the coast. With teleconferencing,
the most distant field office is no farther away
than the conference room in corporate headquarters.
And who does the ceo tum to when he
wants a posthaste analysis of various teleconferencing offerings, a breakdown of projected costs, and the like? Chances are, that
memo is headed your way. "The chief executive becomes enthusiastic, and suddenly
the data processing people or the telecommunications people find they have to become
instant experts on teleconferencing," says
Thomas P. Cross, president of Cross Communications in Boulder, Colo.
Of course, teleconferencing is nothing new. It has been technically feasible for
more than a decade and economically feasible, in some forms at least, since the mid1970s. Yet until recently, teleconferencingdefined as two or more remote locations communicating via electronic and/or image producing facilities-has failed to gain wide acceptance despite its highly touted benefits.
"There have been real problems, and the
technology is only just starting to catch on,"
asserts Philip F. Pagano, a principal with
Comnet, a communications consulting group
in Garden City, N. Y.
Part of the problem has been cost.
The price tag for a full-blown teleconferencing system complete with full-motion, color
transmission capabilities, high resolution
graphics screens, and high-speed, high-definition intelligent copiers or facsimile units
can cause even the biggest corporate spenders
to think twice before reaching for their checkbooks. For example, at the behest of its president, Robert O. Anderson, Atlantic Richfield
(Arco) has spent an estimated $20 million
upgrading its terrestrial intracorporate network to a satellite system with extensive tele76 DATAMATION

conferencing capabilities.
Costs for installing each teleconferencing room in an intracorporate network can
easily exceed $1 million after all the bells and
whistles have been added, and the earth stations needed at each site if satellite is used can
run as much as $1 million as well. Full-motion video coder/decoders, better known as
codecs-the units that convert analog video
to digital form and vice versa-cost over
$100,000 apiece. Manufactured by two companies, NEe America, Inc. of Fairfax, Va.,
and Compression Labs, Inc. in San Jose, Calif., codecs are needed in each teleconferencing room using the full-duplex TI channel required for full-motion transmission.
Transmission costs themselves can
also prove prohibitively steep. A one-hour
transmission by a company with its own teleconferencing facilities between Los Angeles
and New York runs $1,640 over AT&T's Picturephone Meeting Service (PMS). Charges
for the same meeting for a customer who uses
AT&T facilities-PMS public rooms-would
run almost twice that sum.
At the same time, users who jumped
on the teleconferencing bandwagon early on
perhaps looked for too much from the technology. Its promoters depicted the· teleconference as a smoothly run meeting in which
the partidpants articulately and concisely expressed their views while adhering to a strict
agenda. In reality, users found this wasn't
always the case. "They expected the Johnny
Carson show, and that just isn't the way it
happens, " observes Comnet' s Pagano.
Moreover, in some instances at least,
teleconferencing was force-fed to the managers, engineers. and other corporate users who
were expected to benefit most from it. The
result was a backlash against the technology.
Managers liked flying off to San Francisco
for a three-day meeting at the St. Francis.
The trip was one of the perks that went with
the job-one they didn't want to give up.
Teleconferencing advocates also encountered resistance from users who
felt uncomfortable or ineffectual in a meeting with a format and structure that was dictated by the limitations of a

USERS
RESIST
FORMAT

-.------------------------~-

particular technology. "You can't arbitrarily
start imposing styles on people in a meeting
situation where behavioral dynamics come
~nto play," asserts Joseph Ferreira, vice
president of the Diebold Group, Inc. in New
York. "Each manager has his or her own way
of getting things done and communicating,
and the teleconference, unless it's done properly, can often inhibit or diminish the effectiveness of the participant."
When the early report cards came in,
many users of teleconferencing-in its fullmotion video form, at least-were less than
enthusiastic. "Nearly half our members have
tried out videoconferencing and almost all of
them have rejected it," says John J. Connell,
who heads up the Office Technology Research Group in Pasadena, Calif.
This initial disappointment has led to
a reevaluation of the technology on the part of
vendors and users alike. What's emerging as
a result is a more realistic view of what the
technology can and cannot do and a growing
awareness that the teleconference does not
necessarily have to be a multimillion dollar
Hollywood production to prove effective.
"Today there is a variety of different approaches and options open to the teleconferencing user," says Glenn Southworth, president of Colorado Video, Inc. in Boulder,
Colo.
"And you don't have to be a top U.S.
company with an enormous budget to use
teleconferencing today, " adds Greg Paulsen,
director, conSUlting, services and training
with VideoNet of Woodland Hills, Calif.
Frequently, users who want to experiment with teleconferencing without having to
commit to a system of their own will try ad
hoc or special event teleconferencing. Just as
the name implies, this kind of conference
usually focuses attention on an important corporate event-a press conference or a national sales meeting, for example. Here the vendor will generally "produce" the conference, providing everything from tv cameras
and satellite links to encryption if needed to
ensure transmission security. Major competitors include the AT&T PMS offering, Netcom
International of San Francisco, VideoNet,
Video Star Connections of Atlanta, and
Western Union, which recently entered the
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Teleconferencing does not have to be a muHimiliion
,dollar Hollywood production to prove effective.

field with Western Union VideoConferencing, Inc., Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Holiday Inns, Inc. also offers special
events teleconferencing at some of its hotels
and motels, as does Hilton. Hyatt is reportedly thinking about entering the business, while
Marriott has installed satellite dishes on seven of its hotels and has acquired additional
transportable dishes for teleconferencing applications. And recently Intercontinental Ho-tels Corp~ and -ComsatGeneral-Corp.- an.:.
nounced a joint venture that will link Intercontinental Hotels in London and New York
with audio, video, and document display facilities. .

side companies such as Darome, Inc. of Harvard, Ill.; Kellogg Communications Corp.,
Littleton, Colo.; and Connex International,
Danbury, Conn. These companies use sophisticated bridging ~quipment to link the
. various sites together. Users call a central
telephone number at a prearranged hour and
as many as 80 locations can be tied in.

AUDIO AS
Many companies use au-,fSTEPTO- -- dioconferencingasa-pre-VIDEO
liminary step to video con-

ferencing. Bank of America, as an example, has operated a dedicated
audioconferencing facility between Los Angeles and San Francisco since 1974, but only
Priccs for special event te- recently began experimenting extensively
FROM A
leconferencing vary from with color video between the same two sites.
VW UP TO
$10,000 or so to as much
Clifford F. Moss, vice president of
A.CADDY
as $500,000, depending field engineering with Storage Technology in
on the components utilized. VideoNet, for Louisville, Colo., is' probably a typical auexample, provides a whole spectrum of offer- dioconferencing user. He would use video if
ings including preproduction assistance with the price came down, but in the meantime
slides, tapes, and speeches. Then there's the holds regular audioconferences with his six
actual production, which may involve a sin- field managers as a means of monitoring their
gle tv camera or a battery of cameras and activities and pinpointing potential problems
elaborate production facilities reminiscent of early on. "I find audioconferencing very
a network tv special.
convenient," Moss says. "It's improved
The cost of satellite transmission var- communications and cut down on all our
ies according to the hour of the teleconfer- travel time. It's extremely cost-effective."
ence and the location of the teleconference
Moss estimates a typical audioconfersites. Customers who want to ensure confi- ence linking Louisville and six field sites runs
dentiality will also have to pay for encryp- about $200. He emphasizes, however, that
tion.
for the audioconference to prove effective a
The type of projection equipment, strict protocol is required, with one person
needed at the sites-a giant screen for a large acting as moderator. "Otherwise the particigroup, normal size tv console for a small pants are all stepping on each other's feet,"
group-is another factor in pricing, as is re- he explains.
turn audio. Generally, ad hoc conferencing is
Audioconferencing is often supplepoint-to-multipoint transmission, meaning, mented by live graphics such as facsimile and
say, that the senior management of a com- electronic bulletin boards or electronic blackpany addresses reporters at several cities boards. The cost of these additions is within
around the country. Participants at the remote reason. For example, Tom Cross estimates
sites receive a video picture from the central the use of an electronic bulletin board such as
'site and respond audibly with questions or AT&T'S Gemini unit runs about $66 a hour,
comments. If a number of cities or remote and as a result so-called "enhanced audio"
sites have to be connected so that all partici- or "audiographic" conferences are becompants can hear the speakers at the other re- ing more wide-spread. "We find audioconfermote sites, the cost of return audio can prove encing supported by live graphics gaining far
significant.
wider acceptance than live video," John
For some companies the ad hoc con- Connel notes.
ference serves as a first step toward a private
Slow scan, or freeze-frame, confersystem. "We've had a number of customers encing is another cost-effective alternative to
who've used the special event conference as a full-motion video. Transmission costs for
pilot for their own programs," says Beverly freeze frame, in fact, run about the same as
Johantgen, VideoNet's program director. Vi- those for audio, and for a private network a
deoNet, Western Union, and AT&T have all freeze-frame transceiver can be acquired for
established conSUlting groups to help custom- under $25,000.
ers make the transition.
Freeze-frame detractors argue that the
Audioconferencing is another way of technology is inherently distracting because
reaping some of the ben~fits ofteleconferenc- the frame changes only twice a minute (as
ing without having to shell out the big bucks opposed to every one thirtieth of a second
for full-motion video. An outgrowth of the with full mction) and the voice and the pictraditional corporate conference call, audio- ture are often out of sync.
conferences are generally carried out by outPagano of Comnet believes that too
78 DATAMATION

much is made of this argument, however,
pointing out that companies such as IBM and
Ford have had success with freeze-frame systerns. "Most applications can be put on
freeze-frame as long as the user knows what
he's doing," he says. "It's not glamorous,
but it works."
The experience of Coming Glass
Works of Coming, N. Y. bears this out. Corning decided it needed some kind of telecon-ferencingcapability in -1981. Its operations were geographically diverse and situated in
relatively remote areas. "We make television
tubes in Bluffton, Ind., and automobile headlights in State College, Pa., as an example,"
says Kevin V. Shannon, a telecommunications network analyst with the firm. "Our
people were spending an enormous amount
of time traveling back and forth between
these places just so they could sit down and·
hold a regular meeting. "
·Initially full-motion video was considered but was counted out for two reasons.
Operating as it did outside a major metropolitan area, Coming found that access to satellite bandwidth was a major constraint. And
senior management simply didn't believe the
cost of full motion was justified. "With the
economy as it is, we worked under a strong
guiding hand which ensured our teleconferencing system had to be cost-effective,"
Shannon says.
Audioconferencing also received the
thumbs down sign at Coming. "Audio was a
step in the right direction,. but you need pictures when you're dealing with products,"
Shannon explains. "If you have a problcm
with a piece of glass, for instance, you need
to be able to show the mold mark where the
cut was made. To describe it verbally would
. take hours."
Coming is so pleased with its slow
scan facility that, as a pilot project, it has
added an additional link between headquarters and its Greencastle, Pa., plant and is
using the system for regular sales and production meetings.
Of course, full-motion
video has its success stories as well. Dr. Lawrence
Gould, chairman and chief
executive officer of MIA-Com, uses teleconferencing to implement a lean, efficient management approach in running the 26 companies that report to him. MIA-Corn's system
links the nine-room suite in a small office
building in Boca Raton, Fla., that serves as
the company's headquarters with four major
MIA-Com centers in San Diego, Calif.; Catawba, N.C.; Germantown, Md.; and Burlington, Mass. Through a subsidiary, Macomnet, the company is also a vendor of turnkey teleconferencing systems that make use
of its satellite link. As of November, howev-
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, . No-w you can do things
.with,your IBM coltlputerthat
youve alW"ays
ted to do.
,things that. will solve your end users'
problems. And yours. Without changing your
existing IBM environment.

Your hardw~re, our software
Spectra is our off-the-shelf software. It's a
fully~integrated, on-Ime syste~.
developed by!Cerox for medIum .
to large IBM computers. It offers:a
full range of applications for manu-:facturing, d~tribution and fmancial·
functions. As well as a complete:
line'ofsoftware ~agement
support syste~.
.
With Spectra, you can
avoid years of development
and have.a system up and
running in a few months ..
You simply phase it into
your existing environment and
start cleaning up your applications backlog.
.

You stay in control
. Spectra is icleal for single or ,
multi-plant enyironmentsconsidering a ,closed-loop manufacturing
.system. It's fU,lly compatible and
upgradable with installed ffiM
CPUs as small as the 4300. series,
all the way' up to the 3081. .
It's proven, too. Its features
have been enhanced and refmed
through yearS of use by, hundreds of satisfied customers. But
that's' not all. We'll continue to
update the system, ensuring
that you always have the best
software available.
XEROX~ and

Spectra are trademarks of the XEROX CORPORATION,

Two ways to get there
You can get the benefits of
Spectra by using it on your IBM
computer immediately. Or, as
an option, start with 'the same software on our on:..line, remote
computer- services. Then, when
you're ready, just move the software and data base in~house.
We'll get you up and rurining
with a comprehensive training and
implementation program. After
that, we'll always be on hand to
help in any way we can.
To fmd out more about Spectra
software, call toll-free (800) .
323-2818, Operator 146. In Illinois,
.
call (800) 942-1166.
Or return this coupon. We'll
mail you our new Spectra Capabilities brochure; And you'll be
on your way to doing the things
you've always wanted to do with
your IBM computer.
----------------

Xerox Computer. Services

c/o Ron Rich, 5310 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, California 90066
Send me your Spectra Capabilities brochure.
My company is a:
D Manufacturer D Distributor
I'm interested in y~ur software for:
DIBM43XX DIBM370 DIBM30XX
Name/Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
_ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __
_ _ _ _ Tel. (
.)

XEROX'
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. . .-If.y:oureno--------talking toWang about
. office automation,
it really i~n't .

office automationyou're

. talking about. .
Most companies in this business either
don't have the right answers or they don't see
the real opportunity. Because office automation isn'tjustoffice products. Or one-shot
solutions. It's systems that put the power of
the computer at the fingertips of everyone in
your office.
That's what Wang offers. The technology
to manage and communicate allforms ot'
information, from words and numbers to voice
and pictures, in your office and around the
world. Easy-to-use products designed for people, not technicians. And the resources to bring
you office automation in 83 different countries.
That's the scope of what we're talking
about. And that's what makes Wang the only
computer company today that can deliver on
the real promise of office automation.
So talk to others if you wish. But listen
to Wang.
For a presentation on Wang office .
automation, call 1-800-225-9264. Or write to
Wang Laboratories, Inc., Business Executive
Center, One Industrial Avenue, Lowell, MA 01851.

WANG
The Office Automation Computer Company
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HOW TO TELECONFERENCE
No matter what teleconferencing approach
you choose, there are certain important
points to consider in evaluating and installing a system. Among them:
• Try to make the technology as unobtrusive as possible by enclosing transceivers in
cabinets, using hidden microphones, etc.
"When you don't subordinate the technology, it can prove a distraction to your meeting;" says Kevin V. Shannon of Corning
Glass Works.
• Don't present the people in your organization who, will be using teleconferencing
with a finished system and expect them to
endorse it enthusiastically. "Anything that
smacks of too organized
approach, and
is imposed on people without first getting
their feedback ,won't beaccepted," asserts
Joe .Ferreira of the Diebold Group.
• Try to incorporate teleconferencing' into
your existing network rather than bring it in
on a standalone basis. As a recent Diebold
report on teleconferencing points out,'most
organizations, will need high-capacity local
lines as, well as regular satellite access in
order to accommodate full teleconferencing
capability:
, It is unlikely that teleconferencing
alone can justify these costs. But the incremental cost of adding teleconferencing to
existing or planned high-capacity networks
is relatively small;
.' A teleconferencing project requires some
hard analysis and a good deal of trial-anderror development, all of which take time,
the Diebold report emphasizes. Preliminary
analysis and planning can proceed relatively' quickly, but once pilot tests have been
completed, you can, probably expect to
spend another year to 18 months getting a
system up and running; Aetna, as an exam'ple, required 15 m9nths to open its first
teleconferencing rooms,' and Arco' s system
has been in development more than two'
years.
• Often users who are. security conscious
about their, data communications network
forget that a teleconferencing system may
require equal or even more stringent safe-

A TYPICAL TELECONFERENCING FACILITY LAYOUT

an

er, no systems had been sold.
MIA-Com uses its own earth station for
transmission and employs a time division
multiple access (TDMA) transmission technique that enables each site to adjust effective
bandwith in response to changing requirements (i.e., if the user site should switch
, from facsimile to video transmission).
In use since 1981, the network has
received high marks from Gould. "More useful information is exchanged in a disciplined
atmosphere," Gould says. "Besides scheduled routine meetings, we can exchange ideas
quickly when the need arises. It does not take
two or three days anymore to get a meeting
together while our people make travel arrangements and fly cross-country. If need be,
we can get a cross-country meeting together
in half an hour or less."
Aetna Life and Casualty, which links

© 1982 Cross Information Company

guards. Consider encryption and other security measures at the outset, particuarly if
you plan to use a satellite link.
.The need for security was brought
home recently to" one, company, that was
holding a proprietary' sales meeting with
distributors around the country using a special events teleconference. In the course of

the meeting, one of the company's marketing people announced an 800 number over
which orders would be taken for the not yet
announced product. Almost at once, the
firm began receiving calls from, people
around the country who'd picked up the
meeting on their private satellite disks and
wanted to place orders.

its Hartford and Windsor, Conn., facilities
via coaxial cable, is also pleased with its system. Since March 1981 the company has
used the link for hundreds of meetings and
estimates it has saved close to $300,000 just
in reduced local travel time. It intends to tie
its Chicago operations into the network via
satellite soon.
Both MIA-Com and Aetna were featured in a Satellite Business Systems/Booz
Allen & Hamilton survey indicating that nine
of the 10 users involved were "satisfied" or
"very satisfied" with teleconferencing. Users cited a perceived increase in worker productivity, a decrease in travel time, and improved communications among the benefits.
Significantly, however, SBS and Booz
Allen could only find 10 companies who met
their criteria for established teleconferencing
users (companies had to have been using tele-

conferencing for more than one year and had
to use it for at least 20 hours per month). In
addition to MIA-Com and Aetna, the companies included Exxon, Hughes Aircraft, Deere
& Company, General Telephone & Electronics, IBM, Mutual Insurance, Procter & Gamble, and Sperry.
Equally telling is the fact that several
large-scale users-Arco and Allstate, for example-are looking to defray costs by sharing their capabilities with outside organizations. As a number of early teleconferencing
users have found, the technology in its most
extravagant form resembles J.P. Morgan's
description of a yacht. The company that has
to ask how much it costs can't afford it.

*

Laton McCartney is a New York-based
freelance writer and a regular contributor to DATAMATION.
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The new 970 from TeleVideo.
Nothing else looks like it.
Nothing else performs like it.

Productive office work depends on people
and their equipment working efficiently together.
That's why we have engineered the exciting,
new TeleVideo 970 to perform better than any
other terminal.
For instance, only our "natural balance"
tilting mechanism lets you easily adjust the screen
at a touch, so you avoid neck-craning, straining.
and glare.
Our unique keyboard is designed to avoid
user fatigue. We've created a natural palmrest,
sculpted keys and the best ten-key accounting
pad in the industry Our non-volatile fLinction keys
save time and energy
Like every feature of the new 970, the
screen is designed for ease of use. Our non-glare
14-inch green screen is restful on the eyes, and
its 132 column display can format more information. All in highly legible double-high,
double-wide characters.
Our communications protocol is the industry
standard ANSI 3.64.
As you probably know, most terminal
downtime is caused by overheating that results
from extended use. There's no such problem with
our unique vertical convection cooling tower.
And because we wanted to extend the life
of your CRT, we've installed a screen saving

feature that automatically turns it off after tifteen
minutes of idle time.
Naturally, like all TeleVideo terminals,
service is available nationwide from General
Electric's Instrumentation and Communication
Equipment Centers.
The new 970 from TeleVideo. Nothing else
looks like it and nothing else can perform like it.
For more information about TeleVideo's
new 970, call 800-538-8725; in California
408-745-7760.

r-------:-----------,
TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
I
Dept. # 2 0 9 E '
I
1170 Morse Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
I
Yes, I'd like to know more about the unique 970 from I
TeleVideo:
I
NAME _____________________________
I
ADDRESS __________________________
I
CITY____________________________
I
STATE __________________ ZIP_______
I
TELEPHONE (
),___________________
I
L
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --..J
California/Santa Ana 714·557-6095; Sunnyvale 408-745-7760; Georgia/ Atlanta
404-255-9338; Texas/Dallas 214-980-9978; Illinois/Chicago Area 312-351-9350;
Boston/Massachusetts 617-668-6891; New York/New Jersey 201-267-8805;
United Kingdom/Woking, Surrey 44-9905-6464.

~

12JIeleVideo Systems, Inc.
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While a detailed specification presents a clearer
picture of an organization's needs, it stretches the
vendor's .selling cycle, increasing sales costs.
• The sytemwas not integrated; for example, translates the MPS into a detailed material plan delayed. Instead, it was decided that the project team and key managers would define the
the bill of material (BOM) and item master for all parts in the bill of material.
files were maintained separately;
• Procurement management system, which requirements. In the interim, users could
• Turnaround on key reports was slow and controls the purchase procedure and the learn manufacturing systems by using the inmany of the report fonnats were unsatis- "dock to stock" inventory.
house manufacturing system that was runfactory;
• Shop floor control, which monitors, via ning on Raytheon hardware and by attending
• The material requirements planning (mrp) feedback activity, the actual events on the , internal education programs. The plan called
shop floor in support of the capacity plan.
module had major logic flaws;
for education of users in time for their partici• Software was written in a nonstandard pro- • Cost management system, which converts pation in the front-end study and actual imgramming langllage, which made it hard to the production forecast to dollars, projecting plementation of the selected software.
modifY.--(ltwas also-difficult to fino program': - -costs aocrprofitsacfoss the entire planning
horizon, item by item .. Orders in process are STAFFING
mers who could keep it running.)
The development of the
Preliminary development of the func- monitored by comparison of actual-to-date
functional
specification
THE
tional specification was undertaken without costs to earned standards. Valuation of the
began as a part-time projtop management's sanction, and without the work in process and finished goods inventory PROJECT
ect. Lexitron's business
benefit of management directives calling for is supported by the cost management system. environment dictated that its products be built
company-wide cooperation. Thus, the chalThe .preceding structuring method as quickly as possible and shipped according
lenge that faced the project team was to dem- worked well for Lexitron. Most vendors re- to schedule. The general philosophy-unless
onstrate that an objective and detailed func- ported that t~e company had submitted a very shipping schedules are met today, there may
tional specification was the first step toward complete and detailed specification. In addi- be no tomorrow to be concerned about-left
acquiring a manufacturing control system tion, one vendor indicated that the general little time for manufacturing department
that would provide support and relevant in- trend for companies to perfonn detailed or managers to discuss long-tenn requirements.
fonnation to manufacturing supervisors and sophisticated evaluations can present both As a result, the only full-time project team
middle- and executive-level managers.
benefits and problems. While a detailed members were the manufacturing business
Lexitron's functional specification specification presents a clearer picture of analyst and representatives from manage.;.
was structured around the major modules of a what an organization needs, it stretches the ment infonnation services (MIS). Other key
manufacturing control system. A specifica- vendor's selling cycle, thus increasing sales players were brought into the specification
tion designed in this way gives the vendor a costs.
process as needed.
clearer picture of what is required, because
Lexitron started with a functional
Even though the three members of the
the vendor's system has been designed in the specification developed at another company project team were active full time, they did
and tailored the specification to its own re- not relinquish their other job responsibilities.
same general module-by-module manner.
Lexitron required an integrated man- quirements (and eventually to those of Rayth- The manufacturing business analyst was inufacturing system that would meet the re- eon Data Systems). The project team held volved .with correcting existing systems for
quirements of all functional areas while pro- meetings with key department managers and the short tenn, coordinating all user activities
viding a base for future needs. The system reviewed the preliminary specification in de- between the. manufacturing department and
defined in the functional specification pro- tail, adding and deleting requirements to sat- MIS, and resolving daily system problems.
The newly hired MIS director was involved in
vides for complete on-line planning and con- isfy Lexitron's needs.
trol of material and labor with interfaces to
The project team also planned a de- shaping the department; especially in such
other systems such as financial and order en- sign review with key users; however, a tim- areas as staffing and planning. The systems
try. Included in the Lexitron functional speci- ing problem was encountered. Users lacked development manager shared many of the
fication are the following manufacturing re- the knowledge needed to participate in such a same responsiblities and was also charged
review. If the project team had taken the time with servicing user requests.
source planning (MRP) system modules:
The small size of the project team
• Manufacturing standards, which establish to educate them, the project would have been
the basic system master file: the item master,
contributed to the relatively quick developproduct structure, standard routings, work
ment of a quality specificiation. Arranging
center master, and engineering changes.
schedules, coordinating efforts, and allocating assignments were facilitated. In the final
• Inventory records control, which maintains
the perpetual inventory balance, the open oranalysis, a large team representing all funcder status (customer, shop, and purchase),
tional areas would have blocked speedy comand the time-phased requirements (allocapletion of the specification.
tions).
Project control was assumed by the
MIS director. Meetings were held every week
• Master production scheduling, which ties
the business plan to the operating system,
and lasted no more than one hour. The MIS
uncoupling the forecast from the factory. It
director summarized the meetings in fonnal
provides management with a quick reference
minutes that keyed action items, the team
as to how well the plan is being executed.
member responsible, and the due date. Open
action items were the focus of the following
Master production scheduling satisfies the
need for extended forecast horizons, service
meeting, and the previous week's action
items prompted new ideas that precipitated
parts forecasting, automated master production scheduling, order bills or material supadditional action items. This cycle was repeated at each meeting and ultimately created
port, forecast consumption, order promising
support, and rough cut capacity planning. It
the finished product.
also generates thc major input to material reOverall procedures for the group were
quirements planning.
infonnal. A very general milestone chart with
four or five significant dates (e.g., user inter• Material requirements planning, which
86 DATAMATION

Tech control out of control?
You need the AUTOSWlTCW"
family of Electronic Matrix Switch
from Bytex Corporation.
Whether your site requirements are small or large, few or
many, digital or analog or both,
Bytex has the AUTOSWITCH SystE
to provide optimum Tech Control
perform.ance.
From a standard or optional
color CRT console, take comman(
of AUTOSWITCH through userfriendly software: Apply logical
names to ports and groups, defin(
and set alarms for EIA and analog
signal levels , passively or actively
tap into any set of channels with
. digital or analog test equipment,
dynamically reconfigure (switch
and patch), and retrieve comprehensive management reports.
Nodes may vary in size from
8ports to almost 4000. Networked
systems are fully supported.
To insure reliability,
AUTOSWITCH systems feature
redundancy of all critical components with automatic cutover to
back-up subsystems.
So take control of Tech
Control with AUTOSWITCH
.. . The Automatic Choice.

Please call or write Bytex Corporation
2 California Avenue, Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 879-5050 Telex 951151
Boston (617) 879-5050 New York (914) 368-0325 Philadelphia (215) 542-9876 Washington, D.C. (301) 656-4535
Atlanta (404) 237-9242 Cleveland (216) 835-8400 Chicago (312) 459-8866 St. Louis (816) 252-3700
Dallas (214) 494-4766· Phoenix (602) 263-6022 San Francisco (408) 744-1930 Los Angeles (213) 879-9045
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A rating system allows the evaluation process to
be conducted objectively.

views complete, rough draft specification
finished, final review) was prepared to guide
the group's activities. As meetings progressed, the team concentrated on short horizon action times (Le., one or two weeks). In
this way, rapid progress was made.
As project leader, the MIS director
was also responsible for setting and meeting
deadlines, las suring quality results, and motivating creative ideas at the macro level. The
--manufactUnifg-busil1:ess -analyst and thesys;.-terns development manager provided the detail of the functional specification; both were
active in generating all sections of the specification and in ensuring that the manufacturing
users agreed with and supported the effort.
The manufacturing functional specification was generated in approximately ·150
calendar days. The most significant cost associated with the functional specification development was project team member and department manager time for review of the initial and final drafts. Lexitron did not incur
out-of-pocket expenses such as consulting,
plant visits, seminars, or travel.
As the functional specification took
shape, the team reported its findings to executive managem~nt in a fonnal presentation, stressing both the objectivity and control that had been exercised. The presentation
included a historical overview of the effort
along with a summary of the team's findings.
Management was then asked to approve a
survey of the software market based on the
functional specification. The team then rcceived executive commitment to proceed
with the survey.
The functional specification was Lexitron's primary software evaluation
VENDORS
tool. It listed basic requirements for Lexitron's manufacturing control
system and provided a documented trail of
vendor responses to that list. Lexitron' s full
functional specification (starts on facing
,. page) is offered as a checklist for other organizations developing a functional specification for an MRP system. In actual use, the
desired features are set beside four columns
for the vendors to record their responses:
Y = Yes, currently a feature
N = No, not currently a feature
P = Partial, feature not fully supported
F = Future, feature planned for release in future (request release date from the vendor)
,
Vendor responses are scored with a
point value system developed for rating the
features. Not all features in the functional
specification are "must have" requirements,
so each is rated as having high (10 points),
medium (5 points), or low (3 points) priority.
Features planned for future release were given a full complement of points if the release
date fit Lexitron's time frame. Partially sup-

ported features that vendors planned to upgrade were handled the same way.
Certain critical features in each module had to be included in the vendor proposal
or the offering was automatically eliminated
. from the evaluation. No points were assigned
to these critical features.
.Af, a second level of rating, the major
system modules were weighted to reflect relative importance in the decision-making
process ;--An-example of -- the -weighting -scheme applied to the total number of points
for each module is shown in Table I. Note
that the total is derived from assigning to each
feature a high, medium, or low priority. The
example shows that the master production
schedule (MPS) and procurement management modules are most important to the selection process, while the shop floor control
module is of least relative importance.
As a last level of rating, a functional
feature percentage score was established.
The project team as a group chose an arbitrary percentage as the minimum acceptable
score; systems that did not achieve 75% of
the total possible points were eliminated from
the evaluation.
Table II is an example of the full rating scheme applied to the functional specification forms completed by three competitive
vendors. The Lexitron project team found
that the rating system allowed objective evaluation of alternative software systems based
on equivalent terms. The formality of the
process reduced the opportunity for subjective evaluations and discouraged the introduction of intangibles such as political issues.
The benefits of the specification development exercise proved significant:
• The resulting specification correctly reflected Lexitron's manufacturing requirements. With minor modification, this document was used at other divisions to evaluate manufacturing software.
• Operating and reporting deficiencies were
recognized in existing manufacturing control
systems. The specification development effort identified current processing environment deficiencies, thus enabling the enhancement or addition of those capabilities in the
future.
• The objective and organized way in which
the specification development effort was conducted drew the user community from a position of skepticism to one of active support;
this attitude prevailed during subsequent
phases of the software development process.
• The quality of the final product helped secure executive management's endorsement
for future action.
While the project team's positive
frame of mind minimized.any setbacks encountered during development, several
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changes would have facilitated the effort:
• Executive commitment from the onset.
Since the project did not start with a directive
from executive management, interest and
participation among the user community was
initially a hard-fought sales battle. Executive
support would have changed user apathy to
active participation.
• User representation on the team. Full-time,
dedicated user representatives from the manufacturing functions should have participated
in building the functional specifications.
• Full-time team participation. Since the
team members were committed to key projects in their respective functions, the development of the specification was not a fulltime effort. Dedicated activity would have
quickened the generation of the end product.
Overall, however, the quality of the
end products as perceived by the users, executive management, and the team members
themselves attests to the value of the effort.
The techniques for generating the functional
specification could have been improved
upon. To do this, the Lexitron project team
learned that the project needs to be raised to a
high visibility status within the company's
activities. In addition, the purpose and goals
of the project must be clearly communicated
to all affected personnel..
In summary, the specification de velopment project pointed out the importance of
front-end planning in optimizing the use 'of
sophisticated software solutions.
#
Harvey Gand is director of management information services at TRW-Fujitsu, Los Angeles. He has been in.volved with MIS for 15 years, mostly
with manufacturing companies. Before
joining TRW-Fujitsu he worked at Lexitron Corp., a division of Raytheon, and
Victor Business Products, a division of
Walter Kidde.
Milt E. Cook is an applications systems engineer for the Hewlett-Packard
Corp. in Westlake Village, Calif. Prior
to joining HP he was a manufacturing
systems speCialist at Lexitron. He
teaches production/inventory control
techniques at California State University, Northridge.
The Computers in Manufacturing series, from which this article is excerpted, is a five-volume supplemented information. service designed to provide
manufacturing managers and dp professionals with guidance in the use
and management of closed-loop manufacturing control systems. The series
is published by Auerbach, 6560 N.
Park Drive, Pennsauken, NJ 08109,
(800) 257-8162.
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LEXITRON'S FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR MRP SOFTWARE
I. Manufacturing Database
A. Bill of Material (BaM)
1. Ability to store and maintain
parent-component relationships
a. Add, change, delete single-level BaM
b. Update where used when
changes are made
c. Perform multiple deletes/
additions, same-as-except,
and multiple replacements
d. Fractional quantity per
e. Copy add capability
2. BaM reporting
a. Automatic printout of BaM
when changes are made
(on-line vs batch)
b. Single-level BaM
c. Single level where used
d. Multilevel BaM or indented
BaM
e. Multilevel where used
f. Summarized explosion/implosions
3. Automatic low-level code
4. Engineering change control
capability
a. Two-date effectivity
b. Use-up
.
5. Provide special BaM structures
a. Production phantoms
b. Purchase part with structures
c. Nonstocked items
1) Packaging material
2) Tooling
3) Test equipment
4) Minimum/maximum
6. Common manufacturing and
engineering BaM file, with separate retrieves
'a. Engineering to maintain
other BaM
7. BaM history file
B. Item Master (11M)
1. Special features required
a. Three cdst fields
1) Frozen costs (standard)
2) Liquid costs (current
actual)
3) Target costs (purchase
only)
b. Th ree cost types
1) Material
2) Labor
a) Labor hours
(standard/actual)
3) Overhead (multiple)
c. Purchase part lead time
d. Manufactured part lead
time
1) Calculate manufacturing .lead time using routings and scheduling rules
2) Accumulated lead time
(rolled up)
3) Fixed

4) Mid-period offset
e. Safety lead time
f. Multiple stockroom locations nettable/nonnettable
g. Multiple bin locations
within stockroom locations.
h. Product line code
i. Commodity code
j. Multiple unit of measures
1) Buying versus stocking
k. Revision level
I. Planner code
m. Buyer code
n. Class code
o. Part type code
2. Customer report capability
(user specified)
a. Sort by various fields of 11M
C. RoutinglWork Center File
1. Add, change delete
2. Alternate routing
3. Store tooling, etc. on routing
file
4. IBM card shop routing
a. Move ticket
II. Inventory Records Management
A. Ability to Track All Inventory
Activity
1. Receipts from
a. Purchase order
b. Assembly order
c. Interplant order
d. Another stock location
e. Project
2. Issues to
a. Assembly order
b. Rework order
c. Another stock location
d. Project
e. Finished goods
f. Outside location
3. Cycle count adjustments
4. Scrap (multiple accounts)
B.. Provide Audit Trail of Transactions
1. Maintain history file, with onhand balances
2. Retrieve by part number
and time period
C. Provide Stock Status Report
1. By part number, location
2. By dollars, part number, location
3. By planner, part number,
dollars, location-all reports to
reflect subtotals/grand totals
4 . .By planner, dollars (high to
low)
D. Provide Inventory Analysis
1. Inventory accounts
,a. Active
b. Inactive
c. Excess to requirements
d. Week's supply (equivalent)
2. Inactive inventory accounts
3. Work in process
4. Minimum/maximum inventory
(order point)

5. ABC analysis
a. Provide value analysis
from future requirements
b. Automatically update
ABC code in Hem master
c. IslWas report (shows before and after analyses of
data)
E. Dollarize Material Plan and
Master Schedule to Project Gross
Inventory Levels
F. Cycle Count System
1. Physical inventory capability
a. Tickets
1) Dollar value
2) Class code
b. Work sheets
c. Two step with variance/
tolerance
G. Calculate Economic' Order
Quantities (EOO) on Active Production Parts
H. Automatic Accounts Assignment (chart of accoun~)
I. Create Multiple Inventory Account Table
1. To be netted in mrp
2. Not netted in mrp
III. Master Production Schedule
(MPS)
A. Equipment
1. The MPS will operate in the
following manner
a. Master scheduler inputs
quantities into weekly buckets (option to input monthly/
convert to weekly)
b. Customer orders will
automatically consume the
MPS
c. Customer orders that
overconsume the MPs will
result in an exception notice-the schedule date will
reject or the order will be
automatically rescheduled
to the next available time
period.
d. Propagation capability
2. Assist master scheduling in
evaluating proposed changes
a. Simulation through the
logic of mrp to evaluate the
material requirements for a
proposed change to the
production plan
b. Detailed simulation of
output requirements
c. Rough cut capacity requirements planning
3. Available to promise (only if
order entry is implemented)
4. Group forecast or model
planning BOMS.
5. IslWas reports
6. Provide performance reporting against the plan
7. Assist master scheduling in
evaluating proposed changes
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a. Simulation with mrp
b. Simulation of output requirements
8. Dollarized material and labor plans by period
a. Assembly
b. Test
c. Inspection
d. Work center
B. Spares
1. Ability to manually maintain
MPS file
2. The MPS will operate in the
following manner
a. Master scheduler inputs
quantities 'intoweekly buck~
ets (option to input monthly/
convert to weekly)
b. Maintain plan year-todate' field
c. Record deliveries year to
date (plus and minus)
1) Stock location or WIP
transfer to spares
2) Transfer from spares
to manufcturing stock or
I

I

WIP

IV~

3. Provide performance reporting against the plan
4. Provide a spares production plan for output planningplan consists of standard labor hours required by the MPS
per period
5. Assist master scheduling in
evaluating proposed changes
a. Simulation with mrp
b. Simulation of output reqUirements
6. Dollarized material and labor plans by period
a. Assembly
b. Test
c. Inspection
d. Work center
Material Requirements Planning
(mrp)
A. General Requirements
1. Calculate material plans
necessary to achieve production as input by the MPS system, production/spares
2. Perform netting calculations
on the basis of, perpetual inventory records and gross requirements, planned, firmplanned, and released order
statuses
3. Perform explosion calculations on the basis of information in the item master, and
product structure files
B. Entry into the Planning Sequence for Processing
1. Unlimited planning horizon
2. Enter all parts that require
processing into the planning
sequence-parts with requirements, allocations, or orders
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3. Through the use of low-level codes or some other device, perform netting and order planning on a part only
after all gross requirements
have been posted
C. Netting and Exception Logic
1. Store requirements,
planned orders, and released
orders information and process lead times by, day, not by
bucket
2. Notify planners with rescheduling exception messages
a.Expedite
b. Reschedule
c. Order
d. Cancel
3. Notify planners with additional exception messages
a. Past-due released order
b. Planned order due for
release
c. Parameter violations
d. Exception notices back-:
log with no action
4. Dampers to suppress exceptions that fall within predefined ranges
D. Order Planning and Explosion
1. Time-phased order point
capability
2. Order policies
a. Fixed lot, size
b. Period order quantity
(weekly, mQnthly, etc.)
c. Lot for lot
d. Scrap allowance (11M
field)

e.

EOO

3. Through the process of explosion, reflect the planned
orders in, the component
gross requirements
a. Start date offset from
due date by item master
lead time
b. Engineering change effectivity accessed for explosion process from product structure file
4. Reschedule criteria for
planned and released orders
a. ,Identify' by exception the
need to reschedule a released or firm-planned order
b. Automatically reschedule planned orders
c. Automatically reschedule
assembly.orders (AOS) , but
not purchase orders (pos)
5. Ability to code a part so
that orders are not planned
(i.e., obsolete part)
E. Reporting Display of the mrp
Planning .Information
1. Exception messages

a. List all exceptions on a
part, and group parts by
planner
b. Print messages listed in
sections C.2 and C.3
2. Time-phased display
a. Gross requirements
b. Open or released orders
c. Planned and firmplanned orders
d. Time-phased projection
of on-hand balance
e. Descriptive information
on the part
3. Supporting details
'a. Pegginginformatibn
, b. Material availability of
assembly order, components
4. Use of calendar dates and
full English messages on aI/
reports
F. Pegging
1. Single-level pegging information
2. Provide on demand a detailed listing of gross, requirements' and allocations showing
date,qua'ntity, and parent part
number
G. Firm-Planned Order
1. Ability to freeze a planned
order at a date and quantity
2. Ability to add, change, and
delete firm-planned orders
H. Released Order Capability
1. Ability to add, change, and
delete released orders
a. Add by
1) Creating an unplanned order
2), Releasing a planned
or firm-planned order
b. Capacity to change due
date or order quantity
within, predefined constraints
2. Component allocation or
requirement file
a. ,Ability to manually delete component allocations
b. Component availability
check (prestatus prior to
pull)
V. Order Release
A. Purchase Part Orders
1. System generated purchase
requisitions (PR)
a. PR is' considered a reieased order in mrp
b; Multiple deliveryschedule
c. PR not generated from
the mrpexplosion-turnaround report only ,
2. Provide listing, of outstand~
ing PRS
3. Provide ability to change PR
quantity and/or schedule

l.
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Today, this 450,000-transistor
of the UP 9000 family that gives
•••in a $20K box

••• a$50K
multi-user
system

omputer chip is the heart
ou full 32-bit power...
Our tiny ~" square CPU contains
450,000 transistors. So there's nothing
small about the 32-bit power it gives our
new HP 9000 family of technical computers. Even our $20K model gives you
the performance of a mainframe com':'
puter costing up to four times as much.
And now you can have all this power
in a configuration that really fits your
. application. The densities of the CPU
and surrounding 'super chips' allow
you the choice of a rack-mountable box;
an integrated workstation; and a minicabinet suitable for a variety of single
and multi-user applications.
Of course, the benefits of one-micron
geometry don't stop there. This new
technology has also let us develop a
multi-CPU architecture that offers you
three levels of processing power. Each
configuration described above can take
one, two or three CPUs. So you can
almost double or triple the computer's
capacity without adding to its size.
Whether you order it that way or add
the extra power later, it's transparent
to the user. .

32-bits, every bit of it.
The HP 9000 family has 32-bit internal
and external data paths, 32- and 64-bit
math (IEEE floating point format), and
virtual memory addressing of up to
500 Mbytes.
And it is fast! The system will handle
a million instructions per second. The
18 MHz clock permits the execution
of a micro-instruction every 55 nanoseconds. The I/O rate can reach 6
Mbytes per second for every I/O slot.
And the memory cycle time is a lightning-quick 110 nanoseconds.
There's.also lots·of program space,
with up to 2.5 Mbytes of main memory.·
A flexible disc drive and optional 10

Mbyte Winchester are built right into
the integrated workstation.
Each memory board has a Memory
Controller Chip that provides automatic error detection/correction,
memory mapping and 'healing~ Every
time you power up, this chip actually
maps out single-bit memory error
locations, and assigns a back-up memory location in place of the old onewithout slowing the access time or
reducing memory capacity.
We've also made the CPU more efficient by assigning many of its timeconsuming tasks to our Input/Output
Processors. And to give you even more
speed, the HP 9000 has a backplane
bandwidth of 36 Mbytes/second.
That's enough to support all three
CPUs, each backed up by its own lOP.
You can imagine the effect that has
on throughput!

Powerful networking

made easy.

Even our stand-alone models won't
have to work alone. Each can be part of
a network of powerful, dedicated, interactive workstations. They'll support
several different networking options,
including EthernetIM And in late 1983,
LANs based on the industry-standard
IEEE-802. So you can share peripherals and data files locally.
With HP's broad range 9f peripherals and instruments to choose from, it
isn't hard to build precisely the system
you need. Once your HP 9000s are up
and running, we can make sure they
stay that way. Our service is- good
enough to be rated Number One in
Datapro surveys for the past two years.
We've also developed two special
marketing programs that could mean
extra sales for you. If you're a software
supplier, there's our HP PLUS proAll the benefits of
a UNIX® operating system. gram, which we designed to open new
doors for you. And if you're a hardware
And then some.
OEM, our volume discount schedules
Our HP-UX is an enhanced version of and third-party support program make
. this increasingly popular operating sys- the HP 9000 even more intriguing.
To get a close look at the way our
tem. It supports FORmAN 77, Pascal
and C language. And lets you fake ad- new computer has changed the 32-bit
vantage of the many programs and world, phone your nearest HP office
utilities already available for UNIX. In listed in the White Pages. Ask a Techaddition, HP-UX offers significant ex- nical Computer Specialist to give you a'
tensions like 3-D graphics, virtual hands-on demonstration. Or write for
. memory, IMAGE Data Base Manage.: complete information to Pete Hamilton,
ment, a variety of data communication Dept. 04149, Hewlett-Packard, 3404
products and enhanced file capability. East Harmony Road, Fort Collins,
The integrated HP 9000 workstation . CO 80525.
also supports our highly evolved~ high- UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.
performance Enhanced BASIC, aug- Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
mented by 3-D graphics. Its run-time
compile feature provides the· friendliHEWLETT
ness and interactive capabilities. of an
interpreter with the speed of a compiler.
PACKARD
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LEXITRON'S FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR MRP SOFTWARE
B. Manufactured Assembly Orders
1. Manufactured at _ __
(name of company)
a. Assign assembly order
number
b. Generate shop packet
1) Routing
2) Feedback or tracking
documents
3) Stores pick list (sorted in location sequence)
and part number list for
planner
4) Traveler/inspection
sign;;off
c. Multiple delivery schedule
2. The assembly order must
include the following features
a. The quantity on order
can be increased or decreased if no material issues have been processed
b. Rejection of a component will result in the opening of an allocation for the
rejected part
c. Over issues will result in
an error message
d. Completion with open allocations will result in an error message
e. Split order .locations capability
f.Partial close capability
3. Subcontract orders
a. Ability to manually alter
BOM

b. Generate pick list
VI. Purchasing
A. Provide Capability to Maintain
pos for the Following Types of
Material
1. Inventory items
a. Purchase part
b. Subcontracted manufactured part
c. Drop shop part
d. Material returned to vendor for replacement
2. Noninventory items
a. Projects
b. Facility and service
c. Maintenance repair and
operating supplies (MRO)
3. Capability to replace one
purchase requisition with mul~
tiple pos
4. Multiple delivery schedule
on a PO per line item
B. PR Requirements
1. Computer generated PR to
contain the following information in addition to basic order
data
a. Annual usage
b. Planned purchase commitments from mrp
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c. Open order detail
d. Approved vendor list
1) Schedule performance rating
2) Quality rating
,e. Quote history
f. Planner remarks
C. Provide Open Requisition Report
1. Aged
2. Sort by buyer and planner
3. Part number
4. Inventory/non inventory
items
D. Provide a Vendor Follow-Up
Tool
1. Allow buyer to· establish a
follow-up schedule and to be
reminded as the follow-up
dates become current
2. Assign follow-up date when
PO is placed
3. Comments column
E. Purchase Order File Status
and Maintenance
1. List of open pos and
schedule
a; Buyer
b. Vendor
c. Part number
d. Inventory/noninventory
2. Automatic closure
a. When quantity received
is within predefined limits
of planned quantity
1) Report to material
control
b. Closure not permitted
until rejections are cleared/
open PO to reflect material
rejection report (MRR) number
3. Maintenance changes to
quantity, dates, and price (PRI
PO change notice)
4. Accept feedback fromreceiving department
a. Quantity received and
date
b. Quantity accepted and
date
c. Quantity. rejected and
date
1) Awaiting disposition
2) Dispositioned
d. Quantity scrap
e. Lot number assignment
F. Maintain Vendor History Files
1. Delivery' performance
2. Quality performance
3. Under/over shipment performance
G. Provide Summarized Purchasing Performance Reporting
1. Delinquents
2. Buyer
3. Aged
, H. Provide Capability to Subcontract Released Order

1. Vendor to perform all manufacturing operations
2. Vendor to perform some
manufacturing operations
I. Financial Reporting
1. Commitments
a. Vendor
b. Time phased
c. Subtotal/grant totals
e. Year to date
2. Purchased price variance
reporting
VII. Receiving/Inspection/Material
Review Board (MRB)/Stores
A. Receiving
. 1. Report daily receipts
a. Production
b. Nonproduction
c. By department or account
2. Receiving information input
to purchasing system
3. Identify destination of material(inspection, etc.)'
4. Ability to handle two units
of measure
a. Purchased unit of measure
b .. Stocking unit of measure
B. Inspection
1. Provide a dispatch list for
prioritizing lots
a. By PO due date
b. By backorder
2. Split lot capability
a. Rejections
b. Split-lot production
items
3. Identify inspection level required (future PO review)·
4.- Provide list of lotsininspection
.
a. aged
5. Provide notification· of first
article receipt
a. Input by purchasing
6. Provide vendor tooling inspection records and tracking
7. Tracking of rejected lots
by vendor
a. Vendor rating

C.

MR8

1. Receive material from
a. Receiving/inspection
b. Production rejections
c. Manufacturing purges
d. Field overhaul/repair
(O/R)

2. Report disposition on rejected material and orders
a. Use as is
b. Rework at _ __
(name of company)
c. Rework at another vendor
d. Return to' vendor for replacement/credit
e. Scrap
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LEXITRON'S FUNCTIONAL SPECI~ICATION FOR MRP SOFTWARE
3. Report dispositioned material awaiting debit memo authorization
4. Assign responsibility code
to dispositions
a. Sort by planner
5. Provide scrap reporting
a. Field (O/R)
b. Production
D. Stores
1. Receive material into stores
2. Provide backorder system
a. Backorder aging
b. Pegging to assembly
order
. c. Report backorders filled
daily
d. Backorders with positive on-hand balance
f. By planner code
3. Provide location system
a. Multiple stockroom locations per part
.b. Multiple bin locations
per stockroom location
c. Add/change and delete
maintenance
d. Audit reports
4. Issue material
a. Pulls sorted in location
sequence (stores)
1) Bin location
b. Provide dispatch list of
orders in stores to be
pulled
1) Due date
5. Shelf-life tracking log
6. Kit staging inventory loca~
tion
a. Aging
b. AD number
c. Date entered
d. By component
e. Assembly
E. Residual Inventory
1. Inactive material moved
into separate inventory account
2. Identify material with activity-move to active inventory
account

3. Identify material in residual
for x months without activity
4. Material with x months of
no activity to be dispositioned
a. Scrap
b. Rework to another part
number
c. Transfer to spares/refurbish stock
d. Transfer to active stock
F. Activity Reporting
1. Number of kit pulls
G. Performance Reporting
VIII. Shop Floor Control
A. Maintain an Open Assembly
Order File .
1. Attach snapshot of routings
2. Accept order status main~nance ~dd, change, delete)
3. Accept operation feedback maintenance
4. Accept changes to order
to date
5. Computer generated
move ticket(s)
6. Provide split-order capability
B. Provide a Daily Dispatch List
Showing the Shop Schedule or
Priorities
'
1. Planner
2. Work center
C. Provide Status Report of All
Open Assembly Orders (by
planner, AD)
1. Order status
2. Order location (quantity
and work center)
3. Operation status
4. Component shortages and
status
a. By planner
5. Rejections
6. Close short
D. Audit Trail for Reconciliation
E. Provide Capability to Measure Work Center Input and
Output
F. Report Acitivity Levels

1. Work center output
. G. Report Performance
1. Scheduled versus available hours
IX. Cost Control
A. Cost Standards
1. Maintain standard product
costs by implosion of production cost components
a. Direct labor costs
b. Calculate overhead
costs multiple
c. Direct material costs
2. Provide priced, indented
bill of material for top level
down to lowest assembly
3. Provide capability to recalculate or simulate standard
product costs to top level
based on configuration.
changes
B. Actual Costs
1. Maintain history or detail
file of actual costs
a. Material costs through
PO buy history
C. Labor Reporting
1. Report by work center
2. Report to indirect charge
accounts
3. Edit labor transactions
D. Measure Productivity (standard versus actual)
E. Report Average Labor Rates
for each Work Center Each
Month
X. Financial Interface
A. Manufacturing Database Module
1. Supply standard cost data
B. Inventory Management Module
1. Track all inventory activity
C; Order Release Module
D. Shop Floor Control Module
E. Finished Goods Inventory
F. Shipping Module
1. Order processing/billing
G. Direct Labor Control
H. Purchasing Module
1. Accounts payable interface
I. Receiving
J. Stores
K. MRS
L. General Ledger
XI. Marketing Interface
A. The MPS Module Should Have

~

________________________________________________________
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the Capability to Interface with an
Order Entry System
B. Finished Goods Inventory Interface
C. Shipping Module Interface
XII. MIS Requirements
A. Software Must Run on our
Configuration Computer or on a
Minicomputer that Will ·Communicate with Our Host
B. Programs Must Be Written in
a Universal or Standard Programming Language
__________________________

~
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Users' discuss their experiences with computer aided
design and drafting systems that cost under $100,000.

LOW-COST
CADDATWORK
I

I

by Eric Teicholz
and Peggy Kilburn
"We've just undertaken a job that requires
generating about 1,100 road cross sections;
we couldn't have attempted to do it manually
at the price. "-Mike Kitaif, Southern Resource Mapping.
"The system can repeat similar printed circuit board designs, make corrections,
move components or whole areas of the circuit on the screen, display grids, assign different colors to different layers to make them
more discernible, and display all the connections as they are indicated on the schematic to
enable the designer to determine if and how
they should be rearranged. "-Frank Haigh,
sales manager, Triad Engineering Corp.
The computer aided design and drafting (CADD) systems these people are talking
about have at least one thing in common: they
cost under $100,000 and can thus be defined
as low-cost CADD systems.
Low-cost CADD systems may be either
microprocessor- or minicomputer-based and
may be configured as discrete-compo tent or
desktop systems. The features included will
of course determine how close to $100,000
the price will run, but most veridors offer the
following basic elements: a cpu, floppy disk
or 10M-byte to 20M-byte hard-disk secondary storage, application software, training,
installation, and hardware and software
maintenance for the warranty period. The
more expensive systems include additional
Winchester hard-disk storage and other 110
equipment such as digitizers and plotters.
There are currently over 40 companies selling these low-cost systems in markets
such as general mechanical drafting, electronics, printed and integrated circuit (PC/IC),
architecture, engineering, metal working,
and mapping. Users tend to be technically
unsophisticated and generally prefer to deal
with a single (turnkey) vendor for hardware,
software, and support. Most of them are either small design and drafting firms or drafting departments within large companies.
Software has concentrated on general electronics; IC and PC board design; and architec-

A printed circuit board design is displayed by Triad Engineering Corp.,
Burlington, Mass.
tural, engineering, and mechanical design
applications. The packages tend to be sharply
focused; users do not often require the full
software capabilities of general purpose CADI
CAM systems.
According to International Data
Corp., a market research firm in Framingham, Mass., low-cost systems accounted
for only 5% of CADD system revenues in 1981
(580 systems worth $35.8 million). By 1986,
the firm expects this figure will grow to 20%
of all CADD sales (10,600 systems with a dollar volume of $543.5 million). Architecture
will occupy the largest sales niche, followed
by PC board design, IC design, and mechanical design.
There are several benefits of using
CADD that apply to both large and small systems. These include:
Improved drawing management and
maintenance. Most systems operate more efficiently when standard drawing details and
operating procedures are present. CADD software necessitates explicit input, edit, output,
and management procedures-thereby forcing a firm to be precise about drafting procedures.
Early discovery and reduction of er-

rors: CADD tends to result in greater drawing
accuracy than manual drafting methods. At
least 16 drawing layers are available with
most low-cost systems. Layers can be used to
store· different aspects of a drawing such as
multiple building stories, mechanical layouts, reflected ceiling plans, and electrical
and structural information.
Both time savings and error reductions are derived
TIME,
from storing, retrieving,
MISTAKES
and combining these data.
In addition, an overlaid display will visually
depict interferences and inconsistencies in
the data. Finally, errors will be reduced since
most CADD systems have at least semiautomatic dimensioning capabilities that determine
line and arc lengths.
Integrated design. A single, central
database, used for both design and analysis,
usually results in a cohesive and integrated,
rather than fragmented, design process. This,
in tum, has the additional advantage of encouraging the use of cost-saving repetitive
details.
Simulation. Most large (and some
small) systems have 3-D database representa-
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Low-cost systems accounted for 5% of CADD '
system revenues in 1981; by 1986 the figure is
expected to grow to 20%. ,
tion capabilities, thereby allowing isometric pany could purchase smaller systems for re- mentary; and software drivers for 110 equipor perspective visualization of a drawing mote locations and the users would commu- ment tend to be limited in scope.
without building physical models.
nicate with other small systems or the host
Time reduction. Efficiency gains for computer to access a centralized drawing da- TYPES
Surprisingly, only about
OF
half the companies selling
automated, rather than manual, drafting tabase or application package.
range from 2: 1 to 8: 1 for most applications.
Although some fIrms can initially af- VENDORS
low-cost CADD systems are
Training. CADD operator instruction ford only low-cost CADD systems, these sysstartups. Most of these
provides more direct training procedures terns can serve as bridges to procuring larger new companies were founded by previous
since the training involves an explicit prees- CADD ~ystems at a later date. This way a firm employees of existing minicomputer CADD
tablished set of techniques related to the sys- can be educated in basic CADD techniques- fIrms. They try to fIll a market niche not met
----;- tern's operation;----- - ----------- ----- ---- drawing overlays, menuing,- and -computer- by -the parent-company .----~--~---- - - - - - There are several reasons why fIrms drawing creation, editing, and output-while
Many software companies have de-'
are selecting low-cost systems, rather than it gains insights into the management impli- veloped general purpose applications softtraditional larger systems. Price is the most cations of using CADD. If a low-cost system is ware that they subsequently integrate and sell
obvious, but ease of use is also important. used this way, particular attention should be as part of a turnkey CADD system. If the comThe six- to nine-month learning period often paid to telecommunications so that the small pany is large enough, it will buy hardware
required before an operator reaches his or her system will be capable of growth and future from an established manufacturer on an oem
projected efficiency rate on a larger system is integration. Because several low-cost system basis, perhaps develop additional proprietary
cut to one third or one half with low-cost vendors offer functional and database com- hardware, and market and service the entire
systems.
patibility with larger CADD systems, the low- system.
Application features are another plus cost system can also serve as an inexpensive
Several manufacturing/engineering
for low-cost systems. Some analytical soft- data entry and edit station for the larger one. supply companies seeking new high-growth
ware capabilities, mostly in electronics, are
In spite of their many advantages, markets have turned to low-cost CADD sysquite powerful (e.g., design rule checking, low-cost systems cannot handle the total terns-particularly for architects and engirouting, net list generation) and are less ex- drafting and design requirements of a large neers, a market that's expected.to expanrl ~y
pensive t() operate on smaller systems. Low- fIrm. Microprocessors simply do not have the 90% in the next fIve years.
cost systems can also handle specialized de- speed or computational power,of larger comTraditional minicomputer vendors
sign and drafting tasks, and are well suited puter systems. Additionally, most current (Computervision, Calma, Auto-trol, Applifor decentralized use. Consider the company micro-based systems support only 2-D data- con, Intergraph, Calcomp, and Gerber) with
that has a large CADD system in one place but bases; applications software, except perhaps strong hardware and software capabilities are
various potential users elsewhere. The com- for PC board and IC applications, is quite rudi- offering entry-level streamlined systems
priced competitively with micro-based systems (streamlined refers to use of low-end
cpus, without a plotter or digitizer, etc.).
Lastly, computer· peripheral equipment vendors have jumped aboard and are
now supporting integrated turnkey systems
for design and drafting.
Prices for all CADD systems (micro,
mini, and large computer) range from about
$20,000 for some micro-based systems to
over $1 million for large, multiworkstation
systems. The average price for a four workstation minicomputer system, currently the
most popular set on the market, is approximately $350,000. This has remained constant
over the last fIve or six years despite decreasing hardware costs. The drop in hardware
costs has been counteracted by increased personnel costs and by the relatively stable price
structure for graphic 110 devices-which are,
however, becoming more intelligent by the
inclusion of microprocessors.
During the same five or six years,
minicomputer CAD/CAM vendors have started
selling an increased selection of applications
software, including packages for geometric
modeling, piping and instrumentation design, fInite element modeling, printed circuit!
electrical schematics, numeric control, mapping, wiring diagrams, and architectural/engineering applications.
Six basic types of problems are solved
with low-cost systems:
Mapping of a typical forest stand, by color and number, is shown here by
1. Mechanical Drafting. Basic to any
James W. Sewall Co., Old Town, Maine.
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WITH MIA-COM DCC'S ADVANCED STAT AND SWITCHING MUXES
MIA-COM 'DeC's ACM9100 Advanced Statistical Mux and ASM9200
Advanced Switching Mux extend the
capabilities of your data network while
reducing your communications costs.

MORE STANDARD FEATURES

PLUS INTEGRAL MODEMS

New "no cost" standard features
include:

ACM9100 and ASM9200 models are
also available with CCITT high-performance 9.6 Kbps and 4.8 Kbps integral modems featuring automatic speed
fallback and return.

CONTROL PORT

• User selectable bisync and async inputs up to 9.6 Kbps
• Extensive 32-Kbyte data buffer
• Enhanced flow control

Now you can manage your network
more effectively:

FOR YOUR SWITCHING
REQUIREMENTS

NEW NETWORK

• Performance statistics for nervvork
evaluation and optimization
• Status of multiplexers and port configurations
• Diagnostic loopbacks, interface status, and link performance
• Any async port can be a passwordprotected Network Control Port

Maximize your data network flexibility with ASM9200 port selection,
port contention, and data PBX features,
plus:
.' Switchable bisync and async connections
• Individual user connection to any
async port
• Central supeNisory control of total
network configurations
• Status of switched port connections

CONTACT US NOW,
Call or write the Data Communications Group. MIA-COM DCC Inc., 11717
Exploration Lane, Germantown, MD
20874-2799, (301) 428-5600, TWX
710-828-0541.

M/A-COM DCC, INC.
Leading the Way in Data
Communications Technology
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DISTRIBUTED DATA NET\\ORK

NElWORK CONTROL PORT
• STATISTICS
• STATUS
• DII:\GNOSTICS

NEW

FROM
M/A-COMDCC

'4
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THE CASE FOR SOFTWARE SYNERGY:
YOUR PROGRAM IS MORE IN TUNE WHEN
ALL COMPONENTS HARMONIZE.
When two or more software products work as a team they
produce greater benefits than the same software products working independently: that's synergy.
Computer Associates offers you the broadest line of DOS
and OS systems software products in the world; designed with
that synergy in mind.
Our products don't just "talk" to each other, they all work
together as a team, supporting each other and doing more for
you in a given time. Separately, each of our products provides a
powerful solution of significant benefit to you. You will achieve
even greater benefits with two or more of our products working
together.
This means your entire Data Processing Center performs with
greater overall efficiency' - and economy.
The result is greater productivity from your entire organization.
This is our Case for Software Synergy. Let us send you our
comprehensive brochure and prove it. Call (800) 645-3003, in
NY: (516) 333-6700.

aCOMPUTER ASSOCIATES
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL INC.
125 Jericho Tpke. Jericho. NY 11753
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A low-cost CADD system can serve as a bridge to
procuring a' larger CADD system.

CADD system is mechanical drafting soft- crt edit workstation; and Calcomp, HP, ible; and display all the connections, as they
are indicated on the schematic, to enable the
ware, consisting of capabilities for graphical Glaser, or Tek plotters.
data input, manipulation, and analysis. Input.
According to Larry Bowles, comput- designer to determine if and how they should
relates to the types of building blocks or pri- er graphics operator, "The overwhelming be rearranged. Not only does the system genmitives offered the user by a particular pack- advantage of the system is having a parts erate film masters, but the same database can
age (e. g. , points, lines, -arcs, circles, splines, library. With this, anything on a drawing that produce the associated documentation (drill
curves, surfaces, etc.). Manipulation relates is going to be repeated on future drawings can drawings, drill tapes, assembly drawings,_
to graphic transfonnation capabilities such as be called up from memory, edited if neces- etc.) :with absolute accuracy."
the ability to move, mirror, stretch, merge, sary, and inserted." Bowles reports that the
4. Architecture, engineering, conscale, delete, and perfonn group operations library of assembly parts has reduced drafting struction (AEC). Crosier, Kilgour and Part_~on a drawing. Typical analytic. capabilities _of__Jime_ in_d~~ign_J~yout_!Jy_~~_!.<!_ 40~.. _!!~_ ne!~,-L~d._!t~~!ive offices in western Canada.
a drafting package include point, angle, cen- maintains that complex drawings can under- The Calgary office-coiisisfs--of 14 peopletroid, perimeter, area, volume, and moment go substantial revisions in quality control (mostly structural engineers) using an Omnicalculations.
with minimal effort. As for limitations, tech ERGOS 240 CADD system. The $87,000 to
.
One East Coast equipment manufac- Bowles says, "The speed of drawing dis- $150,000 system uses a CA 240 16-bit mini; a
turer is using Bausch & Lomb's Producer plays, edits, and ,load times is significantly Summagraphics digitizer; a vendor manufacCADD system for general drafting of ferrous slower than with larger systems," but the tured crt as part of the dual screen edit workand nonferrous industrial furnaces. The sys- low-cost system's advantages outweigh its station; and either an HP, Calcomp, Zeta, or
tem is used by three CADD drafters, each lack of speed.
Versatec plotter. Application software from
working five hours a day to create a 15-hour
3. Printed circuit board design. Triad Omnitech includes automatic bill-of-material
workday for the computer. Each shift works Engineering Corp. is a PC design service bu- extraction, FEM for mechanical parts and
on its own project, rather than picking up reau. They own four Gerber Scientific Instru- buildings, drawing management, central dawhere the previous shift left off. When not ment (GSI) CADD systems. GSI applications tabase or distributed network support, and
working on the system, the operator devotes software includes tape plot generation, tape chart booking (record keeping of a project
his time to planning and creating a relevant output for numerically controlled drills, a da- over time).
symbol library for furnace equipment.
tabase language package, component inserAt Crosier Kilgour the system is priB&L'S producer sells for $58,000 and tion, and design rules checking software. marily used for structural, architectural, and
consists of a DEC LSI 11123 16-bit word cpu, GSI's basic drafting package has the ability to precast concrete and steel drafting and detaildual density floppies (a 5M- to 10M-byte generate parts lists; solder masks; and silk- ing. Production drawings constitute 50% of
Winchester is optional), a digitizer, plotter, screen, pad, and art masters for PC boards. the CADD system use, and steel and precast
and a Tektronix 4010 crt (soon to be up- GSI'S PC 800 Series CADD systems cost from detailing another 50%. Five operators work
graded to a monochromatic raster refresh crt) $35,000 to $45,000 (exclusive of plotter or on three systems; each operator works four
edit workstation with a tablet menu. For ser- digitizer) and are based on an HP 2109EK 16- days on and three days off, yielding approxivice reasons, system sales or rentals are re- bit word mini.
.
mately 200 hours per week from the three
Triad's staff uses the GSI systems for systems.
stricted to sites within an hour and a halfs
Rick Scheidt, a partner at the Calgary
drive from sales offices.
printed circuit board (PCB) digitizing and design, and operates in three shifts. Each shift office, reports that the system is best for reSPEEDS UP The chief operator of the picks up on the projects started by the preced- petitive drawing. "Revisions can be reflected
furnace equipment manu- ing shift to provide a continual digitizing ef- in new, original drawings, eliminating the
WIRING
facturer says, "The pro- fort. PCB design is a labor-intensive task that need for low-quality sepias. Corporate deDIAGRAMS
ducer system is most help- lends itself especially well to volume produc- tails--client logos, for example--<:an be put
ful in making electrical wiring diagrams. We tion, automatic testing, and automatic assem- into memory and reprinted on a drawing. The
can already produce these twice as fast as we bly. The payback on CADD in PCB design is system greatly improves accuracy and qualdid manually. It produces picture-perfect almost immediate. It can increase speed, ac- ity; lettering and numbering appear unifonn,
drawings with great accuracy. " Drafting ap- curacy, and productivity in virtually every rather than being subject to different drafter's
plications work best where there is repeti- phase of design-from conception to deliv- styles. The system can draw at any scale and
tion--either in tenns of features within a ery of the product.
dimension using either metric or English
drawing or for modifying previously stored
standards. Complex and nonrepetitive jobs
drawings. The finn states that so far, com- BOTH
Frank Haigh, sales man- are more efficient and cost effective when
plex, one-of-a-kind, drawings are best acager at Triad, says that the dorie manually. The only liability I'd associcomplished manually. Finally, it says that the SIDES
low-cost GSI system can ate with the system is that we need to mainsystem' 'would not replace any of the people DISPlAYED
automatically interconnect tain a constant flow of work to justify the cost
we have, but we are expecting not to have to points and provide design checks (e.g., note of the machine."
hire as many people as we have in the past. "
5. Mapping. The James W. Sewall
clearances between two conductors and re2. Electronics. The Nelson Electric port if there is any violation of design stan- Co. is a consulting finn of some 100 civil
Marine Division of General Signal uses an dards). Haigh says that the system's forte is engineers and foresters. Their GeoBased
Interactive Computer Systems (ICS) CADD in assisting in the actual design of digital cir- Systems low-cost STRINGS (Storage and Re2000 series system for electrical switchboard cuits. "The system can display both sides of trieval oflnfonnative Graphics) CADD system
design on ships and submarines for the U.S. the PCB at the same time, to enable the design- consists of a PDP 11123 16-bit word cpu, a
Navy. The ICS system has software to support er to view the interconnections from side to Talos digitizer, Houston Instrument and Solelectrical ladder diagrams, schematics, and side. It can automatically repeat similar pat- tec plotters, an AED 512 color crt, and three
control circuit analysis. ICS systems cost be- terns; make corrections; move components, digitizing stations-one interfaced to a Kern
tween $50,000 and $93,000 and are based on or whole areas of the circuit on the screen; PG2 stereoplotter. GeoBased Systems cost
DEC LSI microprocessors; Altec, Calcomp, or display grids; assign different colors to the from $25,000 (for a digitizing station) to
Summagraphics digitizers; a Tektronix 4014 different layers to make them more discern- $180,000. Applications software includes
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Panasonic color monitors.
Just the right specifications for your applications.
Whether you're editing
videotape, monitoring a
live broadcast, logging
commercials or creating
computerized graphics,
Panasonic has just the right
color monitor for your needs.
From 5 inches to 19 inches
(all screen sizes measured
diagonally) at prices that
start as low as $385;1'
All Panasonic color monitors have our in-line black
matrix Quintrix 111M picture
tube so you'll get natural
colors as well as excellent
resolution for a vivid, welldefined image. All models

include 8-pin connectors,
video inputs and outputs,
and audio loop-through for
easy system adaptability.
Our 5" CT-500V monitor/
receiver and 7" CT-700M
monitor are naturals for
ENG because they work on
AC and DC power sources.
There are three 10" models
that are small and light
enough to fit on a desk.
And for a slightly larger
Panasonic picture, choose
from our three 13" models.
There's the CT-1320M monitor and CT-1320Vmonitor/
receiver ideal for educa-

tional, industrial, medical
and scientific applications.
As well as the CT-1350MG
with NTSC composite and
red, green and blue video
inputs ideal for studio use
and computer applications.
Or choose from our two
19" models. The CT-1920M
features a comb filter for
increased resolution and
reduced color noise. And
for PAL, SECAM and NTSC
formats, there's the versatile
CT-2000M.
So when you're looking
for a color monitor with
performance. features and

versatility, Panasonic gives
you what you're looking for.
*Manufacturer's suggested price.

Panasonic®

VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION

j-------------------,
For additional information on our
line of Color Monitors, mail to:
Panasonic Industrial Company
Video Systems Division
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, N.J. 07094
Name'_ _---:::,.---::-:-._ __
(Please Print)
Title'_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company,_ _ _ _ _ __
Address. _ _ _-'--_ __
City,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
State

Zip _ _ I

Phone (_ _ )

I

________________ g~~3_J
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"What we're doing on the system would
have been prohibitive or impossible by hand."

parcel mapping and timber information management systems.
One of the primary applications of· STRINGS at
FORESTRY
Sewall is for forestry. UsANALYSIS
ing the stereoplotter, a
base map showing planimetric detail is compiled; forest data delineated from aerial pho-

USES IN

tos (e.g., types of tree stands) is then superimposed on the base map. Attributes of
stands-such as the value of the stand reflected in the cords of wood it contains, the stand
number and type, zoning, soil and slope data,
etc.-are encoded. The CADD system can
then analyze the information and draw a map
showing any combination of file attributes
requested.

DATA PROCESSING

MARTIN MARIETTA
AEROSPACE

...............
DATA PROCESSING
OPPORTUNITIES

----.-.---.-.----~

Marlin Marietta Aerospace, NASA's prime Contractor for the
Space Shuttle External Tank has immediate openings for Data
Processing professionals. Because we actually manufacture the
external tank, you'll get to see the actual results of your efforls.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS
Immediate opportunities exist for· individuals experienced in:
-UNIVAC 1100
ASCII COBOL
DMS 1100
DDL, SDDL, DMU
DML, QLP
DPS 1100, TIP
D/B Editor
-APPLICATION EXPERIENCE
Shop floor control, Scheduling, ,Manufacturing, Inventory, Purchasing,
Configuration Management,
Quality, Engineering.
-DATA BASE OPENINGS
Analyst, Design, Administrators with above
hardware, software and applications
experience.

These opportunities exist at our Michoud Assembly Facility
located in suburban East New Orleans.
Qualified candidates interested in learning more about these
opportunities at Martin Marietta should forward resumes, including salary history to Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver
Glazier, DM-183, P.O. Box 29304, New Orleans, Louisiana
70189. We eire an equal opportunity employer, mil/h.
o

IWARTIN NlARIET'TA
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Earl Raymond, director of field surveys and photogrammetry at Sewall, says,
"What we're doing on the system would
have been prohibitive or impossible by hand;
for jnstance, we have not been able to afford
to do color maps since the mid-'50s. The
system's ability to replace reams of tabular
data with a color map to display the same
information graphically is invaluable, as is its
ability to reduce, enlarge, and change data."
6. Photogrammetry.
Photogrammetry -is-tliescienceofffiakirig-preCise ffiea=-~
surements by means of photographs. Output
primarily consists of maps for use by engineers, city planners, and government agencies for such applications as highway design,
tax mapping, and mining studies.
Southern Resource Mapping (SRM) is
a 25-person aerial mapping and survey firm
located in Ormond Beach, Fla. The company
uses two HASP systems (costing from $30,000
to $90,0(0) consisting of an HP 9825 desktop
cpu; a DataTech plotter; a HASP data controller for digitally encoding data from the X, Y,
and Z axes of the steroplotter; 'and a Tektronix 4006 crt edit workstation.
SRM uses the systems primarily for
cut-and-fill applications, generating cross
sections on the stereoplotter, putting together
design templates from the engineers, and
making hardcopy plots.
Mike Kitaif, a stereoplotter operator
and computer programmer with SRM, says,
"The system aids in allthree steps involved
in compiling a model: map sheet preparation-the computer grids the manuscript and
plots control points; orientation of photographs-the. operator enters coordinates and
elevations from the field and the computer
does a least square adjustment so that if there
is any inaccuracy the computer will allow for
it within certain tolerances and spread it
evenly between all the control points, thus
increasing the map's accuracy; and map compilation-by generating messages, annotation, dashed lines, and giving constant readouts of elevation data.
, 'Before we installed· the computer,
orientation of the stereo model had to be done
through a trial and error method; now, all
information is entered into the computer,
which creates a 3-D model and transfers this
to a 2-D map. The system has saved us 20%
to 30% over manual methods."
:§:

Eric Teicholz is president of Graphic
Systems, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., a
CAD/CAM consulting group, His book,
Low Cost CAD Systems for Design
and Drafting, was recently published
by McGraw-HilI.
Peggy Kilburn is president of the Program Advisory Board, a consulting
firm based in Newton, Mass.

BOW TO GET
SUPERCOMPUTER
PRICE/PERFORMANCE FROM
YOUR VAX, IBM, or UNIVAC
COMPUTER.
When large-scale scientific and
engineering problems overload
the capacity of your computer,
you may wish you could afford a
supercomputer.
Now, the FPS-164 Attached
Processor from Floating Point
Systems can extend the capability
of your VAX,TM IBM or Univac for
as little as $300,000, a fraction of
the cost of a supercomputer.

system for transferring files to the
attached processor and for
retrieving the results.
With its large memory, parallel
high-speed floating-point arithmetic units, and FORTRAN 77
Optimizing Compiler, the FPS-164
gives you the computing power
needed for solving large-scale
scientific and engineering
problems.

The Attached Processor
Concept

Ease of Programming

The FPS-164 attaches to VAX,TM
IBM and Univac systems, offloads
and processes computationallyintensive tasks, leaving the host
computer free for other work.

Ease of Use
With the Single Job Executive
(SJE) you run complete jobs on
the FPS-l64 Attached Processor as
easily as using your own familiar
computer. There's no need to
restructure your program. You
continue to use your existing

For software development,
Floating Point Systems offers
development tools for getting
maximum use from the FPS-164,
including the FORTRAN 77 Optimizing Compiler, and an Overlay
Linker. A comprehensive Math
Library with over 380 FORTRAN
callable subroutines is also
available.

Superior Reliability and
Worldwide Support
Floating Point Systems has
established an impressive record
for reliability of products and
customer support. Over 3,300
attached processors
have been

delivered and are being supported
throughout the world.
If you need the best priceperformance from a scientific
computer at a fraction of the price
of a supercomputer, call Floating
Point Systems, toll free at (800)
547-1445.
The world leader in array processors.
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(NY). OrlaOOo (FL). Palo Alto (CA). Philadelphia (PA).
Rockville \MD). SchaumbLrg (IL). Seattle (WA).
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Tokyo; NetherlaOOs. Gouda; West Germany. Hoor.

DISTRIBUTORS: Australia aOO New Zealand. Milsons Point.
N.S.W (Techway PTY.. LTD.); Austria. Vienna (Elektronische
Bauelemente UOO Geraete); Finland. Helslnkl (OY Emmett
AB); IOOia. Bombay (HiOOitron Computers Pvt. LTD.);
Israel. Tel Aviv (Eastronics. LTD.); Korea. Seoul (Korea
Computer Center. Inc.); Singapore (Scientek
Corporation); Southem Africa. Johannesburg (Anker Data
Systems); Sweden aOO Norway. Vaxholm (Tre Konsulter
AB); Taiwan aOO Hong Kong. Taipei (Scientek
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©Copyright Floating Point Systems. Inc. 1982
VAX'· is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment
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Organize Your Dp operation around a VAX
Computer and Direct 831 terminals and enjoy an
important benefit of a DEC-Direct union. More
Power. The kind that gets work done faster. .
To the 831's VT100-compatible features you
can add an optional integral modem to put the
POWer
of YOUr VAX in the hands of anYone
with
a telephone.
Or add PLOT 10 graphics and deliver
the big Picture when there's no time to
wade through Words.
But that's just for starters.
Hie 831's block mOde frees you
VAX from the chore of creating a
editing data. (fhat's Why many
inClUding DEC itself, view bloCk
as
an answer for overburden
CPUs.)

And if that's not enOugh, you can unite
host and personal proCeSSing by fieldupgrading the 831 to OUr Direct 1031, a selfContained terminalf personal computer. The
1031 makes the entire array of Gp1M-compatible software available to off-load Your
host, leaVing you more VAX proCeSsing
POWer for the jobs only a VAX can handle.
To further OUr cause, we're prepared
to stage a demonstration at Your place
of business. Contact Us at Direct, Inc.,
4201 Burton Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95054. Telephone 800-538-8404
(408-980-1414 in California). Direct
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For a couple of years now, American robot
manufacturers have appeared to be on the verge
of astounding growth. What's taking so long?

MIGHTY OAKS
TAKE TIME
by Leopold Froehlich
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In many ways, the company is emblematic of
an entire industry. Its offices are in the former
headquarters of Allenwood Steel .in Conshohocken, Pa., a chip shot away from the maroon-colored plate-rolling mills of Lukens
Steel. The Schuykill still flows out beyond
the mill, but ther~'s hardly any industrial use
for it anymore. The bustle and smoke of 30
years ago are mostly a memory. Now U.S.
Robots, Inc., a small, technology-intensive
company in a fledgling industry, conducts its
business where seemingly invincible steel executives once trod.
Robotics is an industry currently garnering a lot of attention from investors and
the press alike. The field has come to be
regarded as a sort of technological Lourdes, a
place to look for industrial and economic miracles. Stocks trade for 20 or 30 times earnings, and predictions can be as wide open as a
proverbial Montana sky. New companies
seem to enter the business almost weekly.
B utrobotics is also an industry poised
and trembling for a shakeout. For companies
like U.S. Robots, the problem is twofold: lots
of competition and a market that hasn't expanded as quickly as expected. According to
Laura Conigliaro, an analyst with PrudentialBache Securities, the industry had U. S. sales
of $180 million to $195 million in 1982. In a
good economy, she says, thetotal might have
been $270 million. Given the number of
plates on the table and the hunger of the competition-particularly the foreign competition-:-that's no banquet. Even with numerous
estimates of a $2 billion market by 1990, the
industry is currently threatened with overcapaci~y. Mergers or bankruptcies await more
than ~ few of the companies selling robots
today.
Yet U. S. Robots expresses no fear. It
intends to be solidly positioned in the industrial.robot (IR) market in the future. Of its 38
employees, 18 are engineers. Its major product, the Maker, is a small, flexible, five-axis
robot with applications in assembly and
lightweight (under five pounds) part manipulation. The company has placed 15 robots
since its inception in March 1981 and is soon
. JANUARY 1983 113

Given the number of plates on the table and
the hunger of the competition, the robotics business
is no banquet.
.
to undergo a second level of financing with
the Hillman Group.
Peter Chance, president of U.S. Robots, likes southeastern Pennsylvania and
feels his chances are good there. The company is planning to move to new headquarters
in nearby King Of Prussia soon. "What's
going on at MIT, Stanford, and Carnegie-Mellon," says Chance, "will assure us a position
___ jnrolJoti~~'~Meaningthat innovations from
university laboratofieswfil enable-the U .s~-tomaintain a technological preeminence.
Chance even professes not to be discouraged
by the big companies now threatening to
crowd small firms like his out of the business.
The big names started showing up in
earnest at Cobo Hall in' Detroit in March
1982, when General Electric, IBM, Bendix,
Westinghouse, and United Technologies
showed their wares. The Robotics VI Conference and Exposition became so crowded that
city fire marshals were forced to halt entrance
to the hall.
Only a handful of U.S. robot manufacturers, with U.S. Robots and market leaders Unimation (at 34% of 1982 U.S. market
share) and Cincinnati Milacron (at 16%)
among them, are set with a product they've
designed and built themselves. Other companies use licensing or cross-licensing as a way
of catching U.S. and foreign competition.

Numbers like these tend to inspire tending to improve its vertical integration by
economic nationalism, and some roboticists building more of its own components. It
are downright sore at U.S. companies for plans to use robots to build other robots-its
seeking technology aQroad when they could Apprentice welding robots currently produce
meet their needs in this country. One such only robot bases-which should make the
critic is Stanley Polcyn, president of the Ro- salesman's pitch a little more convincing.
bot Institute of America (RIA), a trade associIn early December, as this article
ation. It is his duty there to further the devel- went to press, there was news of a dramatic
opment of robotics in the U.S. He is also vice change in Unimatiori's fortunes. Westingpresident at Unimation, where it is his job to house announced it had agreed to acquire Un-make-robots. -'-~----~~-~~-----imationfromCondec-and'other stockholders~It is probably understandable that Un- for ·$107 million, and intended to merge the
imation's competitors are loathe to purc~ase firm with its other robotics operations. The
technology from the top IR company. Why acquisition, which combines the number one
help the leader? But why team up with for- IR maker with one of the U.S.' s biggest coreign companies, many of which enjoy gov- porations, is the latest and largest instance of
ernment subsidies, and make the competition a giant firm moving into a market pioneered
that much tougher for U.S. firms? Polcyn by smaller ones.
wonders. "There's nothing archaic about naOne man who will have to give some
tionalism, " he says, noting that other na- thought to this development is Michael Rations, particularly Japan, are adept at practic- deke, manager of Cincinnati Milarcron's IR
ingit. "I've believed in the free enterprise division. Milacron's industrial robot operasystem for years. But it's not a fair fight to- tion, begun i'n 1977, is located in Lebanon,
day.'"
Ohio, an old town northeast of Cincinnati.
Some have scoffed at Polcyn's la- Even though robotics probably only accounts
mentation as sour grapes. As the prize sub- for some 10% of Milacron's $934 million
sidiary of perpetually beleaguered Con dec ,
1981 sales, Radeke is confident that IRS will
Unimation has had its share of problems.
someday approach the earnings now generatFortune magazine ran an article critical of ed by its machine tool division. Founded by
chief executive Joseph Engelberger's man- Frederick Geier to make taps and screws as
agerial abilities. A reputation for trouble:- the Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. in 1884,
some, bug-ridden product doggedly persists.
Milacron is still closely held by the Geier
IBM signed agreements OfUnimation's fiscal 1981 sales, 57% were family. This allows the company to take a
USE OF
with Sankyo Seiki for the to the au~omakers, a precarious customer long-term view of its market. Its robotics R&D
FOREIGN
selective compliant arm base.' The firm budgeted only $4.5 million budget for 1982 was around $30 million, its
LICENSES
for
robotic
assembly for R&D iri 1982, and in the first half of fiscal capital spending another $50 million. The
(SCARA) for its 7535 series manufacturing 1982 its earnings were only about $700,000.
firm last year opened a $9 million plant in
system. GE, which is aiming for 20% of the
But there's still plenty Of activity at Greenwood, S.C., for the manufacture ofroU.S. market by 1986, has hooked up with Unimation's manufacturing shops in hilly . bots. Its in-house development of electrical
Volkswagen, DEA of Italy, and Hitachi for its Danbury, Conri. With facilities already total- components and software is legendary. The
own line of robots. Westinghouse licensed· ing ~30,OOO square feet, the firm plans to firm has introduced a small parts-assembly
robot, the T3-726, for handling of payloads
with Olivetti, Komatsu, and Mitsubishi; open a new plant in nearby Waterbury soon.
United Technologies shook hands with Kuka The' company claims to have installed some up to 14 pounds. Even so, all is not perfect
and Nimak Maschinen Automation. GM, 5,000 robots since 1961, its first year in busi- for Milacron. Economic conditions have
which claims there won't be sufficient U. S. ness. Its PUMA, developed with GM,' is the caused the company to layoff 1,000 of its
capacity to meet its potential needs (14,000 industry's standard assembly robot. The firm 8;000-member southwestern Ohio work
IRS) by 1990, has joined with Fujitsu Fariuc to employs 800 and claims revenues of $72 mil- force.
One reason Radeke feels his firm is
manufacture robots. Bendix, which George lion for fiscal 1982. Its high-level robot proPowch, general manager of Bendix's robo- gramming language, VAL, is perhaps second well positioned in an increasingly internatics division, says is without "nationalistic in quality only to IBM'S AML. A new PUMA, tional marketplace is Milacron' s recent
bias," had negotiated with Fanuc beforeGM, Series 760, featuring a 49-inch reach and a agreement with Dainichi Kiko for the joint
but didn't find anything suitable. BendiX re- 22-pourid payload capacity, .has recently manufacture of robots. Dainichi will supply
cently. announced an agreement with been introduced. Univision, its $35,000 vi- the mechanical components, Milacron the
Yaskawa Electric Manufacturing to distrib- sion system developed with Machine Intelli- software and electrical controls.
ute three of the latter's robot systems.
gence Corp., has potential applications in
Milacron, Unimation, and U.S. RoThe Japanese, as readers of Time automatic arc welding and inspection.
bots are three firms figuring to' ride out any
magazine know, have passionately embraced
rough phases in the IR market growth. Their
. Chrysler e~pects to have greatest immediate challenge is likely to
robotics and now pose the greatest Challenge ROBOTS
987 programmable robots come from abroad. The U. S. currently enjoys
in an industry that had its origins in the U.S.
BUILDING
operating in its stamping, a substantial lead over the Japanese in the
during the early 1960s. They lead the world
assembly, and diversified development of software and controls, but it
in IR application with 14,000 units, compared ROBOTS '
with 4,000 in the U.S. Japanshould begin operations plants by 1988. It lias b~guri by is not an insurmountable one.
.
exporting some 17% ofits total IR O!ltput by ordering Unimation's first two-arm robot,
"The level, of software that currently
1985, and some analysts predict that Japan which has a back-io-back arm configuration exists," says James Albus of the National
will have 45% of 'the U.S. market by then. for·faster production. And Unimation is in- Bureau of Standards, "except in the laborato114 DATAMATION
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The U.S. enjoys a substantial softw~re lead over the
Japanese, .but not an ins~rmountable one.

ry, is quite primitive. If the Japanese mounted a serious effort to improve software, we'd
be in trouble. "Nor can German, French, or
Scandinavian efforts be ignored. Even the
U.S.S.R. has begun to make some noise in
the field. How the U .S. will fare in this world
market is unknowable, but it is worth some
contemplation.

achieved without the cost of retooling, and claimed, are automated at Mt. Fuji. But the
the capital expenditure of the robot would not Fanuc effort is still incomplete, and in many
be limited to one task. James Albus predicts, ways is more a publicity gesture than an actuhowever, that robots won't have a "signifi- al manufacturing concern. One American encant impact on mechanical assembly" until gineer reports that 'there'S nothing at Mt. Fuji
1990.
that could not be accomplished in the States,
As things stand now, that's probably given the money: "The New York Times
good for the Japanese and bad for the U.S. makes it sound like the thing's running full
Peter Chance of U.S: Robots puts it this way: bore. There are still machines in crates. It's
In 1970 there were some "The U.S. is better at the technology, but the an experimental venture, not a fait accom---LIMITED-wild predictions-about--iR -- iapanese-may-haveaoeHerundeiSf:inairigof ·--pli. "Tlietechnology for such complexoper.:-'
GROWTH
use in the U.S. in 1980. the manufacturing process." Albert Sciaky ations does exist, and has been demonstrated
RATE
Devotees offhandedly an- of lIT Research Institute concurs: "We have in the lab, but bringing it to the shop floor is a
ilounced the likelihood of35% compound an- more cleve~ gadgets-smarter robots, more different matter.
nualgrowth rates.' Why hasn't that hap- powerful computers-but we haven't taken
If U.S. engineers grow testy at intipened? There are various reasons, but one all these things and put them in a system."
mations of Japanese success, they still often
interesting explanation comes from Kenneth
The Japanese are good at using sim- pursue problems that might be avoided. altoSusnjara of the Thermwood Corp., an Indi- pIe, fast, and cheap devices. They can inte- gether. The bin-picking problem, a holy grail
ana-based robotics firm. During the 19705, grate manipulators and variable or fixed se- for manyroboticists, is a good example. Binhe argues, labor was still relatively plentiful quence robots, for example, with belt con- picking is the as-yet-unattained ability (dein the U.S~ and it was substituted f9r the veyors and' other peripheral equipment to spite promising work at the University of
capital expenditure of robots. Labor-short Ja- achieve the same result an intelligent, adap- Rhode Island) ofa robot to remove unordered
pan chose to take the salty capital plunge. tive control robotinight in the U.S. Many of parts from a bin. In order for a robot to pick
Hence Japan's lead in applications, and these simple deviCes are not reprogramma- parts from that bin, it must have vision sense,
hence the delay in fulfilling those sanguine ble, which means that by RIA standards maybe an orientation model, perhaps tactile
predictions.
they're not robots. The Japanese don't seem sense, or a peripheral device to reorient parts
Worldwide, robots are now seriously to care.
.
for the IR. 'But, as Joseph Engelberger has
The Japanese are not infallible, of pointed out, -there isn't any need to worry
applied in spot welding, spray painting, press
feeding, material handling, and, to a lesser course, nor have they ignored the high end of about bin-picking at all when such parts are
extent, die casting and investment forging. robotic technology. Fujitsu Fanuc's $38 mil- initially oriented as they come out of the
But batch (low volume) parts assembly, lion Mt. Fuji plant for IR manufacture is per- stamp press. Why contribute to entropy by
which was to announce the millenium, has haps the most conspicuous example of the tossing fixtured parts into a bin? Why bother
yet to pan out. Unlike hard, dedicated autQ- unmanned factory. There are two human with bewilderingly comple?C solution to a
mation, IRS would supply a soft automation workers on the night shift; much of the rest of problem that could be easily avoided?
that could be readily reprogrammed for batch the work is done by robots, machine cells,
assembly. Obviously, this would be a big and an automated storage/retrieval system. THE
But the search for the inteladvantage: economy of scale could be About 90% of all 'mechanical processes, it is SEARCH
ligent robot continues in
laboratories, with complex
CONTINUES systems studies' receiving
about the same money as studies of applications. The primitive nature of the results has
discouraged some observers. A prominent'researcher in touch sensing, Leon Harmon,
professor of biomedical engineering at Case
Western University, tries to put the efforts
into perspective: "It's not necessarily. a vain
hope to pursue intelligent robots, but it is a
very difficult task. It'sa long-range problem.
Ultimately, one would like to have automata
completely autonomous. That deserves to be
worked on."
It has been predicted that by 1990
parts will be designed for IR assembly. Part
shapes will be simplified via group technology, and the design graphics database will
describe the shape of parts to be made and the
configuration of assemblies to be constructed; If all this comes to pass, the intelligent
robot might not'be necessary at all.
There reinain, however, a few other
matters that will have to be cleared up before
robotics can become a practical and flexible
science. Some will be corrected soon, others
"I'm not interested in another one of your pie-in-:the-sky schemes!"
may be at least a decade off.
C DATAMATION
Abig, immediate problem with IRS is
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"If only we could build a robot as strong or as
fast as an ant."

the po.o.r accuracy o.f end effecto.rs, o.r The auto.mo.tive industry has stressed the o.f the Japanese. While the Air Fo.rce has ear"hands." Mo.st robo.ts have excelh~nt repeat- need fo.r a mo.nito.ring process to' allo.w fo.r marked $250 millio.n o.ver a six-year perio.d
ability accuracy, but accuracy o.f abso.lute po.- dynamic mo.dificatio.n. This wo.uld permit IRS fo.r its fabled facto.ry o.f the future, and the
sitio.ning is still a problem. When a robo.t to' be programmed o.ff-line and then adjusted Natio.nal Science Fo.undatio.n, NASA, and NBS
hand is directed to' mo.ve to' po.int A, the re- witho.ut serio.us interruptio.n in manufacturing have been helpful, there really hasn't been
much else. "Legislato.rs just do.n't feel co.msuIting po.sitio.n may be as far as half an inch o.utput.
o.ff. Obvio.usly, this makes programming diffo.rtable dealing with matters o.f techno.lo.gy,"
ficult. Better electrical mo.tors, such as the NEED FOR
At a meeting at the Na- says Stan Po.lcyn. "There's been a real lack
brushless DC, sho.uld improve accuracy.
INTERFACE tio.nal Bureau o.f Stan- o.f co.ncern o.n their part." Altho.ugh it's gen-'''''' ___ Dynamic" perfo.rmance _musLalso. _be__ STANDARDS ___ daI'ds in Sepjember, ~o.~o.=-" ~raJly_ag~~d.,,~h<lt<ln_~Ill~~aI1_~ITI wo.~!d__
improved. Ro.bo.ts have to' beco.me faster,
ticists agreed there was a probably tum mto. a ball-o.ut agency, Po.lcyn
stronger, and mo.re dextero.us. Strength-to.- "lo.ng o.verdue" need fo.r a wrist-gripper in- and many o.f his co.lleagues feel that a natio.nweight ratio.s are no.w very po.o.r: few robo.ts terface standard. Interfaces that permit ro- al directive and perhaps so.me additio.nal hard
can lift o.ne tenth their o.wn weight. Mo.st bo.ts, machine to.o.Js, senso.rs, and co.ntro.l enco.uragement are in o.rder from the federal
co.mplex o.peratio.ns are hindered by slo.w cy- to.o.ls to' be integrated will also. be necessary, go.vernment.
cle times. Lighter arms and better end effec- but no.t fo.r a while. "There is no. real
to.rs are needed. "If o.nly," says James Al- need," say Bradfo.rd Smith o.f the NBS, "to. GROWING
Perhaps the mo.st enco.urbus, "we co.uld build a robot as strong o.r as standardize any o.ff-line programming lanaging trend fo.r the U.S.
STUDENT
manufacturers is the growguage. " Better interfaces between the ro.bo.t
fast as an ant."
'ing number o.f students
But wo.rk is being done: Takeo. Kan- and its environment wo.uld help, as wo.uld INTEREST
ade and Haruhiko. Asada have made the Car- an interface between general purpo.se so.ft- taking an interest in ro.bo.tics. There is a sho.rtnegie-Mello.n Direct Drive Arm, which 'has ware and special purpo.se robo.t's. But these age o.f robo.ticists to.day, but indicatio.ns are
no. gears, hence no. frictio.n. With this arm, are still distant co.ncerns.
that this is changing. Mechanical, electro.nic,
Finally, a great deal o.f wo.rk remains and industrial engineering departments are
co.mpliance is a direct functio.n o.f the feedback gain, allo.wing fo.r better co.ntrol and to. be do.ne in manufacturing planning, which no.ticing increased enro.llments. "Manufacaccuracy. When arms are made o.f co.mpo.site is still in its chrysalid fo.rm. The entire manu- turing previo.usly had been a seco.nd-class dematerials, speed sho.uld improve.
facturing pro.cess must beco.me better ratio.na- partment," says lIT'S Albert Sciaky, "but
One area "where robo.tic "intelli- lized befo.re ro.bo.tics and o.ther so.phisticated no.w it's gaining pro.minence and co.rpo.rate
gence" is impo.rtant is in visio.n, the ignis to.o.ls can realize their po.tential. '
reco.gnitio.n. "
Industry and academe have frequentU.S. management and go.vernment
fatuus o.f many robo.ticists. Visio.n has been
heralded as the missing link to. establishing have bo.th been exco.riated by so.me robo.ti- ly jo.ined fo.r purpo.ses o.f research and educaassembly robo.ts. With a fast, cheap vision cists fo.r their attitudes to.ward robo.ts. Strict tio.n, but robo.tics has been a particularly
system that can pro.cess vast amo.unts o.f data, quantizatio.n o.f risks and benefits and an in- fruitful field fo.r coo.peratio.n. Cincinnati Mithe robo.tics industry wo.uld presumably take sistence upo.nsho.rt-term return o.n invest- lacron has do.nated numerous TR3s to. Ohio.
o.ff like a do.g after a rabbit. Everyo.ne seems ment are cited as examples o.f American man- State, Purdue, Geo.rgia Tech, and o.thers. IBM
to. be waiting fo.r such a system, and it may agement's myo.pia. Japanese firms are better has granted $40 millio.n fo.r CAD/CAM research
well arrive by the end o.f the decade. But the able to. justify Co.st fo.r IR installatio.ns and can at 20 scho.o.ls. Ro.bo.tics is taught no.t o.nly at
MIT, Stanfo.rd, and Carnegie-Mello.n, but also.
academics who. have designed current vision affo.rd to. take a lo.nger-term view.
The U.S. go.vernment has no.t been at Purdue and Maco.mb Co.unty Co.mmunity
systems and who. speak o.f connectivity analysis o.r eo.ntrasting backgrounds frequently to.o. keen o.n helping robo.tics. In a staff study Co.llege in Warren, Mich. Professo.r James
aren't familiar with facto.ries. Fixturing of prepared for the Co.ngressio.nal Subco.mmit- Lawlo.r o.f the Stevens Institute o.f Techno.lparts is cheaper; better o.rientatio.n or precise tee o.n Mo.netary and Fiscal Po.licy, "go.vern- o.gy in Ho.bo.ken, N.J., (where F.W. Taylo.r
lo.cating o.f parts might so.lve the problem. ment bribes" fo.r the enhancement o.f robo.tics to.o.k his mechanical engineering degree in
To.uch sensing provides an optio.n, but a high- are no.t reco.mmended: "It wo.uld probably be 1883) sees a burgeo.ning interest in robo.tics
reso.lutio.n, fast, and durable tactile system is undesirable to. further robo.tic develo.pment amo.ng his students. And the University o.f
still wanted. Eddy-current techno.lo.gy (which by artificial go.vernment stimuli, such as spe- Rho.de Island in Kingsto.n received a
$700,000 grant from the NSF to. establish its
senses a seam width by disruptio.ns in the cial subsidies fo.r robo.tic use."
magnetic field) o.r ultraso.nic systems can be
Special subsidies are the thing in Ja- University-Industry Co.o.perative Center fo.r
used in place o.f visio.n in many ro.utines. pan, o.f co.urse. Where they have the well- Ro.bo.tics this spring. There are no.w 35 stu, Thus, ro.bo.tics need no.t be put o.n ho.ld until kno.wn MITI, the U.S. has, perhaps, the De- dents in the pro.gram.
So. while there's still a lo.t o.f work to.
the practical visio.n system is brought to. mar- partment o.fCo.mmerce. Where Japan o.ffers a
ket. Better senso.rs are needed. But wo.rk can 112.5% 'three-year depreciatio.n o.f robotic be do.ne in robo.tics, as well as a few battles to.
be acco.mplished with existing alternative equipment, breaks o.n expo.rt royalties and be fo.ught, peo.ple who. can meet the chalmetho.ds.
emplo.yee benefits, the U.S. has the Eco.no.mlenges will at least be in adequate supply.
Off-line programming, the task o.f . ic Reco.very Tax Act o.f 1981. The Japanese That's abo.ut the mo.st o.ne can ask o.f ,. an
industry still in its infancy," as Milacron's
programming an IR via remo.tely generated go.vernment spends abo.ut $35 millio.n per anpo.int co.o.rdinate data, co.uld really help small num to. suppo.rt ro.bo.tics; the U. S:, so.me $18
Michael Radeke describes it. After all, robo.ts
batch manufacturing because o.f its speed and millio.n. Little has been do.ne in the U.S. to. still represent less than 2% o.f machine too.l
ability to. reprogram vario.us robo.ts with ease. ease the mo.vement o.f capital and assist in
sales in this co.untry. That's a business co.mCurrent effo.rts are still so.mewhat rudimen- retraining labo.r. The U.S. can't match the parable in size to. the archery equipment in~
tary, but o.ff-line programming should be- Japan Ro.bo.t Leasing Co.. (JAROL), which aids
dustry, but with a bit mo.re po.tential.
co.me increasingly impo.rtant in the future.
in capital advancement. Altho.ugh the DeLeopold Froehlich, a New York-based
A system fo.r the parallel pro.cessing partment o.f Defense reco.gnizes that the U. S.
o.f input data is ano.ther area that needs wo.rk. is falling behind in robo.tics, it do.es no.t like freelance writer, is DATAMATION'S
robotics adviser.
The processing o.f data must beco.me faster. the, to.p-do.wn, centrally regulated appro.ach
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") don't think any other computer could have grown
with usthe·wayour.Datapointhas."
-Riley Jackson
V.P.• Infonnation Systems
First Interstate Bank of
Washington. Seattle

FirstInterstate Bank's
computer was the right
size when they bought
it, and stayed Jhe right
size as the company's
data processing needs
grew. They bought
Datapoint's .expandable computer system, the·· ARC ™
local network. .:
.
TheARCis expandable in a way no
other computer is. You .canactuaUy
increase its .computing. power. ... So,
when·· First .Interstate wanted .their
computer to do more work for more
people, . tl1ey just plugged in more
Datapoint® processors, storage disks;
terminals,and printers .. The .ARC
wasn't slowed by the· added work
because they. were adding computing
power with each expansion~

gerone;andbecatlsetheARC·system
is expandable,. you can keep all your
people on one system. You're never
forced· to keep duplicate files in several computers.

The most widely used local network
Datapoint. pioneered the concept·. of
local. networks when .the ARC was
introduced more than five years ago.
Now there are more than4,000ARC
systems.inuse, .. far . more than· any
cOlnpetitive system, and .an experi;.
enced·· service. organization supports
them worldwide.
Datapoint computers, including the
ARC,willwork with Datapoint word
processing, •electronic· message, and
telephone systems. You can assemble
a .single, comp~ehensive information
system and that system will be expandable, too.

. For more about Datapoint, call
(800).531-5639. In Texas, call (800)
292-5099: Telex 767300 . in the· U.S.;
06986622 in Canada; or 923494. in
Europe (UK).
Or write Datapoirit Corporation,
.• Marketing Communications T41DM,
9725· Datapoinf Drive, Scm· Antonio,
Texas 78284.

THE ONLY LITTLE
32·BIT COMPUTER
EVEN-WORTH
.DISCUSSING.
The problem with most low end
32-bit computers is that their usefulness
is right down there "with their price.
So we've come out with a low end
32-bit computer that has up to twice the
performance and twice the memory of
comparable machines.
Which means it can actually do
the kinds of things you want a 32-bit
computer to do.

THE ECLIPSE MV/4000™
COMPUTER

I/O bandwidth of 5 megabytes per second.
And to make that performanc~ easy
to perform with, the ECLIPSE MV/4000
has virtual addressability, 16 KB of user
microcode space, nine I/O slots, and a
rack-mountable OEM chassis version. As
well as the ability to handle up to 8MB of
memory, 4.7 Gigabytes of on-line storage
and 64 terminals. All of which you don't
usually find on a low end 32-bit computer.

THE SOFTWARE YOU NEED.

Unlike most low end 32-bit comThe ECLIPSE MV/4000 has
puters, the ECLIPSE MV/4000 gives
600K-Whetstone compute power. And an" you a choice of compatible operating sys-

terns: AOS/VS (our interactive advanced
. Should you find yourself staying
operating system with virtual storage). Or with the ECLIPSE MV/4000 system,
AOS/RT 32 (our lean, deter- . - - - - - - - - - . you'll find it stays with you.
600K-Whetstone
""
ministic, real-time operating
8MB Maximum memory
""
Partly because of our world5MB/sec 1/0
""
wide network of field service
system). Plus a wide variety of
industry and international stand-· Virtual addressability
""
engineers. And partly beard communication protocols.
Real-time operating system ""
cause of some inherently
As well as our ~
'V.ODIACTM
S4'to7rGagiegabytes of On-Line ""
re1lahIe d eslgn conSl°deratIons.
Multiple 1/0 slots
""
Like extensive self diagnostics
: network management system,
SNA, CEOTM (office autoUser microcode space
""
on power up. The simple, two
Low Price
""
mation) and data base man.board implementation. And
agement software. And an array of com - . the 55°C burn-in test it goes through. In
mercial and technical languages, productfact, we're offering an uptime guarantee
ivity tools, and third party software
of 96 to 99%. And a remote diagnostic
program.
packages.
The way we see it, making a little
THE COMPATIBILITY
32-bit computer is no excuse for making
YOU EXPECT.
any less of a computer.
Should you one day need even more
Want to discuss the only little 32-bit
of a computer, you can take all your code
computer worth discussing? Call your
(and all your peripherals) onto the bigger
local Data General office. Or write us
members of the ECLIPSE family.
Because the ECLIPSE MV/4000 is fully ISO, e228, 4400 Computer Drive,
Westboro, MA 01580.
compatible with the entire Data General
ECLIPSE MV product line.
I
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Japan may be exporting about $2.5 billion worth
of dp equipment by 1986.

tal production, which will then be worth emerging tough environment of super effi- based terminals, and medium-speed copiers/
about $12 billion on an if-sold basis.
cient mass production and streamlined distri- duplicators.
Ominously, there is evidence that the
A number of U.S. and European in- bution is shrinking rapidly.
formation processing companies may get hurt
Japanese, with their usual care and diligence,
unless they form alliances with the Japanese. BUNCHING
The BUNCH companies- are preparing to encroach upon some still relWhile some firms are likely to link up with WITH THE
Burroughs, Univac, NCR, atively untouched overseas submarkets: inJapan, others will go it alone. Leading hard- JAPANESE
Control Data, and Hon- telligent reprogrammable and adaptive (selfeywell Information Sys- learning) robots, personal computers (using
ware producers such as IBM, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and Wang Laborato- terns-may want to align themselves with the second-sourced U.S.-developed 16-bit and
ries, for example, can undoubtedly cope sat- Japanese, taking advantage of a natural divi- 32-bit microprocessors), disk drives, super- -- -lsfuctoiifY-.- -------- ------- ------ -------sioii-of -laoor.- Uiideriucna-setup;-the- U: S.-- -computers (verf large:'-scale,scieritific-num-':-'
In the case of Japan, the past is merely companies could concentrate on worldwide ber crunchers), all kinds of office automation
a prolog. Later in this decade ,the fully inte- distribution, while their Japanese partners gear (word processing equipment, intelligent
grated Japanese computer/telecommunica- manufactured on the basis of their stipulated copiers, laser printers, and graphics devices),
tions companies, along with several of their design specifications.
and voice recognition units. Unless stopped
specialty houses (Sharp, SORD, Casio, etc.),
Of course, there is always room for by superior V.S. products that can be manuplan to become systems vendors. To reach well-managed, innovative, and entrepreneur- factured in volume at very attractive costs or
this goal, they must first solve their present ially run niche tlrms. Today's Tandem and delayed by unforeseeable design problems,
software development problems-problems . Cullinane and tomorrow's Apple are in this the Japanese are likely to become forceful
that probably will be resolved in the next five category. Such dream companies exist on competitors in these areas within three years.
Besides asserting themselves in comto seven years. Once this software gap is both sides of the Pacific. The U .S. , however,
closed, the Japanese can compete in the over- remains a more hospitable environment for puter hardware, the Japanese computer venseas systems arena through direct end-user startups and venture capital.
- dors are also making substantial strides in
marketing deals or ties with Stateside or EuJapan's international trading prac- mastering a few important application sysropean partners.
tices, which include such allegedly aggres- terns, such as flexible manufacturing systems
Thus, the Japanese may increase their live export marketing tactics as predatory (FMS) , computer integrated manufacturing
currently scant market share in the systems pricing as well as import restrictions in the (CIM), computer aided design and computer
business (which includes software packages form of selective quotas and relatively high aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM), computer
developed locally or copied from the West) to tariffs, have created friction and encouraged generated graphics, and electronic banking.
about 6% as early as 1987. That is when the latent protectionist sentiments in the U.S. and
According to Morgan Stanley estireal battle will be joined, because as soon as Western Europe. This article's assessment of mates, computer production by vendors operthe Japanese can compete effectively in pro- the Japanese computer industry's potential ating in Japan (including foreign companies)
gramming, worldwide software prices will for threatening America's current dominance will achieve an average growth of approxibegin to drop.
ofthe worldwide dp market does not take into mately 18% a year on an if-sold value basis.
Fueling this trend will be software consideration the fallout from economic war- Exports of computers and related equipm~nt,
portability-a concept that will have taken fare, should the U.S. and Western Europe, however, are likely to grow faster than that,
firm hold by the end of the '80s. As a result, frustrated by Japan's export-import policies, possibly 30% a year on average over the next software may acquire quasi-commodity pric- decide to adopt stringent protectionist mea- five years. Key reasons for this rapid export
ing characteristics not unlike those oftoday's sures of their own.
expansion are:
Partly to forestall such moves, some • High (30% a year or better) projected
hardware. This has important implications,
since the American computer manufacturers of Japan's high-technology firms are current- growth in the market for small business syscurrently derive their highest revenue growth ly shifting some of their manufacturing oper- terns, personal computers, and intelligent terand increasing profits from the sale of soft- ations to the U.S. and Western Europe. In minals
ware. By 1990, the Japanese are likely to cut any case, the dp industry is becoming inter- • Brisk increases in demand for telecominto these sales, causing the U.S. computer nationalized at such a rapid pace, thanks to munications products such as PABXS and othindustry's revenue growth rate, currently set the increasing number of Japanese partner- er digital switches
at 15% to 20% per year, to slow. Honing ships in America and Europe, that any sig- • Growing worldwide acceptance of Japasoftware skills (including finding a way'to nificant legislated partitioning would do nese products (including large-scale, often
overcome the programming productivity bot- much harm and little good. In other words, IBM-compatible mainframes and associated
tleneck), however, will not be easy for the the economic principle of comparative ad- peripherals)
Japanese, who have a tough time with the vantage is working and, except under condiIf the Japanese computer manufacturconceptual nature of software development tions of military hostilities, cannot be denied ers can sustain these growth rates, they will
and the English prerequisite of standard pro- in the industrialized world as we know it.
be exporting as much as 20% or about $2.5
gramming languages such as COBOL, FORJapan will become an increasingly billion worth of their annual production of
TRAN, PLll, and BASIC.
important factor in the worldwide dp arena. computers and related equipment by 1986.
In -the meantime, Japanese vendors In several product areas, such as convenience According to informed estimates, the 1986
will continue to capitalize on their superior copiers, facsimile machines, and handheld value of worldwide computer shipments by
know-how in factory automation (including computers, the Japanese already dominate V.S. manufacturers will exceed $60 billion.
the use of intelligent robots in flexible manu- the market. This is also true of semiconductor Therefore, by 1986 the Japanese would have
facturing systems). Thus, their competitive devices such as 16K RAMS, 64K RAMS, and only a 5% share in the North and South
edge on the hardware side will sharpen. As a certain ROM parts. In addition, the Japanese American and European markets, compared
result, the second-tier companies on both are beginning to take a significant share in with a 55% stake in their home market.
Of course, there are those who argue
sides of the Pacific will be under the gun, such important, high-volume, and price-senwhile the third-tier firms may end up going to sitive sub markets as matrix printers, PABXS, that these assumptions regarding production
the wall. Clearly, the margin for error in the IBM plug-compatible central processors, crt- and exports, which are derived from esti124 DATAMATION
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. 9600 bps, from $2650
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, The new Codex LSI ~~E" Series modems
start atju~t $2650. And they're available for immediate delivery, backed by a full one year warranty.
Only Codex offers a family of three economy 9600 bps modems. And only Codex offers the
choice of muxe~ and unmuxed versions. The LSI
E9600, E9604 and the E96/V.29 all use state-ofthe:-art LSI techn~logy and are built to the same
exacting standards as our now-famous LSI modem
line. This ensures the same unparalleled performance and reHability people expect from Codex.
As a standard fea~re, the LSI E9604 and
the LSI E961Y.29 h~ve !ntegral four-channel buf-

fered multiplexers that allow several terminals to
share a single voice-grade line, saving you further
money on line costs. Also standard is full CCITT
V.54 capability for complete loc~l and remote
testing. Plus~ the LSI E96/Y.29 meet~ strict
international requirements for communicC:ltion.
.The Codex LSI ~~E" Series. Starting at
$2650, Codex makes first class travel a very affordable experience.
For any data communications problem, turn
to Codex. The complete networking company. For
more information,call 1-800-821-7700 ext. 897~

codex
®

..

.

.

MOTOROLA INC.
Information Systems Groc.p
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Codex Corporation, 20 Cabot Blvd., Mansfield, MA 02048/TeI: (617) 364-2000/Telex 92-2443/Codex Intelligent Systems Operation, Tempe, AZ Tel: (602) 994-6580/Codex Europe SA., Brussels, Belgium
Tel: (02) 762.23.51/Codex (U.K.) Ltd., Croydon, England Tel: 01-680-8507/Codex Deutschland, Darmstadt-Griesheim, W. Germany Tel: (6155)-3055/Codex Far East, Tokyo, Japan Tel: (03) 355-0432/ESE Ltd.,
.
-.
Toronto, Canada Tel: (416) 749-2271/0ffices and distributors in major cities throughout the wor.ld. Member ofIDCMA.

Being profit oriented,the Japanese know they
must close the software gap_

mates supplied by the Ministry of Interna- the currently marketed product or a new of- IBM software compatibility-a task that is
tional Trade and Industry (MITI), are too con- fering that replaces it, thereby nullifying getting tougher all the time.
servative and that, in fact, the Japanese's much of the effort.
Of course, in Japan itself these two
goals are more aggressive. This is possible, if
This pressure was dramatized recent- vendors, along with NEC, should hold' on to
not likely~ but in any case it's doubtful that ly when certain employees of Hitachi and their hefty market shares (Fujitsu 20%, Hitathe Japanese can take more than a 5% market Mitsubishi were charged by the U.S. Depart- chi 15%, and NEC 14%) by virtue of the imshare (as defined here) by 1986. By the end of ment of JustiCe with engaging in a conspiracy plicit local buying preference in the important
this decade the Japanese may attain roughly a to steal IBM'S computer designs and techno 1- government and quasi-public sectors. Also,
15% market share, if all goes well-if, for ogy, particularly those relating to the M3081 in the home market, Fujitsu's and Hitachi's
__ e~~mple, the Japanese can maintaincompati- large-scale computer and M3380 high-per- commitment to ,maintaining compatibility
- biliiY wItii~IBM' -exten(jed-archltecture~ '~~--~-fomiance--disk stibsystem~-If thi'pliig-.:-coin::---with IBM! sHSeries~-aIDeifwitliaone= tiftwO:--'
patible manufacturers can obtain design doc- year lag, is quite acceptable. In any case,
The Japanese still are well uments prior to or concurrent with IBM'S first Fujitsu offers its own OSIVF4 operating sysTHE TOTAL
behind the U.S. computer customer shipments of a·new product, their tern. At the application interface, this system
SYSTEM
industry in offering com- ability to respond in the marketplace on a is compatible with IBM's de facto 24-bit stanSOLUTIONS petitive total system solu- timely basis is much enhanced.
dard that, practically speaking, will be the
, What happened in the case of Hitachi prevailing computer architecture for several,
tions to meet North American and European
customer needs. Fujitsu and Hitachi are pur- and Mitsubishi may indicate just how suc- more years. While OSIVF4 is well accepted in
suing an IBM software-compatible strategy; cessful IBM has been in making itself a mov- Japan, Fujitsu has been unable to market this
the firm's overseas marketing is being han- ing target and how difficult it may become for operating system overseas.
Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, and Mitsubishi
dled by U.S. or European firms under vary- the plug-compatible manufacturers to maining contractual provisions. In the States TRW tain true compatibility. 'Sooner or later the under their own logos will not be big factors
has linked up with Fujitsu, which owns sig- managements at some of these companies in the international market for broad-based
nificant equity in Amdahl, while National will have to ask themselves if it is indeed integrated systems for virtually the rest of the
'80s. In other words, IBM, Digital EquipAdvanced Systems (NAS) markets Hitachi really worth it.
systems, and Univac recently entered into an
Nippon Electric (NEC) , on the other ment, Hewlett-Packard, and Wang Labs, t~e
agreement with Mitsubishi. In Europe, Hita- hand, is trying to go the independent or non- leading broad-based U.S. vendors, have little
chi markets through NAS and Olivetti, while IBM-compatible route. To this end, the com- to worry about, provided they do not let their
Fujitsu uses ICL and Siemens. These arrange- pany is establishing-its own overseas market- guard down-something thp.y are not likely
ments have had limited success-the most ing capabilities, a costly and time-consuming to do. Over the next several years and esperewarding one being Fujitsu's oem relation- chore. NEC may eventually join forces with cially later in the decade, however, the Japaship with Amdahl.
one of the U. S. or European mainframe ven- nese computer industry is likely to hurt the
Astute industry observers have dors such as Honeywell Information Sys- BUNCH companies and force one or more of
known for some time that pursuit of an IBM terns, NCR, or Sperry Univac. In effect, NEC is them to take on a Japanese partner.
plug-compatible strategy (central processing the Japanese version of America's BUNCH
While the Japanese will be increasunits or major peripherals) is fraught with companies, although it is probably the best of ingly successful in selling electricallelectroperil. IBM itself is trying hard to shorten the the bunch. The company's real appeal stems mechanical hardware and components" to
new product life cycle-its emphasis on pur- from its strong position in semiconductors oems in North America and Europe, they
chasing (as opposed to leasing) facilitates this and telecommunications (today a sine qua have no foothold at all in the overseas softeffort. Purchase price cuts are one of IBM's non for success in the information processing ware (systems and applications) market. As
everyone knows, separately priced software
weapons to implement this strategy; another world).
is long-term, full pay-out leases, which are
Hitachi's willingness to tolerate rela- (along with software-driven application systreated as sales in accordance with normally tively low (7%) net margins enables it to terns or problem solutions) is becoming the
accepted U. S. accounting standards.
squeeze by, while Fujitsu, with its net mar- true value-added component, while much of
At the same time, having expanded its gins scraping the bottom of the barrel at about the hardware is becoming a quasi-commodity
capacity very significantly in recent years 3%, barely survives. Both companies' lon- product. The Japanese understand this only
(over $6 billion was spent on plant, property, gevity depends on their ability to maintain too well. Being profit oriented, albeit much
,
more patient than their overseas peers, they
and equipment from 1979 to 1981), IBM is
now able to ship substantial volumes of its , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < - - - , know they must close the software gap in
order to participate in this lucrative sub marnew products within a matter of months folket. This will require continuing high (by
lowing their announcement. Previously, the
. Japanese standards) R&D spending. To give
plug-compatible manufacturers had suffiyou an idea about Japan's R&D outlays, Table
Cient time to decipher the design characterisIII shows recent R&D expenditures for most of ~
tics of IBM'S new offerings as the company
the major Japanese computer/communica- ~
initially shipped only relatively small quantitions companies.
~
ties of the new equipment. By the time IBM
::>
By boosting R&D funds, the Japanese en
shipped in volume, the plug-compatible vendors were ready to respond.
hope to remedy their acknowledged software (§
Under IBM'S current mode of operatdeficiency, particularly in the applications ~
ing-a shortened product cycle and faster
area: This will not be easy. Fujitsu, Hitachi, ffi
volume shipments-the pcms are under seand NEC operate numerous so-called software in
vere pressure to keep up. If they wait until
they can reverse-engineer from the new IBM
"I don't seem to have any aspirin.
Ihardware, they may only begin volume delivgenerators) are used. As has been the case in ~
Would a banana help?"
eries when IBM announces a new version of
the U.S., none of these tools produce signifi- ()

s
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Data Processing and Manufacturing Managers, generate greater
productivity and profits with an MRP II system designed and
maintained from Computers in Manufacturing.
Computers in Manufacturing provides you with practical information on developing, implementing and maintaining a Manufacturing Resource Planning II system.
Writtef1 by successful MRP practitioners, Computers in
Manufacturing provides managers with field-tested solutions
to problems in developing and maintaining an M RP II system.
COMPLETE
Why spend time, personnel resources and money on unnecessary items when Computers in Manufacturing can
provide in five volumes containing over 1300 pages:
• A detailed outline for analyzing your MRP II needs.
• How-to information in the form of industry specific'case
studies on successful MRP II systems.
• Formulas for cost justifying MRP II expenditures and
measuring results.
• Policies and methodologies for maintaining and
developing an MRP II system.
CURRENT
Successful MRP II management requires current information.
As Computers in Manufacturing subscribers, you receive
monthly updates for each volume in your subscription.
Awareness of the latest technology and techniques help you
design the best system for your company.

I

PRACTICAL
Computers in Manufacturing leaves theory to textbooks. We
report what works today, with an eye on what will be working
tomorrow;

ORGANIZED
All the information in Comp~ters in Manufacturing is presented.
in a consistent format. Every volume contains chapters on:
• Concepts and Interfaces
• Applications and Case Studies
• Planning, Implementing and Managing
• Systems Management
I Computers in Manufacturing is fully indexed with tabbed
sections which allow immediate access to the answers you need.
Yo~ won't waste time searching through trade journals and textbooks. AUERBACH understands the MRP II process and how it
relates to your corporate structure.
I

I
I

YOI,J'lIreceive a field-tested, hands-on action plan for MRP II
success with:
.'
Volu~e 1 - Manufacturing Resource Planning
Volume 2 - Master Production Scheduling
Volume 3 • Material Requirements Planning
. Volume 4 • Execution and Control Systems
Volume 5 • Distribution Management
(Available Spring 1983)

AUERBACH
COMPUTERS IN
MANUFACTURING

6560 NORTH PARK DRIVE a PENNSAUKEN, NJ 08109

AND SOME EXTRAS
If you subscribe to any or all volumes, you will have FREE access ,
to AUERBACH's toll free TelephonefTelex Hotline Information.
Service. Staffed by data processing and research profeSSionals,
you can call the Hotline and receive quick, accurate answers to
problems unique to your business or circumstances ... FREE.
Five-million research documents support these efforts - the
largest
Single
source available
in the industry..
.
. ..,'
..
, ",
'

..

FROM THE INDUSTRY LEADER
Experience the benefits of an integrated, looseleaf service that
keeps today's management on top of the latest successful
MRP II systems. Be confident in assuring senior management
that you have the best system possible for your company.
The industry's best tried and true policies and methodologies
are for the first time in one five volume reference service. No
wonder AUERBACH Publishers Inc. is considered the leader in
Industry Applications.
ACTNQW
Find out for yourself. For more information on Computers in
Manufacturing orfor a 15-day:FREE trial, call AUERBACH now,
toll-free at 800-257-8162 (in New Jersey 609-662-2070) or
telex us at 831 464. You have no'obligation to buy.
.
COMPUTERS IN MANUFACTURING PRICE SCHEDULE
One Volume $175
Three Volumes $425
Two Volumes $300
Four Volumes $550
Five Volumes $675
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If people in your
office aren't tied
together, they're
probably tied to a lot of
tedious work.
Like walking from depart~
~ent to department, digging through files'
and trying to manage an ever increasing .
amount of information.
That's why IBM ma~es office systems:
to electronically tie together every de- .
p~ment in your business.
. Which means that everyone in your
business can retrieve, analyze, format
and distribute information ·without .
leaving their desks.
For'example; let's say you have the
IBM 5520 Administrative System.
All you have to,do is move'a few
fingers to 'assemble a report using

information from your
company's' files.
Move a few more fingers and that report is immediately sent to your
l
offices across the hall or
across, the country.
, The I~M 5520 can even print or distrib
ut~ one report at the same time another is
being -a~'sembled.
In addition, the IBM 5520 can communicate with the IBM DisplaYwriter a~d
other IBM Office 'Systems as well as suit, ' "
ably programmed computers.
Of course, no two businesses are exactly ali~e.
But no matter what business you're in, no matter
what its size, IBM can plan and
'design an office'syst~m'to help
I

I

~·::s

pull it together.
ti
That's because we have
the widest range of office
, systems products available.
Everything from IBM Electronic Typewriters to advanc
IBM Information Systems.
Each IBM Office System can grow as
Iyour business grows.
And each system is backed by IBM
experience, service and support.
So if you're interested in getting the
I most Qut of your business, tie the people in
your office together with an
IBM Office System.
Just think of all the additional time they can spend
using their heads, instead of
their feet.
For more information, or a

free brochure about
IBM Office Systems, call your
IBM representative.
Clip the coupon. Or
call the IBM toll-free
number below.

/(1

I

I

I

I

I

I -

I
I
I
I

I

Free Brochure: IBM Office Systems -

Write Today to: IBM, Dept. 7AG/522, 400 Parson's Pond
Drive, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417.
D Please send me a free brochure about IBM Office Systems.
D Please have an IBM representative call me.
NAME

TITl·E

I'
I
I
I

COMPANY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

I
I'

STREET ADDRESS
STATE
BUSINESS PHONE

ZIP

I

--..- -

::
-

----

----~
- ---

-

':'

NY82

~---~

Call IBM Direct 1800 631-5582 Ext. 82.
In Hawaii/Alaska 1800526-2484 Ext. 82.
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By 1990 t~e economics will be right for Japan to
invade "th~ overse~s systems market.

cant results. Moreover, despite these steps, dards. After all, once the software design and Japanese do not appear to be going very far,
the Japane~e are no closer ~o it breakthrough development expenses have been amortized although they may grab the lead in the emergsuch as a methodology for automatic pro- or expensed, the manufacturing cost is virtu- ing vertical recording and laser-based video
gramming. Last but not least, while the Japa- ally nothing, and maintenance fees will also disk technologies.
nesc computer manufacturers have devel- be minor, thanks to the advanced diagnostic
Why are the Japanese so good at makoped many excellent and sophisticated appli- procedu"res that should be on tap by 1990. By' ing quality hardware in volume at highly
cation programs for their own market, by and then the economics will be right for Japan to competitive costs? Numerous books have
!arge they still lack the know-:-how and in- invade the overseas systems market, using been written on this general subject, so there
depth understanding to develop applications price and quality as the wedge to gain entry is no need to repeat the now familiar arguJha~~_atisfy th~_constantly changing needs of and acceptance.
ments. But one should recognize that while
overseas customers:---- -- -- - - ----- - --- ~----- Inth-e-'90ssoftware mayindee(rDe~--the-U :S.-computer· and· telecommunications-'
come a quasi-commodity just as hardware is industry is taking steps to get manufacturing
English language prob- becoming one in the '80s. Accordingly, rev- quality up and costs down, the Japanese are
ENGLISH
!ems help explain why the enue growth of the computer. industry will also continuing to move ahead. In other
LANGUAGE " Japanese
have" trouble in ~low, and there will be a profitability squeeze words, the relative cost-quality gap may narPROBLEMS software development. due to the impact of reduced prices. The fully row some over the next several years as the
Most software (system 'and applications) in integrated, broad-based companies with efficient, dominant U.S. competitors tweak
the public domain uses symbols, mnemonics, worldwide distribution and highly automated the underlying positive price elasticity of deand documentation in English, not Japanese. manufacturing facilities that pennit low-cost, mand (by lowering their prices) and automate
This makes the learning process tedious for high-quality mass production will have the their production processes.
Japan, nevertheless, will probably
most Japanese programmers who are no bet- advantage. The well-run, innovative firms
ter at" English than American programmers will also still have a place in the sun. Mean- stay ahead in manufacturing technology.
while, the staid BUNCH companies will come They must; their population is aging (their
are at French.
Also, the design and development of under increasing pressure from IBM, the dere- birthrate declining), and the people's drive
system software, especially very advanced, gulated AT&T, Digital Equipment, Wang for less monotonous work and shorter hours
complex operating systems, is an art, not a Labs, Hewlett-Packard, the specialized per- is becoming a political issue"that can Qnly be
disciplined science. It requires a high level of sonal computer vendors, and, of course, the handled by the fullest use of available techJapanese.
nologies. Benefiting from a nonadversarial
conceptualization~something the Japanese
are not nearly as proficient in as they are in
There are a number of relatively management-labor relationship, Japanese
developing physical factory automation sys- small, often privately held computer compa- companies can assign and transfer employees
tems. Not surprisingly, Hitachi's own operat- nies in Japan. One of these is SORD, a suc- to varying tasks on the basis of need, adopt
ing systemsJor its M-Series of IBM-compati- cessful and highly regarded maker of soft- the latest techniques, and develop a knowlble mainframes are thinly disguised copies of ware-rich personal computers. The existence edge-intensive society using infonnation sysIBM's 370, DOS, vSl, vs2. and MVS, while of finns like SORD shows "that the cliche re- terns sooner than their counterparts in the
garding the Japanese inability to be entrepre- West.
NEC'S Acos operating system is a derivative
No assessment of Japan's computer
of Honeywell's"(fonnerly General Electric's) neurial or innovative is just that-a wellGecos. Therefore, for the next five years. the worn cliche. It is undoubtedly true, however, export strategies would be complete without
Japanese will not be able to offer software ~hat the entrepreneurial juices are flowing a reference to MITI. Ministry officials are
outside their home market that is functionaliy much more freely in the U.S. than in either readily accessible and willing to discuss issues~real and perceived.
superior or significantly lower priced than Japan or Europe.
As previously pointed out, the Japatheir overseas rivals.
The Japanese. however, will soon BmER
At the same time, the large nese computer and communications industry
learn to copy selected foreign packages for MANAGED
Japanese finns like Sony does not operate as part of the mythical Japan
and Matsushita are man- Inc. Instead, each of the dozens of large-,
resale at prices below those of the original.
Unless legal means can stop or delay the Jap- COMPANIES aged more effectively. and medium-, and small-sized companies comanese from selling these copies in overseas in a more disciplined and motivated manner pete fiercely with each other. They aggressively discount prices to snatch an order and
markets (probably via U. S. -based partners), by hands-on executives than equivalent U.S.
the present high revenUe growth (about 30% companies. And, as everyone knows by now, feel free to disregard MITI, which gives them
a year) now enjoyed by most U.S. computer the Japanese workers are more dedicated, in- annual government subsidies and grants that
dustrious, loyal, and quality-:conscious than are still relatively small by U.S. standards. It
companies.will start to slow down.
Then, perhaps by 1987 software will the employees in the U.S. or Europe. These. is fair to say, however, that given Japan's
take on a quasi-commodity status-the same attributes and the concomitant. hannonious ~trong commitment to building a knowledgestatus that some.hardware items had begun to management style based onconsensu~ rather intensive society, the government will proattain in the mid-~70s. Industrywide adoption than adversary relationships amplify Japan's tect its major computer industry assets and
of a number of interface protocols and accep- longer tenn threat to the U.S. and European continue to stimulate appropriate investments
\
#
tance of certain operating systems standards computer industry.
to achieve the national goa~s.
will encourage the trend toward software porThat is not to say, however, that evtability, allowing many packages and operat- erything the Japanese computer/communica- A principal and vice president at the
ing systeins to run on a variety of computers tions industry touches automatically turnsto New York investment banking and
manufactu'red by different vendors.
gold. An examination of the country's fifth brokerage firm of Morgan Stanley,
Ulric Weil took a'fact-finding trip to JaBy the tum of the decade, the Japa- generation computer project, for example,
nese may have mastered the software devel- raises serious doubts about the program's fea- pan last spring. His recent book, Inforopmentprocess, marketing very low-cost sibility, at least within the specified time mation Systems in the '80s-Products,
packages (systems and applications) of their frame. In magnetic storage devices (tape, Markets, and Vendors, is pLiblished by
own design that conform to industry stan-' disk) as opposed to input/output gear, the Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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JAPAN'S TOP 10
(ALL FIGURES·IN $ MILLIONS)

1980
1981
RANKING

1 Fujitsu
1
2 IBM
2
3 NEC
3
4 Hitachi
4
5 Toshiba
7
60ki
5
7 Nippon Univac 6
8 Mitsubishi
8
9 Burrough
9
. 10 NCR
10
TOTAL

DP
REVENUES

RANKING

FOREIGN
DP REVENUES
REVENUES
TO TOTAL % TO DP TOTAL %

1981

1980 1981

2,063
1,950
1,489
1,309
432
425
413
332
260
225

1,730
1,538
1,160
1,138
347
358
357
282
230
219

8,898

7,359

68
100
31
13
5
44
100
6
100
71

TOTAL
REVENUES

YEAR
NET INCOME ENDING

1980

1981

1980

1981

1980

1981

1980

,65
100
29
13
5
42
100
5
100
67

12
25
11
10
8
14
2
10
2
4

10
20
6
7
6
8
2
8
2
5

3,050
1,950
4,791
9,730
7,942
974
413
5,980
260
317

2,G44
1,538
4,058
8,850
7,035
846
357
5,552
230
328

104
178
97
304
215
15
7
101
10
15

84
165
82
281
201
18
6
105
10
21

35,407 31,438 1,046

973

Mar. '82
Dec. '81
Mar. '82
Mar. '82
Mar. '82
Mar. '82
Mar. '82
Mar. '82
Nov. '81
Nov. '81

Note: Figures in table are based on an exchange rate of $1-220 yen.

HOW WE RANKED THEM
In determining the top 10 rankings, dp revEXPORT GROWTH OF DOMESTIC FIRMS
enues were defined as including the follow(IN $ MILLIONS)
ing product categories:
EXPORTS AS
• Mainframes
%OFDP
• Minicomputers and microcomputers, small
REVENUES
EXPORTS
% CHANGE
business systems, and personal computers
1981
FROM 1980
1981
1980
• Terminals and peripherals
• Software and services, including service
10
Fujitsy
12
264
57
bureau operations and database services
11
NEC
173
124
6
• Data communications equipment
. Hitachi .
7
10
131
85
In Japan the government and most
Toshiba
74
6
58
8
corporations follow a fiscal year that runs
14
Oki
100
8
35
from April 1 through March 3 I, and the last
Nippon Univac
2
2
9
o
.complete fiscal year began in 198 I . As can be.
10
Mitsubishi
8
32
40 .
seen in the table above, Japanese companies
Note: Figures in table are based on an exchange rate of $1 = 220 yen.
uniformly follow this practice, while IBM.
Burroughs, and NCR have different reporting
periods. (IBM's accounting follows the calendar year, and Burroughs and NCR wrap things
up in November.)
JAPANESE COMPANIES RANKED BY 1980
The table also shows that the top 10
R&D EXPENDITURES*
firms had combined dp revenues last year of
almost $9 billion. It is estimated that these
R&D EXPENDITURES
%OF
COMPANY
leaders also account for about 80% of the
NET SALES
(IN $ MILLIONS)
total dp revenues in Japan.
While relative positions tend not to·- Hitachi
466
5.8
change much from year to year, it is interest4.8
Toshiba
325
ing to see how much emphasis the vendors
2.9
Matsushita Electric
236
place on export activities. In the latest full
6.0
NEC
203
year, NEC increased its income 124% from
4.0
Mitsubishi
203
sales abroad, this component now accounting, Sony
7.0
155
for 11 % of dp revenues,' compared to only
Fujitsu
6.1
144
6% the year before (see center table). Oki
Electric doubled its revenues from exports,
'Figures include all corporate R&D, not just for computer operations.
Source: Nihon Keizai Shim bun
while Hitachi showed an 85% jump, Toshiba
a 74% increase, and Fujitsu a 57% gain.
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Now· ou can add 31
IBM 32 0 devices without
adding 29 miles of cable.
Our new CMX Cable Multiplexer takes up to 32
inputs from an IBM 3274 Controller, combines
them into a single signal, in a single cable, for demultiplexing up to 1500 meters away. With no
performance degradation. So using an existing
cable, you could add as many as 31 new terminals
without pulling any new cable at all: at 1500
meters each, that's 29 miles of cable you don't
need to find room for, install or manage.
Installation is easy, using existing RG-62A/U
coaxial cable and BNC connectors. It's especially
easy when you consider the alternative-pulling
miles of new cable through already-crowded ducts.
Up to four cables can be run from the CMX,
so you can support 3278,3279 and 3287 devices
on different floors, or in different directions, from·
one unit.

The CMX Cable Multiplexer system is
available in 32-port, 24-port, 16-port and 8-port
models. It is completely transparent to IBM user
software and terminal operation and meets all
type A interface and cabling specifications.
Another solution to your local communication
problems from Ungermann-Bass, the Net/One
company.
Please call the regional office nearest you for
more information about the new CMX system:
Santa Clara, CA, (408)496-6464; Burlington, MA,
(617)273-5858; St. Louis, MO, (314)434-1024;
Dallas, TX, (214)385-7090; Los Angeles, CA,
M

U;;~ann-Bass •
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Quality circles work for Japanese manufacturers, but.
can they work in American data processing?

CIRCULAR SOLUTIONS

by J. Daniel Couger
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The quality circle-a team of eight to 10 volunteers who meet regularly to identify and
solve problems-is perhaps the most transferable of the management techniques that
have helped bring Japan to economic prominence. It is also one of the most beneficial:
the Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MIT!) attributes savings of $25
billion
since 1963 to the use of the quality
•
cIrcle (Qc).
.
These two facts would seem to bode
well for the use of QC techniques on this side
of the Pacific. Success with quality circles,
however, has not been as widespread here as
one might expect. Consider the comments of
the head of all dp activities for a large West
Coast bank: "The quality circle is just anoth-

er name for the task force approach to problem solving. Every so often our profession
must come up with a new label to rejuvenate
an old problem-solving approach."
Quality circles are not productive in
this man's organization and the reason is
clear: He doesn't understand the technique
and hasn't trained his personnel in the special
procedures necessary for an effective program. On the other hand, organizations that
train their people well and implement their QC
programs properly are realizing significant
benefits, including a return on investment of
around 6 to I-about double that of traditional
task force techniques. So although there are
potential problems for dp shops that use quality circles, the rewards are equally real. A bit
of history should shed some light on both.
Most people are aware of the political

influence of General Douglas MacArthur,
commander of the U.S. occupation of Japan;
not as many people are aware of his influence
on the Japanese economic recovery. One area
where MacArthur aided Japanese industry
was in statistical quality control (sQc). He
arranged for a U.S. expert in sQC, Dr. Edward W. Deming, to be a consultant to Japanese industry in improving the quality of its
products. In 1951, the Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) honored him by
creating the annual Deming awards, the highest honor an individual or firm can receive in
the field of quality (see Sud Ingle's Quality
Circles Master Guide, 1982, Prentice-Hall
Inc.; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.).
Deming's successor in "aid to Japan" was Dr. Joseph M. Juran. In 1952
Deming introduced Juran to K. Koyanagi,
JANUARY 1983 135

TABLE I

DOLLAR SAVINGS OF SOME TYPICAL
QC APPLICATIONS
Lockheed Corporation
the founder of JUSE after World War II.
Koyanagi extended an invitation to Juran to
lecture in Japan. Two years later; Juran spent
two months in Japan lecturing on the subject
, 'Management of Quality Control, " and subsequently returned to lecture about eight
more times. Juran's approach to quality involved management, not just engineers and
quality control personnel,. and formed a basis
for the quality circle program that emerged
. ----several--years -later.-FromthaC background-evolved the work of Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa, a
professor at the University of Tokyo, and
board member of JUSE. Ishikawa is generally
credited with formalizing the quality circle
technique as it is used today in Japan.
The data on American use of quality
circles substantiate my assertion that cultural
differences are minimal in· the use of this
technique, compared to other successful Japanese management practices. According to
the IAQC (International Association of Quality Circles), over 1,000 U.S. companies are
using the quality circle technique, with over
10,000 circles in operation.
The growth has been exponential.
The first American publication on the subject
was Juran's 1967 article, "The Quality Circle Phenomenon. " In 1968 JUSE sponsored a
visit to the U. S. by a QC team that was invited
to speak in a number of U.S. firms. Nevertheless, it was not until 1974 that the first
U. S. quality circle program was installed at
Lockheed Corp. 's Missile and Space Division, Sunnyvale, Calif. Lockheed employees
Wayne Reiker and Donald Dewar were the
principals in that successful installation.
Lockheed credited the QC technique with saving over $72 million. Table I lists typical QC
projects at Lockheed as well as two highreturn projects at American Airlines. These
and other projects established the ROI norm of
6 to 1 for quality circle projects.
It is only fair to the reader
to reveal my own bias toward quality circles. AlIN DP
though I am primarily a
computer scientist, one of my doctorate fields
was behavioral science. In addition to membership in IAQC, I've had close interaction
with both Japanese managers and nonmanagers through 12 years of teaching in the Japan-America Institute of Management Science. My conclusions are based on those interactions along with two other sources: a
telephone survey Qf managers and QC facilitators and a review of the published 1iterat~re
on quality circles.
IAQC has released a bibliography with
pver 100 entries on quality circles. I Not one
of those publications describes QC use in the

FIRST
QC USE

ITo obtain a copy of Kalhleen Terry's "A Bibliography on Qualily
Circles," conlact IAQC, P.O. Box 30635, Midwest City, OK
73140.
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• Improved styles and types of test boxes
• Recommended spray-coating PC boards instead
of flow-coating them (reduced defects)
• Developed process to desolder and remove
hybrids from PC boards without damage
to hybrids
• Implemented "buddy check" systems; this
systematized team effort in assembling cables
substantially reduced the number of errors
• Developed a method of applying silver solder
to triaxial cables, thereby reducing the number
of cable rejects

$ 65,600
380,000

388,000
54,000

6,250

American Airlines
• Analyzed reconditioning hand grinders-saved
man-hours and money versus using olq ones
• Redesigned shop area to eliminate $50 per hour
downtime on machinery and provided supervisory
office space on shop floor

115,000

250,000

FIG. 1

SAMPLE PARETO CHART SHOWING
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DP PROBLEMS
MONTHLY COST OF PROBLEMS (THOUS.)
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computer field. Nor could IAQC identify QC
use in computer departments; all they have is
a list of computer manufacturers who had
installed quality circles. Therefore, I began a
telephone survey by calling the manufacturers. I found that Hewlett-Packard and IBM
had installed a few circles in data processing
departments. These references led to others,
and during the next two months I called over
60 companies and identified QC use in 32 dp
departments.
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The survey revealed mixed results in
the use of quality circles in dp, as the following quotes illustrate.
Con: "It is almost impossible to input
those [Japanese] techniques to pull U,.S. businesses and dp shops out of a productivity
rut," according to Henry Nanjo, a Japanese
American, director of dp for the City of San
Francisco. "Quality circles were a disaster in
our organization," reported a QC facilitator
(who asked that his name not be published) in

Use a Radio Shack TRS-80 to Replace IBM® 3278
Terminals and 3287 Printers
_
_
•
_

Perform 3278 functions-including IMS, CICS, TSQ, SPF, VSPC and more
You can use your current mainframe software without modification
Download files for local processing _ Use TR~-80 printers as IBM 3287s
Substitute a $699 Radio Shack DT-l Terminal for an IBM 3278 and save

Compatibility
With Tandy T-76
Communications
Controller
Flexibility with Your Choice of TRS-80s
o New T-76 Communications Controller resides
at data center or remote site
o Operates at up to 9600 bps
o Allows one mile transmission with coax option
oBi-Sync and System 34/38 versions available
o Available with 3 ports (Cat. No. 71-3012, $4500)
or 7 ports (71-3013, $7000)

o Choose a Model II (26-4002, $2999) or Model 16
(26-6001, $4999) microcomputer for full
on-line/off-line processing
o Choose a PT-210 Portable Terminal (76-1001, $995)
for full-screen editing from remote lo~ations
o Add your choice. of TRS-80 printers
o Leasing and on-site service available
r------------------------------------~------------,

~QU[Llikfj
COMPUTER CENTER
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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Radio Shack
Dept. 83-A-194
300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

0 Send me a free T-76

brochure.

I

I

0 Have a national account:

representative call me. :

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ :
I

Compan y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :

_
_
_
_
_
_
Zip
L.City
___
_ __
_ __
_ __
_ __
_ __
___
__
__
__
_ _State
_ _ __
___
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..t:
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

One bank's; data entry quality circle redesigned the .
batching approach for data entry jobs and
saved $40,000 per year.
FIG. 2

SAMPLE CAUSE AND EFFECT OR FISH BONE CHART

INPUT
VOLUME
•

_" :.;,o.........~

" ..

a large dp organization in St. Louis.
Pro: "We've realized many benefits
from our 15 quality circles," says Paul Karr,
QC facilitator in the computer area of Boeing
Wichita. "While many benefits are less tangible, such as improved employee attitude
and morale, others were quite tangible. We
saved over $100,000 on one project alone."
To understand the reasons for these
conflicting results, it is necessary to-consider
the QC program in detail. The 11 guidelines
for quality circles are:
1. The team consists of a regular
work unit and its supervisor.
2. Participation is voluntary.
3. Team meetings are held once a
week, for one hour.
4. Team members are trained in
problem solving, including communications
and behavioral techniques and analytical
techniques.
5. One team member serves as facilitator and is trained in special techniques for
that purpose.
6. The team selects the problems it
wishes to resolve.
7. Problems are prioritized and
analyzed ..
8. Solutions are developed, along
with implementation recommendations.
9. A control system for tracking
results is designed.
10. A formal presentation is made to
management.
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11. The team has primary responsibility for implementation of its recommended
solutions.
The tools used in steps seven and
eight (analysis and resolution of the problem)
include some techniques normally used in dp
and others new to dp. They are:
1. Data gathering. Taking samples,
and other data collection techniques.
2. Data representation. Use of Pareto charts. Pareto is the European scholar who
in the 19th century developed a charting
method to attract attention to the narrow distribution of wealth. Pareto analysis differentiates the important from the less important
problems or problem characteristics. A histogram is plotted, where each column represents a different problem. The height of the
columns indicates the relative importance of
the problems. Columns are plotted in descending order, from left to right, and problems on the left are attacked initially because
that's where the biggest payoff is. Fig. 1
shows a Pareto chart for several dp problems.
3. Stratification. Data are separated
into two or more groups, to be examined separately. This approach enables the problem to
be divided into smaller, more easily solved
subproblems.
4. Scatter diagrams. Scatter diagrams will identify any relationship between
variables. Data on different variables are
plotted on one graph, to determine if some
connection exists.

5. Cause and effect diagrams. The
cause and effect technique facilitates identification of the true cause or causes of a problem. The effect (problem) is stated on the
right-hand side of the chart. All of the possible causes are listed to the left. A cause and
effect analysis diagram resembles a fish skeleton and is occasionally referred to as a fishbone diagram. Fig. 2 is a cause and- effect
chart for a typical dp problem.
6.. Brainstorming. The brainstorming technique employs group or collective
creativity. QC use of this procedure specifies
stressing quantity of ideas; avoiding evaluation of ideas until a subsequent session; and,
after the initial surge of group response, asking participants to submit one more idea per
turn.
7. Control charts. Control charts depict control limits around the standard. They
track results over a period of time. Control
charts are updated on a regular basis so the QC
team can monitor progress toward a solution.
The survey results showed that companies that used the guidelines and analytical
techniques achieved positive results.
One proof of the value of
the QC approach is its ap. plication to a perpetual dp
APPROACH problem--documentation.
First, it is surprising that quality circles
would choose to work on this problem. Few
people enjoy documentation; most consider it

BENEFITS
OF THE QC

''The data from this experiment
could affect national defense. That's why
we use Scotcli Brand Disk Cartridges!'
Ken Sish, Engineer,
Systems Research Laboratories,
Inc., Dayton, Ohio
Every Scotch Disk Cartridge
is tested and certified error-free
before it leaves the factory.
Because, for the defense of your
data, nothing less than perfection
is acceptable.
The disks in Scotch Disk Cartridges
are defended by 3M's exclusive
CRASHGUARD® protective disk
coating. It greatly minimizes
the possibility of a head crash, and
minimizes the damage, should
one occur.
Scotch front-loading Disk Cartridges .i
also feature our exclusive Living
Hinge air door, which reduces the
possibility of damage to the
disk from contact with the air door
stop during shipping and handling.
You can get Scotch Disk Cartridges
in front or top-loading models.
To find out where you Gan find
Scotch Disk Cartridge~or virtuallY
any other data recording medium,
call toll-free: 800-328-1300.
(In Minnesota, call collect:
612-736-9625.) Ask for the Data
Recording Products Division.

If it's worth remembering,
it's worth Scotch
Data Recording Products.
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Dp managers have a low need for social interaction
and therefore require special training and practice
in team-building activities.
nonchallenging and time-consuming. Second, it is, surprising how many of the initial
quality circles in. a dp department put this
problem high on their priority list for solution. This trend alone should demonstrate the
value of the QC.
An example of positive results is the
Boeing-Wichita QC activity. Their first quality circle chose to develop standards for documenting old systems. Their second QC chose
----to mechanize the documentation ofnew-sys--tems. An average of two hours per week was
saved per analyst, resulting in over $100,000
in savings per year.
Other examples of QC benefits identified in the telephone survey include a data
entry quality circle at Bank of America, San
Francisco, that redesigned the batching approach for data entry jobs and saved $40,000
per year. A computer operator QC at Union
Bank, Los Angeles, identified equipment
that could be discontinued, and saved
$35,000 a year in leasing costs. A data entry
QC at the same company designed an improved timekeeping system that reduced staff
cost by $35,000 per year. A distributed systems QC at Packaging Corp. of America, Evanston, Ill., designed a new disk allocation
scheme that saved $25,000 in the acquisition
of additional disk capacity. (Respectively,
these companies are now running 15, 5, 21,
and 3 quality circles.)
Dp organizations that deviated from
the guidelines listed previously had far less
success with quality circles. Reasons for failure include:
• Inadequate preparation. The QC approach
appears easier to implement than it re'ally is.
The guidelines are straightforward and the
analytical tools are easy to learn. As a result,
the tendency is to bypass formal training.
Three days of training for circle leaders and
facilitators and eight hours of training for circle participants is the norm for companies
with good results.
• Involuntary participation. Although few
organizations openly violate the QC principle
of voluntary participation, some managers
implicitly pressure their subordinates to participate.
• .Application on inappropriate problem.
Some problems are not within the purview of
quality circles. Company policies, supervisory personality issues, salary issues, and
unionlmamlgement issues are examples of
problems that should be excluded from QC
consideration. On the other hand, quality of
work life (QWL) issues are most appropriate,
despite absence of quantitative benefits.
Quality circles have tackled QWL problems as
momentous as the overall working environment and as mundane as the potholes in the
parking lot.
• Application in an unhealthY organization.
In companies where general dissent or unrest
140 DATAMATION

A QUALITY CIRCLE IN ACTION
The following describes·the formation of a
quality circle and its subsequent activities
through completion of the pilot study.
Kickoff
minus
9 weeks:

Kickoff
minus
8 weeks:

Top-level manager reads
DATAMATION article on
benefits of quality circles.
He reproduces copies for
eachmember.who attends.
the weekly managerial
staff meeting. At the meeting he requests that they be
prepared to discuss the
subject the following
week.
Managers discuss pros and
cons. of quality circle concept, agree to begin program. Steering committee
is appointed (two managers, two nonsupervisory
employees) and. charged
with responsibility of presenting an action plan the
following week.

Kickoff
minus
7 weeks:

Steering committee reports to managerial staff
meeting, recommending
pilot quality circle in a unit
with supervisory support
and a good candidate for
the facilitator role.

Kickoff
minus
6 weeks:

Supervisor and facilitator
attend three-day quality
'circle training session
(available from a variety
of sources). Upon their return, an aimouncement is
made on the· formation of
pilot quality circle with request for volunteers.

Kickoff
minus
4 weeks:

Supervisor and facilitator
begin training quality circle . team two· hours per
week for four weeks.

Kickoff:

Pilot quality circle develops list of possible projects. A high-visibility,
short-term project is selected to enable the, pilot
program' to be evaluated
within three months.

Kickoff plus
4 weeks:

Team gathers data, develops Pareto charts, scatter
diagrams, and cause and
effect charts.

Kickoff plus
5 weeks:

Team brainstorms solutions, selects most appropriate approach, assigns
responsibilities for developing solution.

Kickoff plus
8 weeks:

Over .next three weeks,
team develops solution.

Kickoff plus
9 weeks:

Team prepares proposal to .
submit for management
approval.
'

Kickoff plus
10 weeks:

Team makes formal presentation to top management, ,obtains approval to
implement solution.

Kickoff plus
14 weeks:

Over next four weeks,
team implements solution.
Method to track benefits is
derived.

, Although the pilot study is a lowrisk approach, it forestalls widespread
benefits for almost one year. The schedule
is tight; nevertheless, it consumes almost
five months. By tlie time the second round
of circles begins producing results, approximately one year has lapsed from the
time of the initial management discussion.
This may have been appropriate for the
companies who were the first to use the QC
technique in dp, but today sufficient experience exists to question the need for a pilot
study. If the 11 guidelines are carefully followed in QC implementation, there is little
risk of failure.
But there are alternative approaches
for the management that feels uncomfortable without a pilot study. The multiplexing
technique employs several pilot studies. in
parallel, e.g., one in operations, one in applications programming, and one in the systems software group. With the overlapping
'approach, instead of using sequential pro,cessing (waiting until the pilot study is
completed), subsequent circles are started
as soon as the advantages and problems of
initiating a circle are ascertained. The cycle
stealing method requires meeting twice per
week or for several hours instead of one
, hour per week in order to complete the pilot
study much sooner.
A variation of these approaches is to
start several circles simultaneously in· one
department where there is' considerable interest, from 'both managers and subordinates. Although all areas within dp are appropriate for QC application, the best marketing strategy is to begin where interest in
the concept is highest.
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Read how MSA has alreadvsolved yom
.6 toughest software problems•••and relax
'
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2. The search for
integrated systems
MSA is the only software supplier to
offer a complete line of integrated business applications.
By combining MSA systems, you
dramatically reduce manual entry
operations. And redundant data storage
is eliminated. Most importantly, your
integrated MSA applications function
interactively to support high-level

At MSA, we specialize in ready-toinstall application systems designed to
solve real-world problems - now and
into the future.
We offer a complete line of financial,
cash management, human resource,
and manufacturing applications. And
the tolell software support to keep those
systems up-to.:.date.
Here are six important areas where
the right software-anc~ the right soft-,
ware company - can help.

1. Meeting the demand
for management information
For many DP shops, backlogged
requests for management reports can
cause delays and decrease productivity.
MSA applications provide userfriendly reporting features that can
often solve this problem.
The Custom Reporting feature of
the MSA General Ledger System gives
accounting people complete control of
financial reporting functions. With this
feature, they' r~ able to design, build,
and produce their own reports. Quickly,
and without programmer assistance.
MSA applications help free your data
processing staff from routine reporting
functions. And increase your overall
productivity.

system is installed, tested, and operating
smoothly.

6.What about
. microcomputers?

For many office productivity and business applications, microcomputers are
a practical adjunct to mainframe
computing.
Through our Peachtree Software ™
Division, MSA can help you co-ordinate
your organization's microcomputer
software requirements.
decision-maki~g.
You can choose from a full line of
3. Keep~ software up..to ..date comprehensive, yet easy-to-use busiSoftware maintenance costs can amount ness applications.
Peachtree's office productivity softto more than fifty percent of your total
ware
products offer an impressive array
data processing budget.
of functions that include: electronic mail,
But with your MSA application
package, you get a full year of support spreadsheet analysis, word processing,
services at no charge. (After that, you can and even a system that checks your
spelling.
take advantage of our surprisingly
Talk to
affordable support options.)
The
Software
Company
" ' We also respond to customer needs
For
more
information
on
MSA systems,
and suggestions with timely enhancements and new releases for your system. please contact Robert Carpenter at
(404) 239-2000. Or clip this coupon.
At MSA, we keep you and your
systems up-to-date.

4;Training your people
The MSA Customer Education Program is the most thorough in the industry.
In 1982, for example, we are conducting more than 90,000 student.
hours of training.
A broad selection of courses are available, ranging from advanced training
for data processing personnel to basic
system orientation fo~ end-users.

, 5. Reducing
implementation time

r------------------,
Management Science America, Inc.
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
Please send me free, detatledinformation.
I'm particularly interested in:
Mainframe AppUcations Software:
o Financial Systems, 0 Cash Manage- ;;;ment Systems, 0 Human Resource
~
Systems, 0 Manufacturing Control
CN
..0
en
Systems (MRP II)
:::;
Peachtree Microcomputer Software: Cl
D Office Productivity Systems,
D Business Application Systems
Computer Type/Model _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MSA Implementation Teams have
Company
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
installed more than 7400 software
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Address
systems worldwide. And we put that
City_ _ _ _ _ _ __
experience to work for you beginning
with the very first meeting.
State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
We help you work out an implemenBusiness Phone (
) _ _ _ _ __
L ___ _____________
tation schedule that tells you what will
happen, when it will happen, Cl;pd who
will be responsible.
--~Your system is installed by specialists
--..
~-
who are experienced with the type of
computer hardware your company
The---~-Software Company
uses. And they work with you until the
~

-

---... -iirl--------_
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A QC run by a facilitator instead of a unit supervisor
produces poor results.

exists due to major managerial or budget/
tent than their counterparts in other areas of established sound measurement approaches
schedule problems, QCS have produced few the firm. Yet, when they get the opportunity are few and far between. As cited earlier, a
benefits. Examples are federal agencies to acquire these important skills through ac- few progressive organizations have estabwhere huge budget reductions are occurring.
tive participation in the quality circle, dp su- lished measurement systems, resulting in the
QC emphasis by management in these organipervisors are inclined to delegate the respon- 6 to 1 ROI guideline.
zations is perceived by the workers primarily
sibility to the team facilitator.
Many dp departments using the QC
as an attempt to reduce labor cost.
Facilitators typically have a high need program are convinced of its value even
• Lack of management support. Few QC profor social interaction. They are naturally in- though they have not emphasized cost!benefit
grams have ~een successful as a grass roots
clined to acquire in-depth knowledge of the analysis. Their view on use of QCs is illustratmovement. As in most other successful pracbehavioral tools taught in the QC training ses- ed by the comment of Bill Raymond, a QC
----tices;-top-down -commitment is required;-----sions ;-First-line supervisors have strong tech----facilitator in the Health Services Division of--These mistakes are not peculiar to dp;
nical skills and are naturally inclined to ac- McDonnell-Douglas in St. Louis: "We bequire in-depth knowledge of the technical gan In 1980 with three circles and now have
the literature shows they apply to any organization. The dp survey, however, revealed
tools taught in the QC training sessions.
12; it's obvious to management and everyone
one problem unique to this field. It is not
else that the circles have been very benefiTherefore, these two types cia!." Jim Shunk, a QC facilitator for Hewunusual, in dp organizations where the QC TWO TYPES
approach produces minimal results, to find
MAKES A
make a good team for im- lett-Packard, Cupertino, reports a similar atthe quality circle being run by the facilitator GOOD TEAM plementing the pilot qual- titude in his company: "There is manageity circle. The supervisor ment philosophy and management support
instead of the unit supervisor. In many of the
poorly producing circles, the supervisor no
(team leader) performs the project manage- for QC at HP and not high priority for cost!
longer--or only infrequently-attends circle
ment function and the facilitator ensures that benefit analysis."
meetings. In other cases, the facilitator has
team members are communicating well. The
Unlike the "zero defects" program
been in charge from the outset.
supervisor improves his behavioral knowl- that originated during the earliest manned
This may surprise QC facilitators and edge through observing the facilitator's good space flights, the quality circle program is not
supervisors in other parts of the company, but behavior skills. By the end of the first proj- designed to "psyche us up" but rather to
it simply reinforces earlier research by Dr.
ect, the supervisor has improved his behav- provide a highlyproceduralized approach for
Robert Zawacki and myself that identified the ioral skills and starts to perform a greater improvement in quality and productivity.
low need for social interaction of dp manage- share of the facilitative role. The facilitator The QC approach uses a special set of analytment. Our studies of over 2,000 dp managers
then assumes a coordinating function for a ical techniques to examine a problem, a spe(at three levels) revealed that their need for number of circles and conducts most of the cial set of group dynamics techniques to gensocial interaction is significantly lower than training of new circles.
erate creative solutions, and finally, a set of
that of their peers in other parts of the firm.
Another variation in dp application of evaluative techniques to compare alternaWe should not ignore the calamitous quality circles is to place less emphasis on tives. The group must convince management
consequences of this abnormality in QC prac- cost and benefit measurement. QC practice in of the value of its solution, and then take
.
tice. With their low proclivity for interaction,
other parts of the company places high em- charge of its implementation.
dp supervisors need training and practice in phasis on "before and after" comparisons.
Quality circles have proved quite
team-building activities to a much greater ex- By contrast, the dp organizations that have beneficial to data processing organizations
that have adhered to QC guidelines and utilized QC analytical techniques. But despite
the 6 to 1 ROI potential, the greatest benefit of
quality circles may not be quantifiable. It is
~1A\~h:'\nnc< //i)ni\@c:::?ra~
rc;)@~C3~
the opportunity for low-social-need superviu-L.hU""U~vO
a -U L!5CJ lE)
~
c:.J
sors to learn to interact more effectively with
subordinates. Improving the mutual problem-solving capability of superVisors and
subordinates, through the vehicle of the quality circle, may be the most important return
on investment.
Perhaps the delay in adopting QC programs is due to the lack of publications on its
applicability to the dp department. It is hoped
that this paper will encourage discussion and
use of quality circles in our field.
~

&v

ff;V:t?

J. Daniel Couger is Distinguished Pro- ffi
fessor of Computer and Management
Science at the University of Colorado.
His national studies of key motivational
factors resulted in motivation norms for
15 jobs in the computer field. He and
his coresearcher, Robert ZawaCki,
have over 15· publications on the subject, including their book Motivation
and Management of Computer Personnel (Wiley Interscience, 1980).
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.When Monroe talks,
. . IBM listens•..
(And when IBM talks we listen.)
Monroe introduces the first microcomputer
compatible with SNA.
Until now, no microcomputer could access an IBM main::frame utilizing SNAiSDLC. But Monroe has changed
all that. Our new software package, 3270-SNA/SDLC
enables the microcomputer user to access and interact
with IBM mainframes. The host computer treats Monroe's
microcomputer as a PU Type 2, LU Type 2/3. The user can
also perform off-line processing that adds a whole new
dimension to the micro~omputer environment.

A complete communications series.
The full communication series also includes a BIS-3270
emulator which acts as a 3271 controller with a 3277
terminal, or a 3278 terminal with a 3274, 3275 or 3276
controller. A BIS-HASP workstation emulator, BIS2780/3780 emulator and an asynchronous package,
ASCOM+ i are also available. The series is available in
two versions, one based on Monroe's proprietary operating system and the other on CP/M®.
M

access while maintaining control ofthe database. At the
same time, the microcomputer user is still able to enjoy
the benefit of independent computations.

At your side every step of the way.
Put Monroe's knowledge and reliability to work for you
today. We support you through our convenient ~50branch-office network. We'll provide installati~n, training
and service of our hardware anq software right 'in your
office. It's all only a phone call ,away.
So if you're in the ma':ket for a m~crocomputer that c:an
talk to an IBM mainframe today, talk to Monroe:.

Call or write for a free demonstration.
800 .. 526·7843 Ext. 444

-------------(in New Jersey800-S22-4S03 Ext. 444)

Monroe Systems For Business ,
The American Road
Morris Plains, New Jersey 07950
o Yes, I'd like a free demonstration.
o Please send me more information on Monroe's
SNA/SDLC and the full communication series.

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-::-=-=-=~I~~!!~~~

Improved interdepartmental coordination.

The OC.8820 can now communicate with a mainframe or
with ~ther OC 8820's in a wide variety of modes, such as
inquiry/response, batch posting or on-line transactions
processing. Monroe now gives the MIS/DP manager the
ability to coordinate an individual's need for mainframe_

TITLE
_
_
NAME·
_
__
__
_PHONE
__
COMPANY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~

__________

ADDRESS _____________________---;-____
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ ilP _ _ _ __
ASCOM + is a trademark of Dynamic Microprocessor Associates, Inc,

~ MONROE SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESS
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Res~arch Inc.
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HARDWARE
OFF-LINE
At first glance it's just another personal computer, but
the Seiko 8600 supports six
operating systems and six programming languages. The cpu
cabinet, separate from the keyboard and display, is completelymodular. If a disk drive
fails, for example, no tools
are needed to replace it; just
unsnap the cover, pullout the
drive, and snap in a new one.
The $6,000 computer is available from Intech Systems Corp.
in Reston, Va.
If you think you're the only
person who can't read fanfold
printouts without having them
spew allover the floor, you're
wrong; many people can't. So
Transmatic, in Roxbury, Conn.,
figures i t must have a sizable
market for its continuous forms
display.
The product can control up to 800 folds, displaying one page at a time at a
readable slant. A foot or hand
switch can be used to flipthrough printouts quickly.
Xerox Computer Services timesharing customers can use the
Los Angeles vendor's 820-11
personal computers as an intelligent terminal so'that local
and remote computing can be
done with the same hardware.
Up to three of the micros can
communicate with the network
over a single 2400 baud line.
One of the reasons that the
Osborne computer has been such
a hot seller is that it comes
bundled with extensive desktop
micro software. Not to be outdone, Kay Computers of Solana
Beach, Calif., has enhanced its
Kaypro II portable computer to
include a variety of software
from Perfect Software in Berkeley, Calif., and other sources.
Included in the $1,795
purchase price of the computer
are Perfect Writer, Perfect
Calc, Perfect Speller, Perfect
Filer, CP/M 2.2, SBasic, and
Profitplan.

DIAL-UP SECURITY
People may not want to admit that it can
happen to their system, but computer crime
is big time these days, as hackers, disgruntled employees, and others get away with as
much as $300 million a year in computer
theft. Among the various solutions offered
is this vendor's PriveCode Computer Sentry, which is designed to secure sy,stems
from unauthorized entry via telephone.
The $1 ,400 computer sentry operates between the phone line and the modem
and prevents unauthorized people from establishing a modem connection. The authorized user plugs in the system and estab.lishes which six-digit codes will be considered valid. A key lock prevents unauthorized persons from changing or displaying
the valid codes.
When a user calls the modem, a
synthesized female voice answers and requests entry of the access code, which can
be made from any telephone. Entry of a
valid code will complete the modem connection, and the computer can be accessed
nonnally. If a hacker enters the incorrect
code, the phone is disconnected and the
sentry tallies the incorrect code. Once a
user-set number of .incorrect code entries
has been reached, the unit goes into "alert
mode," which sounds an alarm. Nonnal
operation by authorized users is not affected
unless a second level of security is added by
the user. In the second level, once the
thfeshold number of incorrect codes is
reached, no users, regardless of whether
they have the correct code, will be connected. IMM CORP., Philadelphia, Pa.

ic equalization lldjusts input sensitivity and
eliminates the need for specialized test
equipment or any adjustments during installation, and continually compensates for line
variations during everyday operation.
Three models are available, each with four
switch-selectable data rates. They range
from 1,200 to 9,600 bps, 2,400 to 19,200
bps, and 19,200 to 64,000 bps. Prices start
at $500, with oem discounts available.
The 982 has all-modular connectors
on the rear of the unit for easy installation.
Local and remote loop test capabilities are
built in to permit fault isolation to the line,
terminals, or modem. One unit can be used
as the master unit with its own internal
clocking, or as a slave deriving its clocking
from a remote 982. The unit supports all
standard interfaces. The vendor has also set
up a toll-free phone hot line for installation
and service help. AMDAHL CORP., Marina
del Rey, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

PORTABLE COMPUTER
The Dot computer offers 16-bit addressing,
up to 704KB RAM, bit map graphics, printer,
communications capabilities and system
software in a box roughly the size of an
Osborne. The machine is based on the 8088
microprocessor running the MSlDOS operating system, with a Z80 chip available as an
option for users who want to run CP/M 2.2.
Dot has a minimum 32KB RAM, which can
be expanded on a single board to 256KB. A
second board can add an additional 448KB.
Separate logic and control circuitry
are provided for the graphics, which are

FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

LIMITED DISTANCE MODEM
The 982 Data Set is a compact device available either as a standalone unit with cabinet
or as a plug-in model for rack mounting. It
is designed for point-to-point applications,
using telephone company facilities, for an
in-house· system with private lines or for
network extension applications. It is effective over line lengths of up to 32 miles.
. The unit operates transparently in
full or hal~ duplex modes. Built-in automatJANUARY 1983145

HARDWARE
implemented through a 32KB video RAM,
mapped one-for-one to the 5 x 9-inch
monochrome crt. The printer can map anything displayed on the crt. Its thin film thermal printhead produces 5 x 10 dot matrix
characters with full ascenders/descenders.
The bidirectional printer's top rate of 160
cps is fast enough to print incoming data
directly from a 1,200 baud line.
The Dot is billed as being fully IBM
compatible, but the 287KB Sony 3V2-inch
disk drives cannot accept software for IBM'S
Personal Computer, which employs 51/4inch drives. The basic machine, with 32KB
RAM, monitor and graphics, keyboard, two
-optlon-slots;-one -disk--drive;--and -90.:day warranty, costs $3,000. The basic package
plus two Rs232c ports, an additional 32KB
memory, MS/DOS, printer, and controller
costs $4,000. COMPUTER DEVICES, INC.,
Burlington, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

DIGITIZING WORKSTATION
The GWS Model 3 is a digital database construction facility for digitizing maps, drawings, photographs, strip charts, and other
graphic material. The system is designed
for use in forestry, mining, resource management, municipal government, civil engineering, and medicine applications
that require mapping and drawing capabilities ..
The system, based on the DEC LSI-II
processor, includes a graphics/alphanumeric terminal, a digitizing table, and disk storage. The STRINGS (Storage and Retrieval of
Informative Graphics) digitizing programs

support interactive use. They employ both
stream and point feature collection and construct database structures that track points,
lines, polygons, and symbology in the same
--format:--A-universal-database - translationc
program is included to reformat STRINGS
databases to meet user requirements.
The $25,000 system is expandable.
Hardware options include color graphics,
larger digitizers and disk storage capacities,
flatbed and drum plotters, printers, and a
multi-user environment. The STRINGS software can be upgraded to include user-defined display and plotting programs, a map
librarian, and utilities to allow tables and
graphs to be displayed together. The GWS
Model 3 can also be integrated into an existing CAD/CAM or DBMS system. GEOBASED
SYSTEMS, Raleigh, N.C.

ning at lOMHZ and offloading 110 functions
to up to six controllers with direct memory
access; this provides power comparable to a
DEC PDP 11170, the vendor says. Up to 16
local or remote users can be connected to
the system simultaneously.
Main memory on the system is expandable in 256KB increments to 2MB; offline mass storage ranges from 10MB to a
gigabyte, using 5V4-inch floppy or Winchester drives. (An8-inch Winchester drive
is available as an option.) Two Rs232c
ports are provided in the basic configuration
for ASCII TrY or bisync communications;
SDLClSNA and Unix networking are also
-supported~A PowerFail- Recovery- feature,which allows processing to resume immedi-:
ately after power is restored without having
to boot up again, is also included.
System software includes the vendor's enhanced full-scale Unix with menus,
programming aids, and an applications generator. The menus have five different "personalities," or levels of sophistication, so
that casual users and sophisticated users can
each have the proper level of menu help.
The system supports COBOL. BASIC. FORTRAN, and C. About 200 utilities are also
included in the software package. NCR
CORP., Dayton, Ohio.
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OEM MINICOMPUTER

20,040 LPM PRINTER

Designed to. be the vendor's first serious
effort to capture a segment of the oem minicomputer marketplace, the Tower 1632 offers a 16-bit -Unix environment for under
$12,000. The engine is the Mc68000 run-

The 3800 model 3 printing subsystem provides more than twice the print density of
the 3800 model 1. It can produce pages,
combining text and graphics, with finer
lines and better character definition. The
model 3, which can print in correspondence
quality, offers more type styles and greater
line spacing flexibility than the previous
models.
. The nonimpact printer, the fastest in
the vendor's product line, merges electrophotographic and laser technologies to produce original documents at speeds up to
20,040 lines per minute. The model 3 enhances this process by using a split-beam
laser to create high resolution documents
suitable for text processing, in-house publishing, and business graphics, as well as
computer systems printing. The subsystem
can print on plain paper, preprinted forms,
or forms created simultaneously during the
print process.
Model 1 users can upgrade to the
model 3 with little or- no programming
changes. The newer model has a print density of 240 x 240 pixels per square inch
and includes 59 character sets. With future
software offerings, the model 3 will be able
to operate in ' 'all points addressable"
mode. Text, images, and graphics can be
positioned anywhere on the printable area
of the paper; users will not be restricted to
printing data in sequential order on a lineby-line basis or positioning characters in
uniform matrix cells.
The model 3 can operate with the

¥~~22".IlJ.)I.Ct. ...oth~r illterfaces.
/i1,'he .• •. illdepen~ent . •. color IQ()l<.Up·· tablesperrnitdispl~yof16different colors.in
.~in40~ fr0Inap~etteof32, 76~.Tbe
SCree~' Sl'7s01~t~0Ili~640 .'. )(480~but itean

li.¥~ieeri;;i-lii~lir}1ii]~~iir:·irl~~I~ld~~•···.7ti;bhbt;;:

be r(!scaled [or. ()utput . • to h~deopY"'devices
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9ff~rsindi~id':l~p~ andzoonlfore~c~. of
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.TEMPORARY INSANITY IS NO EXCUSE
FOR BUYING THE WRONG DBMS.

If you're looking for productivity and performance in a
Referring, of course, to the fact that your DBMS is
database management system, (and who isn't?), you really ,struggling to carry a few million records and a few hundred
only have two choices. Buy MODEL 204 DBMS from us at
users, .while a DBMS like MODEL 204 can handle up to
Computer Corporation of America. Or have a very good
513,000,000,000 records and still have 999 users doing simulstory ready for why you didn't.
tanec)Us updates. And where' MODEL 204 responds almost
The reason?
instantly to complex queries under heavy loads, you could
MODEL 204 is the only commercial DBMS ever designed grow a long beard waiting for some systems to respond.
from scratch for on-line systems. Every other DBMS was
And if all else falls? Well, you can always cut out our
converted from batch to on-line. And that means new
little hat, and r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
applications come up
plea~ temI?oMORE ON MODEL 204 DBMS.
lhe w( n~ 0[ M'I
,
faster
with MODEL 204
rary Insamty.
.
II
Which, inexOK, I've tried your argument on for size.
and are easier to
E
0 Make a presentation.
i-=
cusable as it
MPdE 12 4 maintain.
o Send me a brochure.
But let's say you
seems, may
o Let's put MODEL 204 in and benchmark.
~
8.
ignore our logic. And
actually be
J.d
!...II IJII"""
~
& .... I.ai!; IsS IfiIIIII l1li"'-",,1..11
some salesmantalks
close to the
Name
Title
L- illi "
you into a DBMS that
truth.
Company
takes forever to get up
Faced with
"""
# Of Simultaneous Users
and running. You may
Address
the obvious
City
I'1UIWUf/U"~
want to tell your management something like, "We're
superiority of
taking our time, sir, to get this thing right." And hope for
MODEL 204
the best.
DBMS, you'd
Telephone
=st=ate========Zi=P
====
And when the subject of performance comes up,just
have to be
675 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 492-8860
plead ignorance. "Who knew we'd need more capacity and crazy to buy
,faster response time?" you could say. "Who knew?"
anything else. L - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.J
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vendor's S/370/l58 and 168, 4341. 303X,
and 308X processors. It costs $315,000 or
can be rented monthly for $13.000 with a
$4.10 usage charge per 1,000 feet of papeL
IBM CORP., Town of Rye, N.Y.
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16-BIT PROCESSOR
WITH 8-BIT BUS
The iAPX 188 has a 16-bit central processing
unit but interfaces to the outside world via
an 8-bit data bus. Performance of the microprocessor is said to be double that of the
vendor's 8088. but it costs half of the combined price of the 8088 and the numerous
~-

penplieral~dcvices necdcdf6r-8088'opera~-

tion. The microprocessor isa member of
the same "cpu board on a chip" family as
the iAPX 186 16-bit microprocessor. which
has a 16-bit data bus.
The microprocessor integrates the
functions of 15 to 20 support chips onto a
single chip. These include an enhanced
8088-2 cpu. two-channel direct memory
access controller. an 8 MHZ clock generator.
timers. interrupt controller. chip select Jogic. and ready generatoL The chip optimizes
the integration level of the iAPX 186 to take
advantage of a direct interface to lower-cost
8-bit peripheral devices and memories. A
minimum iAPX 188 system can be implemen ted with eight 64K dynamic RAMS.
compared.to the 16 chips that are required
for a 16~bit system.
The iAPX 188 is software compatible
with the vendor's full range of 16-bit architecture products. including the 8086. 8088.
186. and iAPX 286. The microprocessor is
also compatible with the vendor's 8087 numeric coprocessor. the 8089 [/0 channcl
processor. the 80150 cP/M-in-silicon. and
the 80130 iRMX-86 operating system-insilicon. The iAPX 188 costs $50 in quantities
of 100. with deliveries starting this month.
[NTEL CORP .. Santa Clara. Calif.
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FIBER OPTIC GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS
The T/R-20 12 is a fiber optic computer
graphics communications system that transmits high resolution video up to 100 times
further than is possible with conventional
coaxial cable; the vendor says. Typical applications include CAD/CAM. process control. and image processing.
The units are plug-in transmit/receive modules that send Rs-170 video up to
7.500 feet over fiber optic cables. The fiber
optic system bandwidth accommodates either 640 x 512 or 512 x 512 pixel resolution. The cable eliminates problems associated with electromagnetic noise pickup.
hum, ground faults, lightning. and communications security.
Both RGB color and monochrome
video signals can be handled by the system.
Dual BNC input/output connectors are plug
compatible to most monitors and display
148 DATAMATION

characiers per ~econd in its data processing
mode and 50 characters per second in its
near letter-quality mode.' Intermediate
speeds of 150. 120. and 100 cps provide
correspondence quality.
The printer is capable of high-speed
graphics with either 72 or'144 dots per inch
in both horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Double width printing is also possible. as is
FOR DATA CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD
horizontal and vertical tabbing. and serial
and parallel (Centronics) interfaces.
BUSINESS MINICOMPUTERS
In the dual-pass technique. the
The 800 series of minicomputers rounds out
printhead makes a first horizontal pass
the high end of the vendor's Business Sysacross the paper in one direction. printing
tern series and replaces the high end of the
dots in accordance with the supplied data.
- Ds990 family:'The'computersuse aCllstom- -Then the paper is moved a small increment- -. - - - - - - high-speed processor with from 512K to
vertically and the printhead reverses direc2M bytes of error-correcting memory for a
tion and makes a second pass over the same
processing speed twice that of the 600 seline. printing dots that fill in the spaces beries.
tween dots painted in the first pass. The
The 990/12 cpu used in aU 800 seprinter lists for $2.000. ANADEX. Chatsries configurations offers 16-bit memoryworth. Calif.
to-memory architecture. Its performance is
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD
enhanced through overlapped operations.
faster integrated circuitry and memory cyCOLOR COPIER
c1e time than previous processors. and a
The D-Scan 5201 produces single pages of
high-speed cache memory for improved infull-color hardcopy on standard paper in unstruction execution and peripheral operader one minute. The eight-color device uses
tion. The machine also has a larger instrucstandard roll paper and readily available ink
tion set and more memory protection feasheet rolls. and produces durable. markatures than its predecessor. the 990/10A.
ble.andfade-resistantcopies. The device is
Prices of the six systems comprising
intended for use by researchers. technolothe series range from $57.500 for the 861.
gists. and designers who incorporate interwith a 13MB removable cartridge and a
active graphics' into their illustrative and
67MB fixed disk". to $86.000 for the 884.
analysis processes and who use color graphwith two Ds300 Winchester drives capable
ics terminals.
of storing 476MB. The computers support
Color copies are formed over a linethe DX 10 and DNOS operating' systems.
type thermal head that transfers singular
DX lOis a multitasking system that supports
dots of pigment coating from a wax-coated
COBOL. BAS[C. FORTRAN. RPG II. and Pascal.
as well as a data dictionary. DBMS. query
language. and word processing capabilities. DNOS. which is compatible with DX 10
and offers the same languages and utilities.
also includes enhanced device support. job
accounting, and an output spooler. DNOS
also supports network applications. TEXAS
[NSTRUMENTS. [NC .• Austin. Texas.
generators. The modules perform automatic self-monitoring. self-testing. and alarming on-line without program interruption
and without extra test equipment. the vendor says. Automatic gain control and DC
clamping features aid in maintaining the
stability of color and picture levcls. Each
set costs $2.150. ARTEL COMMUNICATIONS
CORP .. Worcester. Mass.
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MULTIMODE PRINTER
The DP-9625A dual-pass dot matrix printer
employs the same printhead and print
mechanism as the other members of the
vendor's Silent/Scribe family. The multimode printer has a maximum speed of 200

three-color banded ink sheet. The normal
grade paper comes in a standard-size roll
and is easily replaced. Final copies are cut
automatically to 81/2 X II inches. The 520 I
will print images from most color crts used
in scientific and CAD/CAM applications.
While other color hardcopy output
devices can take up to three minutes to complete an image, the vendor says, the 520 I
takes only a minute, which allows for greater interactivity. The 5201 also has a local
video memory to store images prior to generating actual output on paper; this frees the
crt for other use.
The unit, which will begin shipments in the first quarter, costs $13,000.
SE[KO [NSTRUMENTS U.S.A., Santa Clara.
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD.
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Now GEN.IITM delivers Tek 4010/4014/4027 compatible graphics on your
VT100, VTI0l, VTI02, VTI03, VT131, or VT132. Generating cost-efficient yet sophisticated images on your
DEC TII terminal first begins with your choice of VT100 TIl-Series
displays. Then add Digital Engineering's GEN.II Retro-Graphics
terminal enhancement.' Our plug-in upgrade transforms an
otherwise "dumb" terminal into a multi-featured bit-map
graphics workstation, capable of plotting complex business and
technical renderings. In a raster-scan resolution of 800 by 480
and in concert with your Thktronix~-based program.
But best of all a Retro-Graphics enhancement costs only a
fraction of what you'd pay for an equivalent graphics terminal:
about $1200-1800, depending on the GEN. II model you order.
Introducing GEN.II Retro-Graphics for DEC.
More graphics power and Tek Til simulation.
An easily installed PC card assembly, our second-generation
enhancement provides emulation of the Thktronix 4010 graphics
terminal plus one-color simulation of the Thk 4027 color graphics
terminal.
And for extra power - and compatibility with your existing
or future Thk 4014 applications programs - GEN.II for DEC
also features one-color 4014 simulation. With little or no software
modification.
In addition, GEN. II's 32 Kb's of "local" intelligence ensures that
images come up quickly - and costly terminal-host data
transmissions are held to a minimum. And because GEN. II is
based on industry-standard Thktronix protocol, graphics
programming and operation are considerably eased. Case in
point: by entering from the keyboard or computer the following
command string
!PIE 100, 0, 360, 45
an eight-sided polygon with a radius of 100 will be plotted and
its interior will be filled with a shading pattern (GEN. II maps
4027 colors to dithered shades).

With similar high-level command strings, GEN. II will also
perform arc and vector drawing. Define and shape text
characters. Store and recall graphs. And, while in 4014 mode,
perform additional graphics annotation using all four 4014
character sets. And you get all this with no loss of existing

terminal features.
Software compatibility ensures your long-term investment.
Since our GEN. II products for DEC provide 4010/4014/4027
compatibility, their use with utility and applicatiOns programs,
whether now or in the future, is guaranteed. Currently, more
than 20,000 Retio-Graphics products are performing successfully on graphics programs such as DISSPLA~ and TELLAGRAF~,
PLOT 10 Til , Thmplate Til, DI-3000 TII , and ILS~.

Graphics 110 and solid backup throughout.
Digital Engineering has built a solid foundation of ''user-chosen''
interactive tools for GEN. II. For instance, a crosshair cursor and
light-pen port (for our optional light pen) are standard features,
while optional interfaces allow you to simultaneously interact
with a digitizer while outputting to an impact or non-impact
serial printer and video device.
Comprehensive docUmentation assists at every level of
operation. A worldwide distribution network assures prompt
delivery and backup. And whether you tap our service network
or opt for on-site service - from one of the largest field service
organizations in the world - your needs will be quickly met.
DEC's VT100, VT101 Til, VT102 Til , VTI03 TII , VT131 TM, or VTl32 Til
and Digital Engineering's GEN. II Retro-Graphics - for high-grade
imaging in a low-cost graphics system.
Call us today for full details, demonstration, and the name of
your local Retro-Graphics distributor - your "one-stop" source
for graphics.

c::N::::J DIGITAL
~L=~ ENGINEERING
630 Bercut Drive, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-7600 'Telex: 910-367-2009

GEN. II and Retro-Graphics are trademarks of Digital Engineering, Inc. © 1982 Digital Engineering, Inc.
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I"The merger of Victor and Sirius creates a

niquecombination of advanced technolog.
marketing and worldwide distribution': ·
Chuck Peddle,

designer of
Victor 9000 microcomputer and Presid
of the new Victor Technologies,

The combination of
ctor Business Products
,d Sirius Systems Technol~
y, Inc., creates a new com~
ny designed to meet the most
manding needs of the modem
Ilsiness office. It unites the ad~
~nced technology capabilities of
hus with the distribution, support and
larketing strengths of a company with
;·er 65 years of experience in solving busi~
!ss application problems.
The result is Victor Technologies,
I. C., a company ideally suited to dramat~
ally impact today's international com~
Iter marketplace.
I

I"he new Victor:
itreamlined forsuccess.
I

The Chairman of the Board of the
ew Victor Technologies is Fred Sullivan,
hairman and Chief Executive Officer of
'idde, Inc., a diversified $3 billion com~
iny. The financial support of this giant
~nglomerate will help focus Victor's goal
fbecoming one of the three leading com~
luter companies in the world.
I
President and Chief Executive Of~
Icer of the new company is Chuck Peddle.
: was Chuck Peddle's focus and insight
;rhich led to the design and manufacture
f the Victor 9000, the first and most
bwerful of the "third generation" of mi~
'rocomputers. Acknowledged as the "fa~
her" of the personal computer concept,

software, both internal:
and by third parties. Tt
reputation of Chuck Peddl
and the proven success (
the product family will cor
tinue to attract the efforl
of the brightest minds in tn
high technology industry.
Peddle introduced this useful and very
affordable third generation microcompu~
ter in the European market with startling
results.

The Victor 9000:
Number One in Europe,
in a class by itself

in America.

In Europe the Victor 9000, sold under
the name of Sirius 1, is the best selling
microcomputer in the market. As a matter
of fact, it was recently named "Computer
of the Year" in West Germany.
There are demonstrably good reasons
for this success. As in the United States,
the Victor 9000 is the most powerful mi~
crocomputer available, offering substan~
tially more internal memory, storage
capacity' and engineering advances than
any other comparable product. And the
Victor 9000 library of business application
software and innovative line of peripherals
and accessories make it a business tool of
great versatility.
A vital part of the new Victor is a total
commitment to the development of new

VlCT~

Over 10,000 outlets
thf9ughout the world.
Victor, long established as a worl
leader in desktop calculators and innovc
tor of electronic cash registers, will b
accelerating and expanding the distribt:
tion channels for these products. An
with the outstanding acceptance of th
Victor 9000 desktop computer, the ne,
company is committed to make substan
tial new product offerings and support fc
all product lines through its large branche
and dealer networks.

A commitment to
growth and excellence.
The new Victor is committed tc
nothing less than a major leadership roll
in the computerized office of tomorrow
The company's synthesis of high technol
ogy expertise and innovation with the ex
perience, stability and financial strengtl
of one of the most respected business prod
uct companies in the world assures tha
success.

Victor Technologies, Inc. P.O. Box 1135 Glenview, Ill. 60025 1-800-VIC-9000
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Theirs:
QBE, GIS,
STAIRS, APL,
ADRS,SQL,
Etc •••
Oars:

INQIJIRE®
See us at Software expo/West Booth #214

SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

A software development tool is
available for users of Panasonic's Link handheld computer.
The tool, which runs on Apple
II and II Plus computers, lets
users write SNAP and Assembler
programs on the Apple, with
testing and debugging d6ne on
either the Apple or the Link.
The package is available from
Panasonic, Secaucus, N.J.

Grafmaster is a panel-driven presentation
graphics package that provides standardized interface panels for interactively generating both simple and sophisticated presentation charts on a broad range of graphics display devices. Users who need a "user
specific" interface can have appropriate
panels tailored by the vendor, using the proprietary panel definition language.
At the touch of a cursor key, users
can quickly navigate through entries on
standardized panel sets-the windows into
the graph's description-and either accept
the defaults or fine tune the picture by supplying different values. This muliiplechoice technique eliminates keystroking of
statements required by most command or
prompt driven graphics systems, since the
user employs only the cursor keys to set up
the graphs.
The panel definition language, currently offered only as a service by thevendor, allows a user to make his panels reflect
the terminology used in his office. This language will be available for sophisticated
oems in the future, the vendor says.
Because the system is fast, it can be
used in an iterative manner to develop and
refine the required graphics, with data input
from either the keyboard or external files.
Users can experiment with layouts, parameter values, and other characteristics of
the graph with little keystroking: The package, available in February on VAX systems
and in April on IBM systems, costs $18,000.
PRECISION VISUALS, INC., Boulder, Colo.

As 16-bit personal computers
become more popular, more and
more software vendors are upgrading their products to run
on CP/M-86 and MS/DOS, among
other operating systems. One
recent case is MicroPro, whose
WordStar~ MailMerge, and SpellStar are now available on both
CP/M-86 and MS/DOS.
As if just to prove the Osborne
computer can travel, from Norway we hear of four utilities
designed to aid the user in
avoiding loss of data from its
disks. Elektrokonsult's DTest
checks disks for bad sectors;
UnEra recovers accidentally
erased files; DDup recovers
files with damaged sectors; and
DDump allows users to examine
and patch data on any sector.
Each program costs $30, with an
$8 air shipping charge from
Drammen.
To reduce the amount of postsale hand-holding often required by personal c9mputer
users with new software,
Cdex Corp., of Los Altos,
Calif., has created its first
in a series of interactive
tutorial programs: a three-disk
package for VisiCalc. Currently available for the Apple II
Plus, the package costs $50,
including reference manual.
The BRS Search Service, in
Latham, N.Y., can now be used
by home computer enthusiasts
as well as by corporations,
schools, and research houses.
BRS/After Dark is available
from 6 p.m. to midnight.
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INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS
TaskMaster integrates word processing,·
data communications, database management, telex, typesetting, printable bar
graphics, and on-screen math into a single
package running under the RT-ll and TSXPlus operating systems. The package has
been in existence since 1975, when it was
created in Canada to assist in publishing the
letters of 19th century British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli, but it has only been
on the market since December.

TaskMaster's list processing supports sort, select, merge, and label printing
functions. The data communications facility supports asynchronous ASCII communications up to 19.2K baud. The database
manager allows selection of specific records, fields within specific records, calculation on those fields or records, and tabulation of specific fields or records. It also
allows the creation of database files from
word processing files and vice versa.
Telexes may be sent or received using ITT Worldcom's Timetran service. Under this service, only the actual transmission time is payable; the telex number and
computer mailbox are free. The word processor features on-screen calculation, super- and subscripts, scientific notation, proportional spacing, and a multilevel hyphenation facility. The printable bar graphics
require a VT100 terminal, although others
are supported. The package costs $4,000,
or $2,500 without the database .manager.
DAWN COMPUTER CORP., Studio City, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

SNA·DECINTERFACE
The Network Services Facility (NSF) is a
communications gateway that provides
multi terminal and applications access from
non-IBM systems to SNA. As a node within a
communications network, the NSF is able to
connect multiple interactive sessions to
multiple IBM hosts. It is available, under
license, on Digital Equipment's VAX series
of computers for $50,000.
The NSF provides for up to 64 terminals simultaneously to access IBM multiple
hosts and a wide range of DEC applications,
including timesharing and networking via
DECNET and X.25. The package offers full
emulation of 3278 and 3287 devices on
most ASCII asynchronous terminals and several printers; full support and emulation of
3274-51 C control for the connection of IBM
systems is offered· via SNA PU type 2.
Terminal access to the NSF is via
dial-up, leased, or direct connect lines;
printers can be attached via separate lines or
through the auxiliary port on the crt. Up to
six IBM hosts can be supported simultaJANUARY 1983 153
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neously, with load balancing when multiple
SNA lines are connected to the same host.
No special requirements exist for the VMS
. operating system to run NSF, PARAMIN, INC.,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
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LEGAL DATABASE
The Laborlaw database provides access to
U.S. labor law information including judicial decisions, arbitration awards, and
agency rulings. The database is based on
six printed services that cover labor relations,. fair employment practices, wages
and hours, labor arbitration, occupational
--safetyafm-health~--and-mine-safety-and-

health. The database includes indexing and
abstracts from federal and state court decisions, as well as rulings from the National
Labor Relations Board, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission, and the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Review Commission, as well as arbitrators and others.
The database allows users to search
across all six services simultaneously. Prior
familiarity with the various indexing classification systems is not necessary, since Laborlaw offers both descriptor terms and
codes as aids to effective retrieval. Continu-

ous and automatic updates matching preestablished research criteria are supplied
monthly on an optional basis. New decisions, parallel citations, and case histories
can also be added monthly.
The full texts of labor law decisions
are not available on the database; but for
fast searches of the legal literature, these
are rarely needed. The only hardware necessary for access to the'database is a terminal (or communicating word processor or
microcomputer) and a telephone, since the
database is available through the Dialog Information Services collection of databases.
The only charge for use of Laborlaw is the

any requirement exac!ly; defining a' menu
can be done in minutes using any text editor, the vendor claims. The menu designer
is not restricted to any predefined screen
layout or any number of predefined func-,
tions, but may design menus with total
functional and graphical freedom.
MenuMaster incorporates a Menu
Definition Language designed specifically
for the purpose of menu design. The language is intended to be useful to the novice
as well as to the professional programmer.
The software comes with a phototypeset tutorial user's guide and a technical reference
manual. The product carries a list price of
-$l20.;;an~hour-usage-fee.-BuREAU-OF-NA~-- $200;-BORl.;AND-INTERNATIONAl.;,--Dublin,- -. - - - - - TIONAL AFFAIRS, INC., Washington, D.C.
Ireland.
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MENUS FOR CP/M

MICRO DBMS

MenuMaster is a human interfacing system
for CP/M that will make any CP/M computer
completely menu driven. The program displays what the computer can do at any point
on the screen, so that a single keystroke can
execute any command given to the operating system.
The package contains a set of menus
that may be used as is or as a basis for a
customized menu system. The user, dealer,
or manufacturer can create menus to meet

Derived from the vendor's PRISM package,
MAG/base differs from competitive database
management systems primarily because it
utilizes a fill-in-the-blank approach rather
than a command approach. This enables users to create their own files, reports, and
special forms without the need for a specialized computer language. The package
comes in one of three versions.
The MAG/base-l Personal Filing
System is designed for users who want to
keep their database activity simple. The
software can generate most list-oriented applications, including customer 'lists, real estate listings, data entry, and direct mail.
Files may be indexed and cross-referenced;
reports can show information selected from
a file with totals. Mail-merge capabilities
are also provided. MAG/base-2 includes a
full MAG/base-l and a report writer, which
gives the user control over the appearance
and content of reports, queries, and special
forms. Calculations, totals, and subtotals
are provided. Checks, invoices, statements, and financial reports can be produced, and report definitions may be saved
and recalled to eliminate repetitive use.
The MAG/base-3 option is designed.
for the advanced end user. It includes all of
the MAG/base-2 features and a set of programming aids. Menu definition, password
protection, screen management, and entry
and edit functions are included. MAG/base,
which is compatible with CP/M, CP/M-86,
MP/M, and MP/M-86, costs between $300
and $800, depending on which version is
purchased. MICRO APPLICATIONS GROUP,
Canoga Park, Calif.

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
STOCK ANALYSIS
Four packages mark the entry of this vendor
into the software publishing business. The
Market Analyzer is a technical analysis tool
for the serious investor who uses charts and
graphs for· decision making. The program
collects historical and daily market quotes
from the stock ticker and stores them for
later viewing. Users can construct relative
strength and analysis charts or individual
price and volume charts with moving averages, oscillator charts, and straight line
constructions. The program allows for input of special indicators and can store data
'on 104 stocks for 128 days or 52 stocks for
256 days on one data disk.
The Market Microscope collects,
stores, and updates information on extensive lists of companies and industry groups.
lJsers can follow the progress of individual
companies, rank lists of companies With respect to indicators followed, specify
scrf!ens for buying and selling, and set support and resistance levels for automatic notification when stocks reach critical points.
Some 68 indicators are available, and up to
50 lists, each with up to 20 stocks or industry groups, can be stored on a data disk.
The Market Manager maintains security portfolios; users have access to prices
and financial information and can track
stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds, and
Treasury issues. In addition to automatic
valuation of positions, users can obtain
printed reports for individual accounts and
154 DATAMATION
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an overall securities holding report. The
package includes year-to-date transaction
audit trails and realized gains/losses tax records, as well as an automatic cash entry
system for buys and sells.
The Connectoris just what its name
implies: an interface to the vendor's News/
Retrieval videotex. service. Included are
business and economic news, stock quotes,
financial and investment services,and general news and information. The package
also includes a 33% discount on non-primetime usage of the News/Retrieval service.
All four packages include an hour of
free nonrestricted usage of, the News/Retrieval service. The Market Analyzer lists
for $350, the Market Microscope for $700,
the Market Manager for $300, and the Connectorfor$95. DOWJONES&CO., INC., New
York, N.Y.
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VISICALC INTERFACE
TO DATABASE
VisiLink electronically transfers selected
business information over the telephone
from the Data Resources private business
database to users, in the form of VisiCa1c
worksheets. There worksheets, called DataKits, can be used immediately with the
VisiCalc program or with the vendor's oth-

GEORGE" WE NEED HELP~ OUR ON-LINE
BACKlOl:7 IS OVER TWO YEARS.
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

\

MY MISSION WON'T

BE COMPLETE UNT\ L
EVERY PROGRAMMER IS
DEVELOP1N0 cres AND
\MS APPLICATIONS.

CALL UFO c/o
THE.. PLANET OXFORD.
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SORWARE AND SERVICES
er software products, simplifying the task
of integrating external information with information known only to the manager or
executive.
DataKit worksheets are regional,
national, or international in scope and include financial, industrial, and special purpose data. Also available are profit and loss
statements, income statements, and other
financial data about public corporations.
A user registers with Data Resources by using the VisiLink program. The
program automatically connects the user
with the Data Resources family of databases after he completes an on-screen order
The-program transferstheselecteoinformation. The user pays only for the information received. The registration and selection of information are performed offline so that there are no connect charges.
A catalog is included on one VisiLink diskette, which includes prices for
each DataKit available. VisiLink itself
costs $250, and prices for each DataKit
range from $35 to $200. VisiLink currently
runs on Apple II and II Plus computers with
48KB memory and two disk drives. A modemisrequired. VISICORP., San Jose, Calif.

-form.
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CORPORATE LAW AIDS
The Corporate LawPack system enables a
corporation's legal department to track out-

side legal costs, monitor internal costs, and
control docket scheduling. The software includes six major subsystems, which can be
purchased individually, and operates on
Wang vs and IBM 4300 Series (or larger)
computers.
The Docket Control subsystem
maintains the corporate database of all matters handled by the legal department. It produces a diary of events for upcoming court·
appearances, filing dates, and other events
in pending litigation; it also records histories of past litigated matters. The Budget!
Financial Reporting subsystem provides
management analysis reports comparing
adl.ialcostsagainstbudget and to the prioryear.
The Time Recording subsystem
provides a detailed narrative of all tasks
performed by the in-house legal staff and
allows the department to plan for increased
work loads or requirements for additional
in-house personnel. The Disbursement Accounting package reimburses employees
for all out-of-pocket expenses and records
employee advances. The program charges
all expenses to the appropriate accounts and
maintains a ledger of all invoices and payments.
The Interdepartmental Charges subsystem provides the law department with a
detailed analysis of the true costs of each
project undertaken and charges appropriate

user departments for legal services involved. The File Maintenance package
manages the master files common to the
subsystems. On-line documentation for users is included with the subsystems. A complete system costs about $18,000. COMPINFO, New York, N.Y.
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WP FOR MICROS
The Tronware family of office automation
software is designed on the premise that
word processing is a window through which
all other applications should pass, its vendor says. Besides word processing, applica-tions-include "'arithmetic,· electronic, mail,-list processing, automatic merge, and a security/encryption system. The entire package is written in Pascal and runs under CPI
M, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, and Unix. Versions
for MSIDOS and theucsD p-System will be
available soon as well.
The Scriptron word processing
package includes the usual wp features as
well as multicolumn printing, automatic
realignment, storage and recall of formats,
a forms processing utility, and a concurrent
printing/editing capability. The arithmetic
module can accept, edit, sort, and print columns of numbers, in addition to basic computational abilities.
Scriptron also includes a three-level
security system. An external device denies

THE BUILDING BLOCKS
for

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT
PDP.II/VAX HOST
CYMRIC supplies all the pieces ... from higher level
languages like SUPER*,to cross assemblers, debuggers,
down loaders ... working under all PDP-ll operating
systems, plus VAX-VMS, and for all the popular micros.
And CYMRIC supplies target operating systems, as well.
All of our software is written on assembly language for
the fastest, most efficient operation.
And all of the pieces fit together. Each module is efficiently interfaced with its neighbors to produce a
Totally Integrated Development Environment.
Want more information? Write us TODAY!
Overseas Distributors:
Unit-C.
Dominion Way West
Broadwater Worthing
West Sussex BN148N7
England

Camelot Softwear
79 London Road
Knebworth Herts
SG36AH England

G. Ridderbusch Ing.
Steinstrasse 50
71 Heilbronn
West Germany

ASR International Corp.
3-23-8, Nishi-Shimbasni
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105
Japan

VTn
Down
Loader

*Registered trademark of CYMRIC Computer Systems, Inc.

C~l:'E~£ms, Inc., p.o. box

253, Concord, MA 01742
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''It would take years

at work to master the
techniques we learn at
···theWanolnstitute
in three semesters."

The Wang Institute is an
independent, non-profit
graduate school which
offers software professionals a unique opportunity to
earn a Master's degree in
software engineering.

"The environment here
isn't just conducive to
learning, it makes not
learning almost
impossible."
Find out why some of the
best software engineers in
America are studying at the
Wang Institute.
Applications from both
full- and half-time candidates are being
accepted for September, 1983.
Assistantships
are available for
qualified fulltime students.
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD

r--------For application information,
write to or call: Cynthia Johnson,
Corporate Liaison, Wang
Institute of Graduate Studies,
School of Information Technology,
Tyng Road, Tyngsboro, MA 01879,
(617) 649-9731.
Name
Address
Company

Tel.
Address

SORWARE AND SERVICES
access to users who fail to match a preprogrammed algorithm; a hierarchical password structure further restricts users from
getting on the system subversively; and a
sophisticated encryption technique deters
tampering with files. The package, which
costs $800, also includes a mapping function, which can be used to map commands
to function keys, redefine command names,
assign a machine representation to keys on
the keyboard, and map the help command
file to any set of instructions. SOFfCORP,
Overland Park, Kans.

The BLS application development
package includes a simulator and compiler,
a 300-page user reference manual with detailed descriptions of all procedures. and a
concise pocket reference guide for the more
experienced programmer. The simulator
software develops, modifies, and tests the
application program, simulating the operation of the handheld terminal. (The terminals use an RCA 1802 chip as a cpu.) The
initial license fee for the BASIC package is
$1,500, with discounts for quantity volumes. MSI DATA CORP., Costa Mesa, Calif.
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-HANOHElO--BASIC----

--------~--~--

The BASIC Language System (BLS) simplifies creation of customized application programs for the vendor's handheld source
data entry terininals. The software, which is
contained on two 5V4-inch floppy diskettes,
creates, modifies, edits, tests, and compiles
the application programs on either an Apple
II or II Plus or on the vendor's Application
Development System using a Cromenco
microcomputer.
The corrected and compiled program is downloaded into the handheld terminal. This can be done directly from the
development micro or by burning the program into an EPROM chip, which is encased
in a plug-in programmable load module for
remote on-site loading of the terminal.

-COBOL-FOR -JAPAN- - --------This vendor's portable microcomputer coBOL compiler supports the Japanese Industry Standard set of kanji characters. Since
more than 90% of all business applications
in Japan are written in COBOL, the Level II
COBOL will make office automation more
friendly to users and will increase the productivity of Japanese-speaking COBOL programmers, the vendor says.
The compiler processes alphabetical, numeric, and kanji symbols as it reads
the source code. The product also supports
katakana characters, the Japanese ideograms for Western concepts not represented
by other existing Japanese symbols. The
compiler allows users to enter kanji at the
keyboard and work in their native character

set rather than in alphabetical notation.
The vendor says that Level II COBOL
is the first microcomputer COBOL that is
compatible with all ANSI 74 standard applications, so that the compiler can be configured for most computers. The compiler
costs $1,600 to end users. MICRO FOCUS,
Palo Alto, Calif.
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TELECONFERENCING
Trans-Call .is an international telephone
meeting service that costs $2 per user per
minute worldwide and 75¢ per user per
minute in the U.S., including the cost of the
-phonecall."----- -- - --~----~-~-The service is simple to use. A conference reservation is made with the vendor's Midwest headquarters. At the designated meeting time, the vendor calls the
participants who are abroad. At the· same
time, the participants in the U.S. call in to
the service, using a specially assigned number from the vendor's 800 service (except in
Connecticut). This arrangement is designed
to ensure qiJickconferencing and the best
phone lines for the -meeting.
There is a 15-minute minimum
charge for the service, but all costs are included in the $2 (or 75¢) connect time
charge. DAROME TELECONFERENCING DIVISION, Harvard, Ill.
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"Looking for Bugs?"
10

Increase your COBOL

productivity
with Cogen by
as much as
Writing COBOL code
can be time-consuming and
error-prone. But with Cogen,
writing business application
programs is a breeze. Cogen
is an automated Program
Generator which produces
bug-free RM/COBOUM
code. You interact with Cogen
through menus, prompts
and data-entry screens.
Once y~'ve defined your
programming task to Cogen,
it does the rest ... no more
repetitive keying and other
drudgery. You can create
independent modul~s to link
with your own programs, or
you can have Cogen create
complete application programs for file maintenance, inquiries and reports. You will be
amazed at the combination of power and ease of use embodied in
Cogen. Having proved itself on minicomputers Cogen is now
available on any microcomputer which runs RM/COBOL, a
very widely used business language.

"A Dynamic and Powerful Programming Tool~'

R.W. Lay, M.I.S. Director, Logo Paris, Inc.
San Rafael, California.

will

Cogen
benefit you
in many ways. Cogen generates formal, structured programs automatically, so your
code is standardized, selfdocumenting, efficient and
easy to maintain. "Screen
painting" techniques let you
draw the screens exactly as
you want to see them ~is
played by your program,
accurately, efficiently and
quickly. Cogen has extensive report writing facilities.
Its menu driven format produces dozens of lines of bugfree code with just a few
keystrokes, so your new programmers can get started
much sooner. And using Cogen
means portability, because
Cogen goes hand in hand with, and is written in, RM/COBOL.
A Cogen demo package is available with full documentation,
including tutorials and examples. For inquiries, write to:

"Sorry, I don't have any. Pni using
COGEN, the RMLCOBOL Program
Generator from Byjek!,
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1714 Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707
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"CINCOM'S MANUFACTURING CONIROlSYSIEM- WORKS AS WEll"
FOR MANUFACIURINGAS II DOES" FOR DATA PROCESSING."
Today's successful implementations o(manufacturing~'
Master Production Scheduling System; PPCS-Production
control software have 1wo things in cornmon:
.
,
Planning and Control System; and VAPS-Vendor Analysis'
,,_l They work as hard for manufacturing in reducinginver)to- ,~,aDdPurchasing Systems.. , , '
ries, improving o~time deliveries and profit margins as 1
With this fully integrated system, manufacturers arEJ realizing
they do for data processing in being powerful. adaptthese kind of performance results:
j
,
able; extendable and flexible to the changing needs of "'~'. Inventory levels reduced 30%
manufacturing.
• Overtime cut by 55%
'
, ,,, 2. ,They are based on Cincom's MRPS,:th(3 comprehensive; .~.••• Inbound freight charges reduced 30%
production and inventory control software system that is
• Indirect labor productivity improved 30%
modular, integrated and flexible.
• Inventory accuracy increased to 95%
Cincom's MRPS is the first manufacturing control system that is:". On-time delivery improved to 99% :.
• Designed to adaptto change in manufacturing i
• Overdue purchase orders reduceq 44%;
!
.., o p e r a t i o n s "
"Cincom's MRPS.lt's the manufacturing control system that ",'
• Modular, yet integrated, for phased implementation
allows manufacturing and data processing to work as a
• Integrated with a DBMS to ensure data independence
successful team.
~. and high performance,
", "Forourfull-colorbooklet on howMRPScan become a major'
• Designed exclusively for an on-line environment.
step in optimizing your manufacturing environment, contact
The System .is comprised offive powerful modules. The
our Marketing SeNices Department:
Foundation Module establishes the system framework and,
the information base. The four planning modules include:
•
•
IN OHIO: 513-661-6000 IN CANADA:416-279-4220
, . MMPS-Manufacturing Material Planning System; MPSSw< w

00

800 543' 3010
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GE 2120 printers reduce Because they don't spend
alot of time on -line.'
. time-sharing costs.
In time-sharing, every'
minute your printer spends online costs you money. That's
why a lot of people are taking
the time now to look at the GE
2120 printer.
The GE 2120 will print at
a sustained 150 cps and provides transmission speeds from
110 to 9600 baud. It has an optional32K Text Editor which
allows you to work off -line to
reduce on -line time and communication charges as much as
70%.
Stylish, compact, lightweight, quiet, and easy-to·use,
the energy-efficient GE 2120
printer comes with an outstanding list of standard features.
Plus you get choices in paper
handling: friction, pin feed
platens, or adjustable tractors.
And if you need more, we have
mor:e than enough options to
choose from.

GE Is YOUR
BEST CHOICE FOR
QUALITY OPTIONS.
A range of data buffers
from 2K to 16K capacity provide the throughput efficiencies you need at high transmission speeds.
Internal FCC-registered
auto-answer modems save
work space and external dataset costs. All you need is a
standard modular phone jack.
A range of other useful
options and accessories are
available to meet your specific
needs.

OF COURSE, WE HAVE
MORE THAN ONE
MODEL OF EXCELLENCE.
General Electric also offers
the GE 2030 printer. Identical
to the GE 2120 in standard features and available options, the
GE 2030 prints at sustained
speeds up to 60 cps. And there
is one other difference ... it also
costs less. So if you don't need
the speed, selecting the GE
2030 may be your best choice.
MATCH THE PRINTER
TO YOUR PROBLEM.
For time-sharing, communication networks, order

entry, CRT hard copy, process
control. .. just a few of the many
office and factory applications
... the GE 2000 printer family
allows you to meet your needs
precisely. Efficiently. Effectively.
WHO'S FIRST IN
ELECTRONIC PRINTING?
Today, General Electric
is a specialized full-line printer
supplier with over a decade of
experience meeting a wide
range of data printing needs.
And remember, General
Electric roots go back to
Thomas Edison. It was in his
tradition that in 1969 we introduced the first electronic printer
with modem LSI circuitry. Since
then, we've continued to advance the quality and reliability
of printer technology.
General Electric ... the
industry leader in electronic
printing. We pioneered the industry in the first place.

First In ElectronicPrinting.
For the solution to your printing needs, call TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3182.
General Electric Company, Data Communication Products Department TS21, Waynesboro, Va. 22980. In Virginia, call1-703-949-1l70.
Or call the,authorized General Electric Distributor Headquarters nearest you: Benchmark Computer Systems, Bloomington, MN, 612-884-1500 • Carterlone Communications
Corp., Addison, TX, 214-387-8732 • Continental Resources, Inc., Bedford, MA, 617-275-0850 • Data Access Systems, Inc., Blackwood. NJ, 609-228-0700· Data Rentals/Sales,
Inc., Culver City, CA, 213-559-3822 • Data Systems Marketing, San Diego, CA, 714-560-9222 • Data-Tron, Inc., Wickliffe, OH, 216-585-8421 ··David Jamison Carlyle Corp., Los
Angeles, CA, 213-277-4562 • Dayton-Forester Associates, Inc., Canoga Park, CA, 213-701-0127 • Digital Associates Corp., Stamford, CT, 203-327-9210 • Equipment Resources,
Inc., Atlanta, GA, 404-955-0313 • FICOMP, Inc., Horsham, PA, 215-441-8600 • National ComJ1uter Communications Corp., Stamford, CT, 203-357-0004 • Qytel/Consolidated
Data Systems, Ltd., Bogota, NJ, 201-487-7737 • RCA Service Co./Data Services, Cherry Hill, NJ, 609-338-5242 • Schweber Electronics, Westbury, NY, 800-645-3040 • Tel-Tex,
Inc., Houston, TX, 713-868-6000· 1hmsnet Corp., Union, NJ, 201-688-7800 • U.S. Robotics, Inc., Chicago, IL, 312-346-5650 • W.A. Brown Instruments, Inc., Orlando, FL, 30S-425-5505· Authorized agent: ICESD Headquarters, Schenectady, NY, 800-528-6050, Ext. 1715 except in Arizona, 800-352-0458, Ext. 1715.
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That's why you can ·always lease or buy
the latest DEC terminals, from MTI.
MTI is a full-service distributor. Our sales engineers will help you choose the most cost-effective equipment for your needs.' Our warehouse
staff will check out each piece of equipment
thoroughly before it is shipped. Our service department will install your equipment and give
you timely maintenance and service.
As one of the few Authorized Digital Terminals
Distributors, MTI can give you the best of two
worlds; terminals, based on advanced technology from the industry leader, and the expertise
and service from applications specialists.
Whether you rent, buy or lease Qur equipment,
you'll find MTI is the one source for all the terminals, peripherals and systems, applications
expertise and service you'll ever need. At prices
that are hard to beat. Call MTI today and save.
New York: 516/621-6200, 2121767-0677,518/449-5959
Outside N.Y.S.: 8001645-6530
New Jersey: 2011227-5552
Ohio: 216/464-6688
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Applications Specialists & Distributors, New York, New Jersey and Ohio.
DEC, Intel, Lear Siegler, Texas Instruments, Dataproducts, Diablo, 3Corn,
Hazeltine, Racal-Vadic, Digital Engineering, MICOM, Cipher and Elgar.

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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ance family of CGA mUlti-systems
products gives multiple-cPU Sites
a powerful new Single-system
. image.
Used together or in any com-

Global Console Director"

bination, each member works
transparently to make your data
center more efficient, easier to
manage and more productive-all
without systems modifications.
More than a thousand CGA Single-image softWare packages are
in use around the world. Change
your image for the better. Call today and set up a free trial of SuperMSI, GCD or MSM. .

800-237-2057 . Speaksoftware. Talk to eGA.

ega eGA Software Products Group ~;r~~~~,oJ:;,tJerSeY07746
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RSTS/E & RSX-IIM

FIXED ASSETS
SYSTEM

SOFTWARE PACKAGES
KDSS multi-terminal key-to-disk data
entry system
TAM multi-termillal screen-handling faCility
for transaction-processing applications
FSORT3 very fast record sort for

RSTS/E
SELECT convenient. very fast extraction
of records that meet user-specified crrteria
(RSTS/E only)
BSC/DV a DVll handlp.r lor most
bisynchronous protocols (RSTSI E only)
COLINK links two RSTS/E systems
uSing DMClls
DIALUP uses an asynchronous terminal
Irne to link a local .RSTSI E system to a remote
computer system

Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.

Calculating depreciation' got you down? Know
where all your assets are at? Use PLYCOM's Fixed
Assets System for software that is easy·to use, yet
eHective. Gives you a complete solution. Includes
all the fonns, procedures and programs necessary
to give management full control over the asset
reporting function. Includes excellent documentation and complete support. Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to use menus
Book and tax depreciation
Multi-division or multi-company
Disposal reporting
Property tax reporting
Depreciation forecasting
Acquisition reporting
Interfaces to General Ledger
For PDP-11's using RSTS/E

~ lye () m·

55 Waltham Street
Lexington. Massachusetts 02173

(617) 861-{)670
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Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG.II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or OS). The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage of automatic
conversion (approaching 100%) of the
source code.

RPG to PL/l
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PLl1 (DOS or OS). The
translator .achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.

COBOL to COBOL
One of the. many successful Translators
offered by Dataware is our COBOL
Convertor, a table-driven conversion
system designed to convert COBOL
programs from one vendor or operating
system to another.
This convertor plus our. other conversion
tools meet the "needs of a changing
computer industry.
Our conversion approach provides the
major solution to management's conver. sion problems and facilitates the recovery
of the initial capital investment in systems
development.

services, inc.

P.O. Box 160
Plymouth, IN 46563
(219) 935-5121
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PL/l TO COBOL
Dataware's
Software
Translator
automatically converts from IBM PL/1
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
Translator is capable of handling IBM
as or DOS (48 or 60 character set)
source programs as input.
For more information on this translator
or the others listed below, please write
or call today.

•
•
•
•

EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
BALI ALC to COBOL
AUTOCODER ISPS to COBOL
COBOL to COBOL

For more information, call or write today.

For more information, call or write today.

The Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

oa~aware, Inc.

Da~aware, Inc.

oa~aware,
2565 Elmwood Avenue
.
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

B~

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519
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B~

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
.
. (716) 876- 8722 • TELEX: 91519
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BUY, SELL, LEASE

e Line Regulation:' ±O.1% Max. for 10% input change • load R"!lI,lat;...n:'+n:)'l/;
Max. on #1 Output e'Ripple Noise: Typ. 1% PP Max. e Over Vpltage Protection
e Reverse Polarity Protection e Compact, only 7%" x 4" x 2~" • Fast load transient responsee 5 volt adj. ±1 O%eOC Output: 42 Watts continuouse70% Efficiency

II~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~ (kg.), ,line

1545
UnilllA. No. Andover
MA 01845
0 Osgood
Visa
081.AmericanExpress
0 Check/MoneyOrder

Charge to: 0 MasterCard

amcor computer corp.
a Kon.bCOMpony

1900 Pla~tSlde Dr. LouISvIlle. ICY '0299 502/'91-9820
Regional Offices-Atlanta. GA I Campbell. CA

Sub.Total
Card #,,'
If-"==::-:--:':'::":::":'=::":":'::=...j Mass. res,add 5% Tax - - - Name

-------.:=:::
== __

IL~~~~~~ Shipping &

"='===

.. ,,""

""'" .","'"

Handling -:i5iJ AddresS:"
TOTAL - - City""

,."",Exp, Date".

".,,"" State.",

"".Zip "
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.

PRINTER
BARGAINS
TALLY T1705
$1200 U.S.
-160 CPS, BIDIRECTIONAL, 132PP,
STAND
TELETYPE MODEL 40
$1500 U.S.
-FORMS ACCESS PRINTER.
-160 CPS, 80 PP

Sysfel11
INCORE

INTERNUioNAl
COMPUTER
_ _ _ _ _ 0 REM4RkETiNG, INC.

--Call 217-351-7982
to buy, sell, or lease Data General equipment.
3000 Research Road, Champaign, IL 61820
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30 OF EACH AVAILABLE NOW
PRICED FOR LOTS OF 10 OR MORE
EXCELLENT CONDITION
USED ONLY 12 MONTHS
CERTIFICATION AVAILABLE
GLOBAL TRAVEL COMPUTER LIMITED
365 BLOOR STREET EAST
SUITE 2000
TORONTO, ONTARIO
(416) 928-1100
CONTACT: R. CHRISTOPHER
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"THERE IS AN ANSWER TO EVERY RIDDLE
IN THE UNIVERSE,EXCEPT ONE:'
I know the secrets of the stars and the
mysteries of the moon. But the origin of The
Common Cold baffles even a great thinker like
myself. That's why I rely on the Consumer
Information Catalog.
It's published by the Federal Government
and lists over 200 booklets you can send away
for. Over half are free. And all are wise. With
tips on everything from repairing a flat tire to
relieving a cold.
So send for this free catalog. Write:
Consumer Information Center, Dept. B, Pueblo,
Colorado 81009. After all. it's hard enough
deciphering the mysteries of this planet.
without the handicap of an earthshaking sneeze.

REMOTE ANALOG AND DIGITAL I/O UNIT
REPLACES IBM 7406 DEVICE. COUPLER
The SL-800 series of analog and digital 110 units provide
up to 16 channels of 12 bit analog input, 2 channels of 12
bit analog output, 8 digital inputs and 8 digital outputs per
unit. Several units may be daisy-chained on the same RS232C line. These devices are approximately one half the
cost of the IBM 7406 device coupler and are available in
rack mount or table top versions complete with A,C. power
supply. Prices start at $1895.00 (qty. 1-4, rack mount).
For further information contact:
Richard Wiedeman
SERIAL LAB PRODUCTS INC.
Post Offic~ Box 766
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752
617e481 e1684

THE CONSUMER INFORMATION
CATALOG

A catalog of over 200 helpful publications.
General Services Administration· Consumer Information Cent"r

t;lI...
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SYSTEMS -PER.PH E RALS • PARTS

DGDEC
'Phil Thomas

Bryan' Eustace

305/392-2006

305/392-2005

lennifer Eustace
305/392-2007
TELEX 568-670

- ---eUY---;-SELL-·-"-R-A-O-E-;-LEASE

ADVERTISING OFFICES
Advertising Sales Mgr.: William J. McGuire
New York, NY 10022
875 Third Ave.
(212) 605-9715
Eastern District Managers:
Francie Bolger, John M. Gleason
New York, NY 10022
875 Third Ave.
(212) 605-9400
New England District Mgr.: Jack Orth
Newton, MA 02159
181 Wells Ave.
(617) 964-3730
Mid-Atlantic District Mgr.: John A. Bartlett
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Plymouth Plaza, Suite 201
_(215)_825-4410 ___________ _
Southern District Mgr.: Warren A. Tibbetts
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
7621 West Lake Dr., Lake Clark Shores
(305) 964-6298
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Like-new
.products

IBM SERIES/1 VAR
•
•
•
•
•

Customized Programming
Message Switching
Telex/Teletype Interface
Freight Forwarding
General Business Applications

Raymond C. Lorber,

For free catalog,
phone toll-free (800) 225-1008
In Massachusetts (617) 938-0900

Genstar REI Sales Company
6307 DeSoto Ave., Suite J
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
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FREE~

CATALOG
For a free government
catalog listing more than
200 helpful booklets.
write:
Consumer Information
Center. Dept. A. Pueblo.
Colorado 81009.
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Systems & Programming Design
333 Market Street, Suite 2840
San Francisco, CA 94105

Midwest District Mgr.: Joseph P. Gleason
Chicago, IL 60601
3 Illinois Center Building, 303 East Wacker Dr.
(312) 938-2926
Western District Managers:
Alan Bolte, Jr., William M. Wilshire
Los Angeles, CA 90035
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd.
(213) 559-5111

James E. Filiatrault
Mountain View, CA 94043
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd., Suite 401
(415) 965-8222
U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux, France, Spain
Robert Saidel, Martin Sutcliffe
Technical Publishing Co.
130 Jermyn Street, London, SW1 4UJ, England
Tel: 01-839-3916, Telex: 914911
Germany, Austria, E. Europe: Robert S. Gibson
Regional Manager, Technical Publishing
6000 Frankfurt 60
Scheidswaldstr 41, West Germany
Tel: (611) 439625, Telex: 4170039TP

(415) 434-2607
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USE THE
DATAMATION
MARKETPLACE
ADVERTISING
SECTION
CALL KATHY
800·223·0743

OR SHIRLEY

Italy: Luigi Rancati
Milano San Felice Torre 7
20090 Segrate, Milano, Italy
Tel: 2-7531445,
Telex: 311250 PPMII Per Rancati 7531445
Switzerland: Andre Lehmann
ALAS AG, CH-6344
Meierskappel/LU
Tel: (042) 64 2350, Telex: 864958
Japan: Shigeru Kobayashi
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc.
New Ginza Building, 3-13 Ginza 7-chome
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
Tel: (03) 571-8748, Telex: J22745
Israel: Igal Elan
Daphna Str. 24, Tel-Aviv
Tel: 26~020, Telex: 341667

James B. Tafel, Chairman
John K. Abely, President
Robert L. Dickson, Exec Vice President
John R. Emery, Senior Vice President
Calverd F. Jacobson, Vice President-Finance
Walter M. Harrington, Vice President and Controller

1echnlcal pubhshlng
DB ~":Wn~:'rttI(orpor'I"'"

Lee [))ata9§ lUlll11iverrsaIl terrrnmfumaIl sysftem desngll1llPrfovides
atC~e§§ fro lboit1bl3270 atll1ld VT100 at1Ppllicaftno1l1l§o
Now with Lee Data's new 3270/Async
Communication System (Series 400) you
can eliminate the cost and inconvenience
of needing separate displays for access to
3270 and VT100 applications.
The Lee Data universal terminal
system approach is another innovative
Lee Data design that allows a single
Lee Data display to access applications
and data from an IBM CPU, a non-IBM
system such as DEC, H-P or Prime, and
timesharing services. And a simple
command entered from the display
keyboard is all that is required to switch
from 3270 to VT100 operating mode and
back again. What could be easier?
The Series 400 System incorporates a
new hybrid approach to system operation
that is simpler and more efficient than

protocol conversion. This approach allows
a Lee Data controller to provide dedicated
3270 and VT100 processors for concurrent, but independent application access.
In addition, a single Lee Data
controller provides you 3270 compatibility
via either a remote BSC or SNA/SDLC
or a local SNA or non-SNA interface, as
well as 1 to 16 RS232C ports for your
asynchronous application needs.
Line speeds available are from 300 to
19,200 BPS.
The Series 400 System also provides
you support for up to 32 devices, including
Lee Data's unique All-In-One display that
offers dynamic selection of 4 screen
sizes-three 80-column and one
132-column. Lee Data's 3279-compatible
color displays and a full line of printers are
CIRCLE 110 ON READER CARD

also available as part of the 32-device
complement.
3270 and VT100 capabilities
combined in a single terminal systema reality with the new 3270-plus-Async
system from Lee Data.
Discover what our system can do
for your company's terminal network.
Call our system specialists toll free:

800/328-3998.
Designers of innovative systems
for the information worker

i
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10206 Crosstown Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55344
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W'Ve've IbrougJt1t allA our resources togeme[

ito bring you fue first totaill systems

uptime gtutaranteeo
If cornputer systen1s reliability is a critical
factor in your business, then it's important
that you buy a computer made by Digital.
Because we'll work with you, to ensure that
the reliability we design and build into our
products is maintained at your site. In fact,
once the necessary service requirements are
met, we will guarantee that your VAX Family,
DECsystem-10 or DECSYSTEM-20, will be
available at an optirnum level you can select
yourself-up to 99%.
How is Digital able to offer a total system
uptime guarantee? It has a lot to do with
Digital's company-wide commitment to quality. A commitment evident in the years of
engineering and manufacturing focus on reliability and maintainability technology. And

in one of the largest and most capable service
forces in the industry-supported by the
remarkable power of Digital's proven Remote
Diagnosis technology.
One more thing: since high uptime is
designed into all of Digital's products, it's not
an add-on or an extra-cost option. There's no
additional service charge for Digital's Uptime
Guarantee. It is an integral part of your
Service Contract.
For full details, call your local Digital
office or write to: Digital Equipment
Corporation, 129 Parker Street, Maynard,
MA 01754. L' Digital Equipment Corporation 1982
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LITERARY ROUNDUP

Teletext and Videotex in the United States
by John Tydeman and four other researchIt's the start of a new year and time to rid ers at the Institute for the Future in Menlo
DATAMATION's bookshelves of the many Park, Calif. Claiming that teletext and vireview copies that accumulated over the deotex have the potential "to change how
past year. Mostly because of lack of space people use information and indirectly how
in the magazine, many of these books don't they think,", the authors provide a wide
receive a full review treatment. So, in an overview of market potentials, technology,
effort to at least note the wide spectrum of and public policy issues.
While this book does not claim to
topics the computer press is currently addressing, we've put together a quick run- break much new ground in terms of analyzdown of what looks to be the Best of the ing the social or technological impact of the
Rest.
new systems, it appears to provide a comLast year's best-selling computer prehensive overview of the various elebook was Tracy Kidder's Soul of a New memts involved. As up to date as any book
Machine. Engineering a Compiler by Patri- can be in such a fast-changing field, this
cia Anklam et al. could have been subtitled $34.95 volume offers a wealth of informaSoul of New Compiler, but it probably tion on the potential benefits and threats
wouldn't win a Pulitzer. Nevertheless, the electronic publishing presents to the world.
book provides a close, highly technical look
Narrowing in on the legal issues
at the development of the pU 1 compiler raised by teletext/videotex technology is
written for Digital Equipment's 32-bit VAX The Birth of Electronic Publishing by Richmachines. A step-by-step chronicle of the ard M. Neustadt. Expanding on an oftenprogramming team's progress is provided,
cited December 1981 article that Neustadt
complete with diagrams, coding examples,
and two coauthors published in the Federal
and even a few photos of notes the team Communications Law Journal, the book
kept. Technical jargon is kept to a mini- delves into the intricacies of law pertaining
mum in this book which displays no lack of to the new systems. The author comes to the
a sense of humor: one section is entitled conclusion that current statutes will be
"Domesticating the Beast." Published by quickly outmoded by the electronic delivDEC itself in Bedford, Mass., at $24, the
ery of information and suggests a number of
volume should appeal to anyone--comput- proposals for their revision. At the basis of
er scientist, software engineer, or student- his thinking is a belief in minimal govemattempting a similar project on other equip- ment intervention in the content of electronment.
ic publishing. Neustadt says the govemAn area of increasing interest in the ment should give the medium "as much
so-called information industry is that of freedom as possible so that all its possible
teletext and videotex, the transmission of . applications will have a chance to be testtextual and graphical data by electronic ed. " Published by Knowledge Industry
means directly to a customer's premises.
Publications, ~nc., White Plains, N.Y., the
The field has only begun to emerge as a $32.95 book tries to give electronic pubcommercially viable one and only a few
lishing a place in the law where none curexperimental and limited production sys- rently exists.
terns are in use, but it is clear that some very
Popular interest in the computer is
large corporations (IBM and AT&T, to name on the rise, and with it has come a wealth of
the most obvious) see electronic publishing books exploring the origins of the fabled
as a high growth market for the future. Two beast. Scribner's has come out with Breakrecently published volumes study the marthrough to the Computer Age ($12.95) by
ket and its implications for public policy- former Univac man Harry Wulforst. Conmaking.
cemtrating on events of the '40s and early
McGraw-Hill has come out with
'50s, Wulforst has written a concise story

showing the dogged attempts by computing
pioneers to develop logic and memory circuits, programming languages, and inputoutput devices. While explaining many of
the technological issues, Wuforst provides
an engaging account of the people involved:
John Mauchly and Presper Eckert, George
Stibitz and John von Neumann, to name a
few. Much to his credit, the story is not
laden with made-up dialog as so many historical accounts are these days.
Artificial intelligence (AI) has been
receiving a great deal of attention lately
from the industry, venture capitalists, and
the press. In an attempt to draw together in
one source an in-depth overview of AI concepts and research, William Kaufmann,
Inc., Los Altos, Calif., has published The
Handbook of Artificial Intelligence. The
handsomely produced three-volume set surveys AI in detail, arranging' a series of overview articles in a hierarchical manner so
that even the initiate can quickly find what
he's looking for. The total set is $95 and is
scheduled to be revised regularly as new
research is accomplished, according to the
publisher.
A broader overview of the computer
industry, and a few guesses at its future, are
to be found in Ulric Weil's Information Systems in the 80's, Products, Markets and
Vendors. Unfortunately this Prentice-Hall
book of 383 pages is rather heavy going,
burdened as it is with the jargon typical of
most Wall Street research departments.
That, of course, is where Weil comes from,
Morgan Stanley & Co. to be exact, but it
seems a shame that his writing is not up to
the level of his insight into the industry and
its players. Nevertheless, this leading analyst's book is a mother lode of information,
much of it relating to markets, projected
growth rates, and strategies of IBM and its
rivals. At $24.95, Weil's volume will surely be more of a reference book than one to,
curl up with on a cold winter's night.
As always, books on programming
are plentiful. They seem to come in waves,
according to the shifting popUlarity of different languages and programming methods. A few years ago it was structured
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methods, this year it seems to be Pascal and
Course comes from Halsted Pr~ss, a John
Ada. Two birds of a feather, perhaps.
Wiley imprint, located in New York, for a
One company that seems intent hefty $48.95. Billing itself as "providing
upon tapping the Pascal market is Reston
the professional programmer with an easy
means to learn the basics of ADA," the
Publishing, an imprint of Prentice-Hall in
New Jersey. The company has no less than book assumes the reader already underfive Pascal textbooks, most of which have stands another language fairly well. As
been written by Canadians. Do oUr northern such, however, the book does not intend to
neighbors have a monopoly on this lan- be a full-blown manual on Ada but rather a
guage or are we merely seeing them play concise (170-page) teaching and reference
catch-up to a previous series ofU .S. books? tool to provide the professional with a
Or do Canadian authors demand lower roy- working knowledge of Ada's most often
alties than their U.S. cousins?
used features.
Apparently written for the novice is
The largest Reston text by far is the
625-page Computing, An Introduction to Brian Mayoh's Problem Solving with ADA
- - StrlicturedProblem -Solving -Using -Pascal - (J ohn -Wiley;-$23 ~ 95 ~) -The book-offers a by V.A. Dyck et al. Developed at the Uni- wealth of intriguing diagrams and emphaversity of Waterloo, the book attempts to sizes the basic Ada concept of approaching
enforce structured design thinking and pro- big problems as a series of concentric.subvide beginning programming students with problems. An index of useful Ada packages
a complete understanding of Pascal and al- is provided and the book supplies many
gorithmic program solving in general.
problems for the reader to solve.
Moving away from specific lanIn a similar vein, UCSD Pascal, A
Beginner's Guide to Programming Microguages, we come to two general programcomputers was written by two University of ming books that approach problems of softToronto computer scientists. Authors ware efficiency and portability. Writing EfJ.N.P. Hume and R.C. Holt introduce the ficient Programs by Jon Louis Bentley
(Prentice-Hall, $22.95) attempts to instruct
language in a series of subsets.
Pascal, Text and Reference with the software engineer and computer hobWaterloo Pascal and Pascal vs by John B. byist alike in the benefits and methods of
Moore is a paperback apparently set on a writing efficient code. The trade-offs becomputer's line printer, making it look tween memory space and processor time are
quite unprofessional next to some of the explored in the 170-page volume that proothers. It does, however, appear to provide vides a wealth of examples in Pascal. A
a comprehensive introduction to the popu- comprehensive list of efficiency rules is
lar language along with problems for stu- provided, and a good list of references.
dents to solve.
If ever there was a cliche that should
Reston's next title is Pascal Pro- be replaced it's the one about portable softgramming, Problems and Applications by ware: "We were trying not to reinvent the
David T. Barbard and Robert G. Crawford,
wheel." Peter J.L. Wallis's Portable Proboth of Queen's University in Ontario. Like gramming (John Wiley, $18.95) is a primer
Moore's, this book is a paperback, but its in designing and marketing software that
layout is much more attractive. Its aim is can be moved from machine to machine.
similar, that of teaching beginning students Wallis covers the issue from all angles, disthe basics of Pascal (no pun intended).
cussing legal considerations, high-level
Finally, for those interested in Pas- languages, specific and general applicacal on Motorola's 6809 and 68000 micro- tions, and even industry attitudes towards
processors, Reston has published George the subject. The concise text and ample bibW. Cherry's Pascal Programming Strucliography appear to make the book anything
tures for Motorola Microprocessors. The but a reinvention of someone else's wheel.
self-study text can be used in classrooms. It
-John W. Verity
delves extensively into the semiconductor
firm's own compilers.
REPORTS & REFERENCES
As if Reston's lineup weren't
enough, Van Nostrand Reinhold offers for DEC REFERRAL
$13.95 Dr. Martin D. Beer'sProgramming Digital Equipment Corp. wanted to make
Microcomputers with Pascal. It is aimed at life easier for its computer graphics users,
scientific and engineering users and to that so it published the Graphics Referral Cataend offers a series of typical problems- log (GRC). Now in its secon'd edition, the
data measurement, process control, and the catalog lists products that are compatible
like-for th~ 'reader to program.
with the Digital VAX, PDP-II, DEcsystemAda is, of course, the Defense De- 10, or DEcsystem..:20. DEC does not review
partment's baby, a language to end all lan- the products it lists; the book is designed
'guages. It is an easy guess that the industry simply to show users what is available. The
will need some texts to help educate itself in vendor's name, its product's name, and a
the new language itself as the demand for it product description are given for each enspreads. (Don't throwaway your COBOL try. Categories include software, hardware,
books yet, though!) M.J. Stratford-Col- display devices, and input devices. The GRC
lins's ADA, A Programmer's. Conversion is free to DEC customers (one copy only);
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others can obtain it for $5. Contact DEC at
Two Iron Way, Box 1003, Marlboro, MA
01752, (617) 467-5111. Ask for the Engineering Systems Group.

TECHNO-TALK
Talk is getting cheaper, so don't be surprised if, in the not too distant future, your
new car says, "Hey buddy, you forgot to
fasten your seat belt." A recent Datapro Research Corp. report, "All About
Speech Technology," tells where this technology began, where it is, and where it's
headed. Voice recognition, voice synthesis, voice response, and voice store-and-forwarding are examined in the $19 report.-Comparison charts of71 voice products and
40 manufacturers of voice equipment are
included. In addition, Datapro tells what
applications these technologies are used
for, and how to begin planning to add them
to your organization's operations. For
copies of the report, contact Datapro at
1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ08075,
(800) 257-9406.

MAP IT UP
Don't get lost in the valley; get Rich's
Guide to Santa Clara County's Silicon Valley. This guide can be used as a directory,
plant site locator, product/service source,
address book, restaurant guide, and hotel/
motel guide. Only $45 buys over 190 pages
of more than 150 maps with 1,100 locations. Send for yours today, and don't get
lost again! Area wall maps also available.
Contact Rich's Enterprises, 1000 Elwell
Court, Suite 215, Palo Alto, CA 94303,
(415) 961-9557.

PERSONAL WORLD
Keeping up with the personal computer industry is difficult at best. Future Computing, Inc., is offering a monthly newsletter,
Views, that "provides time-sensitive information on the shipping volumes, product
announcements, and policy and marketing
changes" of the companies involved in this
booming industry. The publication also
evaluates new products, discusses the Japanese position in the personal market, and
gives data on market shares held by the various competitors. Annual subscription rate
for 16 issues of Views is $325. Future Computing, Inc., 900 Canyon Creek Center,
Richardson, TX 75080, (214) 783-9375.

LEND AN ARM
Industrial robots are the focus of this 368page book, Robotics Today' 82 Annual Edition, by Robotics International/Society of
Manufacturing Engineers. This volume is a
compilation of feature articles that ran from
1979 to 1981 in·sME's publication, Robotics
Today. It begins with a chapter entitled
"Basics," which covers such topics as
"Can I Use a Robot," and "Planning the
Successful Robot Installation." Next, the
book reviews the man-machine relation-
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It's available today from Martin l\larietta Data Systems: over 100 information management software packages, ready to sen'e your business
needs through our remote computing
services network.

Almost any subject. Our shelves are
stacked with problem-solving software to meet the demanding requirements of today's increasingly complex business environment. Financial
Analysis and Modeling tools. Engineering tools. Energy Analysis Systems. Manufacturing Control Systems, in integrated modular units.
Everything you need to analyze,
plan, forecast and direct the course
of your business in more profitable
directions.

t-LAh1DY
REfiERlEi\lClE SOURCES.
Choose from a variety of data base
management systems. Information
retrieval and report writing tools
tlexible enough for management and
users, as well as programmers.
From classics like MARK IV to best
sellers such as RA~.lI~~ II. ~~'10St of
them compatible with both interactive and remote batch environments.
t-W~DSOfVliElY 8LWSfRAT!ED.
Graphic display programs are available to help you provide your com
pany's decision-makers with a clear,
concise picture of business problems
and solutions. In black and white or
in color. Powerful tools like
SAS/GRAPH and TELL-A-GRAF.

from one system to another. Plus a
full range uf prompters, optimizers,
debugging aids and training tools.

TOflJ10'~RO'J~f'S UBRAfUI-\li\jS.
Meet a new breed of information
specialist, .. trained by I'vIartin
Manetta to serve a:3 your guide
Lhr(}L!~h. I~)tlr 1il)r:lr:,' ~)f l)usinc~;s :;()ft
ware. Knowledgeable professionals
who will help you select the most effecti\'(~ combinatioll of software tools
to increase productivity, accuracy
and control. Packages that deliver
timely'. up-to-date solutions to your
l1lust deill;lndillg c'lld L1sers.
To check out our l'\Tr-l':-,:p;lllclil1g library of problem -s()I\'in,L; soft \\';lre,
call us toll-free at (K()(J) ():~K-7()K(). In
Maryland: (800) 492-7170. We'll send
'Tf,\ll
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h>rIl1al Fut<TI{[\0; (lr c()l1versati()IlCll
COBOL. Ex()tic dialvcts like APL
and F()RTI~AN IV H-EXTENDED.
Thc/rc all ,In nul' :ihdvc:). Alung
with conversion tools to translate

MARTIN MARlEnA DATA SYSTEMS 0
!\1.u Kctlll,~ ~('! \'1\\"", ! L./.~
6:3U3 l\'Y LlIlc
CrcL'Iltwlt, l\laryLtlld ~tJ77()
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SOURCE DATA
ship, and continues on to discuss the many
applications for robots. SME members can
purchase the book for $30; $42 nonmembers. Contact RIISME, One SME Dr.,
P.o. Box 930, Dearborn, M148128.

SEMINARS

DBMS
The 1983 National Data Base Management
Symposium, offered by Digital Consulting
Associates, will be presented in three cities:
Los Angeles, March 1-4; Washington,
April 19-21; and Chicago, May 16-19. The
'83 symposia will focus on· new and en.. hanced 'database and data management
products that run on mainframes, minis,
and micros. There will be guest lecturers
and one-hour presentations by 30 vendors
on their specific products. Four-day conference registration is $650, or $350 for the
first day (seminars) only. Contact Digital
Consulting Assoc., 5 Kimberly Terrace,
Lynnfield, MA 01940, (617) 334-5755.

SOMETHING TO GAIN
The 11 th annual Employment Register will
once again take place at the Computer Science Conference, cosponsored by ACM and
the computer science departments of numerous universities. Both new graduates
and experienced individuals already in the
work force may sign up with the register.

OESCRIPTION

PURCHASE
PRICE

LA34 DECwriler IV Forms Ctrl. . . $1.095
LAloo Leiter Printer RD ....... , 1.995
2.295
LA120 DECwriter III KSR ....
LA120 DECwriter III RO ..... ,'
2.095
LA12A Portable DECwriter . , .
2.950
1.695
VT100 CRT DECscope ......
1.195
VTl0l CRT DECscope .. ,"
VT125 CRT Graphics ......
3.295
1.745
VT131 CRT DECscope
1.995
VT132 CRT DECscope .. ..,.'
VT18XAC Personal Computer Option 2.395
TI745 Portable Terminal .. , ,
1.595
TI765 Bubble Memory Terminal , 2.595
TI940 CRT ........ ' ....... ,. 1,795
TI785 Portable KSR. 120 CPS .. , 1.795
2.195
TI787 Portable KSR. 120 CPS. '
TI810 RO Printer .
1.695
TI820 KSR Printer "" , ... , .. 2.195
595
645
1.165
CIT·l0l CRT ................
CIT·161 Color CRT. ....... , ...
CIT·427 Color Graphic CRT ..
910 CRT Terminal ............
925 CRTTerminal ............
950 CRT Terminal .....
Leiter 'Quality. 1715 RO .•......
Leiter Quality. 7725 KSR .......
2030 KSR Printer 30 CPS ......
2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS .....
MX·80 FIT Printer ............
MX·loo Printer ..............
E04004 Channel Stat Mux .....
ED800 8 Channel Stat Mux .....
Digital EqUipment Corporation

1.525
2.675
3.095
650
850
1.075
2.695
.3.195
1.195
2.195
745
895
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Employers from business, industry, government, and academia will also be present.
The conference takes place on Feb. 14-17,
in Orlando, Fla. Contact Orrin Taulbee,
ACM Computer Science Employment Register, Department of Computer Science,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
15260.

GOING EAST
The Technology Transfer Institute (TIl) and
Arthur D. Little Co. are cosponsoring a
technical mission to Japan March 5-20.
Group members will observe how such
companies as Hitachi Seiki Co., Fuji Heavy
Industries, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. ,.. and
Toyota Motor Co., Ltd., are using computer integrated manufacturing (CIM). Dr. Joseph Harrington, a consulting engineer affiliated with A.D. Little, will lead the group
through the present state 'of CIM in Japan,
the benefits and problems of CIM application, future CIM developments, and more.
For mission brochures, contact Nancy
Dyer, project manager, TIl, One Penn Plaza, Suite 1411,250 West 34 St., New York
10119, (212) 947-2648.

VENDOR LITERATURE

ATTENTION UNIX USERS
An eight-page catalog listing short courses
on Unix use and C programming is now

12 MOS

PER MONTH
2.MOS

$105
190
220
200
280
162
115
315
167
190
230
153
249
173
173
211
162
211
57
62
112

$ 58
106
122
112
155
90
67
185
93
106
128
85
138
96
96
117
90
117
34
36
65

147
257
297
62
82
103
259
307
115
211

82
143
165
36
46
57
144
171
67
117
42
48

n

86

available. Courses for programmers and
end users at three levels-novice, intermediate, and advanced-are described. UN 1oPs, Walnut Creek, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 350 ON READER CARD

DIAGNOSTIC HELP
The Datalyzer, a network diagnostic and
performance monitoring system, is described in the vendor's 12-page color brochure. It explains what this product can do,
and what options and features are availble.
PARADYNE, Largo, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 351 ON READER CARD

TEST· THOSE SEMIS
This 48-page design manual tells how Impact II, a "discrete semiconductor test system," operates, and includes information
on configurations, programming, software
and hardware options, 1I0S, specifications,
and more. EATON CORP., Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD

PROTECTION
To protect your investment in a personal
microcomputer, whether or not you ever
use it for business purposes, an insurance
policy is now available that will cover all
hardware, software, and media after a $50
deductible. ARMCO INSURANCE GROUP, INC.,
Middletown, Ohio.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 353 ON READER CARD

36MOS

$ 40
72

83
75
106
61
43
119
63

72
86
58
93
65
65
80
61
80
22
24
42
55
97
112
24
31
39
98
115
43
80
27
32

FREE

I

CATALOG
For a free government
catalog listing more than
200 helpful booklets,
write:
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. A. Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.

How do you create a microcomputer
to match the p'ower of
the·UNIX'operating system?
magine. You are perfecting a revolu'onary operating system. In about two
!ars, it will be the system of choice ,
)r 16-bit microcomputers.
;' / ,:'
It will be called the UNIX operating
,stem.
But the breakthrough features of this
perating system are going to make
'ringent demands on the computer.
The microcomputer developed specically for the UNIX operating system,
lore than two years before its commer- I'll
.al distribution is called ONYX~
i
ONYX will live up to every demand
nd expectation.
''
To achieve the ultimate flexibility,
.mplicity, efficiency and productivity,
Ie UNIX operating system will incororate a file system of highly uniform
;!ts and sub-sets of directories, arranged
'} a tree-like hierarchical structure.
And flexible directory and file pro;!ction modes, allowing all combinaions of "read:' "write:' and "execute"
ccess, independently for each file or
irectory, or for a group of users.
But these advantages will require
ltensive disk access, and superior
aemory management. In simple lanuage, disk access must be as fast as
,ossible, and the disk must have an
lnusual capacity to maintain complex
He systems on-line at all times.
Floppy disks with their low capacities
Lnd high access times won't do.
Winchester disk drives that utilize
low-moving stepper motor head posiioning devices won't do.

, I'

I

i

.1,

,I

increases the number ofopetations tha
can run concurrently. ONYX's memory
management system utilizes "scaiter"
instead of "contigUOUS" allocation, ahd
the more efficient swapping minimizes
, demand on the disk channel. that's wh~
ONYX assures a highly efficient environment for the'UNIXoperatirig system
Now it's 1982. The UNIX systehl's pre
eminence amortg 16-bit operating systems is established. And ONYX is the
only company that has significant production experience with UNtX systems
ONYX has installed over 1500
'UNIX systems.
Today there a.re a lot of systems .
being developed to operate UNIX (and
"look-alike'~ op'erating systems. But
,
there are many reasons why y()U should
consider ONYX and the UNIX operating system as inseparable.

"

!
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/ ONY{}'sJMI Winchester ~~sk storage
System, ,with'its servo-driverl voice coil
,head p~siiioning, is more th~n\twice'" .
/ as fast!
So, obviously the ONYX C8002
will do.
And, as developed, the ONYX C8002
features expandable memory up to
1 Mbyte, and disk storage up to 160
Mbytes on-line. Its cartridge tape backup offers cyclical redundancy checking
on every backup. Both the Winchester
disk storage system and the cartridge
tape backup are internal.
In the UNIX operating system environment, the disk becomes an extension
of main memory. "Swapping" programs
between the disk and main memory
I

.•.•.

'.

System 1tt available now
for immediate delivery.
Phone this special number: (408)
946-6330 Ext. 251. Ask about these
Sysfem III enhancements, includihg:
• Multi-key fndex sequential files
under RM COBOL;
• "Term Cap" capability that stip~
ports a wide variety of terminal
interfaces;
• Enhanced printer handling
capability;
,
• SCCS to maintain edit histories
in text management applications"
* UNIX is a trademark of Bell lAboratories.

Make the Connection

OPERATING SYSTEM

Onyx Systems Inc., 25 East Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD

Now, a supermini you can grow with
at a price you can live with.
The ·3210. Only $42,000.
The Perkin-Elmer 3210, the most
powerful system in its class, is
now also the most expandable.
And the $42,000 price tag
(U.S. only) makes it the most affor. dable 32-bit supermini system
on the market. (OEM quantity of
~100~$26,000.r---~~~--~ -- --Software Power You get full 32-bit software
performance. Programmers can·
work interactively in any mix of
these languages-FORTRAN,
COBOL, Pascal, Basic II and RPG
II. A whole range of FORTRAN
compilers are available right up
to our state-of-the-art universally
optimizing FORTRAN VII Z.
A standard version of Bell
Laboratories' UNIXTM generalpurpose time sharing software
development system runs on the
3210. And we fully support it. Or
you can have Reliance PLUS,
a software package with everything you need for high-performance transaction processing
including a transaction controller,
a relational DBMS, a data dictionary and query/report processing.
Hundreds of third-party packages that can save you time and
money are also available.
Expansion Power
With the 3210 you can expand
system capability without having
. to trade up to a bigger CPU. You
can get as much as 4MB of
directly addressable memory.
The 3210 can support up to
32 terminals concurrently. And
you can string up to a whopping
28 gigabytes of disc storage on
the 3210.
The 3210 gives you a choice
of disc options from 32MB to

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Inc.

©1982 The Perkin-Elmer Corporation

300MB. And the system supports
800, 1600 and 6250 bpi tape
drives.
That's a powerful array of
features for a mini that's just 30
inches high. And if you ever
outgrow all that power, you can
migrate upward within our supermini family and protect your soft-

ware investment.
Learn more about what
makes the Perkin-Elmer 3210
your biggest supermini value.
Write or call now for all the facts.
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation,
Two Crescent Place, Oceanport,
NJ 07757. Tel: 800-631-2154.
In NJ 201-870-4712.

PERKIN~ELMER
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An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.
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software becomes the single most important item in a justification
study.
Selection of equipment then, becomes a discipline similar
to a game of chess. Each move can be evaluated in the light of four
basic system considerations.
Economics. Simply stated, what is the cheapest way to
create a computer system? On the surface, it might seem that small,
The last several years have brought an incredible proliferation in
cheap hardware would tend to keep costs low. But creating the first
both the numbers and kinds of computers· available in the marketsystems for a new hardware configuration will necessarily take
place. Computers now come in sizes ranging from minuscule to
longer and cost more because of the learning dp personnel must
megamonster. Peripherals have gone from poor old, dumb termiundergo concerning the procedures and limitations of the smaller
nals to communicating copiers, talking consoles, facsimile demachines. If more than one type of small machine is acquired, the
vices, plotters,video private eyes, and even more exotic stuff.
learning must be repeated to varying degrees for each new model.
Throw in the complexities of the networks· that tie all the new
Operating costs manifest themselves in four ways: the cost
gadgetry together, and determining the configuration that best suits
of processing necessary to recoup the hardware and supplies investan organization's needs becomes extremely difficult. Several facment, the cost of operations personnel to run the machines, the
additional costs of servicing machines and software not located in
tors complicate things further:
the immediate vicinity of the computer room, and the costs associ·1. Processing power has become extremely cheap, but increased demand has kept most hardware budgets on the rise.
ated with obtaining adequate vendor support. New small equipment
2. The advent of satellite communications, "data only"
may need additional operators, and software and equipment service
cable channels, digital telephone networks, and other cheap means
charges may be higher because of additional mileage and distance
charges. Small equipment vendors often do not have the same level
of communication has put the sophistication of very large computof support as the large mainframe manufacturers, and the costs for
ers and small computer combinations within everyone's reach.
support services can be· high. Also to be weighed are the costs
3. Computers are beginning to permeate society at so many
incurred if a small vendor (and many small machines are marketed
levels that even the layman has some perception of how the computer can improve his or her life.
by small vendors) faces bankruptcy or liquidation.
4. Intense advertising campaigns have led many people to
To support the hardware and control systems of small
equipment networks, staff costs become significantly larger than if
believe that all their problems will be solved if only they can obtain
a computer.
a mainframe environment alone is supported. In addition to supporting neW kinds of operating systems, support groups must now
The basic problem is that most larger organizations have
already invested huge sums of money in mainframes to provide the
grapple with networking problems. Part of the increase is due to the
fact that large mainframes could not even be marketed until all the
necessary computing power. The realization that there are many
necessary protocols for handling many users over many different
alternatives beyond the typical mainframe setup has led to the call
for a "minicomputer policy" or "procurement directives for diskinds of. deviees were worked out. Thus, the support person's
primary role was, and is, to maintain software, solve problems, set
tributed data processing." These policies are often created as a
means of coping with, and perhaps shutting off, user demand for
parameters, and put on new releases. But hooking together many
new technology. Unfortunately, all too many policies are based
different pieces of hardware is an area where no single vendor can
solely on the cost ofcomputing power and storage capacity of small
yet supply any comprehensive support programs. Consequently, it
computers versus large. Several other factors must be considered
falls upon the support personnel to improvise and create the necesbefore the overall picture can be seen.
sary software to make the hardware function effectively-a very
costly task.
A common error in preparing cost estimates occurs when
Technology. In the mad rush to prove how advanced their
only hardware is looked at as a capitalized expense. In reality, the
products are, many vendors tend to gloss over pertinent informacost of the software systems must also be considered. In the same
sense that one expects a piece of manufacturing machinery to last . tion, particularly when the small equipment is to be used in a large
computing environment. One factor of prime importance is the
for a certain amount of time and produce a certain number ·of
products (hence the ability to estimate a fixed cost for each item
ability of small computers to communicate with one another and the
produced), software is really a piece of invisible machinery that can
host. Although almost all vendors claim that their computers can
be thought of as having a finite useful life and a certain rate of
communicate, the art of hooking small and large computers togethproduction. Just like any other piece of machinery, software needs
er is still in its infancy. No firm interface standards yet exist on an
regular maintenance. In addition,· as hardware costs continue to
industrywide basis, and they· may never exist. It is similar to Ma
Bell telling you that you can talk to Japan for $3. Sounds cheap, but
decline relative to power, the cost of creating and maintaining

HOW TO BUY
SMALL
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While Visicalc * was growing up and becoming the in
language of business computing in America, a parallel revolution has been taking place in Japan. SORD Computer Systems,
Japan's fastest growing company, made it happen with PIPS,
a sophisticated non-programming business system. PIPS is .
actually far superior to Visicalc for business purposes. It can
do anything that Visicalc, Visifile*, or Visiplot* can do plus a
lot more-and a lot more easily. PIPS is perfect for strategic
computing applications like marketing and product pricing, and .
you don't need computer experience to put it to work for you.
The PIPS revolution is about to happen here, too. PIPS
is now available with a wide range of desktops from SOCIUS.
There's the M23P: a portable desktop with 2 built-in microfloppy drives, a Z-80A microprocessor and 128K of RAMso light and compact, it travels in a briefcase, yet is more
powerful than many larger computers. There's also the M343:
a compact giant with a 16-bit microprocessor, a high-speed
arithmetic processor, 256K of RAM, color graphics with a
1024 x 1024 dot memory, multi-terminal timesharing
capability, communications interface and more.
Lots more software is also available with SOCIUS computers, including
the SB-80* operating system for
compatibility with
all CP/M *-based
programs.
The SOCIUS

what's the use if you don't speak Japanese?
The data management or database systems on small computer setups are usually not as sophisticated as those found on larger
mainframes. These database limitations may prove a hindrance in
the development'of sophisticated systems, particularly as the user
asks for more enhancements. As with communications considerations, methods must be worked out to interface different database
access "methods, and new concepts must be devised to handle
shared data, or to use the new buzzword, "distributed database."
Another difference between large and small systems is the
degree of generality built into them. Large' computers tend to be
called general purpose because of the very wide range of computing, storage, and access arrangements that can be programmed or
where parameters can be set. ·On the other hand, small computers
tend to have specialized.functions and rigid protocols, two of the
_reasons Joc their-IoweL cost. ~~ _____...__ ~ _________. ~__ ~_ ~ ... __
Organization. Although it is desirable to have users directly
involved in their system, some measure of planning and control
must be exercised if systems are to be upwardly compatible. While
in some circumstances it is desirable to place a large measure of
control in the hands of the user, particularly when that user has a
mature understanding of the computer and the organization'.s requirement~, in other circumstances the mere introduction of an
independent or decentralized computer can wreak havoc where
close cooperation between user departments is required. Thus,
decisions must be made concerning the physical placement of small
machines and who will exercise ultimate control over the software
running on those machines.
Politics. Though somewhat divorced from other considerations, politics still plays a role inthe selection of computer equipment. For example, in an organization where plant managers or
division vice presidents operate with virtual autonomy, small inde-

SOCIUS
M23P
Suggested

--

retail price:

$2395

..----

(CRT not included)
~Visicalc, Visifile, and Visiplot are trademarks of Visicorp. S8-80 and CP / Mare
trademarks of Lifeboat Associat~s and Digital Research Inc. respectively.
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c/o Mitsui (U.S.A.) Inc.,. 200 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10166-0130
Attn: M. Taketani or M. Kitamura, Tel: 212-878"4403
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~~tal1cables .

for
when·
there's a network•••
rigJ.tt
under
your
nose?
If you're tired of
the endless hassle of expanding your local area network - not to mention

the expense of installing cable and limited distance modems-Teltone has
some very good news for you.
It's called the DCS-2 Data Carrier System, and it lets you use existing
PABX wires to carry both voice and data traffic simultaneously.
That's right. Up to 9600 BPS of dedicated-channel, full duplex asynchronous data can be transmitted or received by any ASCII terminal in your
system-and the data won't interrupt phone service.
With the DCS-2 your PABX becomes a common communications
network, where making a computer hookup is as easy as plugging in a
phone. It's fast, FCC Part 68 registered, and it won't cost you the roof
over your head.
So before you make another equipment move, find out how Teltone can
help you keep it simple. Just call our toll-free hotline at 1-800-227-3800
Ext. 1122 (in California 1-800-792-0990
w. ~~:tr~sm~S
Ext. 1122) or write Teltone Corporation
l~~~~~~/ ;;; ~:~~~~sr.ng
J3=)
PO Box 657, Kirkland, WA98033.InCanada
~O:~~-P~-'I',-~-,-"
call (416) 475-0837 or write 91 Telson Road, ~~.J~ ~-v-~., V ~~:p~:"t
Markham, Ontario L3R 1£4.
0~~ination .~
Your Phone

Your PBX

,

PBXpalf.rLr

Unrt

c&.

For users of DEC. Prime. Data General. Tandem. IBM Series/I. H-P and other asynchronous computers.
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Choose
the proven
conversion
software.,

.

,

Choose
DASD.
Don't take chances with your conversion.
. Choose DASD Conversion Software. It's proven
itself time and again on actual conversions.
Our software library is comprehensive,
well-designed, thoroughly developed. It offers
a full range of proven conversion tools, plus
specifically designed utilities.
DASD personnel are tops in the field,
fully qualified and experienced in all major
hardware, languages and applications. We're
fully staffed, able to go anywhere, any time you
need us. And we'l\ handle either partial or
turnkey conversions. On time and within
budget.
Let us help with your conversion. Circle
the appropriate number on the Reader Service
Card and return it today.
.
Conversion Programs
Available
RPG/RPG \I to COBOL
NEAT/3 to COBOL
DIBOL to COBOL
COBOL to COBOL
FORTRAN to FORTRAN
DOS ALC to OS ALC
MAP to COBOL
COBOL ISAM to COBOL VSAM
CCP to CICS
SYSTEM 34RPG to SYSTEM 38RPG

Reader Service
Number
Circle No,119
Circle No. 120
Circle No. 121
Circle No. 122
Circle No. 123
Circle No. 124
Circle No. 125
Circle No. 126
Circle No. 127
Circle No, 128

Job control language translators also available.

OR5[)®

®

Member of the Cap Gemini Sogeti group . . .

PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
DASD Corporation. Corporate Services Center
9045 North Deerwood Drive. Dept. 228
Milwaukee. WI 53223 • 414-355-3405
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pendent computer systems may be the only realistic alternative. Dp
personnel must also face preconceived notions from upper management with respect to what computers can and should do. And of
course, warring factions within an organization almost guarantee
failure of a system unless the problems can be resolved.
Obviously, the first step in developing a rational procurement policy is to conduct a detailed needs assessment not only for
each department requesting services or equipment; but at a corporate level as well. Regardless of what level the assessment is conducted at, four pieces of information must be obtained: what will be
done with the system(s), how much volume and power is required,
what is the anticipated growth of this and other systems, and what
other systems will need to be interfaced.
This needs assessment, coupled with one-on-one interviews, corporate policy statements, and other information, provides ihe_raw data for the following decision process:
1. Is the hardware required for the appfication cheaper if
procured as a mainframe computer add-on or as a small computer?
If it cannot be demonstrated that the small computer hardware
would cost less, and unless there are extreme technological, organizational, or political factors that force the use of small computers,
then mainframe development should be chosen as the practical
alternative.
2. If it can be demonstrated that the hardware is cheaper,
then a comparison ,of the savings in hardware must be made against
the additional software and support costs. Naturally, for those
specialized applications where a certain technology is required,
extra costs must be considered separately. Other costs, including
the costs of operation, staffing, physical plant remodeling, supplies, and other parts,' must also be factored into the economic
equation.
3. If justified from an economic viewpoint, or required by
organizational or political considerations, then it must be determined if the dp shop has sufficient technology to support the proposed system. If not, then economic justification must be made to
support the additional technology required or the applications
should again be considered for the mainframe.
4. Once a small computer system is proved to be competitive when weighed against a mainframe, the applications' future
growth rates must be determined. Small systems are much more
sensitive to growth, primarily because anyone application is normally a larger percentage of the total power available from the
computer. Additional costs of the initial small computer, with
reserves built in for future growth, must be weighed against costs
for upgrades to the mainframe as well as the time cycle over which
these upgrades will occur.
5. The small computer system must then be looked at from
the organizational perspective to ensure that no undue influence or
pressure can be exerted upon project participants. An inability to
equalize roles among system users suggests that stronger central
control may be required. Unless adequate management controls are
in place, mainframe development may again be the only realistic
alternative.
6. Lastly, the support, interest, and participation of toplevel m~lOagement must be gauged to calculate the possibilities of
funding stops, stonewalling, or perhaps even outright sabotage of
the new system.
Ifall the factors look favorable for small computer implementation, the recommendation to proceed should be made, with
suggestions concerning the nature of equipment required to most
effectively meet system specifications and integrate with the large
mainframe computer.

-Wayne V. Herbert
Houston, Texas
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